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FOREWORD

I have much pleasure in complying with the request of the

Hon’ble Dr. P. S. Deshmukh that I should write a foreword

to his interesting and valuable study of Religion in Vedic

I/iterature. The work represents a thesis which Dr.

Deshmukh, one of my students at Edinburgh, prepared at

Oxford under the guidance of the late Professor A. A.

Macdonell, who would unquestionably have welcomed the

publication of a contribution to the subject on which he

himself was so high an authority. It appears without

substantial modification from the form in which it was

approved by the examiners for the degree of D.Phil., for

the author's work as Minister of Education in the Central

Provinces has inevitably left him neither leisure nor oppor-

tunity to carry further what was originally intended to

cover the whole field of the origin, development, and inter-

relation of indigenous Indian religions.

The question of the origin of religion has been attacked

once more by Dr. Deshmukh, with full recognition of the

difficulties of his undertaking. When we recognize the

enormous period of time during which man is now asserted

to have evolved on the qarth, and compare it with the fact

that we have such scanty knowledge of his thoughts as

revealed by writing and inferred from cult implements and

edifices for any period earlier than 3000 B.C., it is obvious

that dogmatism on the subject is wholly impossible. But

it is difficult not to feel that it is an impossible task to

explain the evolution of religion from magic in any form,

and that we must accept as ultimate the religious sentiment.

We are, it is true, only gradually emerging from the doc-

trines of a crude evolutionism, but already it is less fashion-

able than it was to assert that consciousness is a late

epiphenomenon on matter, and we may anticipate that

it will eventually be generally accepted that it is unwise to
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claim that religion is derived from magic and is the creation

of minds which had realized that magic could not produce

the effects which it was at first believed to be potent to

accomplish.

The second part of the thesis is devoted to questions of

less complexity but not less interest. The sketches given

of the Indo-Europeans, their religion, the Indo-Iranian

modifications, and the Vedic religion are fresh and interest-

ing, and will serve as a stimulating introduction to these

topics for those who desire to have fuller knowledge. The

salient features are clearly stated, and the author’s judgment

is sane, and has preserved him from the error of mistaking

obscure aspects of Vedic belief and practice for the essential

elements of the religion. It deserves and will, I trust,

receive cordial welcome both in India and in Europe.

t

The University of Edinburgh,

3 May ipjj.



PREFACE

What is published here was a thesis presented and

approved for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (D.Phil.)

by the University of Oxford. The subject originally selected

was ‘ The origin, development, and inter-relation of indi-

genous Indian religions It was, however, soon found that

an adequate treatment of this theme would take me consi-

derably beyond the scope of a single good-sized dissertation.

With the permission of the University authorities therefore,

the title of the thesis was altered to ‘ The origin and develop-

ment of religion in Vedic literature '. Even this altered sub-

ject proved too extensive for the time I could spend on it, which

itself depended upon the finances at my command. The latter

consideration thus forced me to present the thesis in an in-

complete form and I am indebted to the Oxford University

for permitting me to submit it in that form.

On my return home, I had to devote myself to social,

political and, last but not least, professional activities so

entirely that I could spare little time to complete this work.

Nor could I postpone its publication indefinitely as I was

under a promise to the University to publish it as early as

possible.

The decision therefore, to present it to readers in its

present form had to be taken. The heavy responsibilities

of the ofiice of Minister of the Provincial Government

coupled with the handicap of a want of a good library, came

in the way of a thorough revision of what had been already

written. Even a complete verification of all references

cited in the work could not be undertaken for want of neces-

sary books. For these reasons, a number of possibly avoid-

able mistakes may have crept in. All that I can now do,

is to hope that they are not too many.

To my two professors the late Professor A. A. Macdonell

of Oxford and Professor A. B. Keith of Edinburgh, I owe
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a profound debt of gratitude. The late Professor Macdonell’s

Veiic Mythology was invaluable to me in the writing of this

thesis and Professor Keith’s ‘ Foreword ’ to this volume has

placed me under a fresh obligation. I must also thank

those in charge of the British Museum in London and the

Bodleian, Oxford, for having given me all facilities so essen-

tial for research studies. I did most of the work in the

serene atmosphere of these two famous British institutions.

The publication of this volume would have been still

further delayed had it not been for my friend Dr. M. S.

Modak, Assistant Inspector of Schools, Berar, who has seen

the book through the press, and helped me with the work

of reading proofs. The laborious work of compiling the

index was done by Mr. H. N. Sinha, Assistant Professor,

Morris College, Nagpur. I am thankful to them both.

P. S. Deshmukh.

Mount Pleasant, Pachmarhi,

30 /««« t933‘
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CHAPTER I

DEFINITION OF RELIGION

There are numberless definitions of religion and yet there

is none which is admitted to be the most correct or the

most generally applicable.^ Some modern authorities on

the subject seem to give up all hope of defining the word.

Professor C. C. J. Webb® says, ‘ I do not myself believe that

religion can be defined ’ and Andrew Lang ® gives the follow-

ing advice :
‘ No attempt to define the word is likely to be

quite satisfactory, but almost any definition may serve the

purpose of an argument, if the writer who employs it

states his meaning frankly and adheres to it steadfastly.’

We will follow Lang and give at the end of the present

chapter a minimum definition which will guide us in our

investigation of the problem of the origin of religion.

But before doing this we will give an account of some of

the principal definitions, a laborious task, but one that is

highly interesting and instructive.

It would indeed have been easier to understand and more

convenient to deal with the matter could we but classify

these definitions. It appears, however, that this is neither

possible nor very desirable, because of the inherent defect of

classification according to the constituent elements of the

subject defined, these elements being as varied and numer-

ous as the definitions themselves. Moreover, if a clear-cut

classification is adopted and enforced, exclusion of some

definitions from all consideration and a forced insertion of

1 I^ord Morley says : ' There are said to be ten thousand definitions of re-

ligion.’

—

Nineteenth Century, April 1905.

* Group Theories of Religion, I^ondon and N.Y., 1916, p. 59. Sir H. Jones,

in A Faith that Enquires, I^ondon, 1922, p. 36, says that any attempt at

expressing the character of religion in a definition seems to be doomed to fail.

8 Myth, Ritual and Religion, London, 1899, I, p. i. Frazer, GB., I. i. p. 222,

gives and follows the same advice.
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others in some class, when it happens—as it usually does

and is bound to happen—that they do not naturally fall in

any of the adopted divisions, is inevitable.^

This becomes clear when we consider the two notable

attempts that have been made at such a classification. The

first is that of Max Muller* and the other that of Professor

J. H. Leuba.® The former seeks to arrange most definitions

‘ under two heads, in so far as they lay the chief stress on

the practical or on the theoretical side of religion But

there are definitions which do not ‘ lay the chief stress ’ on

either side of religion, and say that both are equally essential

for constituting religion. For instance, according to

Frazer’s definition of religion, ‘ propitiation or conciliation of

powers ’ ^ is as necessary as a belief in them.

Professor Beuba’s classification is almost wholly psycho-

logical and is much more complete. He divides a list of

forty-eight definitions into three groups, corresponding to

the three constituents of psychical life; intellect, feeling

and will. In the first group, which he calls the group of In-

tellectualistic definitions, ' a specific intellectual element is

given as the essence or the distinguishing mark of religion

In the second, called the Affectivistic group, ‘ it is one or

several specific emotions or sentiments which are singled

out as the religious differentiae ’. In the third, the Volun-

taristic or practical group, ‘ active principle, the cravings,

the desires, the impulses, the will, take the place occupied

by the intellect or the feelings in the other cases ’.

The chief objection to this classification is, that some

definitions define religion as consisting of two psychological

elements which are equally prominent, and that putting

them into one class or the other is simply arbitrary. More-

over, it is now generally recognized that any good definition

of religion must consist of both belief and practices, and

1 Professor I^euba admits this difficulty in A Psychological Study of Religion,

N.Y., 1912, p. 25.

* NR., pp. 6off. 3 l/cuba, op. cit., ii. and Appendix.

NR., p. 60. 6 OB., I. i. p. 222.



that religion is more the effect of the combined activity of

human mind as a whole ra^'her than any one of its constituent

elements in particular. Nor is it by any means easy to

determine which of these elements, as a rule, predominates

over the others, since this would depend on the character of

a particular religion. A definition formed to meet these

requirements could thus not be called either Intellectualistic

or Affectivistic or Voluntaristic and will have no place in

the above classification.

Wilhelm Wundt,^ gives yet another classification, which

however, embraces some of the theories of religious origin

rather than attempts definitions. We shall have occasion to

refer to this in the course of the next chapter.

Professor Jastrow, on the other hand, follows the historical

method by which he can do justice to every important

definition without neglecting or unnecessarily stretching the

meaning of any one of them. It must, however, be ad-

mitted that there is no historical continuity among all of

these definitions. Had this been the case, we ought to have

had a fixed definition long ago. Whether this diversity and

want of agreement is due to the subject being approached

from very different points of view or whether it is a matter

of irreconcilable opinions and beliefs, the fact remains that

some of the most modern definitions are as confused as any

that were proposed by writers many years £^o.

Having found the classificatory method of dealing with

the definition of religion unsatisfactory, and the historical

method without historical background, we will adopt a

method of our own which will be unfolded as we proceed.

To begin with, we have certain definitions, both ancient

and modern, which are really not so much definitions as

one-sided opinions with regard to the origin or value of

religion, looking upon religion of any kind as sheer madness,
' a symptom of a diseased brain ’. Thus Empedocles, in the

5th century B.C., declared it to be ‘ a sickness of mind ’,

r Ethics, I. Cf. The Facts of the Moral Life, Eng. tr., liondon, 1903,

PP- 49-SI-
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and Feuerbach in the last century characterized it as ‘ the

most pernicious malady of humanity To Herakleitos, in

the 6th century B.C., religion is a disease, though a sacred

disease. Max Muller, however, doubts whether there was

in the sayings of Herakleitos the same hostile spirit against

all religion as that which pervades the writings of Feuerbach.*

I<ikewise, Professor G. Sergi® seeks to prove that all

religions, the highest as well as the lowest, are ‘ absurd,

pathological and harmful to progress ; being merely a

collection of superstitious beliefs and superstitious forms of

worship ’. A similar view quite prevalent in all ages, is

that religion is a fraudulent invention of crafty priests

and rulers, imposed upon the ignorant and superstitious

masses, who believed it to be the highest truth. This view

became very popular during the period of the French

Revolution. Thomas Hobbes defines religion as ‘ super-

stition sanctioned by the state ’,* while other thinkers regard

religion, even in its crudest beginnings, as the admirable

manifestation of God in man.

Coming next to the etymological meaning of the word,

we will also consider here some definitions which are similar

to the etymological definition of Lactantius, because they all

take religion to be a bond that determines the proper rela-

tionship between man and the Higher Power or God.

The earliest attempt to define religion through the help of

the etymological meaning of the word, was that of Cicero

;

the force of his derivation appears to drive him to the con-

clusion that religion is the worship of gods. He divides the

word into two parts re and legere, meaning to ‘ take up, con-

sider, ponder’, i.e. ‘having a care’ for the gods. Max
Muller® thought that this was the correct etymology and

1 Moses, J., AJRPE., I, pp. 22off.

* OGR., pp. 5
-8 .

8 Quoted by Moses» loc. cit., and also by Eeuba, op. cit., p. 24.

^ Quoted by Moses, loc. cit.-

5 NR., p. 36. For a discussion of the etymology see the following:

—

R6ville, A., Prolegomena of the History of Religions, Eng. tr., I/ondon, 1884,

pp. 2-3; Muller, P. Max, Origin and Growth of Religion, London, 1898,
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said that ' in its first conception the word can only have

meant respect, care, reverence'. The other derivation is

supported by Servius, Lactantius and others, who derive it

from re4igare, to ' bind to ', i.e. forging a link between

mankind and the gods.

This latter etymology became the more generally accepted

and, through the influence of Augustine, was adopted by the

theologians of the Middle Ages. A. Reville thinks that

deriving the word religion from re4igare, ‘ to bind is more

correct, but remarks that both derivations amount practical-

ly to the same thing. ^ Max Muller admits that the lyactantian

derivation is not questionable from a purely philological

point of view, but says that ‘the real objection' to the

acceptance of this etymology ‘ is the fact, that in classical

Latin, religare is never used in the sense of binding or hold-

ing back

This statement has been flatly contradicted by Professor

Flint,^ who says that * binding or holding back or behind, or

fast is its common meaning in classical Latin ’ and adds that

the root religate is used in this sense by ‘ Cicero, Suetonius,

Virgil, Horace and Ovid One more argument ^ in favour

of deriving ' religion ' from the root meaning ‘ to bind is

pointed out to be that this etymology suits the idea of

religion far better in its simple beginnings. On the whole

this derivation has been the more favoured one.

Whether we accept the one or the other of these two
derivations, the question "of the origin of religion and the

clue to the proper definition of the word, remains as obscure

as ever. And this is now recognized to be quite natural for

the simple reason that religious ideas must have existed

centuries before they had come to be called by any specific

name. The Sanskrit language has yet to find a word for

pp. 10-12; 2kVL6. Natural Religion, L/ondon, 1898, pp. 33-43; Jastrow, M. Jr.,

The Study of Religion, I^ondon, 1901, pp. 130-33 ;
and EB., s.v. Religion.

1 loc. cit * NR., pp. 34-5.

8 Chamber’s Ency., I^ondon, 1908, s.v. Religion.
* The Catholic Ency., N.Y., 1911, s.v. Religion.
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this phenomenon.^ It was only during the period when the

science of comparative philology was still young, that some

of its devotees had very confidently expected it to solve all

the problems of the history of man. This was followed by

a reaction which looked with suspicion upon everything that

was sought to be proved by philological evidence ; and at one

time it looked as if the work of some of the greatest pro-

moters of the science of religion, notably Max Muller and

A. Kuhn, would crumble to dust, because they had built on

the foundations of comparative philology. Lately, how-

ever, the limits of influence of this science have been proper-

ly defined, and the value of its evidence has consequently

increased.

As pointed out above, Reville accepts the derivation of

Lactantius, and his own definition shows clear signs of having

been influenced by it. He defines religion as the ‘ deter-

mination of human life by the sentiment of a bond uniting

the human mind to that mysterious, mind whose domination

of the world and of itself it recognizes and to whom it de-

lights in feeling itself united To this definition there are

three objections. Firstly, the phases of religion to which

this definition refers may be found in the religion of the

cultured races, but not in that of primitive peoples. Second-

ly, although religion exercises a great influence upon savages,

it cannot be said to ‘ determine ’ their life, and the recogni-

tion of a ‘ mysterious mind ’ dominating the world is pos-

sible among civilized people only. Thirdly, the feeling of

delight at the supposed union between man and the myste-

rious mind is too high a sentiment for the undeveloped mind
of primitive races.®

Herder's definition of religion ' as the means of establish-

ing man’s proper relationship to the divine order of things

1 Miiller, NR., pp. 94-6.

* Reville, A., op. cit., p. 25.

8 Jastrow, M. Jr., op. cit., p. 164.

^ Cited by Jastrow, op. cit., p. 147.
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has the merit of not mentioning the feeling of delight, but

otherwise it is practically the same as that of Reville with

some change ot phraseology. Instead of the 'mysterious

mind ' we have here * the divine order of things and instead

of a ' sentiment of a bond ’ that unites, we have here ' the

means of establishing * the ' proper r'^lationsiiip Upton s

definition^ that ‘the felt relationship in which the finite

self-consciousness stands to the immanent and universal

ground of all being constitutes religion ’ is saying the same

thing in an obscure manner and adding to this the feeling of

dependence. D'Alviella ^ arriv^'S at the following definition :

‘ Religion is the conception man forms of his relations with

the superhuman and mysterious powers on which he believes

himself to depend/ The definition of Thouless (R.K.) that

‘ religion is a felt practical relationship with what is believed

in as a superhuman being or beings
' ^ may also be mention-

ed here.

We come next to philosophical definitions
;
we call them

philosophical for the simple reason that their authors were

rather philosophers than merely students of religion. For a

very long time religion and philosophy were regarded as in-

separable ;
sometimes they were even thought to be identi-

cal. It is in comparatively recent times that religion and

the study of it have become distinguished from philosophy.

It was due to this supposed inseparability of religion and

philosophy that we find philosophers speculating upon

the origin and essence of religion, and thus we have
certain definitions which we have here called philosophical.

These are much more systematic and scientific than any
that had gone before, for these philosophers are in fact

the real precursors of modern scientific method. There

were theologians, perhaps more numerous and more learned,

at any rate more orthodox and uncompromising, whose

1 Upton, C. B., The Bases of Religious Belief, London, 1804, p. 18.

2 The Origin and Growth of the Conception of God, London, 1892,

p. 47.

^ An Introduction to the Psychology of Religion, Cambridge, 1923, pp. 1-4.
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primary duty was to study religion, but they had no

questions to ask to which replies were not to be found in

the scriptures. Thus the investigation of the nature of

religion was left to the philosophers alone, even though they

generally regarded religion as subordinate to philosophy.

The natural consequence of this relegation of religion to

a subordinate position was that it was interpreted in the

light of philosophy, and the definitions of some at least

of the philosophers are ethical or metaphysical in character.

Thus Spinoza says that the test of religious dogmas con-

sists in their capacity to induce men to lead pious lives,^

and Kant simply declares that ' religion is morality ’, i.e.

according to him ‘ looking upon all our moral duties as

divine commands, constitutes religion Again, when
Fichte ® defines religion as knowledge, or Hegel,* in opposi-

tion to Schleiermacher, defines it as freedom ; or when
Comte says that man is the only true object of religious

knowledge, it requires no argument to show that these are

purely idealistic definitions of religion, telling us what

religion, in the opinion of these various philosophers, ought

to be, rather than what it actually was when it originated.

Seneca’s definition ® that religion is ‘ to know God and to

imitate him’, takes for granted the existence of one God
and man’s consciousness of His existence, without consider-

ing how this consciousness arose. Again Bishop Butler’s

definition ® that religion is ‘ the belief in one God or Creator or

Moral Governor of the world and a future state of retri-

bution’ seems to be suggested by the principles of Chris-

tianity only and cannot be applied to primitive religions, or

even to some of the civilized religions.

There is also a group of definitions which are neither

historical nor philosophical, and it needs but little comment
to show that they are perfectly inadequate as definitions.

1 Cited by Jastrow, op. cit., p. 133.

* MiiUer, OGR., p. 14. 3 ibid. ^ ibid., p. 19.

* Cited by Hopkins, E. W., History of Religions, N.Y., 1918, pp. 3-6.

« ibid.
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According to the so-called psychological definition reli-

gion is ‘ the endeavour to secure the recognition of socially

recognized values, through specific actions, that are be-

lieved to evoke some agency different from the ego of the

individual, or from other merely human beings, and that

imply a feeling of dependence upon this agency

The majority of words and phrases used in this definition

would require lengthy explanations before it can be made
intelligible and clear in its meaning. Durkheim the socio-

logist, on the other hand, define.s religion as follows ;

‘When a certain number of sacred things sustain rela-

tions of co-ordination 'or subordination with each other

in such a way as to form a system having a certain unity,

but which is not comprised within any other system of

the same sort, the totality of these beliefs and their corres-

ponding rites constitute a religion.’ * The author considers

this definition as only preliminary and so gives the following

as a complete one.

‘ A religion is a united system of beliefs and practices

relative to sacred things, that is to say, things set apart

and forbidden—beliefs and practices which unite into one

single moral community called a Church, all those who
adhere to them.’ ® He also adds that the second element is

no less essential than the first; because, by showing that

the idea of religion is inseparable from that of the

Church, he makes it clear that religion should be ‘an

eminently collective thing However useful this definition

of religion may be to a sociologist, it is hardly of any value

to a student of religion, since it can be applied to but few
early religions. Although, as Dr. Marett has pointed out,
* religion in its psychological aspect is a mode of social

behaviour ’ ,* it would not be easy to find ‘ one single moral
community ' or an organized ‘ church ’ wherever religion

* Hopkins, op. cit., p. 5.

* Durkheim, E., Elementary forms of Religious Life, Eng. tr., London,
191S, p. 41 .

* ibid., p. 47. 4 Threshold of Religion, 1909, p. xi.
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exists. Moreover, the presupposition in all known religious

beliefs of a ‘classification of all things, real and ideal, of

which men think, into two classes or opposed groups ’,

which the author calls by the names ‘ profane ’ and ‘ sacred

is questionable.^ It should be borne in mind that this

definition is the result of the author’s theory that totemism

is a religious institution if not a religion proper and that

it is the source of all religion. But Durkheim makes no

attempt to prove such an universal character of totem-

ism, and many enthusiastic supporters of totemism do

not regard it as a religion ; e.g. F. B. Jevons.®

Max Muller defined religion as ‘ a longing after the

infinite ’ or ‘ a mental faculty which enables man to appre-

hend the infinite ’. This definition, together with Max
Muller’s theory of ‘ the perception of the infinite ’ as the

origin of religion, found but fev/ followers in his day,

although he adhered to it in a somewhat modified form

throughout his life, and it is today of little consequence.

It was however, not until the science of anthropology

came to our help, that a truly scientific attempt to define as

well as to explain the origin of religion was made. It is a

fact that ‘on the whole the anthropologists have defined

religion in better terms than have the students of compara-

tive religion '. They at least know, says Professor Hopkins,
‘ that the Andaman Islander does not apprehend the infi-

nite, or feel himself delightfully united to a mysterious

mind ’.® As a result, definitions of such anthropologists as

Tylor and Frazer are considered to be the simplest and
most convenient for working purposes. Tylor in his Primi-

tive Culture proposes ‘ the belief in spiritual beings ’ as a
‘ minimum definition ’. One can understand the highly objec-

tionable phrase * spiritual beings ’ from the fact that the

author maintained the theory of animism as explaining the

origin of religion. Even though it is quite true that early

meu, sooner or later, came to believe in ‘ spiritual beings

1 Durkheim, op. dt., p. 37.

* Hopkins, op. dt., pp. s-6.

2 See ERE., * Totemism ’.
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as distinguished from material and quasi-material things,

it is not true to say that ‘ spiritual beings ’ were the only

objects of their belief. Animism certainly plays an impor-

tant part in religious belief, but it by no means embraces

the whole of it.

It must be noted here, that Tylor docs not reckon with

any practices (or worship) by which the belief is expressed

;

while, according to Sir James Frazer, oelief and worship are

equally essentia!. By religion P'razer understands ‘ a pro-

position or conciliation of powers superior to man which

are believed to direct or control the course of nature and

of human life’.’ By' 'powers’ he means ‘conscious or

personal agents On the other hand Professor Allen

Menzies, by defining religion as ‘ worship of unseen powers

from a sense of need ’,® appears to give the first place to

worship, perhaps thinking that there can be no worship

without belief.

The definition given by Professor Jastrow is very much like

a combination of those of Frazer and Menzies given above.

According to him religion consists of three elements ;

(1) the natural recognition of a Power or Powers

beyond onr control,

(2) the feeling of dependence upon the Power or

Powers,

(3) entering into relation with this Power or Powers.

Uniting these elements, into a single proposition, he

defines religion ‘ as the natural belief in a Power or Powers

beyond our control, and upon whom we feel ourselves

dependent ; which belief and feeling of dependence prompt-

ed ;

(1) to organization,

(2) to specific acts

and (3) to the regulation of conduct, with a view to estab-

lishing favourable relations between ourselves

and the Power or Powers in question

r GB., 2nd ed., I, p. 63. 2 ibid. s History of Religion, 1895, p. 16.

* The Study of Religion, pp. 171-2.
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This is indeed an admirable analysis of the religious

sentiment and one or more of these elements are to be

found in each of the following definitions in some form or

other

;

' Religion ’ means ‘ the aggregate of all those phenomena

which are invariably termed religious, in contradistinction

to ethical, aesthetical, political and others, i.e those

manifestations of the human mind in words, deeds, customs

and institutions, which testify to man’s belief in the super-

human, and serve to bring him into relation with it,
’—C.P.

Tiele.
^

‘ Religion signifies the conception of a superior authority,

whose potency man feels himself constrained to acknowledge

and invoke.’—L. H. Jordan.®

‘ Religion is the belief in invisible, superhuman powers

(or a Power) which are (is) conceived of after the analogy of

the human spirits on which (whom) man regards himself as

dependent for his well-being, and to which (whom) he is at

least in some sense responsible for his conduct, together

with the feelings and practices which naturally follow from

such a belief. ’—G. T. Ladd.® Thus, the author says, the

lowest form of religion is most properly denominated a
‘ vague and unreflecting spiritism ’.

Religion is ‘ man’s faith in a power beyond himself where-

by he seeks to satisfy emotional needs and gain stability

of life and which he expresses in acts of worship and
service ’.—G. Galloway.*

' Religion ist der Glaube an geistige, ausser und uber der

Sphdre des Mensches waltende, Wescn oder Mdchte, das Gefiihl

der Abhangigkeit von denselben und das Bediirfnis, sick mil

ihnen in Einklang zu setzen.’—h. von Schroder.®

‘ What is common to all religions is belief in a super-

natural power and an adjustment of human activities to

' Elements of the Science of Religion^ I^ondon, 1897, I, p. 4.

* Comparative Religion, Edinburgh, 1905, p. 217.

^ The Philosophy of Religion, 2 vols., I/>ndo]i, 1906, I, p. 89.

^ The Philosophy of Religion, Edinburgh, 1914, p. 184. 6 AR., I, p. 24.
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the requirements of that power; such an adjustment as

may enable the individual believer to exist more happily.’

—

E. W. Hopkins.’ ' Religion ’ he says, in short ‘ is squaring

human life with superhuman life.’ This definition, Hopkins

attempts to apply even to Buddhism, by making karma a

superhuman power.®

‘ Religion means, on the one hand the body of belief

entertained by men regarding the divine or supernatural

powers, and, nn the other, that sense of dependence on

those powers which is expressed by word in the form of

prayer and praise, or by act in the form of ritual and

sacrifice.’—A. A. Macdonell.®

‘ Religion is the serious c*nd social attitude of individuals

or communities toward the power or powers which they

conceive as having ultimate control over their interests and

destinies.’—J. B. Pratt.*

It is needless to quote any more definitions of this type.

Those quoted make it sufficiently clear how belief in and

entering into relation with a higher and uncoercible Power
(or Powers) are recognized to be the chief constituents of

religion. * The sense of dependence ’ is indeed an important

factor in the origin as well as growth of religion, but since

it only gives a cause of the origin of religion and not so

much a constituent element of it, it need not be included in

a definition. And even as a cause of the origin of religion,

‘ the sense of dependence ’ is by no means the only oue.

Not to mention any others, the sense of what is expressed

by the texm ‘ awe ’ must at least be reckoned with.

It will probably be admitted that the above two elements

are sufficient to constitute religion, but it does not appear
that they can be regarded as necessary in every case.

Wherever these two elements, which may for the sake of

brevity be called belief and worship, exist, we might un-

hesitatingly declare that there a religion exists. But to say

1 op. cit., pp. 1-2. * ibid. 8 ERE., ‘ Vedic Religion ’.

* Religious Consciousness

,

N.Y., 1923, p. 2.
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that the contrary also must hold true would be going too

far. It would be nothing short of laying down a rule that

every religion, which can be called a religion, must consist

of belief in, as well as worship of, some superhuman power.

We would thus give the word religion a meaning which

it does not possess, which would be to exceed the function of

a definition. Defining a term, so far as we understand it, does

not mean giving it a new meaning, even though it be the

most suitable or logical, but rather to state shortly but

accurately what is commonly understood by that term.

It is historically true that almost all religions do contain

both belief in and worship of a Power or Powers beyond.

But to these there is, although only one, a very important

exception. True Buddhism recognizes neither belief in nor

worship of any Power or Powers beyond, and it has

been known as a religion—one of the noblest at that—for

more than 2,000 years. Thus, to accept any of the last

group of definitions as an universal definition of religion

(as some of their authors undoubtedly intended them to be)

would be to declare that everyone who has called and still

calls Buddhism a religion, has been and is wrong.^

Many attempts have been made to define religion in

general and to make the definition applicable to Buddhism

also. But so long as either belief in or worship of a Power

or Powers beyond (or both) is included in the definition, the

attempt is destined to fail. Nobody has however been bold

enough to declare that Buddhism is not a religion. Origin-

ally, it is true. Buddhism was only a heterodox school of

Brahmanical or Upanishadic philosophy and a sort of a

revolt against Brahmanical ritualism. But later it evolved

^ Crawley admits that Frazer’s definition of religion is " the best definition

as yet given but. .that it fails to include atheistic Buddhism and Positivism,

and many phenomena which are religious in everything but the assumption

of personality or consciousness in the object —The Tree of Life, I^ondon,

1905* P‘ 186. See also the same author's ' The Origin and function of Religion '

in Sociological Papers, I^ondon, 1906, III, p. 244. See also Durkheim’s lucid

comment on this point in his Elementary Forms of Religious Life, Eng. tr.,

Eondon, n.d., pp. 3off.
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a system of principles which turned it into a religion, al-

though a religion which is still highly philosophical and

ethical.^

So, if we do not want to define and determine the meaning

of the word religion arbitrarily, and if we cannot declare

that Buddhism is not and never was a religion, it is clear

that we must look for other elements than belief in and

worship of some superhuman Power or Powers, which consti-

tute religion universally. We will briefly indicate what in

our opinion are the universal elements ol religion.

The first fact about every religion is that it is and must be

a social institution.^ Every religion is followed by a group

of persons, who acknowledge their allegiance to tha'w religion,

explicitly or implicitly. Every religion alsc (in its own
fashion) determines the relation of the individual to the

society of which he is a member. It is due to this social

character of religion that ethics becomes so closely associated

with it.

Secondly, every religion has certain principles or doctrines

and enjoins certain beliefs which form a part of that religion.

Thus, e.g. Judaism, Christianity and Mohamedanism believe

in the existence of God. So every Jew, Christian or Moha-
medan is expected and assumed to believe in God. Bud-
dhism does not believe in the existence of God or soul, but
believes in the doctrines of transmigration (samsdra) and
retribution {karma

) ; while Zoroastrianism believes in two
spirits, viz. the spirit of goodness (Ahura Mazda or Ormazd)
and the spirit of evil (Angra Mainyu or Ahriman). Brah-
manism believed in heaven (svarga), Buddhism believes in

'extinction' {nirvana)

^

Mohamedanism in the day of judg-
ment.

Thirdly, every religion has some rules of conduct,® which

1 For an additional argument against the above definitions see Durkheini,
op. cit., p. 34f.

2 Carpenter, Comparative Religion, 1913 (?), p. 78,
® cf. aedra prabhavo dharmah—MB. Anu. CIV, 157. dedra paramo dharmah,
—Manu, I, 108.

2
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are based upon its principles, doctrines and beliefs and which

aim at furthering the happiness of the individual in this life,

or in the next, or in both.^ This element again shows the

social character of religion, since many if not most of these

rules assume man to be a member of a society. The Buddha
believed that life was misery and attaining Nirvana meant

extinction of life and with it of misery. The Buddha then

declared the Eight-fold Path,® which leads to the extinction

of misery or suffering. Hinduism lays it down that by
sacrifices one obtains svarga, but by the knowledge of the

Brahman (n.) one attains perfect bliss from which there is no

return to life. This religion attaches more importance to

life after death, and thus rules of conduct in this life are

assigned a subordinate place. According to Zoroastrianism

it is the duty of man to uphold the forces of truth, while

Christ taught to love and be merciful.

These three elements in our opinion constitute what is

universally known as religion. Combining them in a single

proposition, religion may be defined somewhat as follows

:

‘A religion is a social institution, having a set of prin-

ciples, doctrines, beliefs and practices, and certain more or

less imperative rules of conduct which are in accordance

with those principles, doctrines and beliefs and which aim at

furthering human happiness.’ Thus a person who says that

he belongs to a particular religion, belongs to a community
which professes that religion, holds those beliefs and follows

the rules of conduct which he believes to be conducive to his

and to the community’s happiness.

It will be readily seen that the above definition is some-
what similar to that of Durkheim already given. We have
objected to Durkheim’s division of things into * sacred ’ and
‘ profane ’, a division suggested by the importance he gave

to totemism as the origin of all religions, as well as to his

use of the phrase * moral community called a church ’. It

* Sometimes however this may be negatively expressed as freedom from
misery. Not conforming to these rules is also believed to lead to suffering.

* cf. Jolly, J.,
* Ethics and Morality (Hindu)’, ERE-, v, p. 4970.
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is not true that ‘ sacred things ‘ or ‘ things set apart or

forbidden ’ play 'iS important u part in, and form as essen-

tial a part of all religions, as they certainly do of the reli-

gion of the totemistic tribes. What is common however,

is, that we along with Durkheim believe that religion

consists of beliefs and practices, and that these beliefs and

practices unite all those who adhe’-e to them into one

single moral community, whether called a church or not.

These beliefs and practices again are not necessarily con-

nected with a belief in. and entering into relation with a

Higher Power or Powers.

Although Durkheim thinks that ‘ religion is inseparable

from the idea of a cbiirch he appears to introduce this

element ui his definition in order to distinguish religion

from magic, because he emphatically declares, ‘ There is no

Church of magic \ Apart from the objectionable character

of the idea already pointed out, its inclusion in our definition

is unnecessary since the words * social institution * adequate-

ly serve the purpose. It might be questioned if all magic

is aw/i-social, but that it is now-social seems to be generally

admitted,^

Hartland says :
* When all is said, however, religion is

(ideally, at least) social—that is to say, moral—in its aims

and tendencies, whereas magic lends itself to individualist

aims. Religion binds the society together by raising the

individual above himself, and teaching him to subordinate

his desires and actions to the general good ; magic has no
compunction in assisting to carry out the wishes of the

individual, though they may be contrary to the interests of

the society as a whole. To that extent it is disruptive,

anti-social, immoral. .

. ' ^

The above definition, however, is not of much practical

use. The only purpose it is meant to serve is to give the

1 cf. Durkheim, op. cit., p. 43 ; and Hubert and Mauss, * Theorie Gen^rale
de la Magie ' in Annie Sociologique, VIII, p. 83!.

^ Hartland, IS. S., Ritual and Belief, I^ondon, 1914, pp. 88-9; cf. also pp.
b^-8.
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generally current conception conveyed by the term ‘reli-

gion It is hardly necessary to show that our definition is

applicable to all existing religions, including some of the

lowest. Moreover, we believe that it will be equally appli-

cable to those faiths that may come into existence in

future, and which, because they do not recognize the exist-

ence of a Power or Powers beyond, should not be denied the

name of religion.

In the following chapter, we will consider what was the

most probable origin of religion, and for this purpose we
might choose any of the last-mentioned group of definitions.

For this reason, we may say at once that the origin of

religion, as well as of magic, lies in the belief in or the re-

cc^ition of the existence of a Power or Powers beyond.

There is however, a clear difference between the Powers of

magic and those of religion, although both are believed to

be more powerful than man. The former are, as a rule,

placable, the latter are not ; and while magical practices are

coercive and generally use the language of command, the

religious practices are propitiatory and use the language of

supplication. The religious powers may sometimes degener-

ate and approximate to the magical, but purely magical

powers never become gods proper. Thus for this purpose

we may define religion as ' the belief in or recognition of a

higher and uncoercible Power or Powers We have pur-

posely excluded worship from this definition, because,

although belief by itself cannot constitute religion, it is the

primary element in its growth.

The Sanskrit language has no word equivalent to what is

understood by religion. Nor is there an English or even a

European equivalent for the Sanskrit word dharma, which

indeed is the nearest term which expresses the sense of the

word religion. We have attempted to define the word reli-

gion, because although it has been variously defined, there

is some definite sense expressed by the term. The word
dharma, on the other hand, has no such even approximately

certain meaning, and unlike the word religion it can be used
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in various senses according to the context. Thus it may
mean law, justice, morality, custom, duty, established order,

virtue, and so on. This word dharma is not, however, found

in the '^igveda. There we have the words dharman (m.)

meaning ^ bearer

'

preserver \ ‘ maintainer or ' ordainer
'

and (n.) meaning ' support \ ' foundat^^oii ' L Id etc.^

The word dharma is commonbv derived as ' dhdrayate iti

dharmah \
* that which holds (together) or bears is Dhar-

ma and rules of morality, custom as well as law, are

supposed to form part of it. The above derivation is found

even in the Mahdhhdrafu :

' dhdrandd dkarmam iiydhuh

dharnio dhdtayate prajah

yatsydd dhdrana samyuktam

sa dharma iti niscayah' ^

It is, however, used in a very vague sense and this is well

illustrated by Mann's definition of it

:

' Vedah smrtih saddcdrah

svasya ca priyamdtmdnah

etac cairn vUlham prdhtih

sdk^dd dharmasya laksanam/ ^

In common use it is equivalent to religion—morality, but

occasionally one of the two predominates over the other : e.g.

in * svadharme nidhanam ireyah paradharmo hhaydvahah

dharma is very nearly equal to religion, while in the follow-

ing Pali verse, it is morality that is the dominating factor

:

' adhammo rirayam neti

dhammo pdpeti suggatim. ®

This Pali equivalent (dhamma) of the Sk. dharma, is also

used in the various different senses as in Sanskrit, but in

1 For examples see Petersberg, s. vv. dharma and dharman.
2 cf. with the etymology of the word • religion ’ discussed above.
» Karna, IvXIX, 59. 4 Manu, II, 12.

l> Bhagavadgitd, III, 35.

• Therd-Theri Gdthd, ed. Oldenberg and Pischel, I^ondon, 1883, I, p. 304.
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addition it becomes a very important technical term in

Buddhist philosophy.^
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CHAPTER II

THE ORIGIN OF REUGION

The problem of the origin of religion is inextricably

linked up vdth the problem of the origiti of U'un himself and

the former cannot be very satisfact'irily explained without

offering some explanation of the latter. Moreover, if we
consider the two probiemi. together, we get a clearer and

a more exact insight into the nature of the problem before

us ; for the answer to the question ; What was the origin of

man ? offers a very iisefui clue to answer the question

:

What was the origin of religion ? Now, the po.«sible num-
ber of answers that can be given to the hrst question is

three, and it will be found that the various theories which

try to explain the origin of religion can be—more or less

correctly —grouped under one or other of these three an-

swers.

(1) The first, the oldest and for a very long time the

most commonly believed in, was the answer that man was
created by some supreme being, at some definite period

of time, possessing certain definite qualities, mental and
physical, as a species distinct and differentiated from, and
higher than, all other existing species and with the know-
ledge of such creation by that supreme being. With this

answer is associated the revelation theory of the origin

of religion, according to 'which a living God revealed to

men a certain number of religious truths by a super-

natural phenomenon. Tnis a priori theory is found in

almost all great religions of the world. The Vedas them-
selves are supposed to have been revealed to the ancient

seers.

(2) The second answer is that man is the result of the

process of evolution pure and simple. As a result of a
revolution brought about by this theory in the field of

scientific thought, the following theories of the origin of

religion were propounded

:
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(«) Fetishism of C. de Brosses.^

(6) Animism of E. B. Tylor.

(c) Ancestor worship of H. Spencer.*

(d) Totemism of F. B. Jevons.

(e) Frazer's theory of magic.

(3) The third and the last answer is that man is the

product of both creation and evolution. With this theory

can be associated the so-called composite theory of the

origin of religion, first systematically formulated by h. H.

Jordan in his Comparative Religion. Instead of maintain-

ing with Max Muller that man is endowed with a special

‘ faculty ’ in virtue of which he is compelled to seek after

the divine, the representatives of the composite theory

merely lay emphasis upon the fact that every man exhibits

in himself the persistent operation of an impulse that turns

his thoughts towards God. But at the same time it is

said that they perceive and admit that man is a part of

nature, susceptible to its influences and governed by its

laws.®

The first answer, and with it the theory of revelation,

is so thoroughly unscientific and has today such a small

number of followers, that it can be dismissed without

any discussion.* According to Fechner, belief in God rests

upon divine revelation, which is mainly internal but partly

external also. Nature, he argues, is so ordered as to make
men recognize the existence of a power above them. Thus
the origin of belief in God was the working of original

divine inspiration through nature and the human soul.®

^ Du Culte des Dieux FSHches, Paris, 1760.

* See Jordan, L. H., Comparative Religion, Edin., 1905, for this classifica-

tion. He gives the name Spiritism to Spencer's theory of * ancestor wor-
ship ’

; but as that term is used in other senses, it is avoided here.

* Jordan, op. cit., pp. 233-48.
* *In fact the religious schools which maintain the truth of a primitive

revelation are guided by a very evident theological interest.'—R6ville, A.,

Prolegomena^ p. 36.

5 Tiele, C. P., Elements of the Science of Religion, 1898, II, pp. 210-11 ; O.
Pfleiderer, Religiose Philosophie, II, p. 622, Geschichte der Religidse

Philosophies 2nd ed., pp. 55, 575!.
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This was certainly an advance upon the pure revelation

theory, in so far as it allows the impressions made by

nature some share in the origin of the belief in God, but

inasmuch as nature itself is so ordered to impress, and

the human mind to receive the impressions, so as ultimately

to come to the sure and necessary couclus'cn ol the exio-

tence of God, it is hardly dii^eient from the revelation

theory and hardly any the less unscientific.

The third answer—we lake the third before the second, be-

cause we ate going to deal with the second at greater length

hereafter—and with it the- composite theory will, we think,

meet with the same fate as the theory of revelation, in

spite of the fact that Jordan believes that ‘•^he number
of supporters of the Composite Theory is steadily growing.^

For, in our opinion, it would be far better to assume divine

intervention—if it must be assumed—in everything that

one sees, feels or does, in every event that happens and

in everything that is created, than to assume it in one

particular instance, namely the soul of man with the ‘ in-

eradicable element ’ having the ‘ universal propensity ’ to

recognize and strive tc* know God, which is indistinguish-

able from the soul.

Nothing can be more revolting than the fact that such

outside intervention should be assumed at a time when the

most stray and at first sight the most unaccountable

occurrences in nature caq be seen to have happened as a

result of an operation of a fixed law, when the most
complicated human structure can be demonstrated to have
grown out of simple beginnings—which is admitted by the

author of this theory. It is better frankly to admit one’s

incapacity to solve the problem than to have recourse to

the unscientific and ready-made answer of divine interven-

tion. It must be stated here that we do not question the

existence of God, but what we do not and cannot believe

in is the manner of reasoning by which it is held that the

* Jordan, op. cit., p. 251.
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human mind could not have been the product of a natural

process even though every other thing can be proved to be,

and that the human mind must have been implanted in

man by God. This mind, thus implanted, conceives of

religion as a ' psychological necessity

We admit that the birth of religion—i.e. the recognition

or consciousness by man of the existence of some power

or powers beyond him—is a matter of ‘ psychological

necessity ’, but what we do not admit is, that given sufficient

time and scope for development, the human mind and with

it the consciousness of powers beyond cannot be evolved

without direct divine intervention.

We will now discuss briefly the theories grouped under

the second answer.

(a) Fetishism .—Fetishism is closely allied to and almost

coexistent with animism. The term is derived from the

Portuguese word feitiqo, of uncertain meaning. It is often

explained as meaning a ‘ charm ’ or ' something made by
art ’ and is applied to any object large or small, natural or

artificial, regarded as possessing consciousness, volition, and

supernatural qualities, but especially magical power. The
fetish, wherever it exists, is believed to have been inhabited

by a spirit.

The term is variously defined,® but the best definition is

given by Tylor. According to him, ' Fetishism is a doctrine

of spirits embodied in or attached to certain material objects

through which the spirits are believed to act and as a result

of which each separate object being now treated as having

personal consciousness and power is worshipped or ill-treated

with reference to its past or present behaviour to its

votaries This definition, Aston * truly urges, ‘ deserves

general acceptance, if we are not to consign the word to the

terminological scrap-heap as so- blurred and disfigured by

I Menzies, A., quoted by Jordan, loc. cit.

* See Haddon, A. C., Magic and Fetishism, London, 1906, pp. 645

;

* Fetishism ’ in EB. ; and ERE., V, p. 894f,

« PC., 6th ed., II, p. I45 f. ^ ^ Fetishism,’ ERE., V, p. 894.
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iadiscriminate use that it is unserviceable and misleading

This definition again is very near to what was understood

by de Brosses,^ who first introduced the term. According

to him fetishism is ‘ le culte de certains ohjets terrestres et

tnat&riels

Fetishism is indeed prevalent all o-.'er t’ •: world and
traces of it can be found in alirost all religions, higher as

well as lower
; but when offered as a theory in explanation

of the origin of religion, it is extremely unsatisfactory. This

is now generally admitted and there is, at the present time,

hardly a single serious supporter of this theory. It is

therefore sufficient to remark that fetish-worship is only

one of the many forms in which a man’s attitude to-

wards powers beyond is expressed, and that it nowhere
constitutes the whole of religion. However difficult it may
be ' to point out where fetishism ends and, e.g. nature-worship

begins it can hardly be disputed that all nature-gods were
not originally mere fetishes.

Moreover, fetishism is much more magical in character

than religious. If the fetish fails to satisfy the worshipper,

it may be discarded and another substituted in its place.

Sometimes even off« rings may be made to a fetish or it may
be invoked by prayer, but on the other hand it n;.ay be
severely castigated if it fail to respond to its owner's desires.

A fetish is always a material object, inhabited by a spirit

which is always subservient to an individual owner, or a

tribe, and never attains to a position of a god proper who
is conceived as a patron to be invoked by a prayer.

(6) Animism .—The theory of animism is associated with
the name of Tylor and means a belief that everything in

nature has a soul or a spirit residing in it, which is distinct

and different in quality from the physical object. The
savage believes that the spirit can move away from the
body and can perform acts like man himself. According to

1 Du CuUe des Dieux Fitiches.

2 Quoted by Aston, in ERE., ioc. cit.

3 Haddon, op. dt., p. 9 if.
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Tylor animism arose as a result of ‘ two groups of bio-

logical problems present to the mind of the early man :

* (l) What is it makes the difference between a living

body and a dead one; what causes waking, sleep, trance,

disease and death ?

* (2) What are these human shapes which appear in

dreams and visions ?
’ ^

This theory and Tylor’s great work where it is propound-

ed, attracted a great deal of attention. It certainly gives a

correct explanation of many beliefs and practices of races

both savage and civilized. It is also undeniable that it is a

phenomenon of world-wide importance and constitutes an

important factor in the making of religion. But a careful

study of animism as a form of human belief has also led

authorities to the conclusion that animism as a theory of

the origin of religion is inadequate. The following are the

chief objections

:

Firstly, animism, as understood by Tylor, is not the most
primitive attitude of mind. It is not true to say that the

conception of a power beyond was suggested by a belief in

spirits as distinguished from material or quasi-material

objects. The notion of immaterial, wandering spirit cannot

be attained without considerable reflection extended over a

prolonged period of time, nor does the most primitive savage

possess so clear an idea of spirit as distinguished from body
as is implied by this theory.®

Secondly, animism offers only a one-sided explanation in

disregarding cases of direct nature-worship without any be-

lief in spirits.®

1 PC., 6th edition, I, p. 428.

* Hopkins, B. W., Origin and Evolution of Religion, New Haven, 1923, p.

3; Bdwards, D. M., The Philosophy of Religion, London, 1924, pp. 38-9.

* While animism is doubtless primitive, it does not by any means form the

origin of all ideas about higher beings. Many animistic conceptions are of

comparatively late growth.'—Chantepie de la Saussaye, The Religion of the

Teutons, Boston and London, 1902, p. 289; see also, Hartland, B. S., Ritual

and Belief, London, 1914, pp. 26ff.

8 Hopkins, op. cit. ;
Marett, R. R., The Threshold of Religion, 2nd ed.,

London, 19x4, p. 9. ' Supernatural is no part of Animism pure and simple.
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Thirdly, although belief in souls is everywhere found, it

does not by itself -constitute the whole of religion.*

Fourthly, even if animism is accepted to hold true as a

belief, it is still necessary to find a psychological motive to

explain why men should seek to establish relations with some
spirits and not with others.'*

(c) Ancestor-worship or Ghost-wirship ,—This theory, which

postulates that the worship of the dead ancestors forms

the basis of all religion, is usually associated with the name
of Herbert Spencer, x'looording to him, ‘anything wuich

transcends the ordinary, a savage think'S of as supernatural

or divine, the remarkable man among the rest. This re-

markable man may be a chief famed for strength or bravery ;

or powerful because he possesses some other quality to an

extraordinary degree. For these powers of his, he is regard-

ed with increased awe after his death ; and the propitiation

of his ghost, becoming greater than the propitiation of

ghosts less feared, develops into an established worship. . .

.

Using the phrase ancestor-worship in its broade.st sense as

comprehending all worship of the dead, be they of the same

blood or not, we conclude- that ancestor-worship is the root

of every religion.’
*

With regard to this theory, it may be said at once that

even among the most barbaric people there has always

been a difference between man’s attitude towards gods

and towards the ghosts of,ancestors. There might be ex-

amples of some ancestors who have, after a very long time,

come to be looked upon as gods, but it is certain that the

conception of god was not born of such a process, nor can it

be shown that gods of every religion, were, originally, merely

which ascribes human, but not superhuman, powers to uonhuman beings.’

—

Edwards, op. cit., p. 38.

1 Chantepie de la Saussaye. op. cit. ; Selbie, W. B.. r/i« Psychology of Reli-

gion, Oxford, 1924, pp. 28ff
;

see also Thomas, N. W., * Animism,’ EB.,

p. 54*, andTiele, C. P., Outline of the History of Religion, Eng. tr., Eondoii,

1884, p. 9.

2 Edwards, op. cit., p. 37.

^ The Principles of Sociology, Eondou, 1885, I, p. 41 1.
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ghosts of the dead ancestors. ‘It never happened’, says

Jevons, ‘that the spirits of the dead are conceived to be

gods. Man is dependent on the gods, but the spirits of his

dead ancestors are dependent upon him ’
;
' and Professor

Edwards concludes :
‘ The deification of ancestors is far too

narrow a basis on which to rear the structure of religion.’®

(d) Toiemism.—Totemism as found in America and

Australia, where it appears to be very highly developed, is a

form of social oiganization composed of clans or tribes. These

tribes are distinguished by the name of some species of animal

or plant, or more rarely of some other natural phenomenon
such as the sun, rain, etc. This species or object which

becomes the name of the clan is conceived as mystically

related to every individual of the clan to whom the totem is

considered as helpful. Thus it becomes a subject of religious

or quasi-religious emotion. The members of the clan, except

in certain cases, as of ceremonial and self-defence, are for-

bidden to injure or kill it, or if an eatable to eat it. The
members of a whole clan which has a totem in common, re-

gard themselves of one blood, as descendants from the same
totem which is claimed as the common ancestor. Therefore

marriage and sexual intercourse within the clan are forbidden.

Members of the same clan are entitled to mutual defence and
protection and so is one clan entitled to help and protection

from another clan having the same object or animal as totem.®

W. R. Smith* was the first to suggest that the origin of

worship lay in totemism, and following him Jevons came
to the conclusion that totemism, which is in his opinion the

most primitive and a world-wide form of society, was the

first form of the worship of external objects
; and the totem

or the tribal god was the only object of worship for a long

time.® This belief in one tribal god he terms monotheism,

^ An Introduction to the History of Religion, London, 1896, p. i96f.

* op. dt., p. 39.

8 Hartland, 1̂ . S., 'Totemism,' BRB., XII, p. 394.

^ The Religion of the Semites, London, 1885.

® An Introduction to the History of Religion, 2nd ed., London, 1902, pp. 99,

117. 411.
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and regards polytheism as a relapse from the totemic mono-

theism.^ Edwards suggests that it would be more accurate

to call it monolatry.^ J^vons, however, does not regard

totemism as absolutely primitive since he speaks of a ' pre-

totemic stage ,
but remarks that the nature of religious

belief in that stage is entirely a matter of conjecture.*

More recently DurkJieim the famous French sociologist

held that toterrism was the earhest form of religion*" belief

and was the bource of all xeligion.* According to this

author religion is in the main an eminent expression

of social life, characterised neither by the idea of the

supernatural, nor by the idea of spiritual beings, but by
that which is sacred. Every religion has a foundation in

reality and no religion is false ; religion is the source uf

science and philosophy as it is the source ot all civilization.

Neither is religion based on fear, but on happy confidence.*

Against this theory two serious objections have been

taken
:

(i) that totemism is no religion and (2) that it is

not found everywhere,®

With regard to the first objection Hartland observes :

* In strict acceptance of the term, totemism is not a religion.

The respect of the clan for its totem arises out of the lack

of power among primitive people to clearly distinguish man
from animal. .

.
[But] although regarded with reveience and

looked to for help, the totem is never, where totemism is not

decadent, prayed to as a god or a person with powers which

we call supernatural.’ ^ Since our definition of religion does

not require belief in what Hartland designates supernatural,

^ ibid., p. 395: ‘Totemism, which is...the worship of one god, declines

into the worship of many gods.* * Polytheism presupposes totemism : its

existence is in itself proof of the existence of totemism in a previous stage.*

—ibid., pp. 395, 41 1.

2 op. dt., p. 42. 3 jevons, op. cit., p. 413.

* Elementary forms of Religious Life.

3 ibid., pp. 24-37, 22 3fi, 4i9ff.

3 Edwards, op. dt., p. 43. Hartland, E. S., ‘Totemism,* ERE., XII,

p. 4o6f.

op. dt., p. 407. * Indeed, totemism cannot be called a religion at all

though it is on the border line of religion.*—Edwards, op cit., p. 42.
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we, with Durkheim, have no hesitation in calling totemism

a religion, although undoubtedly a lower one.^ For totem-

ism satisfies all our conditions. It is a social institution,

holding certain definite beliefs and entailing certain obliga-

tions and duties on the members of the society.

The second objection is, however, very important and

fatal to the theory. But an additional argument in favour

of rejecting totemism as the origin of religion is that

totemism itself is but a specialized form of a more primary

element out of which religion originated
; and since the

universal existence of totemism has not yet been proved,

we cannot say that that primary element always takes the

form of totemism. Thus we must seek for the origin of

religion in some pre-totemistic as in a pre-animistic ele-

ment.

Moreover, the attitude of mind which gave rise to totem-

ism is far from determined. The origin of totemism itself

is very variously expressed, but failure clearly to distinguish

man from animal is considered by some to be the most
probable theory.* In our opinion, consciousness of a power
or powers beyond is at the root of even totemism.

(e) Magic .—Sir James Frazer, holding that there is ‘a

fundamental distinction and even opposition of principle

between magic and religion ', formulated the view that ‘ in

the evolution of thought, magic, as representing a lower

intellectual stratum, has probably everywhere preceded

religion Frazer thus distinguishes two ages in human
belief, viz. the age of magic and the age of religion. Accord-

ing to him the age of magic gives place to the age of reli-

gion when the falsehood and barrenness of magic become

r ‘Totemism is not essentially religious if religion be held to involve
worship of superhuman or extra-human beings; it has, however, in many
cases coalesced with religious practices and ideas, and it is sometimes
difficult to draw the line distinctly between it and religion proper.’ ^Toy,

C. H., Introduction to the History of Religions, N.Y., London, etc., 1913, p.
176.

* ibid., pp. 224-32.

* GB., 2nd ed., I, p. xvi
;
3rd ed., I. i, p. 237!.
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obvious. As time goes on, ‘ the fallacy of magic becomes

more and more apparent to the acuter minds, and is slowly

displaced by religion
; the magician renounces the attempt

to control directly the processes of nature for the good

of man, seeking to attain the same end indirectly by humbly
confessing his dependence on invisib^ ". inigh ^ beings and

appealing to them for all those :liings which he is in need

of\^

The more ancient and simpler character of magical beliefs

was at one time universally a.-ce;)ted by anthropologists,

and in the words of Iv^iaretl ‘ its peculiar provenance was

held to be completely known *

}

This Is. however, no longer

the case. At present many anthropologists take the . iew

that boll) magic and religion have a common root, and that

they existed side by side in the most primitive times.^

Thus Murett holds * that magic and religion are diflei-

entiated out from a common plasm of crude beliefs about the

awful and occult and Hartland declares that ‘ in the low-

est societies of which we have any evidence, practices usually

regarded as magical are distinguished from those regarded as

religious. The mutual hostility of religion and magic,

where it exists, is, In truth, the result of a later develop-

ment
It is clear from the above discussion that all the theories

except that of Frazer are partially true. Neither fetishism,

nor animism, nor ancestor-worship, nor lotemism can explain

the whole complex structure of rc-Igion. They are, each

one of them, important features of religious belief, but any
one of them is only a part and not the whole of religion.

Religion did not arise simply out of fetish-worship, or out of

1 GB., I. i, pp. 222-40.

2 The Threshold of Religion

»

2nd ed., 1914, y, 36.

3 Marett, op. cit., pp. 3iff
; Hartland, 1$. S., Ritual and Belief, London,

1914, pp. 26d
;
James, B. O., An Introduction to Anthropology, London, 1919,

pp. I32ff; see also, Marett, ‘Magic*, BRE., VI, pp. 245ff. Selbie, op. cit.,

pp. 3ifE
; B^'-wards, op. cit., pp. 48ff.

^ Marett, op. cit., p. xi.

6 Hartland, op. cit., pp. 74-5.

3
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belief in spiritual beings, or the dread of ghosts or the

worship of natural phenomena or totems. There was a

much more elementary substratum out of which all these

different systems, including magic, were evolved. This

substratum was the belief in various agencies or powers,

which cannot be called either spirits, or ghosts, or anthro-

pomorphic beings. The conception was as yet too vague to

be described by any such specific names. We will now
briefly describe how this may have come about.

It is now generally accepted that the theory of evolution

holds good, and whatever creature man has immediately

descended from, he was in the beginning a perfect savage.^

His mind was hopelessly undeveloped ; his ideas extremely

confused and illogical; his fears, his acts, were still dis-

connected as children’s are
; in short he had not yet come to

possess the faculty to think. Still in the scale of evolution

he had advanced so far as to retain the impressions of events

that had happened in the past. For generations together he

must have continued more or less in the same state, until he

could put these stray incidents side by side and begin to

draw inferences. He had yet to learn the relative im-

portance of things, and for this reason his inferences were

bound to be highly illogical, his hopes and fears purely

imaginary, his acts almost wholly instinctive. In this condi-

tion he could have had nothing that can be called religion in

the proper sense of the word, but the germs out of which the

curious phenomenon of religion came into existence were

gradually receiving a definite shape as a result of the ever in-

creasing stock of his varied impressions and daily accumulat-

ing experiences. The things around him, the regular phe-

nomenon of day and night, the unsupported rotations of the

sun and moon, the fury of the wind and the storms, the

rain, the growth of plants and trees and the birth and
especially the death of men and animals, began to impress

r ' All who have made a study of the human body are agreed that we must
seek for man’s origin in an apelike ancestor.’—Keith, A. B., The Antiquity

of Man.
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him with great force. The stage when men began to consi-

der these things ir a systematic and a philosophical manner

might be a very advanced one and therefore late in the

history of human thought, but the natural curiosity to try

to account for, or find the cause of at least some of these

phenomena must have occurred quite early. The un-

developed mind might have been c itisfied by the vaguest and

to us the most cnnatural answers, but the existence of the

power to raise the question ‘ Why cannot in our opinion

be denied even at a tiiiie when no def.nite religious senti-

ments existed.

The phenomena of nature that raged round him every

hour of his life and the precarious existence h , had to

lead among extremely adverse circumstances made him

highly sensitive and superstitious. His evident powerless-

ness to exercise any control on the occurrences in nature

which to the early man were utterly inexplicable, but there-

fore none the less real, filled him with, awe and fear
; and the

only solution that forced itself upon his simple mind was

that there was a conscioirs agent behind each and all of

these phenomena. It should not be imagined that this

happened all of a sudden, as if the early man got up one

morning, found the things around him inexplicable, was
awe-struck and thereupon attributed the agency to some
power or powers outside himself. This is all to be taken to

have happened very gradually. The mej dents which ulti-

mately drove him to this conclusion must have extended

over many years, each incident teaching him little by
little, in the beginning taken to be the result of mere
automatation, the same lesson of his dependence upon things

outside himself. Pestilence and sickness carried away those

whom he loved, hurricanes brought about ruin, the ravages

of weather were unbearable to him, and obtaining food was
no easy matter. Then there were the higher natural powers
which began to create in him, though by as slow degrees, a

sense of reverence by reason of their being inscrutable, awe-
inspiring and yet useful.
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Once the belief in some powers outside man came into

existence, it rapidly began to assume very varied shapes

according to the different circumstances in which groups of

primitive people found themselves. This is due to the

fact that the original conception must have been extremely

indistinct and indefinite. Everything that was inexplicable

to the early man was attributed to the activity of an agent

in the thing {mana) . In the beginning, these powers were not

necessarily believed to be all higher than man. The state

of belief being in a fluid condition, the powers were some-

times thought to be higher and uncontrollable and uncoer-

cible, but sometimes greater though coercible. The former

led to religion proper, the latter to magic and forms of belief

such as fetishism, etc. The indefinite character of the powers

believed in also explains the co-existence of magic and the

lower forms of belief on the one hand, and religion proper on

the other.

Among the Indo-Europeans the religious belief proper

began to appear very early, at any rate at a time when the

belief in greater but coercible powers only had not taken a

permanent hold on the imagination of the men constituting

the I.E. peoples. Because once that happened, it appears

to be impossible that these people could have conceived of

powers which were higher and uncoercible. This explains

the existence of purely magical and other similar beliefs

among certain lower races of mankind to this day. They do

not appear to have risen higher than those at any time in

the history of their beliefs. On the other hand it is clear

from the Vedas and the A vesta that magic came into more

and more prominence as time went on.

This view of ours, which was arrived at quite independ-

ently, agrees to a certain extent with what is at present

held by anthropologists as well as authorities on compara-

tive religion. ‘ Recent Anthropology ', remarks Professor

Edwards, ‘ tends more and more to find the origin of religion

—in common with magic—in a pre-animistic period or stage

characterized by a sense of awe in the presence of a diffused.
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indefinable, mysterious power or powers not regarded as

personal. This power is designated by the Melanesian

mana, . .and this may be considered the best available term

to express it.’ The term niana, which belongs to the

natives of tho Pacific region, was first introduced by

Codrington. He defines it as follows :

' It is a power or influence nc ^ physical, 3nd in a way
supernatural

;
but it shows itself in physical force, or in

any kind of povver or excellence which a man possesses.

This mana is not fixed In anything, and can Tv? conveyed in

almost anything, .. and it esseidially belongs to personal

beings to originate it, though it ma^" act through the medium
of water, or a stone or a hone.’^ A little earlirr he had

described it as ' a force altogether distinct from physical

power, which acts in all kinds of ways for good and evil,

and which it is of the greatest advantage to possess or

control

Although we hold with Hartland, that ' in man’s emotional

response to his environment, in his interpretation in the

terms of personality of the objects which encountered his

attention, and in their in'* estiture by him with potentiality,

atmosphere, orenda, mana—call it by what name 3=^011 will

—

we heve the common it ot of magic and religion we cannot

agree to call this potentiality by the name mana, as it is

defined by Codrington. To definitely assign transmissibility

to the power or powders to the consciousness of which both

religion and magic owe their origin, i^nd to regard early re-

ligions as consisting of an endeavour 10 possess this power

for oneself, as is the case with ‘ all Melanesian religion’, is

to give the early vague conception of the existence of power
or powers beyond too specialized a character, and thus to

deprive the notion of its primitiveness and of its unset-

tled character. In this sense mana probably existed among
the Melanesians only. If some attempt to determine the

character of these powers amongst other peoples were made,

1 Codrington, R. H., The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 119 n.

2 ibid., p. 118 n. 3 Ritual and Belief, p. 66.
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it does not appear likely that they would all be found to

regard them exactly as the Melanesian mana.

In the earliest times the mysterious power may have

been regarded as transmissible, and getting possession or

control of it as most beneficial. But to this must be added

matM in certain other things, which was non-transferable and

which could not be possessed, e.g. the mana in the sun, the

moon, etc. Thus the qualities of being conveyed and

possessed may have been two of the many qualities that were

associated with the conception of mana, but they were not

all. So far as we understand it, this does not include anthro-

pomorphism, which in our opinion was present in some form

even in the earliest times. This is admitted by E. O. James
who says :

' As a matter of fact animatism, animism, and

anthropomorphism constantly exist side by side, and there-

fore presumably they may be supposed to have arisen

simultaneously as an explanation of many different pheno-

mena.’^ Mana in the Melanesian sense certainly ‘covers

all cases of magico-religious efficacy either automatic or

proceeding from a spiritual being '. It also covers the cases

of purely magical efficacy, but not those which are more or

less purely religious, at any rate more religious than magical.

We may thus find the origin of religion in the conception of

mana, if by that term is understood a mysterious power
which can be transferred and possessed, but which is also

capable of assuming an anthropomorphic character.
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CHAFTER III

MAGIC AND JNDO-EUROPKAN RELIGION

It will be well to cou^icier the relation of magic and

religion among the I.E.s with the question of the origin of

religion. We must point out at liic very outset that wc are

endeavouring to put forward a f»osition which is in funda-

mental opposition to what is common!} helu by scholars

of great learning and authority. But being thoroughly

convinced of the tiutli of o ir position, we venture to put

it forward, although v e are fully consciou.« tiiai, we are

running counter to the opinion of chose many worthy writ-

ers. We will, illustrating our case and basing our conclu-

sions on the consideration of the l.E. religion and more
particularly the Indo-I:anian branch of it, try to prove

;

1. that among the I.E.s magic iu a developed form did

not exist before the birth cf religion. It might have existed

side by side, but was iievec until very late powerful enough

greatly to influence, affeci, or overshadow religion proper.

2. secondly, following the above conclusion logically,

we hold that there did not exist among the I.E.s a body of

pure spells and charms of the type found in the advanced

stages of magic, before prayer, as it is found in the ftigveda,

had come into existence, -This should He noted carefully,

since we have used the word prayer m this restricted sense

almost everywhere in this discussion and not in the usual

sense which involves the idea of some sort of communion

between the god and his woi shipper.

3. thirdly, we hold that neither was there a class of

hereditary magicians in existence before the priests.

In short

—

(1) that magic among the I.E.s is not older than reli-

gion

;

(2) that prayer is not derived from charms

;

and (3) that the priests were not at first magicians.
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The present chapter is in the main devoted only to prov-

ing the first proposition, while the other two propositions

will be discussed in chapter IV.

As we have already seen, there was, in our opinion, a time

when the beliefs of primitive men were in such a fluid and

unsettled condition that it can neither be called magic nor

religion proper. That there is a certain common ground

between magic and religion is undoubted, viz. a common
belief in powers beyond.' Thus we do not assume with

Sir James Frazer, either that magic and religion are like oil

and water, the failure of one being the opportunity of the

other,^ or that ‘ an Age of Religion has been everywhere

preceded by an Age of Magic the abandonment of magic

in favour of religion being due to * a tardy recognition of

the inherent falsehood and barrenness of magic which set

the more thoughtful part of mankind to cast about for a

truer theory of nature and more fruitful method of turning

her resources to account.®

We do not dispute the fact that all mankind must have

passed through a savage condition of life before they were

civilized. But this is not the same thing as saying that

that savage condition was identical with the one in which

we find the savage races at the present day. It must be

fully recognized, as Dr. Marett has pointed out, that ' the

savage of today is no older or earlier than the civilized man,

so that typological and historical primitiveness cannot be

identified off-hand

The thought of the existence of these powers beyond

occurred to men through a sense of dependence and inscru-

tability ;
and the sense of need and an instinctive desire of

self-preservation drove them to solicit the help of these

powers. So far the origin of both magic and religion is

1 cf. Hartland, B. S., Ritual and Belief, 1914, pp. 26ff.

2 GB., I, i, pp. 224ff; fora criticism of this view see Marett, Threshold

of Religion, essay ‘ From Spell to Prayer

8 GB., I, i, p. 237.

^ ‘Magic’, BRE., VIII, p. 247^ See Garvie’s remarks in Sociological

Papers, Bondon, 1906, III, p. 265, point (2).
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common, but only so far. As soon as men began to exploit

these powers to serve their selfish motives and to seek

assistance from them, there began to come into play quite

different and irreconcilable attitudes of mind.' It is to

these fundamentally different attitudes of mind that the

distinctive features of leligion and ma^i. are uue. When-
ever the power was begged or eut: eate(j or induced to confer

blessings or be help to men thr* result was leligion, while

whenever the performance of certain acts was supposed to

bring abuut a certain eve-nt almost auioniaticaMy, the power
solicited having no other optio:: but cf doing what the

worshipper desired and commanded, the result was magic.

That is, when the powers were conceived as coercible it led

to magic ; when they were conceived as uncoercible and
their favour was sought by means of praising, praying or

offering gifts to them, it led to religion. But even when
these two ways of gaining help from the powers beyond
were conceived and practised, neither of them was adhered

to strictly and steadfastly ; both existed side by side, man
using either of the two as occasion required and as he
thought would best serve ’*iis purpose.

Many authors^ seem to believe that before any belief in

higher and uncoercible powers came into existence the

whole of human beliefs and practices were purely magical

and that religi<m was born out of them in all its details.^

In our opinion there can be no greater mistake than this

supposition. It is impossible to imagine for a moment that,

1 ‘Magic., .is not something cnuier, more primitive than religion, involv-

ing a different working hypothesis, but is rather a set of practices or expe-

dients expressing a different psychical attitude, a different puint of view.'

—King, I., The Development of Religion, New York, 19 so, p. 15/.

2 e.g. Frazer, GB., I, i, p. 226 n. 2 and p. 233f.

3 See above. A. E. Crawley abandons Frazer’s theory and remarks :
‘ An

impartial survey of the Australian evidence results in a prima facie case

against the theory that religion has Sts origin in magic. There are, indeed,

one or two points which might be taken to indicate the reverse, namely,

that magic comes from religion There are cases in wh^ch the savage

resorts to coercion of his god when conciliation has failed .’—The Tree of Life,

London, 1905, pp. i93-4‘
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had the mentality of primitive men been taken up com-

pletely by magical beliefs and practices (and as soon as

magic begins to prevail even slightly, its power, which is

altogether irresistible to primitive men, soon becomes pre-

dominant), without any shred of what may be called the true

element of religion, the sort of nature-religion we find among
the I.E. peoples could have been developed out of the same

magical antecedents. Because once the magical practices

are assumed to have existed in their full form, they could

not have failed to overshadow completely the yet undevel-

oped mind of primitive men, and on such minds, religion

in the proper sense could never have dawned except by

a miracle. That is exactly what happened in the case

of those so-called savage races whose religion was nothing

better than a collection of magical beliefs and prac-

tices,^ whatever few and feeble traces of religion we find

being probably the remnants of the prehistoric religious

beliefs which had then existed side by side with the un-

developed forms of magic. But it is clearly impossible to

attempt here a detailed proof of our theory by examining

the various religions—although we have no doubt that the

theory would bear such an examination—as this is entirely

outside the scope of the present dissertation.® We shall

therefore confine our attention to the I.E. peoples only and

more especially to the Indo-Iranians and the Indo-Aryans.®

We will now briefly trace the relation between magic and

religion from the I.E. days to the time of the Atharvaveda.

So far as the conception of God in the I.E. period is con-

cerned, we have five philological equations which bear upon
it;

(i) Sk. deva, Eat. deus, Eith. dibwas, Ir. dia, O.N. tivar,

1 e.g. the Australian aborigines (GB., I, i, p. 234).

2 The view that magic did not precede religion, or spells prayer, has been
ably put forward by Jevons, F. B., An Introduction to the Study of Compara-
tive Religion^ N.Y., 1908, pp. 138-71.

8 It might however be remarked that no other branch of the I.E. peoples

affords any direct proof of the existence of magic before religion and so

we need not concern ourselves with them here.
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Nom. PI. Celtic devos (in the Gallic proper name Devognaia)

,

derived from some isnch root as div or dyu ' to shine ' and
meaning ' the shining one * god

(ii) SI. bogii, Old Persian baga "god', Av. bagha "god',

Sk. bhaga ' god oi: fortune

(iii) Av. Spentc, lyith. ^zvcntas, O SI ' pure " holy

Old Bulg svetb?

(iv) Sk. yaj, Av. yaz, Gk. av in " to revere theuce
* to worship

*

(v) Sk. sraddhd, Lat. credo, Celtic '^retif:'^
* to believe'.*

We cannot however, cunclade from these that a fully

developed in the bright heavenly powers as ‘ bene-

ficent' jmd ‘holy' gods must have existed in tne I.E.

period. To do so would be quite unfounded and unreason-

able. It is however undeniable that these equations do

with great probability, suggest a sure stariing-point of

the most important religious bwliefs of the I.E. peoples.

We can also draw certain indirect, but by no means far-

fetched inferences from the above equations.

Firstly, that the heavenly phenomena had made a great

impression upon, and had attracted the attention of, the

I.E.S.

Secondly, that these powers were thoiight to be bene-

ficent and not inimical.

Thirdly, that the I.E.s regarded these powers with awe
and reverence, as a result of which chey wished to propitiate

and please rather than coerce them into obedience.

Fourthly, that howe^^'er much they might have been

entangled with lower beliefs such as magic, fetishism, ances-

tor-worship, etc.—if the existence of these in the most
primitive condition of all people must be assumed—the

I.E.s had at last taken a definite step in rising higher than

these. Thus, even though magic, fetishism and other lower

beliefs may have existed in the pre-I.E. and 1. 1, times,

1 Schrader, p. 302 ;
Bloomfield, RV., p. to8f

; Feist, Kultur, p. 347.

* ibid. 3 Bloomfield, RV., p. 109 : Feist, loc. cit.

4 Bloomfield, RV., p. 109.

4
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they were always of such a feeble form that they could

neither prevent the rise, nor impede the prepress of the

higher nature-religion. In the I.E. period, however, we
have only the barest beginnings of this form of religion.

During the age when the Indo-Iranians lived together,

the unimportant popular existence of magic and fetishism

might have continued ; unimportant not because it was

popular and thus not very current among the more ad-

vanced members of the community, nor because as com-

pared to religion it is an inferior trait of human belief, but

because, even among the common people we believe its influ-

ence in the Indo-Iranian and the early Rigvedic periods

to be extremely feeble :
^ on the whole there prevailed

nature-worship of a high and poetic kind. The various

powers of nature were conceived of as the guardians of the

universal law and order, and their favour was sought through

poetic praises and gifts. Offerings of food were usual and

sacrifices also existed, but their character was not as yet

stereotyped. But gradually the sacrifices were becoming

more and more complicated and were coming to be offered

more regularly. The class of poets who composed the

praises or the hymns and who offered the gifts on a ‘ carpet

of herbage ’
* probably already existed, but, though perhaps

restricted to certain well-known and influential families, had

not become hereditary.

At this time the Indian branch of the Indo-Iranians sep-

arated themselves from the Iranians. For a long time the

nature of belief and worship continued without much change.

1 The existence of magic in the Indo-Iranian period is unquestionable

from the word yatu and the various words formed from it, occurring in both

the Rigveda and the Avesta ; and this must have continued to exist in the

Kigvedic times ; but from the contents of the Rigveda it appears improbable

that it could then have been very predominant. For these words see

Petersberg, and Bartholomae, AIW.
The prevalent opinion with regard to the Sanskrit word mdyd which in

later Sanskrit comes to mean magic or witchcraft, appears to be that in

the beginning it did not mean anything but mysterious power. See Schrader

and other Sk. dictionaries.

2 Herodotus, I, 132,
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The Indo-Aryans possessing a genius for language soon

developed an admi-able phonetic system and a rich voca-

bulary. The singing of the praises of the ' heavenly ones

'

was considered to he an important part of the worship of the

natural powers ^ and thus the composition of tclig’ous poetry

was cultivated as a sacred art. And the hymns that were

composed, instead of being allowed to be forgotten and

newly composed by the succeeding generations, weie care-

fully learnt b> heart and banded dewn in as iccurate a form

as possible from father to ton, by an oral tiadition.

Gradually however, the mass ot these hymns to be learnt

by heart increased so much that it practically killed both

the high eagerness to corupose new poetry and the original

inspiration necessary to compose it. For the same reason

the current hymns were much more imperiectly under-

stood. The correct performance of the sacriiice was also

receiving more and more attention and this again helped to

cause the real meaning and import of the hymns to be for-

gotten,^ The ionia sacrifice was becoming complicated and

its importance greatly increased. Separated from the purely

poetical praises of the early days the offerings and sacrifices

came to be believed in ac having magical powers of automati-

cally bringing about the desired end. The function of the

hymns was also misunderstood. All attention was paid to

the correct repetition of the sacred texts and practically none

to what they meant. Thus the hymns of ihe Rig^'cila were

cut up into meaningless parts, which hardly differ from a

charm in character.

In this way, the original sublime nature-worship became

1 This is amply borne witness to by the Samaveda in India, and the Avesta

of the Iranians. Herodotus ( 1 , 132) reports that 'a Magian man stands by
and chants a theogony * while the sacrificial victim is bei. g cut up and spread

on " the carpet of the tenderest herbage
2 Because the genuine character of a prayer and the attention paid to

ritualistic forr..''Jism are inversely proportional, and where sacrifice becomes
all-important, prayer naturally becomes more or less mechanical. This is, in

our opinion, the real difference between the religion of the JUgveda and
that of the other Vedas.
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more or less a collection of magical rites, ^ altboagb tbe gods

were still heavenly powers. This conception then under-

went a further degeneration. Just as the sacrifices had

power over gods, so there came into being rites, the perform-

ance of which brought about the desired effect through the

instrumentality of other deities. The various diseases were

believed to be due to the activity of certain spirits, and the

desire to protect men from them gave rise to charms and

incantations which have their beginning in the latest por-

tions of the J^igveda and become fully developed in the

Atharvaveda.

The above description is fully borne out by the evidence

of the Vedic literature, especially the later Samhitas and the

oldest Brahmanas. And, in our opinion, the Iranian religion

which existed during a thousand years before the birth of

Zoroaster, the prophet, followed more or less the same lines

of development, and had probably reached a much worse

condition.* Without this assumption it is impossible to ex-

1 cf. Macdonell, * Magic (Vedic)/ BRB., VIII, p. 31

2 It may probably be argued that the idea of the Iranian religion we obtain

from Herodotus (I, 13 1-2) is quite different: it shows us no signs of cor-

ruption but rather a form of religion which was of a higher and a purer kind

than that of the Greeks themselves. We must however recognize that the

statement of Herodotus, although we do not deny its truthfulness, is as

general as can be, and made about the religion of a different nation. In two

short sentences (devoting however a paragraph to the description of a sacrifice)

Herodotus has described the whole of the Iranian religion. Such being the

case of the evidence on which a contrary conclusion is to be based, it would

be extremely misleading to make it the starting point of the Iranian religion

of the time of Herodotus. Moreover, from what was going on among the

Vedic Indians at that time, we learn that the stage of simplicity in beliefs

and practices had long been passed, and there was rapidly growing a craze for

complexity of which we find monumental records in the Yajurveda, the Brah-

manas and the early Sutras. Neither can the Iranians of the time be regard-

ed as an exception, because practically the same manner of thinking is,

although much less evidently, found in their own literature.

The corruption again, although it was of such a character as to deserve the

condemnation of Zoroaster and powerful enough to overshadow the whole of

the nature-religion, had by no means displaced the heavenly powers from

their position as gods, nor were sacrifices discontinued. Thus Herodotus is

certainly right when he says that the Persians worshipped the sky and other

powers and offered sacrifices to them. It was the character, the significance
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plain the causes of the great religious revolution * initiated

by Zoroaster. So it is probable that when Zoroaster p/as

born the old religion of the worship of nature-powers was

hopelessly corrupt and magical practices abounded to such

an extent that a man of Zoroaster's inspiration could not

refrain from expressing his disgust of it. Had the Iranian

religion been of even tolerably uncorrupt ed form, there could

not have been such a strong reaction, which is an undoubted

fact,* since we have more than one instance in which an

and the meaning of the sacrifice and the immense outgrowth of magic and

witchcraft by the side of it that Herodotus, having no very intimate know-
ledge of the common people of Iran, let go unrecorded.

Probably Herodotus did not know that although the gods of heaven were

prayed to and worshipped, ‘ they were employed mechanically * (Bloomfield,

AV., p. 3), and had become ' sterile * (ibid.) as the Vedic gods in the period of

the Atharvaveda and the Brahmanas.

As to the inaccuracies of Herodotus see the notes in A. J. Grant’s ed. of

Rawlinson’s tr. of Herodotus, 2 vols., London, 1897. See, e.g., notes on I,

pp. 78-82.

1 Bdward Meyer in his article ‘Persia’ (History: Ancient, in BB.,

p. 204^) attributes this change to violent religious disputes and feuds which

he thinks probably broke out in the remote past. But this appears to be

merely a conjecture, which assumes the existence of as contrasted a view of

life, both intellectual and religious, as that which is presented by the fully

developed Indian and Iranian religions. Although it might be admitted that

there may have been some marked differences between the two sections of

the Indo-Iranians this could never have amounted to express hostility simply

because the points of difference, if there were any at all, were in extremely

undeveloped form. There was neither a sacerdotal BrahmanivSm, nor a for-

mulated ethical Zoroastrianism to come into conflict with each other, during

the Indo-Iranian period. The conflict between the daeva-party and the

ahura-party belongs to a period at most a century or two previous to the

birth of the prophet, a time many centuries after the separation of the two
peoples, during which the lines of development of religion in Iran were not
much different from those of the Vedic religion.

‘ Hitherto, two explanations have been offered for accounting for the origin

of Zoroastrianism. The first of these assumes a sort of religious revolution

which brought about once for all the separation of the Iranians from the

Hindus The second theory traces in the Magdaen system a develop-

ment of a natural type, an evolution of Indo-Iranian mythology.’—C. de
Harlez, Introduction to the A vesta, Bng. tr., Bombay, 1921, p. 320. According
to Harlez ‘the truth lies between these two extremes, the Avesta is the pro-
duct of a number of influences ’.

^ In the Gathas, worship ‘is fiercely denounced as the worst
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older deity has not only ceased to be worshipped, but is ac-

tually turned into an evil power, a demon. The reaction

may however be partly due to foreign influence, e.g. of the

Babylonians and the Semites.

Our theory thus, first, asserts the uniformity of develop-

ment among the two branches of the Indo-Iranian peoples.

Secondly, it explains, in our opinion, better than any

other theory the prevalence of magic in the Atharvaveda}

Thirdly, it explains the very cause of the rise of the great

religious reformer Zoroaster, and the change of the older

gods into demons.

Fourthly, the theory asserts that at least during the Indo-

Iranian period and times immediately preceding that period,

these peoples were singularly free from many and com-

plicated magical practices, and the mention and evidence of

them that we find in their religious literature is due not to

their immemorial antiquity and existence in all periods,

but rather to the degeneration of the purer faith, which was

itself due probably to the contact with the uncivilized tribes

and to the degeneration in the character of these people that

had actually set in and was gradually spreading. The

Vedic Indians at any rate began unmistakably to degenerate

after the period of the composition of the Rigvedic hymns.

We will treat this question more fully when we come to the

Vedic religion.

Along with the prevalence of magic in the Atharmveda our

theory explains the absence of magical charms in the older

part of the jftigveda} Even if the compilation of the

hindrance to the Prophet’s work’ and the following curse is pronounced
upon the <ia6"(;a-worshippers

:

• But these that are of an evil dominion of evil deeds, evil words, evil self

and evil thought, followers of the I/ie, the Souls go to receive them with

foul food; in the House of the I^ie shall they be meet inhabitants/
—^Moulton, J. H., Early Religious Poetry of Persia, Cambridge, 1911, p. no.

1 This argument will be enlarged below.
® * Only a dozen of its (the 'Rigveda*s) 1,028 hymns are concerned with magic,

about one-half of them being auspicious, the rest maleficent in character.’

—MacdoneU, art. 'Magic (Vedic),' BRE.. VIII, p. 31 1*". 'It is indeed

certain that the hymns of a magical character found in the Igigveda are

very few and late.*—ibid., p. 312*.
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Bigveda was the work of highly cunning and clever hereditary

priests who later became the Brahmins, and a composition

which has reference only to the beliefs and practices of the

higher strata of society, it does not seem likely that they

could, purposelj' and deliberately, have kept such a popular,

and therefore powerful, belief altogether away.

The contention that the Atharvaveda represents a popular

form of beliefs and practices which go back to a period

previous to that of the Rigveda appears to have been based

on no other ground but that of the similarity between the

magical and other practices described in the Atharvaveda

and those found among the savage races. From an exami-

nation of the beliefs and practices of these savage races,

anthropologists concluded that in the most primitive stages

of human evolution, the human mind, without distinction

of any race or country whatever, was more or less entirely

dominated by magic. It is observed that the most back-

ward savage tribes, although they have beliefs which may
be said to verge on the religious, are on the whole believers

in magic. By some unfortunate circumstances they were

unable to get beyond this stage of the childhood of the

human race and their progress having stagnated, they have

remained in the same state to the present day.

In the light of this generally accepted deduction, it was

not surprising that the Vedic literature should be inter-

preted as affording yet another proof of the same conclusion
;

a proof which was all the more attractive and convincing

because, firstly, it was based on the written records of a

very old period, and secondly, it was quite independent,

since it belonged to a different but a civilized race.

A detailed study of the Vedic ritual revealed to Olden-

berg that it was greatly overgrown with magical practices,

some of which were not only similar to those found among
the savages of today, but almost identical with them. As
a result Oldenberg explained this intermixture of the re-

ligious and the magical in the Vedic ritual and literature as

being in perfect harmony with anthropological facts and
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conclusions. The anthropologists in their turn, welcomed

this view as an authoritative evidence afforded by a people

who were dominated by religion in a very marked degree.

What Oldenbe^ held about the religion in the Vedic litera-

ture was used not only by anthropologists like Frazer, but

even philologists like Schrader derived from it great support

for their position.

The consequence of all this has been that almost every

writer on the subject tacitly assumes that magical spell was

preceded by prayer and that the m^ician was the precursor

of the priest. In regard to the Vedic literature and religion

again, it is held that, although the Atharvaveda is a com-

position of a later date, its contents are older even than those

of the ^igveda. These views have gained so much currency

that it is almost scientifically sacrilegious to question their

truth; yet it is hoped that a keen desire to know and

ascertain the truth may be pardoned even this offence.

The whole position appears to be, in the words of Dr.

Farnell, a grave ‘ anthropological fallacy ’. On the ground

of the general inductive belief that the higher races have at

one time passed through a savage phase, it was rashly

assumed that each and all of them must at one time have

possessed a particular institution. ‘ This Dr. Farnell

remarks, ‘ is to exaggerate the principle of solidarity, to

ignore the fact of the great diversity actually observable

among existing primitive societies, and the possibility that

it was just by avoiding some particular detrimental institu-

tion that some of the higher peoples were able to proceed on

their path of progress.’ ^

The following passage from Professor Hopkins’ Religions

of India

f

illustrates the fallacious nature of the supposed

anthropological parallels.

‘ From an Aryan point of view how much weight is to be

placed on comparisons of the formulae in the Atharvan of

r Evolution of Religion, 1905, pp. 12-14; see also Marett, art. ‘Magic’

(Intr.) ERE., VIII, pp. 247»-48b.

* p. 159.
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India with those of other Aryan nations? Kuhn^ has

compared an old German magic formula of healing with one

in the Atharvan (IV. 12) and because each says ' limb to limb

'

he thinks that they are of the same origin, particularly since

the formula is found in Russian.’ ' The comparison Prof-

essor Hopkins remarks, 'is interesting, but is far from

convincing. Such formulae spring up independently all over

the earth.'

The position of Oldenberg ^ is briefly as follows : Magic

is found in the most civilized as in the savage communities

and the Indian tradition does not constitute an exception to

this universal type.^ Ivong before the supreme gods, the

guardians of justice and morality were conceived, man
banished the maleficent spirits by fire and water, destroyed

the enemy by destroying his effigy or his hair, and brought

about the rain through the construction of an image of rain.

From the lowest stages the cult of the sacrifice and adoration

were most closely and intimately connected with the opera-

tions of magic ;
the priest was at the same time the magician

;

more magician than priest. But progress of time fatally

separated the two domains. The one favoured the mental

development of the race and above all the moral ideas

which transform the essence of religion
;
the other, immobile

and stagnant, was content to remain in primitive savagery.

Then he asks whether this separation of magic and religion

was effected during the Vedic times and answers that the

complicated ceremonies of marriage, initiation, the Rajasuya,

etc., which are interspersed with magical practices, bear

authentic marks of the greatest antiquity.

To what has already been said it may be added that

Oldenberg fails to make a clear distinction between the

period of the Rigveda and the later Samhitas and the

1 Indische und germanische Segensspriiche, KZ., XIII, p. 49.

2 RV., pp. 476ff.

2 This argument can hardly be taken seriously, for the simple reason that

universal existence of a thing or phenomenon is no proof of its primitive,

much less of its most primitive character.
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Brdhmanas. If this distinction is not made and the whole

of the Vedic literature is considered as a whole, it is possible

to speak of the Vedic ritual as one overgrown with magical

practices which corresponds with those found among the

savage tribes. But otherwise—which is indeed the right

course—it is impossible to follow the view of Oldenberg.

The importance of this distinction is now clearly recognized.

‘ .... as regards the Rigveda proper,' writes Professor Keith,

^

* Hopkins* has justly insisted upon the historical distinction

between the Brahmanic age and belief as those are known
in extant literature, and the age and belief of the Rigveda.

The extant Brahmanas and even the Atharvaveda represent

a period so removed from that of the Rigveda, that the god

who in the Rigveda is not yet developed as chief god is in

the Brahmanas and Atharvan already an antiquated figure-

head with whom other newer ritualistic gods are identified to

ensure their respectability.'

Moreover, the Vedic literature clearly shows not so much
the separation of magic and religion as their coming closer

and closer together till at last the one can hardly be distin-

guished from the other. The magical character of both the

prayers and the sacrifice, since the later part of the Rigvedic

period, does not diminish but manifests clear signs of being

on the increase. If there is no prejudice in favour of a

preconceived opinion, this should be obvious to anyone

acquaintedwith theVedic literature . Macdonell
,

® who shares

the view of Oldenberg, himself states the position quite

clearly. He says

:

‘ In the creative age of the Rigveda new prayers were

produced for ritual purposes; but in the later Vedas.. ..

prayer was nothing more than the mechanical application of

ready-made formulas', and then adds, that the idea of the

efficacy of prayer, even in the Rigveda, shows that ' magic

is already beginning to encroach on the domain of religion. A

I TS., I, p. cUx.

* PAOS. (1894), p. cxxii
;
JAOS., XV, i63f ; XVI, p. 3f.

8 'Vedic Religion,' ^RE., XII, pp. 6iob-6n.
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similar tendency is observable in regard to the sacrifice

which accompanied the prayers to the gods. The conception

of the effect of sacrifice which prevails in the J^igveda is

that the offering wins the favour of a god and induces him
to fulfil the accompanying prayer Even in the ^igveda,

however, traces are already to be found of the notion that

the sacrifice exercises compulsion net only over gods, but

also over natural phenomena without requiring the co-

operation of the gods. Here again we have the intrusion of

magic into the domain of religion. In the ritual of the

Brahmanas we find that the latter has already been largely

supplanted by the former.’

The gradual growth of magic and its increasing pre-

dominance in the Vedic ritual is also attested by the fact

that the Yajurveda occupies an intermediate position

between the ^igveda on the one hand and the Atharvaveda

and the Brahmanas on the other. We have here the

authority of Professor Keith *—if indeed any were necessary.

‘ The relation of the text of the Atharvaveda to that of the

Taittiriya Samhita is also of importance in the question of

chronology. Bloomfield'^ has subjected,the texts to a close

examination, and has pronounced definitely for the priority of

the Yajurveda .... More important than any mere detailed

comparisons of verses is the regular working over of Yajus

material for magical purposes: the Yajus used sorcery in

connexion with its great rites, but the Atharvaveda converts

these incidents into substantial and independent objects.’

In our opinion the astounding similarity between the

magical practices found among the savage races and in the

Vedic literature is due to an identical attitude of mind which
gives rise to them and not necessarily to their immemorial

antiquity. Thus what we find in the Atharvaveda is the

product of the same universal attitude of mind, which,

whenever and wherever it occurs gives rise to similar

practices and follows the same lines of development. So it

r TS., I, pp. clzi-xii. * AV.. pp. 50-56.
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does not appear necessary to assume that the contents of

the Atharvaveda existed among the masses from the I.E.

period and even times preceding that period.

linguistically again, no part of the Atharvaveda can, bj'

any process of argument whatever, be shown to be pre-

Rigvedic. If there are some portions which clearly appear

to be contemporaneous with the Bigveda, it simply means

that these particular beliefs of a lower nature existed at

that time and not necessarily previous to it. We do not deny

that some magical practices may have existed at the time

of the ^igveda as in all periods of the history of I.E.

belief, but what we cannot believe is that, even in the period

of the ftigveda, magic and witchcraft prevailed among the

masses to more or less the same extent as found in the

Atharvaveda, and that the ftigveda was kept free from any

trace of their existence by the care and cunning of the

collectors of the hymns of the ftigveda. This would lead us

to a somewhat self-contradictory position. We will have

first to assert that the magical practices exercised a great

deal of influence among the masses and yet the influence

was not strong enough to bring the whole of the Vedic

population under its sway. If the existence of magical

practices is proved and not simply inferred, it is impossible

to imagine that there can be at that early age any section

of the population, however intelligent, cunning and ad-

vanced, which could remain absolutely uninfluenced by and

positively unfavourable towards such practices and so

discrete as to leave no trace of its existence whatsoever,

even in that most heterogeneous of collections called the

ftigveda. So far as the magical contents of the J^igveda are

concerned we believe that the express charms found in it are

later additions composed contemporaneously with the

hymns of the other Samhitas, while the rites and ceremonies

contained in it are tending to be magical but are not fully

so, as is assumed by Oldenberg and accepted by Schrader,

Frazer and others on his authority. In this respect the

latest additions to the Bigveda belong properly to a period
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of transition. What Keith says in this respect is perfectly

true and decisive

:

‘ ....it is impossible to regard the Atharvaveda as a

direct complement of the ftigveda and as giving the popular

side of the Rigvedic religion. The Atharvaveda was prob-

ably not reduced to its present form much, if at all, earlier

than 500 B.C., and the popular worship included in it is one

which is at once separated by a considerable period in time

from that of the ^igveda and is presented to us, not in its

primitive form, but as it was taken up by the priests.' ^

Again, if the priests took care that no trace of any

popular belief was left in the J^igveda, how were the same

priests disposed to preserve an entire collection of such

lower beliefs as is found in the Atharvaveda in an age when
they were growing more exclusive, more conscious of their

own power and indispensability, more careful in maintaining

their prestige and keeping the rest of the people in complete

darkness about the sacred learning ? It is inconceivable

that there were other people among the general masses who
were learned enough to compose and collect the hymns as

they are found in the Atharvaveda. It is impossible to

believe that the Atharvaveda was composed and collected

by any other sections of the Vedic Indians but those who
composed and collected the hymns of the other Vedas.®

Neither can it be believed that the same priests, while

deliberately excluding -all magical practices from the

Bigveda, readily consented, nay, actually took such great

pains as to collect and preserve the whole of this magical

literature so carefully. The fact rather appears to be that

at the time of the fiigveda magic and witchcraft existed in

a very meagre form. During the period of the Sdmaveda

1 IM., p. 12.

2 " The AV. contains a mass of popular religion which has been taken up
and worked over by the same priestly classes to whose activity other texts

are due/—Keith, IM., p. ii.

After this authoritative statement of Professor Keith, any independent

proof of the position would be superfluous, a proof which it is not at all

difficult to furnish.
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and the Yajurveda, due firstly to the increased contact and

association with the aborigines of India/ secondly, to the

magical character which both prayer and sacrifice were

gradually assuming, and thirdly to the mental degeneration

which had set in probably owing to climatic conditions and

the growing population among which it became increasingly

difficult to keep the original faith extant in its purer form,

it began to develop so rapidly, and at the same time so

unconsciously, that the very priestly class which was even

then the sole guardian of the literary heritage and intellec-

tual beliefs had itself fallen a prey. Instead of equivocally

declaring magic and superstition as belonging to the

demoniac world, it was formed into a collection, which

* poses outwardly in the same attitude of dignity as the

Pigveda ’,
® ‘ the Brahmanical priests handling charm and

hocus-pocus as religion not as superstition The whole

population of the Vedic Indians without exception of any

single class of individuals came to believe in, and sanction

and sanctify the practice of magic. Magic and witchcraft

formed an essential part of religion
; they had ‘ penetrated

and become intimately blended with the holiest Vedic

rites’.* In the form of giving undue importance to sacrifice,

the mental degeneration of the Vedic Indians had already

begun and gone a fair way even during that comparatively

bright period of the Rigveda. To this was soon to be added
magic and witchcraft and, lastly, the priest-craft.

One more reason for holding that the Indo-Europeans

were free from an all-engrossing form of magic is their

adventurous character and continual migrations from one

country to another. Ever moving from one place to an-

other, conquering new peoples and new lands ; after con-

quest subduing them and spreading both their language and
civilization would require a healthy and a vigorous view of

life, full of energy, daring and fearlessness. This condition

1 cf. Bloomfield, AV., p. 2.

* Bloomfield, AV., p. 3. 8 ibid.

4 Bloomfield, SBB., XLII, p. xlv.
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is certainly not only not conducive to the growth of magic
and superstition, but hardly to their survival on any
extensive scale, assuming they existed in former times.

Magic, generally speaking, is the curse of a settled, un-

disturbed and isolated life, and it has all the more disastrous

effects if the people happen to live in a bad climate. It is

here that a human being living a precarious life imagines

all manner of ghosts, goblins and spirits, some of which are

good but many bad. It is under these circumstances that

fear greatly predominates. Every unfortunate and harmful
event is ascribed to the activity of an evil spirit and only

occasionally to the displeasure of the gods—if there are any.

About the oldest I.E.s we do not pretend to spe^k with any
certainty. They may have had magic, they may not

;

although the latter view appears to us to be more probable.

But regarding the Indo-Iranians we feel confident to say that

the very mode of their migratory and ever-shifting life

would prevent them from being very superstitious or magi-

cal. ‘ Tribes of limited local range and a meagre past without

traditions may conceive the world around them on a feeble

scale. But migration helps to enlarge the outlook. Local
powers cannot accompany tribes upon the march. Either

they must be left behind and drop out of remembrance, or

they must be identified with new scenes and adapted to

fresh environments. When the horizon moves ever further

forwards with each advance, earth and sky loom vaster

before the imagination, and sun and moon, the companion
of each day or the protector of each night, gain more state-

ly predominance.’^

If we are at all right in saying that the Vedic Indians had
lived with the early Persians in the Iranian highlands and
thence descended into India, it is not difficult to imagine

how hardy and enterprising these people must have been.

We certainly do not know the reason why they so migrated

;

but whatever its nature may have been, whether it was due

1 Carpenter, J. B., Comparative Religion, London, 1913 (?), pp. 105*6.
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to a religious quarrel or religious persecution, or whether to

forcible expulsion or want of sustenance that they actually

traversed dreary Afghanistan and crossed the dreadful

passes in the Hindukush, it was an extraordinary achieve-

ment in itself. Nor was this all. They not only found

India, but conquered and subdued the original inhabitants,

and succeeded in imposing and maintaining the religion and

civilization they had brought with them.

Among such people, it appears to us, there may have

existed some superstitious beliefs as well as some queer

practices such as the burning of the widow or even human
sacrifice, but they certainly could not have had much of

magic. If it is impossible to prove positively that there

was not much magic in the I.E. period and if its existence

in a somewhat advanced stage must be admitted merely on

the force of analogy afforded by the evidence of beliefs and
practices among the savage races of today, the surviving

practices during the Rigvedic period at any rate could not

have been many and complicated.

What is here suggested would again reflect very favour-

ably upon the origin of religion among the Indo-European

peoples. Even if we cannot say anything for certain, the

assumed lack of purely magical practices among the Indo-

Iranians and the early Indo-Aryans in our opinion

affords a good explanation of many difficult points in the

development of the I.E., 1. 1, as well as Indo-Aryan religions.

It would also embolden us to say that from the very be-

ginning the higher natural phenomena had made a greater

impression on the I.E. peoples and that their religious con-

ceptions need not be assumed to have passed through all the

stages of the full-fledged systems of Fetishism, Magic, Spirit-

ism, etc., as the religions of the other people appear to have
done.

Herbert Spencer,^ while putting forward the theory of

ancestor-worship as the origin of religion, had remarked that

^ The Principles of Sociology, London, 1876, I, pp. 3i3ff.
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the adherents of the evolution-doctrine cannot claim ‘ a

profound distinction between different human races Al-

though this statement is ouite correct, Spencer makes use

of fallacious arguments to prove his position. Firstly, the

statement 'no Indo-European or Semitic nation, so far as

we know, seems to have made a religion of worship of the

dead * cannot be regarded as equ. valent to holding that the

Indo-Europeans and the Semites were ' siipernaturally en-

dowed with higher conceptions ’ (as Spencer takes it) ; and

secondly, denying the validity of the theory of ancestor-

worship as the origin oi all god ^ is in no way inconsistent

with the theory of ev'olution. For the evolution theory

by no means proves, nor even seeks to x^rove, that the

manner of develojmient, whether mental or physical, is

always the same in every detail, whatever the influences at

work may have been. Had this been the case, all races of

mankind ought to have advanced according to a fixed scale

of progress and ought to have reached exactly the same
stage oi civilization and culture at any particular time.

Even according to the principle of evolution, which is in

consonance with facts, there is room enough for excep-

tionally rapid progress or for a stationary condition, as well

as a rapid retrogressirm. Wherever it is accountable by
reasons and suj^ported by facts, the theory of evolution does

not and cannot deny its validity. It is true, in the case of the

mental development of the l.E. people.s, that all the causes

are not accurately ascertainable, but the cumulative effect

of the known facts undoubtedly suggests that they had
developed the conception of religion very early, not because

they were a gifted race but through perfectly natural al-

though unfortunately unascertainable causes.

Thus, not believing in the existence of a particular

primitive institution or in a particular mode of the develop-

ment of religion among a particular race or people does not

necessarily mean that the writer does not believe in the

validity of the theory of evolution ; nor is there, as has been
shown above, any inconsistency in doing this. One can

5
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believe in the evolution-doctrine and at the same time

question the truth of the views that gods were developed

out of ghosts or religion out of magic.

We might conclude this discussion with what Dr.

FamelP has said about the relation of magic with religion

in Greece and which in our opinion expresses the truth in

the least objectionable, because in the most moderate

terms

;

‘ It is reasonable to believe that magic was in vogue in

prehistoric Hellas, not necessarily in antagonism to religion,

but practised for purposes of the community as well as for

private ends. The few records that may avail for an opinion

concerning the prehistoric period fail to suggest any such

prevalence of magic as might obstruct intellectual progress

or growth of a higher religion. They reveal generally a type

that is harmless or even philanthropic. Doubtless some
black magic also may have existed but at no time was the

religion or the intellect of Greece so entirely clouded with

magic, as was the case elsewhere in the ancient civilizations,

notably in Egypt and Mesopotamia.’ ^
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CHAPTER IV

THE INDO-EUROPEANS: THEIR HOME AND
CUETURE

I. The terms Indo-European and Indo-Iranian

On philological and other grounds it is commonly assum-

ed that the Indians, the Iranians and the Armenians of

Asia, and the Slavs, the Lithuanians, Greeks, the Romans,

the Celts and the Germans ‘ of Europe, were, at some

distant age—about 3,000 to 2,500 years before Christ®

—

originally one people, or a common group of associated

people, living a common life and speaking a common
language or more probably different dialects of essentially

the same language.® There are four terms by which this

original people, or its various branches when collectively

spoken of, are designated. This plurality of names is

due to the fact that the racial consciousness of the original

group being yet undeveloped, it did not possess a common
name. * These terms are Indo-Celtic, Indo-Germanic,

Indo-European and Aryan. The first of these terms is

the least popular among scholars as well as other writers

;

1 G. Sergi, The Mediterranean Race, Lotidou, 1901. Professor Sergi

thinks it is an error to maintain that the Germans and the Scandinavians

are Aryans ; they are what he calls ‘ Eurafricans of the Nordic variety ’
, and

further—

( 1 ) that the Aryans are of Asiatic origin ; and

(2) that the two classic civilizations, Greek and I^atin, were not Aryan,

but Mediterranean. According to him the Aryans were savages

when they invaded Europe: they destroyed in part the superior

civilization of the Neolithic population, and could not have created

the Greco-Latin civilization.

See pp. 1-27. Professor Keith expresses a similar opinion, BCV., p. 91

(see below).
2 'The period of I.]^. urnty need not be placed earlier than 3000 B.C.'

—

Keith, BCV., p. 92 ; cf. Meyer, GA., I, ii. p. 857f.

3 cf. Schrader, p. 879.

* Meyer, op. cit., p. 851. It is possible that the word arya in some form

was I.]^. and meant a ' friend ’ or ' a noble person but it could not have
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it was however used by F. Spiegel.^ The German scholars

use the term It^do-Gcrmanic ;
^ the term Indo-European is

generall}" found in the writings of French, English and

Italian philologists
;
while the term Aryan was employed by

Max Muller and other popular writers in Fnglis?! and was

recently used by Schroder in hts Atvseke Religion,

The first two terms arose fr(»m th:t views which regarded

the Celtic and the Germanic languages as the westernmost

members of the l.K. family of languages, and the Indian

languages as the easternmost branen. But the discovery

of the Tocharian language has deprived these terms of the

principal reason un which they were based. ^ And since the

terra Aryan is more properly reserved for the Indo-Iranians

only/ we will use, as we have already done, so far, the term

Indo-European. Even this term might be objected to on

two grounds : first, because, strictly construed, it will leave

out the Iranians, the Armenians and the Tocharians and

secondly, because one part of the term denotes a country or

people inhabiting one country, while the other denotes a

continent or people inhabiting a continent. But since all

terms are objectionable, and since some term must be used,

some objections rntist be disregarded, and the writers in

English seem to have chosen well in disregarding the objec-

tions to the term Indo-European. It is indeed being more
commonly used,® and the meaning of the term is already

been used as a common name lor the l.K. people as a whole. Sk. arya, arya

O. P* rs. a'^^va, Av. aivya, probably survivin;^ in the proper names, Pers.

Ariobarzanes, Tcut. Ariovislus, ,.ud in the names of peoples and countries,

Vedic Aryas, Iran, Irani, Iranian; (doubtful) Airem, Krin, Ireland. See

Kaegi, RV., p. 109 ; Hopkins, RI., p. 25, n. i ; Schrader 2, p. 54 b; Camoy,
IE., p. 48.

' Die Ayische Periodc.

2 A. Kuhn, K. H. Meyer, S. Feist, E. Meyer, H. Hirt, O. Schrader, etc.

In his article in the ERE. however Schrader uses the term Aryan, evidently

as an English equivalent of the term Indo-Gerinanic.
3 Schrader, 2nded., s.v. Indogevmaneti,
* ibid., s.v. Arier.

^ vSee Giles, P., A short Manual of Compatutive Philology, 2nd ed., London.
1901, pp. 7-8.

® It is used by Bloomfield and Macdonell. Hopkins, however, employs
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free from ambiguity. To keep up the similarity and

symmetry we will use the term Indo-Iranian instead of the

shorter term Aryan.^

2. The Home of the Indo-Europeans

There can be but few controversial questions in the

world which have given rise to such a volume of discussion

as the question of the original home of the Indo-Europeans,

and in spite of all this discussion, the answer appears to have

remained as uncertain as ever. Not only the definite region,

but even the continent from where they began to migrate

into other parts of the world, is undetermined. Thus,

different portions of the continents of Asia and Europe

have been, at different times, put forward as the probable

home of the Indo-Europeans, Traditionally, however, it

was always supposed to lie in Asia and even the scientific

investigators till the middle of the nineteenth century were

unanimously in favour of this view. Schlegel,* found it in

India ; Mommsen * in Mesopotamia ; A. Pictet * and August

Schleicher® in old Bactria between the Hindukush and

the river Oxus (Amu Darja) and the Belur-dagh
; H.

Brunnhofer® in Armenia; August Fick^ first found it in

the wide steppes of Turan but later in the north of the

Caucasus;® and F. Justi, * Monier-Williams,^® F. Eenor-

ment^*^ on the Plateau of Pamir. Johannes Schmidt, who

the term Aryan in preference to Indo-European, ‘because it is short'.

—

RL, p. 25 , n. I.

1 cf. Feist, Kultur, p. i ; see also Poussin, IEl I., p. 2, ii. i.

2 Sprache und Weisheit der Inder, i8o8.

® Romische Geschichte, XVII, p. i6.

^ Les Origines indo-europSennes

,

Paris, 1859.

6 Geschichte der deutschen Sprache, p. 83f.

® Uher die Ursitze der Indogermanen, Basel, 1884.

7 Beitrdge zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen, XXIX, pp. 225ff.

® Z, fiir vergleichende Sprachforschung, XEI, pp. 33^ff.

® Aufsatz iiber die Urzeit der Indogermanen, pp. 24ff.

10 Nineteenth Century, 1881.

Les Origines de Vhistoire d*apr^s la Bible et les traditions des peuples

orientaux, II, p. 40.
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has put forward important arguments for the Asiatic

origin, came to the same conclusion as F. Justi and others

(viz. the highland of “^amir). His principal argument

is based on the Indo»Europ^^an system of enumeration.^

Otto Bremer ^ argues that the Aral-Caspian steppe was

the original Indo-European home.

Among others. Max Muller ^ and f. Muir,'^ supported the

Asiatic origin of the Indo-Eur«'^j)eans. Mote recently (1917)

Professor Keith has supported the view that 'the I.E.

home lay in the plateau of central Asia \ Keith adduces

evidence which in his opinion ' indicates that the entry of

Aryans into Iran took place from the north-east holding it

improbable that the Iiido-Iranians had in th. first place

come ironi Europe. He admits the possibility of utilizing

the discovery of the Tocharian language for the Eluropean (as

is done by Bender for example) as well as the Asiatic origin

of the I.E.s but thinks that a priori their movement from

east to west is more probable than one in the opposite

direction.® Sigmund Feist ^ also, deriving strong support

from the evidence of the Tocharian language, thinks the I.E.

home lay in central Asia and more especially in Russian

Turkestan. A. C. Das® in his recent book supports the

discredited view of finding it in the Punjab.

R. G. Lathan, first, in the introduction to an edition of

the Germania of Tacitus in 1851, and in 1862 in his Ele-

ments of Comparative Philologyf and Theodor Benfey, in his

introduction to P'ick's Vergl. Worlerbuch, were the first to

oppose the traditional view, and to seek it in Europe.

Since the beginning of the present century, the European

1 * Die Drlieimat der Indogeniianen und der europaische Zahlensystem

Ahhandlungen der Berliner Akademie der Wissenchaften, Phil.-hist. Klasse,

1890.

2 * Ethnographic der germanischen Stamme Grimdriss der germ, Philo-

logie. III, p. 757.

8 Essays, II, pp. 41 ff. * Muir, II.

8 BC\ p. 91. ® ibid., pp. 90-91.

7 Kultur, pp. 5i8ff; see also Meyer, GA., I, ii, pp. 876-95, especially

pp. 889-95.

8 J^igvedic India, Calcutta, 1921, 1 , pp, xiv-xv. 8 pp. 61 iff.
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origin of the Indo-Europeans has been becoming more and

more probable, and this is almost entirely due to the

work of German scholars. But even here the unanimity is

with regard to the continent only. Thus, O. Schrader^

thinks it lies in the region of the steppes in south Russia ;

*

Tomaschek ® in the region of the Danube ; E. Geiger * in

Germany itself ; H. Hirt ® in the south-eastern Baltic

region
;
K. Penka * and M. Much ^ in the south-western Baltic

region, i.e. south Sweden, Denmark or northern Germany

;

L. von Schroder® in south-eastern Europe, while Bender®

finds it ‘ in the great plain of central southern Europe,

which embraces roughly, the present Poland, Eithuania,

Ukraine and Russia south and west of the Volga.’ The

1 Sprachvergleichung und Urgeschichte, II, pp. 506 and 514; Reallexikon

^

1901, pp. 878 and 901 ;
and less definitely in Dtc Indogeymanen, 1911, p. 160.

2 For objections raised against this conclusion see H. Hirt, Die Indo-

germanen, 1907, p. 619; Schroder, AR., I, pp. 22iff. ; Feist, Kultur, pp.

503-4. See also the detailed criticism of Schrader’s view in Karl Penka,

0. Schraders Hypothese von den Sudrusstschen Urheimat der Indogermanen,

Leipzig, 1908 (?).

The most important objection put forward by Keith is that ‘ south Russia

is essentially a place of passage and not a permanent abode’.—BCV., p. 91.

* I. Sitzungsberichte der Wiener Akademie der Wisseyischaften, Phil. -hist.

Klasse, CXVI, p. 7i6f.

4 Entwicklungsgeschichte der Mcnschheit, 1871, pp.

The most important objections to this theory are that (i) the I.B.s did not

know the sea (cf. Bender, loc. cit.); and (ii) the striking fact that the

1.

E. speech has suffered such striking alterations at the hands of the

Germans, is most easily explained by the hypothesis that in (remiany

this speech was imposed by a small minority on a pre-existing population.

—

Keith, BCV., p. 91. See also Sergi, G., Mediterranean Race, London, 1901,

p. vi.

6 Die Indogermanen, 1905^ I. pp. 176-98. ® Herkunft der Arier,

^ Die Heimat der Indogermanen im Lichie der urgeschichilichen Forschung,

Berlin, 1902.

8 Die Arische Religion, Leipzig, 1914, p. 228.

® The Home of the Indo-Europeans

,

Princeton and London, 1922.

A. J. Carnoy in his Les Indo-Europiens, p. 76 says, * C*est done dans

le sud des vastes plaints de Russie (more definitely ‘region du Dnieper')

que semhle avoir iU le plus ancien centre de dispersion des Indo-EuropSens

auquel nous puissons remonter *
. Moulton, on the other hand, had simply

declared it to be ' somewhere in Europe

'

The actual home of the original

“ Indo-Germanic” or ''Indo-European" tribes we cannot determine with
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latest theory for a European home is that of Professor

Giles in the Cambridge History of India} According to

him Austria-Hungary was the original area of characteriza-

tion of the I.E. tribes.

The arguments for a European hom** of *^he Indo-Euro-

peans, irrespective ot d particular legion, may be summa-

rized as follows ^

(1) Firstly, from the philological fact that ' almost every

Tnd'-'-Kuropean language shaie^^ wnth its cognate a common
word for honey, or an intoxicating drink made from honey

it is inferred that the Tndo-Euiopeans must have originally

lived in a ' honey-land Put rvhiJe none of the Asiatic sites

proposed as the possible home of the Indo-Europeans falls

within the bee-belt, in Europe • the bee is indigenous almost

everywhere

(2) Secondly, there are certain arguments based on floral

and faunal names. For many reasons, however, the use of

this evidence requires great caution. Still it is asserted

that the cumulative eftect of this evidence points to Europe

rather than to Asia as the original home of the Indo-Euro-

peans.

{a) Trees and animals, for which some common names
are found to exist in two or more of the Indo-

European languages, appear to be on the whole

indigenous to European soil.

( 6) On the other harrd, the names of tree.5 and animals

peculiar to Asia are uot found to be so common.
It is also pointed out that the Indo-Iranian

names of some of the peculiarly Asiatic plants

and animals, appear to be late and local in

certainty, though "somewhere in Kurope ” is at present the reasoned and
confident answer of science to a question which fifiy years ago produced the

merely instinctive but equally confident "somewhere in Asia”.’—KRPP.,
p. 3 ; see also BZ., p. 3 n. i.

1 I, p. r.Q

2 The arguments are a summitry of Bender's judicious liltie book referred

to above.

2 op, cit., p. 19. 4 op, cit., p. 21.
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formation, and the following are offered as

examples of this ;— (i) the ‘ first word ’ ^ for an

elephant, referred to in the RV. only twice, is

clearly late since mechanical. The Sanskrit

name hastin= a.n elephant, really means ‘(a

beast) with a hand (ii) The same is the case

with the name nyagrodha— ai ‘banyan tree’ the

word meaning ‘ the down-growing (tree)

(c) The beech tree® is then made a point of special

argument. It is believed that the word is

‘ securely Indo-European ’, although the original

meaning is uncertain. It is declared, that it is

decidedly a tree of the temperate region and as

such ' does not fit into any realistic picture of

the Asiatic origin of the Indo-Europeans '. Fur-

ther it is added that ‘ a large part of the Indo-

Europeans, those of the west at any rate, hved

in prehistoric times within the European beech

region '.

(
4

) The silver birch® is also similarly treated. The
words for a silver birch, it is argued, are ‘ every-

where the same from Iceland to India ’. But
this tree does not grow in Europe south of 45°.

It is therefore concluded that ‘ the birch tree

alone furnishes a strong probability that the

Indo-Europeans came from somewhere north of

the 45th parallel and east of the Vistula ’.

(3) Thirdly,* there is an argument derived from the

discovery of the Tocharian language. The Tocharian langu-

age discovered in eastern (or Chinese) Turkestan is said

to be a centum language, the only centum language that is

found in Asia. That all the centum tongues of Europe may
have come from this ‘ limited and isolated territory ’ is

considered prima facie improbable and the character of the

1 Macdoaell, A. A., Sanskrit Dictionary, 1924, s.v. hastin.

* op. cit., pp. 29ff. * op. cit., pp. 32-33. 4 op. cit., pp. 44-45*
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Tocharian language, together with the fact that the linguis-

tic records of the Tocharians are not older than 500 A.r..,

are taken to justify the conclusion that 'the Tocharians

were relatively late Indo-Celtic emigrants from Europe

These arguments, Bender thinks, decidedly point to

Europe as the original home of the Indo-Europeans. He
then adds, that ' if this be accepted as a working theory, it

is possible, by process of elimination, to restrict the place

of origin still further and the above considerations, coupled

with the fact that the Indo-Europeans did not know * the

great ocean' make 'the great plain of central and south-

eastern Europe ' the most probable home of the Indo-Euro-

pean tribes,^

There are also some who think that the Indo-Europeans

came neither from Asia nor from Europe but from a region

which lies partly in both the continents. Thus P. Krets-

chmer,^ supported by R. Meringer'^ and B. Symons,^ thinks

that ' a narrow strip of land extending from France over

middle Europe and the Kirghese steppes to Iran was
the cradle of the Indo-European civilization, while F. Ratzel

finds it in the region * vom 35. Grad n, Br. an sudost-nord-

westlich bis gegen den Polarkreis ziehi, von der Abdachung

zum Persischen Meerbnsen bis zur Ostsee\^ Dr. Griswold*^

also admits the possibility ' that the Indo-European clans,

being largely in the pastoral stage, might have roamed over

the great "grassy plain’'® of central Europe and Asia,

extending perhaps from the Danube and the plains of north

Germany through southern Russia on into central Asia

1 op. cit., pp. 47-50-

2 Einleitung in die Geschichte der griechischeyi Spraohe, 1896.
2 Indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft, 1897.

^ Het stamland dev Indogermanen, Handelingen in Mededeelingen van de

Maatschappij der Nederlandsche Letterkunde te Leiden, 1898-99.

® Schrader, O., Sprache und Urgeschichte, 1906, pp. 128-29.
® * Uber den Ursprung und die Wanderungen der Volker Berichte der

Kgl. Sachsischen Ges. d. W.—Phil.-hist. Kl., 1898 and I9cx>, p. 128.
7 RV., p. 18.

® Haddon, A. C., Wanderings of Peoples^ I^ondon, 1911.
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adding a note that ‘ the valleys of the Ural and Volga, Don
and Dnieper, and also that of the Danube, would furnish

a suitable habitat for the undivided Indo-European tribes

There are indeed many more powerful arguments in

favour of a European than an Asiatic home, but the view

that it lies partly in both the continents appears to us

to be more probable. For want of archaeological evidence,

however, all efforts to determine the definite region whence

the Indo-Europeans spread, are bound to remain merely

interesting and ingenious speculations. If we are ever to

have a thoroughly satisfactory solution, it must be sought

with the help of archaeological finds * and ethnological evi-

dence. When ‘ we can identify the Indo-Europeans racially,

ascribe to them definite archaeological remains and desig-

nate those remains by their Indo-European names we
might perhaps find that the Indo-Europeans came from

a land which lay partly in Asia and partly in Europe.
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3. Sources of Information for I.E. Culture and Religion

The lack of certain knowledge of the original home of the

Indo-Europeans need not stop us from trying to know what
we can of the civilization of the common Indo-European

period, and in this, philological evidence is our best source.

A careful examination and comparison of the vocabularies

of the different languages spoken by the various branches of

the Indo-European peoples, has enabled us to gain some

knowledge of the state of civilization, the social and politi-

cal institutions and the religious as well as moral ideas of

the Indo-European peoples.^ The misleading character of

this evidence has been long recognized ; still, it is useful to

bear in mind the caution that one should not jump at

a conclusion as proved, on the mere evidence of a

similarity of a word or two. The science of comparative

mythology which is based upon the science of comparative

philology is also an important source. Otto Schrader once

thought that these two sciences constituted the only sources

on which is to be based not only what we know but what
we shall ever know, of the religion of the Indo-Europeans.®

The study of comparative Indo-European institutions as

seen in the oldest historical sources, and more recently pre-

historic archaeology also furnish some valuable informa-

tion ;
* but the former being mainly based on philology, and

1 Rapson, J. E., Ancient India, 1914, p. 4.

2 PrehistoYic Antiquities of the Aryan Peoples, Eng. tr., 1890, p, 406.

3 Griswold, RV., p. 7.
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the science of archaeology, so far as it concerns the I.E.s at

any rate, being in a very undeveloped condition, the first

place still belongs to the science of comparative philology.

What H. Hirt said at the end of his Die Indogermanen^

holds good to the present day ;
‘ Der Begriff der Indo-

gertnanen steht und fdllt mit der Sprache.’

This high position occupied by comparative philology in

our sources of information carries with it at least two great

disadvantages. In the first place, comparative linguistic

material carries us back only to the period just preceding

the separation of the Indo-European languages ; i.e. to a

period, not when the first words were spoken, but to a time

when a certain language was well established
;
and in the

history of man this occurs quite late. Thus we are left in

absolute darkness with regard to the actual stages of devel-

opment of this people, in the pre-Indo-European days. It

is generally held that the account given by the anthropolo-

gists' of the stages of civilization through which man has

passed, is so fundamental that it must have been common
to all races of mankind. For want of any evidence of the

pre-Indo-European period to the contrary, we cannot but

assume that the Indo-Europeans had also passed through

the Early and Later Palaeolithic stages of culture. But so

far as mental development is concerned even anthropology

does not render us any great assistance. However much
the anthropologists may wish, they have not yet been able

to tell us, even indirectly, anything that is based on evi-

dence about the mental development of the Indo-Europeans

in the pre-Indo-European or prehistoric ages. From the

facts that the Indo-Europeans knew something of agricul-

ture, lived in some sort of houses, used polished stone

implements, possessed domesticated animals, knew weav-
ing, plate- and pot-making, and buried their dead with

some care, it is natural to assume that they belonged to the

Neolithic stage of culture. Thus we can with great

1 II, p. 549.
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probability assign them a more or less definite place in the

scale of the growth of material culture. But the mental

development of these peoples, as portrayed in their language,

does not accord well with this crude material culture they

possessed.

We fully appreciate the value oi the material pro-

gress they had made upon the pievious ages
; but still

it appears to us that their mental level is astoiindingly

and disproportionately high. Not only did they possess a

systematic language, but a language which was full of great

ideas. Had anybody, in the absence of linguistic evidence,

said that the early Indo-Europeans, who were yet in the

Neolithic stage of material culture, called man by a name
meaning the ' thinking ones * (* die Denkenden worshipped

the sky as their father as well as the sun and the moon, we
feel certain he would have been ridiculed by the anthropolo-

gists. And the anthropologists could not have been blamed

for this. For the material culture which the Indo-Euro-

peans are supposed to have possessed does not warrant

every conclusion we derive about the beliefs and practices of

the Indo-European peoples from philological evidence.^

Thus, between these two sciences of anthropology and
comparative philology, due to the undeveloped character

of anthropology, and also of archaeology on which anthro-

pology depends for its evidence, but still more to the

1 Sk. manus, Goth, manna, O. Bulg. ‘man’, which might be con-

nected with the I.B. root men ‘to think' (Sk. mdnyate, ‘he thinks’,

mdnas ‘a mind’=Gk. fxcvos ‘courage' ‘spirit’, Lat. niemini=0 . Biilg.

monja ‘ to mind ’). Feist, op. cit., p. 98.

2 This is not, however, to say that the material civilization of the I.E.s did

not correspond to their mental advancement. What we wish to point out is

that their mental capacity was of a higher kind than the anthropologists,

judging solely from the evidence of their material culture, would attribute

to them. We find fault with anthropological deductions, rather than quarrel

with the less advanced condition of the material civilization of the I.E.s.

Neither do we suppose that they were in any way a gifted race ; because we
hold that whatever capabilities for higher thought they manifested, were
due to perfectly natural, but in their case more favourable causes.

cf. the eloquent eulogy of the Aryan (I.E.) race by Schroder, AR.,

pp. 182-193.
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peculiar character of linguistic evidence, there lies today a

wide gulf on account of which we cannot know the con-

tinuous development of the Indo-European peoples. We
must therefore be content to proceed with the Indo-Euro-

pean period without trying to find out the links by which it

was connected with the ages previous to it.

Secondly, comparative philology is not always a safe and

conclusive guide for the history of primitive institutions.

For " words and symbols do not always carry with them

complete and accurate descriptions of things they desig-

nate'. To take a modern example, the word corn means
‘ maize ' in America, ‘ wheat ' in England, ‘ oats ’ in Scotland,

' barley ' in Sweden, and ' rye ' in Germany.^

It is sometimes denied that there even existed a distinct

race called the Indo-Europeans : were they not simply

* ein Gemisch von verschicdenen Typen'} So far as we are

concerned, this question does not arise at all. Whether it

was a distinct race or not, we know this much for certain,

that there was once a group of peoples who lived in some

definite region and spoke perhaps different dialects of the

same language. Thus when we speak of the Indo-Europeans

we do not assume a distinct race, which had lived aloof from

other races, or had retained the purity of its blood untar-

nished and unmixed, but merely a group of these related

peoples.® We will first give a brief sketch of their civiliza-

tion and then proceed to give an account of their religion.

4. The Indo-European Culture

The earliest I.E.s of whom we have any information

appear to have possessed a culture which had made great

progress over the Palaeolithic stage, when there were no
houses, no huts, no clothes or pottery, nor domesticated

1 Bender, op. cit., p. 34.
' 2 Peist, Kultur, p. 502.

3 cf. Poussin, pp. 27-29 ;
• II est bien possible que les Indo-eutopiens

primitifs formaient d6ja un mSlange de types diff&rents unis par les liens d'une
iangue et d*une culture identiques/S. Feist, quoted by Poussin, ibid., p. 28.
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animals, and when people lived only by hunting and fishing.^

The I.E.s, from the time to which the common words occur-

ring in the different I.E. languages and from which we
derive the information of their culture belong, must have

lived a settled, domiciled life, in some well-defined region.

They were not at any rate purely nomadic,^ and the

pastoral stage as well as the stage- of elementary agriculture

appears to have been reached.

They knew how to build wooden houses or huts, that

were thatched with straw, and may have sometimes been

partially underground.
,
But they also knew naturally forti-

fied places where they could hide in times of danger.

Certain words occurring in the various I.E. languages also

indicate that they might have built some sort of forts.

^

Building in stone was, however, unknown.

Cattle-breeding was one of the most important occupa-

tions of ancient times. This is clear from the fact that

cattle remained the standard of value as well as the means
of enumeration and counting, for a very long time, even

after the separation of the I.E. tribes.^ For this reason

Schroder thinks that the name ‘cattle-breeders' (Vieh-

zuchter) is the most suitable for these people.® Cattle un-

doubtedly constituted the chief wealth of these people.

The western I.E.s also developed swine-breeding sooner

or later, but it is not found among the Aryans or the Indo-

Iranians.^ The cow was undoubtedly the most important

domesticated animal for a long time. It did not only pro-

vide them with flesh, milk, and hides, but also drew their

carriages® and perhaps ploughs. The breeding of sheep

was also perhaps known at this time. Indeed, Schroder

holds that the sheep was the first and the oldest

1 Schrader, s.v. Steinzeit. 2 Schroder, AR., p. 234.

* Hirt, Indogermanen, p. 383.
* Feist, Kultur, p. 144 ; Schrader, s.v. Stadt.
5 Schrader, s.v. Geld

; Schroder, AR., pp. 234, 281-2 ; Feist, Kultur, p. 147.

® AR., p. 234. 7 Schroder, AR., pp. 236-37 ; M. Much, Heimat dev

Tndogermanen, pp. I26ff.

® Schroder, AR., p. 235.

6
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domesticated animal of the I.E.s^ on the evidence of the

following and other philological equations : Sk. dvi-, Gk.

6{i, Lat. ovis, It. 6i, O.H.G. ou, Eith. awis, O. SI. ovtca,^

Eng. ewe. According to M. Much,® the first domesticated

animal of the I.E.s was the she-goat. They, at any rate, knew

this animal.* The dog was domesticated very early and

hunting with dogs may have been familiar.

The horse was also known and domesticated. Its flesh

was eaten and special importance was attached to offering

it in sacrifice. The prehistoric finds of the Palaeolithic age

show that both the horse and the cow were the domestic

slaughter animals. Through their frequent slaughter and

sacrifice the I.E.s came to possess quite an intimate know-

ledge of the parts of the body of cattle. To Schroder it

appears very probable that the I.E.s used the horse for

riding as well as drawing and that some primitive form of

racing {das Wethrennen) was known.® Schroder thinks

that the use of the horse for the war-chariot originated in

the land of the Euphrates and the Tigris and that it thence

spread to India, Iran, and Greece. Professor Winternitz ®

opposes this view, while, according to Schroder, ‘ the wild

horse was a native of Europe and was domesticated by the

I.E.s '. Hehn,'' on the other hand, seeks to prove that the

European domesticated animals, in general, came from these

countries to Europe. Schroder says that he can see no good

argument in favour of this conclusion, and adds that ‘ from

what we know, the early I.E.s appear to have been quite

capable of domesticating and rearing animals ’.®

1 Schrader, pp. 707-8. 2 ibid,, p. 707 ; Feist, Kultur, p. 149.

3 op. cit., p. 194. 4 Schroder, AR., p. 236.

3 Compare with this H. G. Wells, Outline of History, London, 1923,

p. X 37a

:

'The early Aryans (=I.E.s) did not ride or drive horses; they had very

little to do with horses. The Reindeer men were a horse-people, but the Neo-
lithic Aryans were a cowtpeople. They ate beef not horse.*

3 ' Was wissen wir von den Indogermanen ? Beilage zur Allg. Ztg., 1903,

Nr. 238, 239, 246, 252, 253.

1 KtUturpflanzen und Haustiere, Berlin, 1870.

8 AR., p. 235 ; Much, op. cit., p. 181.
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Historical, archaeological, and philolc^ical evidence avail-

able, makes it certain that the western branch of the I.E.S

had a knowledge of agriculture from a very early period and

as the list of common words shows, it was by no means very

elementary.^ Schroder indeed thinks that agriculture in

Europe goes back to the Palaeolithic age.® But no com-

mon words for either agricultural implements, or agricultural

products are to be found in the Tndo-Iranian vocabularies,*

and an adequate explanation of this has been a matter of

some difficulty. It, however, appears to be probable that

during the I.E. period proper cattle-breeding was the most

predominant occupation, while agriculture was in its most

rudimentary stage. The western branch, after their separa-

tion from the common stock but while they were yet more

or less united among themselves, soon developed it, perhaps

owing to contact with the people who then occupied Europe

and to whom a somewhat more advanced agriculture was

known. The eastern branch, however, had no occasion to

use the little knowledge of agriculture they possessed, as

they passed over lands which were unsuitable for agricul-

ture.* But the idea that some sort of corn can be obtained

from land, was not altogether forgotten and later became
the nucleus of Indo-Iranian and Indo-Aryan agriculture.

Finding no use for agriculture they kept to the old cattle-

breeding. Sk. ydvas, Av. yava, Pers. '^av, Gk. Cetai', Ir. eorna,

Bit. javas, pi. javai, however, unmistakably show that

at least one kind of grain was known during the united I.E.

period.*

1 Schrader,® s.v. Ackerbau, I, pp. 6ff., and also 104-79; Schroder, AR.,

pp. 238--40; Feist, Kultur, pp. 164-79; Hirt, Indogermanen, pp. 251-9.

* Schrader,* pp. 7-8.

* ibid., p. 5 ; Schroder, AR., pp. 238-39.

* H. Hirt’s explanation that the eastern branch of the I.B.s also had
common words for agricultural implements and products, but that they were
‘ forgotten through disuse ’ does not appear to be probable. H. Hirt, IF., I,

PP*474fi; V, pp. 395ff. See also Schrader,* I, p. 10; Hirt, Indogermanen,

P- 255.

* Feist, Kultur, p. 165 ; Schroder, AR., p. 239.
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Among the I.E.s of the western branch, as long as they

remained together, there was as yet no individual ownership

in land and as compared with the manly pursuits of hunt-

ing and fishing, agriculture was looked down upon.^ It is

possible that it was for this prejudice against agriculture

as an occupation that the agricultural Vai^yas of India

ranked below the Ksatriyas or the warrior class.®

There can be no doubt that hunting was known to and

practised by the I.E.s in spite of the fact that a common
word is lacking.® Bears and wolves were hunted, not only

because they were dangerous to men, but also for their flesh

and hides.*

From archaeological remains found in what are known as

the ‘ kitchen-middens ’ in Denmark, and in Swiss lake-dwell-

ings, it is inferred that fishing was known; but here also

common words are wanting. Von Schroder, however, still

nhrmtains that fishing was known, arguing that absence of a

common word does not necessarily mean that the thing was

unknown in I.E. times, e.g. he says that milk was undoubt-

edly known, although no common word can be found.®

The I.E.s ate flesh as well as vegetables. The flesh of

domestic animals was however more extensively used. The
greater use of flesh probably explains the fact that salt was

not used, since a common word for salt is not found ® among
all the branches of the I.E.s. Among the western I.E.s a

common word for salt exists, but neither in the Avesta nor

in the l^igveda is there any word for salt at all.® As we
learn from the Swiss pile-dwellings, a solid heavy bread might

have been prepared from wheat, barley or millet, and milk

also was probably used. Perhaps they prepared some sort

of cheese ® also, and butter was ‘ apparently used more as a

1 Schrader,2 I, p. loa; Hirt, Indogermanen, p. 251.

2 Feist, Kultur, p. 179.

3 Schrader, p. 384. 4 ibid., pp. 384-5 ;
Schroder, AR., p. 240,

^ ibid., n. 2.

® Griswold, RV.. p. 8, Schroder, AR., p. 241, Schrader, s.v., Saltz, p. 700.

^ ibid. 8 ibid., s.v. Kdse.
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salve or ointment than for food They ate some wild

fruits and drank an intoxicating drink made from honey,

Sk. mddhu, Av. mahi or intoxicating drink' (Sk.

mad, ' to intoxicate '), Gk. Ir. mid, O.Sl. medVt, O.

Pers. meddo, I^ith, midus, medtts,^

For clothing, skins were used fiom the oldest times,

but since the I.E.s were familiar with weaving wool, an

upper cloth fastened with a needle of bone may have been

used. But no underclothing or head~cover was known.

Some sort of footwear also may have been used.^ Teeth of

animals, ivory, and stone pearls appear to have been used as

ornaments.^ Long hair and beards were perhaps worn.^

The T.E.s made use of quite a variety of weapons. Bows
and arrows were long known, and to them were added

the knife, spear, javelin or lance, axe, hatchet, hammer, and

probably the club also. Although the sword itself was un-

known, flint daggers were used. The various finds of the

Palaeolithic age show that spear-heads were sometimes

made of bone.® It is possible that they used leather or

wooden shields for protection, but this is rather uncertain.

Helmets and armour were, however, certainly not known.'^

Among household utensils earthen pots were certainly

used. Sometimes they are found with decorations. They
were, however, still made without the potter's wheel or the

potter's oven. They had also whetstones or grinders, ham-

mers, axes, hatchets, knives and needles.® No furniture

could have been known, but skins and mats may have been

used to sit upon. Probably men and animals lived under

the same roof, as is found in some places in Switzerland.

In addition to spinning and weaving, they also knew how
to tan hides. They built carriages, houses, and huts as

1 Griswold, RV., pp. 7-8 ; Schrader,* s.v. Butter, I, pp. i75flF. and Schra-

der, p. 542.

* Schrader,* s.vv. Biene, Bienenzucht, I, p. 139.

* Schrader, s.v. Kleidung. * Schroder, AR., p. 243.

® Zimmer, AIL., p. 264 ; Schroder, AR., p. 243.

® Schrader, s.v. Waffen; Schroder, AR., p. 244.

^ ibid., p. 245. * Schrader, p. 925 ; Schroder, AR., p. 248.
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well as boats. All these arts, however, must have been in

a very undeveloped condition. Common words for the

various parts of the carriage are found; e.g. I.E. achse,

Sk. dhsa, Gk. a^mv, Lat. axis, O.H.G. ahsa, A.S. eax, O.

Nor. bxu, O.Sl. osi, Eat. axis} So is there a common word

for a boat : Sk. n&us, Gk. vavs, Eat. navis, Ir. noi, O. Nor.

nor. According to Schrader* a ndus could have meant

nothing else than ‘ausgehohlter Baumstamm’

,

i.e. a

‘ hollowed tree-trunk because the primitive boats were very

simple and made out of the hollowed trunk of a tree. Carts

and boats must have been the principal means of travel.

I.E. trade consisted of barter only. As pointed out

above, the cow was the standard of value. They knew the

numbers from i to lo and loo.®

The measure of time was simple and primitive. The
different parts of the day might have been distinguished by

the different positions of the sun, from which was probably

derived the coca of the sun as the measurer of the day found

in the Bigveda. The year was divided into two parts and

called by the name of the two seasons, summer and winter.

Spring was only the beginning of summer and was not

recognized as a separate season. The moon also was the

measure of time as indicated by the old names coming from

the root ma, ‘ to measure ’
: Sk. mas, mdsa (Eng. moon and

month, Qex. Mond, Monat), Av. mdonh, mdohha, Gk.

Goth, mena, Eith. menU.

A month distinguished by the course of the moon, was
divided into two parts, the new moon and the full moon.*

The basis of the patriarchal joint family appears to

have been clearly established, since common names for

father, mother, brother, son, daughter, father’s brother,

mother’s brother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, daughter-

in-law, nephew, etc., are found.® Moreover, the form of

1 Schrader.t I, p. 6. * Schrader, p. 711. * Griswold, RV., p. 8.

* Schroder, AR., p. 250; Schrader, pp. 548, 393.

6 Griswold, RV., p. 3 ; Feist, Kultur. See the various articles in

Schrader.
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relationship in the family appears to have already been

agnatic. Those persons who were related through the

mother are in general called by a name which means ' those

that are related thus clearly preserving the secondary or

formal character of this relationship (Sk. bdndhu from

bandh, 'to bind’; Gk. bhendh)} Whether this patriarchal

family was, in the pre-I.E. days, preceded by the so-called

‘ matriarchate ’,
* Mutterrecht" or ' according

to which descent was reckoned from the mother, is dis-

puted, but such a possibility is generally admitted.® With-

out this assumption it is said that certain elements of the

I.E. family organization would be inexplicable,® but that

there is no trace of its existence in the I.E. period appears

to be undoubted.*

The lot of the wife, as well as the daughter-in-law, who
came into the family of her husband after the marriage, does

not seem to have been an easy one.® While the husband

fought battles and hunted, the wife had to look after the

home and take care of the children.® The head of the family

has extensive powers, both over the members of the family

and the family property.’’ On account of the constant fight-

ing, men were always wanted and sons were thus very highly

desired, while the birth of a daughter was deprecated and
girl infants were often exposed. I.E. marriage seems to

have been either by purchase or capture,® and the wife was
treated as nothing better ‘than a commodity purchased or

captured. This accords well with the facts that a common
word for marriage is lacking® and that marriage was later

called by a name meaning ‘ lordship
'

{patitva) of the

husband over the wife.’® Although the existence of a strict

tribal law in favour of monogamy is improbable, polygamy

1 Schrader,* I, p. 285. * Schrader, p, 566; Griswold, RV., p, lo.

3 Schrader, p. 566. cf. Jolly, Sitte u, Recht, p. Sst ; Schroder, AR., p. 2SS£.
* ibid., pp. 25 iff.

® Griswold, RV., p. 9. ® Feist, Kultur, p. 106.

’ Griswold, RV., p. 9. 8 ibid., Schrdder, AR., p. 255.

* Schrader,* s.v., Eh$ ;
Feist, Kultur, p. io8f.

Griswold, RV., p. 10; Schrader,* I, p. 216; Feist, Kultur, p. 109.
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does not appear to have been very common. The very

old custom of exogamy possibly existed. Some traces of

the practice of ‘ sati i.e. the voluntary burning of the

widow with her dead husband, and also of a distinct pre-

judice against second marriage of the widows, are found

among the various branches of the I.E.s and so these cus-

toms may have been current in very primitive times.

There is no evidence to show that any formal political

union existed. A number of joint families lived in a

village (vii) and a number of such villages probably

formed a clan. The members of the clan were loosely

united by birth, speech, and custom. But in times

of danger, and especially when attacked by a rival clan,

they may have acted together. Neither clan-lords nor king

appear to have_ existed. Dr. Griswold, judging from the

common name Arya, thinks that the existence of political

‘ federation ’ goes back to the Indo-Iranian period.^ It is

probable that in the Indo-Iranian period there may have

existed definite clans with a recognized or a chosen head

who governed the clan.

1 RV., pp. lo-ii.



CHAPTER V

THE INDO-EUROPEAN RELIGION

‘ Water the limpid flowing, welling up or running dry

;

fire the illuminating, kindled or quenched; air unseen by

the eye, but sensible to ear and touch; earth the nourishing,

out of which everything grows and into which all that has

grown dissolves ; these, to mankind from the earliest time,

have appeared sacred and venerable ; ceremonies, transac-

tions, and events in life first receive their solemn consecra-

tion from them. Working as they do with never resting

activity and force on the whole of nature, the childlike man
bestows on them his veneration .... Even today the majesty

and might of these eldest born of things awake our admira-

tion ; how could antiquity have forborne its astonishment

and adoration? Such worship is simpler, freer, and more

dignified than a senseless crouching before pictures and idols’ ^

The Indo-European Gods
:

(a) Dyeus
‘
It is emphasised,’ says Schrader, ‘ in the most unmis-

takable fashion, by unbiassed authorities, with regard to

the most diverse sections of the old Aryan (I.E.) racial

territory, that the worship of the sky and the powers of

nature connected with it, formed the real kernel of the

Aryan religion.’ ^ The words in the two philologically well

established equations {Sk. Dyaus (pitdr), Gk. Zetfe, Lat.

Dies {-piter), Jupitar (Jvi-piter=Ze{?7roTej9 ancient vocative),

O. Nor. Ti/r, O.H.G Ziu, meaning ‘ sky ’ or the ' father sky ’ ®

and Sk. devd, Ir. dia, Eith. deva-s. Eat. deus, O. Nor. tivar,

meaning ' the heavenly one ’ or ‘ the bright one ’}* have been

^ Grimm, TM., p. 583. 2
» Aryan Religion', ERE., II, p. 33^.

2 Schrader, AR., p. 33 ; see also Bloomfield, RV., pp. iio-ii ; Macdonell,
VM., p. 8; Schrader, AR., pp. 300-302; Griswold, RV., p. 14; Wilke, RI.,

p. 107; Feist, Kultur, pp. 338-339; Meyer, GA., 12 (1913), p. 867; Hirt,

Indogermanen, p. 506 (1907) ; Grimm, TM., I, pp. I93ff.

^ Schrader, AR., pp. 15-16; Usener, Gdtternamen, Berlin (1896),^p. 178 ; and
see Schrader, AR., Griswold, RV., Wilke, RI., etc., as in n. 3.
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derived from the same common root like the Sk. div,
‘ to

shine or ‘ to radiate From these two equations we can

draw two conclusions : firstly, that the original I.E. concep-

tion of a god was connected with light ; and secondly, the

god ‘ sky ’ as the bearer of all light in general or ' the light

of day '

'

in particular, was probably the predominant

nature-god.

As the various words for ‘ sky ’ mentioned above show,

the worship of the shining sky as the ‘ father-god ' was
widespread among the I.E. nations, but for the characteris-

tics and attributes of this god we have almost wholly to

depend upon what we know of the Vedic God Dyau?-pitdr.

The other literatures in which the word occurs have preserved

but few traces of the original character of this god.

Among the Greeks and the Romans he is the greatest god of

the sky, while among the Teutons he is the greatest god of

<,ar.* In the ^igveda he is called a father® and invoked as
‘ Father Heaven ’ {dyau^-pitdr) along with ‘ Mother Earth

'

(pfthivt-mdtar). He is the ‘ great father ’, * the ‘ lofty
’ ® and

the ‘ lofty abode He is a bull
’’

that bellows ;
® a black

steed decked with pearls.® Like nearly all the greater gods

of the ^igveda Dyaus is sometimes called asura}^ The
phenomenon of visible sky being always present before the

poet’s eye, anthropomorphism, even in the Bigveda, does

not go beyond the notion of paternity. Dyaus is not

celebrated in any independent hymn of the ptigveda, while

Pfthivl ‘ the earth ’ has a short hymn dedicated to her alone.

There are, however, six hymns in which they are invoked

together, the two appearing in a dual compound Dyavd-

pfthim. Heaven and earth are together spoken of as deva-

putre, ‘ they whose sons are gods They are the parents

r See Camoy, IB., pp. 162-4.

* ERE., II, p. 33b : Schrader, AR., E, p. 484 ; Wilke, RI., pp. 108-9.

* I, 90. 7; 164, 33; IV, I. 10. * I, 71. 5. » I, 54. 3.

* V, 47. 7.
’’

I, 160. 3 ; V, 36. 5.

8 V, 58. 6. » X, 68. II.

w I, 122. I ; 131. I ; VIII, 20. 17. 11 VII, 53. I ; 185. 4 ;
IV, $6. 2.
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of Agni as well as India and they protect all creatures and

bestow treasures, fame, and dominion.^

What was exactly the position of this god in the early

I.E. period is a matter of dispute. Bradke in his Dyaus

Asura ^ sought to prove, that the I.E. polytheism was of

a monarchial character, with Father-Heaven as the patri-

archal head. This view was opposed by, among others,

Oldenberg and Macdonell. Oldenberg admits the pos-

sibility that Dyaus may have occupied a high position

among the gods, and that he may have been recognized as

their father, but says that this fatherhood could not have

been taken so seriously as to justify the conclusion that he

was the recognized supreme head of an ordered pantheon.*

Schrader agrees with this view,^ and Macdonell makes

the following comment :
' as the universal Father who with

Mother-Earth embraced all other deified objects and pheno-

mena, he would have been the greatest among the deities of

a chaotic polytheism. But to speak of him as the Supreme

God of the I.E. age is misleading, because this suggests a

ruler of the type of Zeus, and an incipient monotheism for

an extremely remote period, though neither of these con-

ceptions had been arrived at in the earlier F^igvedic

times.’®

But although the view of Bradke was thus rejected by
competent authorities and is quite improbable, Schroder,

treating the question at great length, seeks to prove that

the god of heaven {HimmelsgoU) was the highest creation

of the I.E. period. He sums up the conclusion as follows

:

' Die arischen (=I.E.) Volker glaubten und verehrten schon in

der Urzeii einen hochsten Gott, der im Himmel wohnend, im
Himmel sich offenbarend, vom Himmel aus wirkend und
zugleich ihr hochstes gutes Wesen bildete. Sie nannten Djeus,

den Leuchtenden, Lichten, den Himmel oder den Himmlischen' ®

To maintain this view the author examines the mythologies

1 Griswold, RV., pp. 98-99. * p. no. 3 Oldenberg, RV., p. 34, n. x.

* AR., p. 33a. 5 VM., p. 22.

® Arische Religion

,

I, p. 568.
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of all the important branches of the I,E. peoples and tries to

find justification for it. So far as this view is based on Indian

and Iranian mythologies, at any rate, Schroder’s position

does not appear to be well grounded. He first observes

that the epithets Father ipitir) and Eord {asura) are

characteristic appellations of Dyaus alone, and that it is

from Dyaus and not from Varuna—whose conception as

an Asura is itself derived from that of Dyaus—that the

Iranian name Ahura-Mazda is derived. In our opinion,

the epithet A sura was applied to Dyaus in the same
indiscriminate manner that it was applied to other Vedic

gods, and no special importance can be attached to this

fact. Moreover, if the Iranian Ahura-Mazda was based on
Dyaus, we should have found, either that Ahura-Mazda was
intimately connected with the notion of fatherhood or that

Dyaus was with the notion of the moral sovereignty of the

uJverse. Because it is undeniable that the Iranian Ahura-

Mazda is the great moral ruler, while the Vedic Dyaus and
almost as certainly the I.E. Dyeus is as the Father of the

good and, in the Bigveda, of men also.

It is also worth noticing how Schroder tries to account

for the curious fact that the word asura in later Sanskrit

literature comes to mean ‘ a demon ’. He says that origin-

ally the word had two meanings. In one sense it meant
' Lord ’ and in the other a ‘ spirit ’. In the former sense it

was applied to gods, while in the latter sense it came to

mean ‘ a demon ’. The Iranians were familiar only with the

good sense, while the Vedic Indians were familiar with both.

This suggestion is indeed ingenious but hardly probable.

If the word was Indo-Iranian it is difficult to understand

why one branch of the Indo-Iranian should be familiar with

both the senses and the other with only one.

In spite of Oldenberg holding to the contrary,^ the notion of

Sky as the father of ‘ Heavenly Ones ’ is, in our opinion, the

oldest and the one that was most closely connected with

1 RV.. p. 34, n. 2 .
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the god Dyaus. This conception of Father-Heaven and

Mother-Earth as universal parents is not only found in the

Vedic and the Greek mythologies but is familiar to the

mythologies of China, New Zealand, and may also be traced

in that of Egypt.’^ It arose from the simple facts that the

sky holds in its wide expanse all * the Heavenly Ones *

whom the I.E.s worshipped, and that bending down on

Mother-Earth he fertilizes her with rain, which is the seed.^

It is also probable that the fatherhood of the sky was not

spoken of only figuratively but with strict ' literality the

idea of sky as the father, earth as the mother, and the

deified heavenly phenomena as their children, being a re-

flection of human society.^ Separated from the idea of

fatherhood, it is hard to conceive why he was made a god

at all, since that is the only characteristic that we can

attribute to him with any certainty.

It is also noteworthy that this god of heaven, disregard-

ing his connexion with the earth, is singularly free from

being entangled in any myths. The Greek Zeus is indeed

an exception, as he is a highly mythical figure. But these

myths are on the whole of purely Greek origin, where the

original Dyeus was associated with the Sun- and the Moon-

myths.® Among most of the other peoples, however, Dyeus
is free from myths. For this reason, Schroder considers

him to be the truest embodiment of the conception of god

{das er den Gotteshegriff - am reinstcn verkorpert) The
unmythological character of this god is probably due to the

visible phenomenon of the sky being ever present before the

eyes of the worshippers, and the fact that through all the

active phenomena of the sky being formed into separate

divinities he soon became a very passive god.

Nor does Dyaus appear to have ever received any

high attributes, as Varuna received the personification

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 8, and the references there given ; Tylor, PC., 1920, I.

pp. 322ff. 2 Griswold, RV., p. 14; B. Meyer, GA., p. 867.

3 W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites^ 1894, pp. 29-30; Wilke, RI., p. 109.

^ Griswold, RV., p. 102. 6 Wilke, RI., p. no. « AR., pp. 578-81.
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of the ‘ spreading, encompassing sky Varuna was also a

much more active god. He was the king, the moral ruler

of the universe, and as such, bound to receive esalted praise

until the necessity of changing times compelled a change in

gods. The case with Dyaus was altogether different, no

high office ever being bestowed upon him. Thus there

appears no need to assume that he was superseded by
Varuna. In our opinion the decline in the importance

—

such as was ever attached to him—was natural for the

following three reasons

:

(i) his passive character,

(ii) his undeveloped anthropomorphism,

and (iii) his unmythological and unsacrificial character.

His passive character was also responsible for the fact that

he was never made a prominent object of sacrifice. In the

l^igveda he is even surpassed by his wife, the earth, since

there is no separate hymn addressed to him, while a short

one is addressed to the earth. The truth is that although

the unfathomable expanse of the sky and the light pervading

it had made a great impression on the I.E.s in early times,

Dyaus only represented a passive phenomenon, and even

the earth attracted more attention.

The more intimate connexion of the earth with human
life was not difficult to perceive. She was the mother of

various plants and trees, of every stream great and small, of

‘ mountains lofty and valleys deep ’
. On her grew all food for

man and beast ; in her wide bosom did birds, kine, horses,

and mortals find a secure home, and she afforded the same
support to the wise as to the foolish. All living crea-

tures dwelt in her, and when life’s weary course was run,

returned to her spacious bosom for eternal rest.^ In the

case of Dyaus, on the other hand, the light was considered

to be the most important benefit derived from him. But
this was soon attributed to the sun and the moon and ceased

to have any special connexion with Dyaus. Thus his parent-

> cf. AV. VII, I. 2-S, IS. 27, 42. and 48.
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hood of the various phenomena of the sky, and of the living

creatures in conjunction with the earth, was the only idea

that could continue to exist.

(b) Varui}a

It is also probable that there existed in I.E. times another

god of the sky, who is called Varuna in the ^igveda. The
equation Sk. Varuna= Ct)s.. Oipavos, although presenting

some phonetic difficulty, is regarded as probable, and on this

ground the Vedic god Vamna is considered by many com-

petent scholars to belong to the I.E. period. Bloomfield

thinks that Gk. Oipavos is I.E. nnos or ^ort^-enos and that

Sanskrit Varunas is I.E. '^ori/i-nos and regards the two forms

as differing no more than, for instance, Vedic nutanas and

nutnas ‘ recent ’, or Greek areyavoe and oreyvos ‘ covered

Both the words are commonly derived from a root which in

Sk. is vf ‘ to cover ‘ to encompass ’, and from the number

of scholars ® who have supported this etymology, the above

derivation may be taken to be well established. Thus, in

the I.E. period, ^orif-nnos, or fforj^-enos probably represented

the encompassing sky.®

In Greek mythology Oiiranos is represented as an ancestor

of Zeus.* In the opinion of Dr. Griswold this perhaps

reveals a consciousness of his great antiquity, and further, he

thinks that in I.E. times Zeus {Dyaus) and Ouranos

{Varunas) were perhaps appellations of the one physical

fact of the sky, Zeus ‘ the bright ’, from some such root as

div
‘

to shine ’, and Ofirands ‘ the encircling ’ from vf
' to

1 Bloomfield, RV., p. 136; cf. also Grassman, Petersberg, and Barth, RI.,

p. 16.

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 28; Hopkins, RI., pp. 66 n., 70; Hillebrandt, VM.,
I, pp. 9-14; Muller, Chips, IV, p. xiiif; Keith, IM., p. 25; Brugmann,
Grundviss, II, p. 154; Prellwitz, Etym. Worterbuch d. gr. Sprache ; Schroder,

AR., p. 322.

8 Bloomfield, RV., p. 137 ;
Schroder, ibid.

;
Macdonell, VM., p. 28, etc.

* * The Zeus of Hesiodic mythology is described as the grandson of an
older god Ouranos.’—A. B. Cook, Zeus, Cambridge, 1914, 1

, p. 8.
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encompass two names of the same thing, or one perhaps

an epithet of the other.^

It is noteworthy how the two sky-gods, the Vedic Dyaus

and Varana, and the Greek Zeus and Uranus (which is the

Latinized form of Oiirands) met with different and altogether

opposite fates at the hands of the Indians and the Greeks.

In the Indian mythology it is Varuna, and in the Greek it is

Zeus, who survive till the present day, while the other two

gods almost wholly disappear.®

(c) The Mother Earth

As we have already seen, the conception of sky as father

and earth as mother, and both together as universal parents,

belongs to a very remote antiquity and is to be found in the

mytholc^ies of many nations.® Whether it was the sky or

the earth who was formed into a divinity first is uncertain,

but among the I.E.s, it was probably the sky, since the very

idea of a god appears to be very closely connected with its

name.

Wilke, however, puts the conception of earth as mother,

even before that of the sky, and in his work Die Religion

der Indogermanen* devotes three times as much space to it.

He thinks that the conception of the mother, earth, as the

source of all earthly plant, animal and human lives, is the

oldest and the most important.® For this activity of hers

she becomes ‘ the goddess of fertility ’ {Fruchtbarkeitsgott-

heit). On the other hand she is conceived of as the goddess

of death, since she receives within herself everything that is

1 Griswold, RV., pp. 1 12-13; see also Wilke, RI., p. 107.

2 Schroder, AR., pp. 445!!.

3 Macdonell, VM., p. 8 ;
Griswold, RV., p. 99. 4 p, 97^

6 This comparatively closer relationship of the Earth is well preserved in

the Maori legend mentioned by Tylor (Tylor, PC., 1930, p. 322): 'When
Tanemahuta, father of forests, said to his five great brethren, " Eet the Sky
become as a stranger to us, but the Earth remain close to us as our nursing

mother’*/ And on p. 326 Tylor himself remarks, 'The idea of the Earth
as a mother is more simple and obvious, and no doubt for that reason more
common in the world, than the idea of Heaven as a father
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dead, e.g. the withered flower, as well as the dead man and

animal. Both of these conceptions are natural enough and

may have existed in the mosc primitive times, as they require

practically no abstract thinking. Philologically, however,

the connexion of words for earth in the 'hfferent I.E.

languages is not quite apparent

:

We have Sk. ksds, Gen. gfnds, jmds, ksmds, Av. Zd, Gen.

zemo, New Persian Zemi, Gk* Lat. humus,

Ivith. z^eme, O. St. zemlja
;
^ but the derivation of all these

words is uncertain.^

In the Rigveda PrthivI, the ‘ goddess of earth frequently

receives the epithet ' mother * when mentioned with Dyaus,

and is spoken of as ‘ kindly Mother Earth ' to whom the

dead man, in a funeral hymn (X, i8. lo) is exhorted to go.

Like Dyaus, she has attained but an incipient degree of

anthropomorphism. She is great {mahl), firm {drlhd), and
shining {arjunl), who bears mountains, supports trees, and

quickens the soil with rain.^ Heaven and earth are in the

Rigveda more specially prayed to, to ' protect from fearful

danger
' Like your own son upon his parent's bosom,' ®

' Father and Mother, with your help preserve us.' ®

The following Anglo-Saxon stanza

:

' Hal wes l?u, Folde, fira m5der,

beo VVL growende on godes fsepme,

fodre gefylled, firum to nythe ;

’

(Hail to thee, O Earth ! the Mother of men.

May thou be fruitful in god's embrace.

Yielding food, for the use of men),

compares well with what we find in the Rigveda, although

here the prayer is not addressed only to the earch, but to

both heaven and earth.

1 Schrader*, s.v. Erde, * ibid. ; see also Schrader, pp. 670-71.

3 Macdonell, VM., p. 88. 4 i. 185.

B I, 185, 2C. 6 185. lod.

7 Feist, Kultur, p. 341 ;
Wilke, RI., p. 97.

7
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‘ Ye regents of this world,^
parents of god who aid

with favour,® pour into us the seed that benefits men,® and

make food increase plenteously for us.’
*

Similar thoughts are found expressed by the Greek and

the Latin poets.® For example, we read in the Homeric

hymns ;
‘ I will sing of the Earth, the universal mother, the

spouse of the starry Ofiranos, who feeds all creatures that are

on the ground.’®

{d) The God of Thunder

With the notion of the sky-god as the father, was prob-

ably connected the notion of the various phenomena that

actually have or are believed to have their origin in the sky.

The sky was both conceived as a god and also as the father

of the gods. So the conception of the other natural powers

as gods was simultaneously held. Now in the sky, there is

no other phenomenon which could have ‘ arrested the imagi-

nation and moved the feelings of men ’ so much as the pheno-

menon of the thunderstorm.^ This is particularly the case

over the whole of northern Europe as is indicated by the

following equation

;

O.H.G. donar, O.L.G. thunar, O. Nors. ihorr connect-

ed with Sk. stanayati ‘ it thunders ’, Lat. ionat, tonitrus,

A.S. \>unian, \unor, O.H.G. donar, Celtic torannos, Ir.

torann, Welsh tarann, Cornish, taran
' thunder ’.®

There is also another, but phonetically very doubtful

equation : Sk. parjdnya, Lith. perkunas, O. SI. perun.^

Schrader is of opinion that these are obviously related to

one another, but remarks that, ‘ the exact nature of this

1 Rajanti asyabhuvanasya rodasi, RV., VI, 70. 2^.

2 Avasdvanti devaputre, RV., I, 185. 4^^.

3 Asms retab sincatam yanmanurhitam, VI, 70. 2^1 ^ VI, 70. 6a.

^ Muir, V, pp. 24ff. See also ch, I, i, pp. 214-16.

• ibid., p. 25. 7 Schrader, AR., p. 33^'.

8 cf. also Gk. Zeits Keraunios, ERE., XII, p. 253a
;
Schrader, s.v. Gewitter.

8 Schrader, p. 295 and Muir, V, p. 142 ; for comparison between parjdnya

and perk^inas, see G. Biihler, in the Transactions of the London Philological

Society, 1859, pp. I54ff. and in Benfey's Orient und Occident, 1862, I,

pp. 214S,
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relationship is not yet determined There is, however, no

doubt that in character the Lith. perkunas agrees well with

the Vedic parjdnya (the rain god) but, although often

identified, phonetic connexion between them is denied.^

Bloomfield admits the • slight phonetic difficuUy but sug-

gests that the word has been modulated euphemistically so

as to suggest the idea of ‘ guarding the folk ’ {puri ' about

'

and _;'««« ‘ folk ’).®

lyiden in his Armenische Studien* discusses the various

words for thunder and derives the Slavonic peruntl and Tith.

perkunas from the appellative signification ® ‘ thunder as

does Schrader. He then places both the words beside

O. SI. pera, p'irati and Armen, harkanen, aor. hari (cf. also

Armen, orot ‘thunder’) both of which mean ‘to beat',

and then attempts to connect the Vedic parjdnya with this.

‘ If this is correct,’ says Schrader, ‘ then there would lie in

the Vedic parjdnya, SI. permit, Bith. perkunas, a primitive

Aryan (I.E.) word for thunder, with the fundamental signi-

ficance of the ‘ beating one ’.® The original etymology of

the word is, however, admitted to be doubtful.’

The main characteristic of the thunder-god, in the I.E.

period, must have been from the very beginning associated

with the terrific noise of the thunder and the idea that it

shakes the whole earth with its might, referring more parti-

cularly to the thundering sound and the force of the light-

ning than an actual experience of the shaking of the earth,

may have also been present from the beginning.® This we

^ Schrader, AR., p. 33b.

2 Macdonell, VM., pp. 8 and 84-85 ; Schrader, loc. cit.
;
Hirt, IF., I, pp.

481-2
; Kaegi, RV., note 139.

2 Bloomfield, RV., p. iii. * Gotenberg, 1906, p. 88.

^ Macdonell, VM., pp. 84-85, where he remarks as follows :
* The freshness

of the conception in the RV. renders it probable, that if the two names
perkunas and parjdnya are really connected, their I.E. form was still an

appellative.’

« AR., p. 33b

7 Bloomfield, RV., p. in; Hirt, IP., I, p. 436; Kretschmer, Einleitung,

p. 81.

® See Camoy, IE., p. 19 1.
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find portrayed clearly in the ^igveda (I, 64. 8) where Rudra

is spoken of as one ‘ who roars like a lion Rudra's very

name too is derived from the root ru ‘ to roar or according

to Indian scholars from the root rud ‘ to cry i.e. a ‘ howler

The idea of the lightning as a peculiar weapon of this god was

also quite natural, as soon as the slightest advance towards

personification was made. Thus it appears to us that what-

ever be the phonetic difficulties in accepting the above

statement of Liden, the conception of the thunder-god as

the beating one is very probable.

In the ^igveda we find two gods who appear to have been

based on the phenomenon of the thunderstorm, viz, Indra

and Rudra. When however they become prominent gods

—

as Indra in the J^igveda itself, and Rudra in the post-Vedic

literature—their physical basis is almost wholly lost sight

of. But the great impression that the thunderstorm makes

on the minds of men is amply preserved in the characteriza-

tion of both gods. Indra is the warrior god of the Vedic

Indians par excellence. The thunder-bolt, the idea of which

was possibly suggested by the crash of lightning, is his

special weapon, and heaven and earth tremble with fear,

when he strikes Vrtra with his bolt.® Of unbounded force *

and of irresistible might* he surpasses all gods® who
yield to him in might and strength. Rudra is also once

spoken of as bearing the thunder-bolt in his arm^ and his

lightning shaft (didyut) discharged from the sky traverses

the earth.® He is described in the ^igveda as fierce and

destructive like a terrible beast ;
® the unsurpassed,^® unas-

sailable,“ the strongest of the strong.'®

Macdonell agrees with Oldenberg, in the view that
' beside the thundering god of heaven, the I.E. period may

1 Wilke, RI., p. no.
s Macdonell, VM., p. 77 ; Weber, I.St., ii, pp. 19-22 ; see also. Sat. IX, 1. 1. 6.

3 I, 80. II ; II, 19. 9, 10; VI, 17. 9. < I, II. 4; 102. 6.

® I. 84- 2. « III, 46. 3- ^ II, 33. 3. * VII, 46. 3.

» II, 33. 9-II. 10 II, 33. 10. u VII, 47. I.

1* II, 33. 3 ; for the above description, see Macdonell, VM., pp. 62, 58, $9,

74, 75 .
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have known avS a distinct conception a thunder-god gigantic

in size, a mighty eater and drinker, who slays the dragon

with his lightning'.^ Oldenberg bases this conclusion on

the similarity of the Vedic Vyivahan (a characteristic epithet

of Indra, the slayer of Vrtra), Av. Verethro^hna and the

Armenian Vahaken^ the ' Dragon-slayer '

?

This, however,

cannot at present be regarded as anything more than a con-

jecture.

The relationship between the god of the sky and the god

of the thunderstorm, as found iu the mythologies of the

various I.E. families, reveals interesting points. On the one

hand, we find that in the north of Europe as in India the

two gods are kept distinctly apart, as for example, in the

Eigveda Dyaus the god of heaven and Indra the god of the

thunderstorm
;
^ while, on the other hand, the Greeks and the

Romans have united the functions of the thunder-god with

the sky-god, Zeus and Jupiter.^ Thus, the Zeus of Homer
is both a ‘ far-eyed sky ’ {cvpvoiTa) and a ‘ cloud-gatherei

'

(v€<f)€Xrjyep4Tris) who ' rejoices in lightning ' or ' twists the light-

ning' (rcpiTiKepavvos).^ Ill contrast to the above Greek and

Roman gods, we find that the Lithuanian Perkiinas, instead

of being united with the sky-god, himself absorbs the func-

tions of Zeus and thus becomes the chief god of the Lithua-

nians,'^ a fact which incidentally contradicts, to a certain

extent, Schroder's conclusion that Dyaus was the greatest

god of the I.E.s. This process of assimilation or identifica-

tion is, however, not entirely absent even in Indian mytho-

logy. In the Rigveda where he is the son of Dyaus,®

Parj4nya is also called ‘ Father Asura while later he is

1 op. cit., p. 66; Oldenberg, RV., pp. 34, n. i, and 134.

2 This is the spelling found in Oldenberg, op. cit.
;
Bloomfield (RV., p. 176)

spells it as Vahagn; cf. also Hillebraudt, VM., III., pp. i88ff.

^ Oldenberg, RV., p. 134.

4 Schrader, AR., pp. 33^-34^.

6 Wilke, RI., p. 113.

® Bloomfield, RV., pp. 111-12; Schrader, AR., p. 34.

Bloomfield, RV., p. 112.

8 VII, 102. I. 0 V. 83. 6.
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said to be the husband of the earth ^ and thus directly

identified with Dyaus.®

Similar myths with regard to the origin of the thunder-

storm are found among the I.E. peoples, and among them

two ideas prominently appear. According to one, a heaven-

ly being slays a dragon or a demon concealed in the cloud

and, thus breaking open the obstructing enclosures, makes

the heavenly water flow over the earth. This is found in

the myth of the fight of Indra with Vrtra ® in the fligveda,

of Tistrya with Apaosa in the A vesta, of Donar with the

wolf Fenris and ot Apollo with the python.* The other

idea is that a god delivers from a monster the cows of the

clouds who are imprisoned in the mountain gorge, and this

is found in the myths of Indra and ViSvarupa, Herakles and

Ceryones, Hercules and Cacus.®

(e) The Sun, (/) the Moon, and {g) the Dawn

We have here the following equations :

The Sun : Sk. suvar {sufya and svdr, Av. hvar), Gk. djSeAio;

(Cret. Hes) riiXios, rjXios, Lat. sol, Goth, sauil, neut. (beside

sunno, fern.), Welsh heul. Old Pruss. saule, Lith. sdule,

SI. solnze.^

The Moon : Sk. mds, Av. mdh, Gk. uriv-ij, Goth, mena,

Eith. menu (in addition O. Eat. losna, Eat. luna, Armen.
lusin) J The former of these may very probably be derived

from md ' to measure thus showing that the first idea connec-

ted with the moon may have been as the measurer of time.®

1 AV., XII. I. 12, 42. Vajasaneyi Samhita, XVIII, 55!.
2 Wilke, RL, p. in; Bloomfield, RV., p. 112 ; see also Hirt, Indo-

germanen, p. 506; Schrader, AR., pp. S31-34; 416-9; etc.

3 e.g. RV., I, 32.

4 Schrader, AR., p. 39b.

® ibid.;Camoy, IE., p. 192 ; see also Schrader, Die Indogermanen, pp. 107-9,

and Camoy, op. cit., pp. 164-6 and igoff.

« Schrader, AR., p. 34a
; Peist, Kultur, pp. 344-5 ; Wilke, RI., p. 128.

7 Schrader, ibid., and Reallexikon, s.vv. Mond, Monat.
8 ibid., p. 547 .
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The Dawn : Sk. tisas and usm, Av. uMh, Gk. ijcjs, Aeol.

avois, I^at. aurora, I/ith. auszrd

;

probably from the root

awes ‘ to shine *

‘ All these and the related phenomena of the sky connected

with light remarks Schrader,* ' play an exceptionally

important part in the Prusso-I^ithuanian religion and my-
thology ’

;
and there is evidence to show that the sun and

the moon were the objects of worship among the tribes on

the shores of the Baltic, the Persians and the Teutons *

The cult of the sun is indeed very ancient and is practi-

cally universal, as it is to be found among practically all

peoples, not excepting the I.E.s. But a difference between

the sun-cult of non-I.E. peoples on the one hanu, and the

I.E.S on the other, must be recognized. Among most other

peoples the cult of the sun is thickly interwoven with

magical practices of a rather complicated character, while

the I.E. cult of the sun, so far as we can judge from the

evidence of the J^igveda, appears to be of a much-nobler type

and comparatively free from magical or other inferior traits.*

In Vedic, as well as Greek mythology the sun drives

through the sky in a car drawn by winged horses. In the

^igveda Surya’s car is said to be drawn by seven steeds.

He is said to measure the days and also to prolong the days

of life.® Dispelling darkness with his light® he shines for

men and gods over the whole world,'' and, far-seeing spy ®

of the whole world,* he beholds the bad as well as the good

deeds of mortals.*® The dawn is sometimes said to produce

Sur5'a,** but in other places is spoken of as his wife.** He is

1 Schrader, AR., p. 34^1 ;
Feist, Kultur, pp. 345 and 261 ;

Schrader, p. 559.

* ibid.

3 Grimm remarks about the Teutons :
* That to our remote ancestry

the heavenly bodies, especially the sun and moon, were divine beings will

not admit of any doubt.’—TM., II, p. 704.

* e.g. among the American Indians and the Mexicans (GB., I, pp. 311-15).

See also ERE., XII, p. 62^. The Maori hero Maui is believed to have tamed
the sun and thus made him go slower, and the Incas have a sun totem : (ibid.)

® I, 50. 7-9- ® X. 37. 4 -

r I, so. 5 : VII, 63. 1 ; VIII, 48. 7 - ® VII, 35. 8.

» IV, 13. 3. 10 I, 50. 7. 11 VII, 80. 2 ; 78. 3. 1* VII, 75 - S-
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also called the god-born whose father is Dyaus ^ (or whom
the gods raised from the depth of the ocean).* He is indeed

the great Aditya,^ the son of Aditi, a name which in later

Sanskrit becomes equivalent to the sun.

The worship of the sun is also found among the Romans, the

Slavs, the Lithuanians, and the Germans as well as the Celts

and the Iranians.* Some at least of the above-mentioned

ideas of sun-worship in India undoubtedly go back to the

common Indo-Iranian period. That the Iranians worshipped

the sun has been pointed out by Herodotus (I, 131),

Xenophon (Kyrop, 6, 3, 12), and Curtius (3. 3. 7). We also

find the sun invoked with the name hvar, and since the

epithet aurvataspa (of swift steeds) is often applied to him,

the notion of the sun driving in a car drawn by horses

appears to be Indo-Iranian.®

The sun is also often conceived as the ‘ vigilant and

relentless eye of the god of heaven This conception, very

prevalent in the Bigveda, is also found among the Iranians

and is not unknown to the Greeks and the Germans.’ He is

often compared to a bird also, e.g. Garuda in the Bigveda.^

How ® the sun, who is every day observed to set in the

west, should again rise in the east, was one of the great

riddles which primitive men could not solve. They had,

indeed, proposed various explanations of it according to

their ability, the simplest of which was that the sun which

once sets never returns again and the one that appears on

the horizon the next morning is a new one altogether. This

belief, Wilke observes, was very widespread, being found

among the I.E.s as well as among other peoples. It was also

thought that the sun goes back either across the earth or

through some subterranean canals.’® Traces of this belief

» X, 37. 1. 2 X, 72. 7.

3 I, 50. 12 ;
VIII, 90. II. ^ cf. Wilke, RI., pp. 130-4.

* ibid., p. 130; Carnoy, lE^., p. 182.

® * L*oeil vigilant et impitoyahle du dieu du del' ibid., p. iSi.

7 ibid. 8 ibid.

® For the whole paragraph, see Wilke, RI.
10 Fallaize, - Sun. Moon and Stars (Primitive) ^ ERF., XII, p.
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are found among the I.E.s, the Mexicans, and the Egyptians

as well as the Australian Bushmen. Sometimes the sun is said

to return through the mythical ocean that surrounds the

earth, with which is probably connected the notion of

identifying the sun with some aquatic animal inch hs a fish

or a swan.

The relationship between the sun and the moon was very

often speculated upon by primitives. They observed that

the sun and the moon were sometimes near each other but

sometimes faraway; and again, sometimes only one appeared,

while the other was altogether absent. This they explained

by love or hate.^ Among the I.E. peoples the notion of

regarding the sun and the moon as of opposite sexes is

probably very old. For we find that in German, Anglo-

Saxon, and lyithuanian, the word for * sun ' is feminine,

while the word for * moon ' is masculine, but in Greek and

Latin the case is reversed. In Sanskrit, however, both words

are on the whole masculine,^ but Sun and Moon are also

imagined to be brother and sister.*^ When they are con-

ceived as of opposite sexes, the one is imagined to be the

lover who eternally pursues the other as his fiancee. The

notion of pursuit is present even when they are believed to

be brother and sister.^

In the Lettish sun-myths, the sun is married to the moon,

but the latter is an unfaithful husband.

It happened in the springtime

That sun and moon did wed,

But the sun rose up early

And from her the moon fled.

1 Wilke, RI., p. 127.
2 Grimm, TM., II, p. 703; Toy, Intr. to the Hist, of Religions, p. 139.

® Tylor, PC., 1920; cf. also Fraser, GB., Ill, pp, 7iff. and ERB., XII,

p. 62^* I, 288f ; Grimm, op. cit., for mythical marriage of sun and moon.
4 Tylor, PC., 6th ed., I, p. 289; Grimm, TM., II, p. 703; '.sun and moon

have concluded a marriage with each other as is related in Lithuanian and

Lettic poems and more fully in a celebrated hymn of the Rigveda .'

—

Schrader, ERE., II, p. 39'^.
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The morning star was loved then

By the lone wandering moon,

Who with a sword was smitten

In deep wrath by Perkun.^

The eclipse of the sun or moon must have attracted the

particular attention of the primitives from the earliest time,

and in attempting to explain this curious phenomenon, they

might have associated it with the happening of a terrible

catastrophe in the near future, probably ‘ a destruction of all

things’ or * the end of the world ’

}

The eclipse may have

been imagined to happen because the sun or the moon was

being devoured by a ‘ demon ' or a monster, a belief uni-

versal in the early stages of culture. There might have

been as a result of this many current beliefs and practices ;

®

but we cannot say much for certain.

Along with the sun-cult, the cult of the moon is also

widespread and is found among the Persians, the Germans,

the Indians, the Greeks and the Romans. Wilke* deals

with this divinity at great length, and finds in it

‘ 6iner lebengebenden befruchtenden, und einer lebenneh-

menden, einer Todesgottheit’

,

of the united I.E. period,

like the mother earth.® It is probable that the moon was

deified and worshipped in the I.E. period as other natural

phenomena, but she does not appear to have been a special

object of worship. It is true, she is often mentioned with

the sun in the l^igveda and intimately connected with the

great Vedic god Soma, a word which in later Sanskrit be-

comes equivalent to the moon, but this® does not justify

the conclusion that she had attained to the position of a

special deity of any importance, either in the pre-Vedic or

in the Vedic period. As we shall see later, she plays an

^ Enid Walsford, ERE., XII, p. I02^. See also W. Mannhardt, * Die hit,

Sonnenmythen* ZE., VII, pp. Qiff. 2 Grimm, op. cit., p. 706.

3 ERE., XII, p. 63^. 4 Ri., pp. 145-189.

3 ibid., p. 14s ;
see also Tylor, PC., 6th ed., I. pp. 354-5.

3 The word indu ' a drop a constant epithet of Soma, also became
equivalent to the moon in classical Sanskrit

; cf. Macdonell, VR., p. 6o6^-
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exceptionally important part in Vedic mythology and her

association with Soma may more properly be regarded as

due to this sphere of her activity than any other.

Like the sun, the moon as well as the stars was regarded

as possessing a human or quasi-human persnnality. From
her swift motion through the sky, she was believed to

possess an animal or a human form and her motion was

attributed to her driving in a three-wheeled car or as going

in a boat. The three-wheeled car of the moon-god is found

in the Visnu-Purdna, as well as in Greek mythology. In

Medea and in Germany also the moon is believed to drive

through the air in a car; while elsewhere she is imagined

to be travelling in a golden boat on the sea ^

The connexion between the intoxicating soma drink 01

the gods, on which is based the conception of the god Soma,

and the moon, as well as the Indian and Mexican notion

that the moon is the source of nectar, Wilke tries to

explain by the belief that, there being a drinking-horn or a

cup in the moon, she was the source of the divine intoxi-

cant {Behdlter des himmlischen Goiter und Rauschtrankes) ;

or by the belief that there is in the moon a man with a

bucket,^ who empties it when he is signalled by his friend

the wind-spirit, and thus sends down the rain.

The importance of the sun, the moon, and the dawn, as

well as the stars, in primitive times does not consist in the

degree to which they were worshipped as gods, but in the

mythological stories that are connected with them. The

phenomenon of the eclipse, the waning and waxing of the

moon, the rising and setting of the sun, the different posi-

tions of the sun in the sky, the spots on the moon, attract-

ed attention very early ; and the great number of myths

that are found in relation to these are nothing but primitive

1 Wilke, op. cit., p. 147 ; cf. what Grimm saj^s about the Teutons :
* the

sun has his chariot while the moon, as far as I know, has none ascribed to

her,’—TM., II, p. 737.
2 op. cit., pp 152-3. "To this day the Swedish people see in the spots

of the moon two persons carrying a big bucket on a pole.’—Grimm, op. cit.,

p. 717.
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guesses at explaining as best as they could the various

occurrences in nature.

From the fact that the behaviour of the moon appears

more mysterious than that of the sun, the dawn or the stars,

as, for example a partial eclipse is more clearly observed in the

moon than in the sun, the moon had much greater influence

on mythological stories and superstitious notions and ob-

servances, than even the sun.*

The eclipse, ‘ the embodiment of miraculous disaster,’
^

was explained as the devouring of the sun or the moon by a

demon. This is found among many peoples and especially

those of India today.* In Europe, however, the popular idea

was ‘ either of a fight of sun or moon with celestial enemies,

or of the moon’s fainting or sickness ’
;
and ‘ tumultuous cla-

mour ’ was raised ‘ in defence or encouragement of the

afflicted luminary

Since the moon was the oldest measure of time, her

changing phases were believed to have a commanding influ-

ence on human actions. The full moon could not have

failed to gladden the hearts of men in the most savage

conditions of life, but they had at the same time observed

that from that night onward the moon was on the wane, while

from the night of the new moon she waxed greater and

greater. Believing that these phases of the moon had simi-

lar influence on the fortunes of men, the new moon was

believed to be an auspicious time for the commencement of

any important undertaking, such as marriage, house-build-

ing, counting of money, or cutting of hair and nails;

while at the full moon were to be performed operations

involving severence or dissolution, cutting down or levelling,

as for example the dissolution of marriage, the pulling down
of a house, etc.*

In west Africa, where moon-worship is very prevalent,

it is said that ‘ at the appearance of every new moon, these

1 ibid., p. 720. 2 Tylor, PC., 6th ed., I, p. 328,

8 op. cit., p. 33if. See also E)RB., XU, pp. 63*5 and 103^
* op. cit., p. 333. 6 Grimm, TM., II, pp. 708 -16.
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people fall on their knees, or else cry out standing and

clapping their hands, " so may I renew my life as thou art

renewed ^ while the following prayers are mentioned by

Grimm ^ as current among the Teutons :

‘ As thou decreasest, let my pain deciease.

May what I see, increase, and what I suffer cease/

Grimm ^ also remarks that ‘the observation of the lunar

changes must in many ways have influenced the sacrifices,

the casting of lots and the conduct of war \

The spots, or ‘ shady depressions ' on the disc of the moon
have also ‘ given rise to grotesque but similar myths in

several nations’/ Some see in it a man, w^hile others an

animal. The animals that are frequently believed to in-

habit the moon are the hare and the toad, the former being

found among the Indians (sasa=:‘ a hare whence the moor, is

called sasin, ‘one bearing a hare ’), the Greeks, the Romans,
the Russians, the Lithuanians, as well as the people of

South Africa, Mexico, north California, Tibet, China, and

Japan/ Among those nations which believe that there

is a man in the moon we have the Old Norse fable which

says that the moon is the bearer of children ; according to

the Scandinavian legend the man in the n:.oon is a wood-

stealer, while, according to the English tradition, the ‘ song

upon the man in the moon ’ runs as follows

:

‘ Mon in the mone stond and strit (standeth and

strideth)

,

on his bot forke is burthen he hcreih ;

hit is muche wonder that he na doun slyt (slideth),

for doutlesse he valle, he shoddreth and shereth,

when the forst freseth much chele he byd (chill he
bideth),

the thornes beth kene, is hatten f 't-terethj^

The Mantras believe the dark spots on the moon to be a

tree, while the Malays think it is a banyan tree/

1 I/Ubbock, Sir J., Origin of Civilization, 1912, p 272. 2 TM., II, p. 715,

® op. cit. ^ ibid., p. 716. & Wilke, RI., p. I 54» and HRR., XII, p. 63.

• Grimm, TM., II, p. 718. ^ ERE., XII, p. 63'>.
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(g) The Dawn

The deification of the phenomenon of the dawn is found

among all the separate I.E. peoples and, as we have already

seen, a common name is also found ; but in the I.E. period

this deification must have been very indefinite and element-

ary. For, excepting the Vedic goddess of dawn in whom
the Vedic poet personifies dawns in general, this goddess, in

practically all the other I.E. branches, is a deity which

denotes merely the sunrise which heralds the beginning of

the Spring or the dawn which commences the Spring

;

{die am Friihlingsanfang neuaufgehende Sonne oder vielmehr

die ersie Morgenrote des neuen Fruhlings)}

Thus it is natural to conclude that Usas of the Ftigveda,

the most beautiful poetical creation of the Vedic age, is

a special Indian development, and that very little of it,

if anything at all, goes back to the united I.E. period.

Upon this conclusion there is almost complete unanimity

among scholars,* the opinion having been definitely expressed

by Macdonell, Schroder, and Wilke.

(h) The Stars

‘ From savagery up to civilization, there may be traced

in the mythology of the stars a course of thought, changed
indeed in application, yet never broken in its evident

connexion from first to last. The savage sees individual

stars as animate beings, or combines star-groups into living

celestial creatures, or limbs of them, or objects connected

with them.’® Thus not only the sun and the moon men-
tioned above, but the stars in general also may have been
deified and there may have existed abundant lore and
legends about them. We have here the following philo-

logical equation

:

1 Wilke, RI., p. 143; see also Carnoy, IB., pp. 185-6.

2 Schrdder, AR., p. 17 ; Wilke, RI„ p. 143; Macdonell, VM., p. 8.

2 Tylor, PC., 6th ed., pp. 356-7.
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Sk. stdr, Av. star, Armen. ast\, Gk. aayrip, dorpov, hat.

Stella, Kymr. sercn. Corn, steren, Brit, sterenn, Goth.
stairnd, O. N. stjarna, O.H.G. sterno. We also find,

with t instead of st in Sk. and Gk., Sk. taras, Gk.
repaS'

^

But what sorts of beings the.«5o stf rs were believed to be,

and whether any of them were worshipped, we have no
means of knowing. It does not appear probable that the

planets were named in that remote period.* Stili it is

probable that they were regarded as the sons of the sun and
the moon and also as divine or semi-divine.

In the hettish songs the stars are said to be the children

of the sun and the moon, and are called orphans because

they appear only at night after their mother, the sun, has

abandoned them.® This belief of their being regarded as

the children of the sun and moon is found among many
peoples.* Deification of individual stars could not have

gone very far, but if the Alvins and the Dioskouroi originally

represented two stars, this deification may go back to the

I.E. period.

(j) 2'ke Day and Night

We have the following equations for the day and night

:

Day : Sk. diva ‘ by day ’, dydvi, dive-dive,
‘ day by day ’,

Armen, tiv, Eat. dies, Ir. dia {in-diu ‘ today ’)
; later : Sk.

dina ' day ’, Bit. {nun)-dinum, peren-dinum, ‘ tomorrow

Goth, sin-teins, ‘ daily O.Sl. dini, Eith. dietid, O. Pruss.

deind
; words which are all derived from the roots div and

di, ‘ to shine ’,® e.g. in Sk. dideti,
‘ appears ’.

Night : Goth, nahts, O.H.G. nahi, A.S. niht, O.N. nott

(forndtt). Eat. nox, noctis, Gk. vdivvicros, Eith. naktis, Eett.

nakts, O.Sl. noshti, Serv. notj, Sk. nakta, chiefly in com-

pounds ; the derivation of the words is however uncertain.®

1 Schrader, s.v. Sterne, ^ See below under Ahvins.

« ERB., XII, p, 102a. ^ ERE., XII, pp. 67a and 63^.

Schrader, s.v. Tag ;
Feist, Kultur, p. 260.

® Grimm, TM., II, p. 736; Schrader, s.v. Nacht; Feist, loc. cit. ;
sec

also Hirt, Indogermanen, pp. 540 and 748.
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From the roots of the words for ‘ day ’ it is clear that the

notion of the day, heaven, and god, are closely connected

and although it would have been natural to think otherwise,

the day is conceived of as a thing independent of the sun,

and the night, independent of the moon. Grimm, after

stating that ‘ day and night were holy, godlike beings near

akin to the gods remarks that * probably the car of

day was supposed to run before that of the sun, and the

moon to follow night ’ and adds that ‘ the alternation of

sexes between the sun and the moon on the one hand and

the day and night on the other seems not without signific-

ance, the masculine day being accompanied by the feminine

sun, the feminine night by the masculine moon ’}

The Edda myth makes day the child of night and says

that ‘ All-father took Night and her son Day, set them in the

sky, and gave to each of them a horse and a car, wherewith

to journey round the earth in measured time’.® In the

J^igveda, there is no hymn addressed to either Dyaus the

god of Heaven or the day, probably because the relation

between the day and the sun was clearly conceived. There

is, however, a fine hymn addressed to night (rdtri). The

poet prays the goddess, heaven’s daughter, to accept his

hymn which he has brought up like kine.

So, goddess, come today to us :

At thy approach we seek our homes,

As birds their nests upon the tree.

The villagers are gone to rest

And footed beasts and winged birds

;

The hungry hawk himself is still.

Ward off from us she-wolf and wolf.

Ward off the robber, goddess Night

:

So take us safe across the gloom.®

1 Grimm, op. cit., pp. 735-7.

2 op. dt., p. 735. Clarke, * Teutonic Religion/ ERE., XII, pp. 252'* and

® X, 127, 4-6 ; Macdonell, Hymns, p. 41.
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Still it does not seem likely that the deification of either

the day or night a as much advanced in the I.E. period proper.

(/) The Aivins

That the Vedic twin gods called tUe Asoms, ‘ Lords of

steeds', belong to the Iado-I:anian period seems almost

certain; while striking resrnihkmces in character though

not in nomenclature between the Vedic Alvins, the Greek

Dioskouroi (ALosKovpai) and the lyctiic G^ d-sor s, which cannot

be regarded as purely accidental or ‘developmental coin-

cidences ' make it probable t(iat they date from the I.E.

period."

First, they are all twin deities.^

Secondl5% they are all represented as horsemen.*

Thirdly, each pair of these gods has a sister or a common
sweetheart. Helen is the sister of Dioskouroi, the dawn is

the sister of the Vedic Alvins, while they have also a common
sweetheart in Surya sun-maiden ') the daughter of the

1 viriswold, RV., p. ?,56. 2 Macdoiiell, VM., p. 54
3 Hopkins, RI., p. 80. ‘Th*‘ Dioscuri were placed as twin stars in the

heavens.*—Griswold, RV
, p. 258, u. 3.

'The morning and the evening stars play an important part in the

folksongs, sometimes as a single being, sometimes in dual form. In

I/ithuanian sources they are called Auszrine and Wakarine uid are described

as the handmaids of the sun.

' Dear sun, daughter of God
Who kindles >our fire in the morning ?

W'^ho spreads your bed in the: evening ?

Auszrine kindles the fire.

W^akarine spreads the bed.’—ICRIl., XIX, p. 102^.

According to Dr. Fainell the Lettish sons of God are never called

Twins .—Greek Hao Cults and Ideas of Immortality, Oxford, 1921, p. 178;

see the whole of ch. VIII. Dr. Farnell rejects the theory that these twin

gods go back to the I.F. period.

* Griswold, RV., p. '^56; Macdonell, VM.. p. 53.

The I^ettish sons of God are also connected with horses :

' Hither lode the dear sons of God
With steeds dripping with sweat.*

‘ Folks say the moon has no steeds of his own.

The morning star and the evening star

They are the steeds of the moon.'—KRE., XII, p. 102*^.

8
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Sun (Sutya) , who married them of her own accord
;
and the

Lettic gods marry the daughter of the sun.^

Fourthly, they are all sons of Dyaus.®

Fifthly, the Alvins are the helpers in need, the divine

healers, and so are the Dioskouroi who are for that reason

called Anaktes, ‘ protecting lords For these reasons it is

generally held that the basic idea underlying these gods

goes back to the I.E. times.*

In the Indo-Iranian period, so far as we can trace these

twin-gods, we find a similarity in names but hardly any in

character. Thus the name Nasatya, by which the Vedic

Aivins are often designated, is found in the Boghaz-koi

tablets (about 1400 b.c.).® They occur there with Mitra,

Varuna and Indra. The name is almost identical in form,

and since the original words can be rendered by the phrase

' gods Nasatya ’ they appear to have been more than one.

Beyond this we get no information from the Boghaz-koi

inscription; but we derive an important hint from the

form in which the word Nasatya occurs there. The original

s, which we find everywhere in the Iranian languages

1 Griswold, RV., pp. 256 and 259, n. 4 ;
Hopkins, RI., p. 78.

‘ Wooing of the daughter of the sun by the son of God is a favourite

theme of I^ettish folk-songs :

* Why are grey steeds standing

By the house-door of the sun ?

They are the grey steeds of the son of God
Who WOOS the daughter of the sun.

The son of God stretches out his hand
Over the great water

To the daughter of the sun.’—BRE., XII, p. 130a

.

The sky itself is described as a ‘ great water ’ or a mountain :

‘ The sun with two gold horses

Rides up the rocky mountains,

Never heated, never weary.

Never resting on the way.’—ERE., XII, p. 102 b.

* Hopkins, RI., p. 80; * Jtos-Koupot=<iio-«a/>a/a’.—Bloomfield, RV.,p. 112.

8 ibid., p. S3 ; for a description of the Eettic gods, see ERE., pp. i02a-3i>.

* See Oldenberg, RV., p. 213 ; Macdonell, VM., p. 53!. ; Hillebrandt, VM.,
Ill, p. 379f.

; Bloomfield, RV., pp. 113^., Hopkins, RI., pp. 78, 80;

Griswold, RV., p. 256; Schrader, AR., p. 39.

6 Griswold, RV., p. 256; CHI., I, p. 72.
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replaced by h, has not changed into h. This indicates that

the name Nasatyj is certainly pre-Iranian or Indo-Iranian.

Secondly, we find the name Naonhaithya in the Avesta.

However, this Naonhaithya is not here a god but a demon,

very likely nothing but a ‘ degraded representative of the

earlier Nasatya’.^

Thus we have a curious situation. The A§vin-myth

appears to have existed in the I.E. period and continued to

exist among the Greeks, the Letts, the Indo-Aryans and
probably also the Teutons, with a great deal of consistency,

they being everywhere represented as the ‘ healers ’ or the

' savers
' ; and in the Indo-Iranian period they acquired a

common name. But while the Vedic Alvins as well as their

Greek and Lettic representatives retained their chief original

characteristics, in the Iranian religion alone Nasatya be-

came a demon. Although it is very difficult to explain it,

this sort of change in character of gods found in the Indian

and Iranian religions is quite common. Thus Indra, the

warrior, success-bestowing god of the Vedic Indians, as well

as the moral ruler Varuna, both become demons in the

Avesta, and Gautama Buddha a heretic.^ That these gods

represented some phenomenon of nature is undoubted, but

which particular one is a matter of dispute. Macdonell,

after reviewing the various theories about their origin, re-

marks that ‘ the twilight and the morning star theories

seem the most probable

(k) Fire

From the equation Sk. agni, Lith. ugnis, Lat. ignis, O.Sl.

ogni, Russ. OMOHh, Wilke concludes that ‘ zweifellos war-

den in der Einheitsperiode des indogermanischen Urvolks

auck bestimmte Feuergotter verehrt Whether fire was an

actual deity or not, its importance for human existence in

1 Griswold, RV., p. 256.

2 Moulton, EZ., p. 115. See also Muir. V, pp. 234-57.

VM., pp. 53-4; see also Griswold, RV., pp. 256-9; ERE., XII, pp. 102^^-

103a
; most of the theories are discussed infra, ch. IX.
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those days when the I.E. tribes undoubtedly lived in a cold

climate must have been recognized and consequently deified

as a higher power. We shall see later that the use of fire for

sacrifices was probably unknown in the united I.E. period.

Thus the most important function of fire, namely that of

carrying gifts to the dead ancestors and the gods through

its flames or smoke, found everywhere among the separate

T.E. peoples, is a later development which received a parti-

cular prominence among the Indo-Iranians. So far as it

was regarded as an object of worship, it is mentioned by
Herodotus and Caesar ; and among the Prusso-Eithuanians,

declares Schrader, ' it was an object of a sumptuous wor-

ship There is also a Lithuanian goddess of the hearth,

Aspelenie, ‘ the one behind the hearth ’ (Lith. pelene)

.

Comparing this cult of fire as fed by priests in the north,

with the southern cult of the Roman Vesta, Greek iarit],

Arcadian Ficnla, ‘ hearth,’ ‘ hearth-fire,’ Schrader finds a

number of common usages connected with this cult and

therefore regards it as going back ‘ to the remotest anti-

quity He finds a further proof of his position in ‘ the

fact that, according to Herodotus,® among the Scythians

‘/oTM}’ (Scyth. Ta/3m' i.e. “the warming one,” or “heat”;

Av. tap, Sk. tapati tapayati, taptd ; New Pers. tabad, tafsad

;

Lat. tepesco) was a most sacred, in fact the most highly

honoured goddess ’
; and he thinks it to be beyond doubt

‘ that the worship of the single hearth fire, as well as of the

common perennial fire, belongs to the most ancient religious

ideas and cults of the Aryans (i.e. I.E.s).’

In the Pigveda, Agni the god of fire is one of the most

prominent and exalted, being the divine messenger who goes

between the heaven and the earth, the wise priest of man-

kind. In this connexion Professor Macdonell * truly remarks

that ‘ though agni is an I.E. word, the worship of fire under

this name is purely Indian ’.

1 AR.. p. 34*’-

• iv. 59.

* ibid., p. 35 a.

* Macdonell, VM., p. 99.
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Speculations as to the origin of fire are also an important

source of myths among the different I.E. peoples, and some

of the ideas may go back to the I.E. period. The custom of

obtaining fire by rubbing two sticks of hard wood is found

among the Indians, the Greeks, the Romans, the Slavs, the

Teutons and partially among the Eithuanians also.^ For

this reason Agni is called in the ^ig-'eda, the ' son of the

forest ’ or the ‘ embryo of the plants ’. He is also called

Apdm napdt, the ‘ son of waters ', a name which appears to

be Indo-Iranian. This notion of fire being the son of waters

is probably due to the occurrence of the phenomenon of

lightning (the celestial form of fire), while it is raining.

{/) Wind, Water and Lightning

It is improbable that in the I.E. period, these powers had

received any definite deification. Although the furious wind

of the storm, water associated with rain, and rivers and

springs as well as lightning may have made an impression

on the human mind as powerful phenomena, they were

probably all of them conceived as inseparable from the

thunderstorm and the formation of gods based on these

phenomena is probably late. We have however, the follow-

ing equations for wind : Sk. vata—LsX. ventus, Goth, winds ;

Sk. vdyu=:Lith. wejas, Gk. afoA; ; and the roots Sk. vd,

‘ to blow,’ Gk. O.Sl. vSjati, Goth, waian.^

Wind appears as a god* in the Eitu-Prussian Wejo-patis,

‘ lord of the wind ’, and Schrader in opposition to Usener-

Solmsen regards the names of gods ending in -path as very

old since the Eith. pats, ‘ husband ’, has preserved the old

meaning ' lord ’, ‘ master ’ only in one case besides these

names of gods, viz. in the old compound word wUszpatis,
‘ God ’, lit. ‘ lord of the tribe

1 Schrader, AR., p, 39^^; Carnoy, IB., p. 202.

* Schrader, pp. 956, 674-5 ; AR., p. 35a.

3 Schrader, loc. cit., and note.

The occurrence of the names Brhaspati and Brahmanaspati in the oldest

as the newest portions of the pigveda, to a certain extent supports
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The Teutonic word Wodin, odinn is often compared with

the Vedic Vdta and Vdyu but their etymolc^ical connexion

is extremely doubtful.^

The worship of water, in the form of springs and rivers, is

widespread among the different I.E. peoples, and a common
element (Sk. ap—water) is found in a certain number of words.

hat. NeptHnus, nepitu, ‘ inundatio ', Av. napta ‘ moist

Ninas, a Persian spring, Ndnapis. a Scsrthian river ; the

Greek Nriptis, vapos, * flowing ’,
' moist ’

; the Indian Apsaras,

apam napdt ‘ the water-child

6. The Indo-European conception of God

These powers of nature, which we have now enumerated,

i.e. the sky (dyeus), together with the phenomena appearing

in it or coming from it, ‘the heavenly ones’ (deivos), is

certainly ‘ the real kernel of the old I.E. religion The
I.E.s had keenly felt the influence of these powers and had

found it necessary to propitiate them by prayers and

sacrifices of a crude form. According to Schrader, this

tendency to deify natural phenomena was due to the

world-wide existence of animism.* It does not, however,

appear probable that the worship of these powers was due

so much to animism in the proper sense of the term, as

to what is called animatism.^ What the primitive I.E.s

thought was that these natural powers were great conscious

agents possessing human characteristics such as will and
desire, but being of superhuman power, capable of helping or

hindering men in their lives. And this accords well with

the fact that the names of these ‘ heavenly ones ’ did not

Schrader’s view ;
but still the opinion held by most scholars of Sanskrit that

the names are comparatively late appears more probable.

1 Schrader, op, cit.
; Reqllexihon, p. 675.

* Schrader, AR. ; cf. Fay, PAOS., CLXXII.
8 Schrader, AR., p. 35b. 4 op. cit., p. 32b.

5 Animism in this connexion means attributing to an object (or pheno-

menon) the existence of a spirit as a separate entity distinguished from

its material form.
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mean anything beyond what they stood for in the actual

experience of man.

Feist ^ indeed brings forward philological evidence to

show that the I.E.s already distinguished between the body

and the spirit, or the soul. But this does not by itself nor

even when taken with the fact of the attention paid to dead

ancestors necessarily prove the existence of animism.

Because to distinguish the body from the spirit, or to

regard the spirit of the dead man as continuing to exist

after death, is one thing, and to attribute a spirit to every-

thing, animate or inanimate, quite another. The above-

mentioned two notions, existing from very ancient times, are

undoubtedly very important factors in the gro»vth of ani-

mistic beliefs, but they do not predicate an unequivocal

existence of animism proper.

Animatism^ thus preceded animism and was the first and

the most elementary step in the process of personification,

which was later the common basis on which the personal

gods of the various separate I.E. peoples were based. It

was due to this fundamental character and naturalness of

animatism, which regarded superhuman phenomena on the

analogy of human personality, that we find a surprising

similarity in the development of gods of the different I.E.

peoples, although very little of it belonged to a common
period. Thus we find the different phenomena of nature

regarded as gods, possessing similar spheres of influence,

similar characteristics and objects of similar prayers and
sacrifices.

Sir James Frazer in the first volume of The Worship of

Naturef takes no notice of what is known as animatism, and

gives the following account of how a pantheon of the gods

1 Kultur, p. 99.

* Definition of animatism: 'The doctrine that a great part if not the

whole, of the inanimate kingdom, as well as all animated beings, are endowed
with reason, intelligence and volition, identical with that of man cf. espe-

cially Marett, Threshold of Religion, p. 9.*—N. W. Thomas, art. ' Animism,’

BB., II, p. 53a.

* Bondon, 1926.
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and goddesses which were believed to govern the world,

came into being

:

‘ After men had peopled with a multitude of individual

spirits every rock and hill, every tree and flower, every

brook and river, every breeze that blew, and every cloud

that flecked with silvery white the blue expanse of heaven,

they began, in virtue of what we may call the economy of

thought, to limit the number of the spiritual beings of whom
their imagination at first had been so prodigal. Instead of

a separate spirit for every individual tree, they came to

conceive of a god of the woods in general . . . . ; instead of

personifying all the winds as gods, each with his distinct

character and features, they imagined a single god of the

winds To put it otherwise, the innumerable multitude

of spirits or demons was generalized and reduced to a com-

paratively small number of deities; animism was replaced

by polytheism.’ ^ This generalization, he adds, is due to

‘the instinctive craving of the mind after simplification

and unification of its ideas ’, which later reduces polytheism

to monotheism.^

* The instinctive craving of the mind after simplification

and unification of ideas ’ may be a psychological fact, and it

may also be granted that the current opinion that animism

is a very primitive form of belief, is correct. Yet the

process by which Frazer holds the nature-gods and goddesses

arose, is none the less improbable. The character of the

majority of nature-gods found among the I.E.s, and which

are described by Frazer himself, is such that there was no
occasion for either the instinctive craving, the generaliza-

tion or * the economy of thought ’, unless of course this is

based merely on the consideration that there were fewer but

more impressive gods and goddesses than is assumed to have
been the case in a preceding age. For neither the god of

the sky, or the earth, or the sun, or the moon can with

any stretch of imagination be regarded as a generalization

1 Op. cit., p. 9. 2 op. cit., pp. 9-10.
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from ' the innumerable multitude of spirits or demons ’ ^

which were believed to inhabit the various skies, earths,

suns and moons which do not exist. Nor is this less true

with regard to the gods of fire, or wind, or water, or the

goddesses of river and dawn. One cannot say with certainty

that every lighted torch or kindled piece of wood, every

gust of wind, every pool of water, every little streamlet, or

the dawn of every day, must have been regarded as possessed

of an individual spirit, before the conception of the gods and

goddesses representing the different phenomena arose. Not
only is this prima facie improbable, but there is no evidence

to support it. The evidence collected by Frazer himself

points to a different conclusion with a greater degree of

plausibility. We will here examine only the evidence of the

Vedic literature, which Frazer thinks supports his view.

Just as formerly he had supported his contention that the age

of religion was everywhere preceded by an age of magic, by
quoting from the work of Oldenberg on the relation between

m^ic and religion in the Vedic literature, he now quotes

Macdonell on Vedic mythology to uphold the con-

tention that animism is at the root of the nature-gods.

What Oldenberg had said with regard to the place of magic

in Vedic ritual was indeed in conformity with the hypothesis

of Sir James Frazer, but it is doubtful whether Macdonell

does in fact regard animism as the real foundation of the

Vedic gods, as Frazer seems to assume.

Macdonell does not use the term animism, and the

term animatism was unknown when he wrote his Vedic

Mythology. Nor does he speak of spirits, demons or souls.

His words are :
‘ The foundation on which Vedic mythology

rests, is still the belief surviving from a remote antiquity,

that all the objects and phenomena of nature with which

man is surrounded, are animate and divine.’ ® It is only the

1 cf. ' On the whole, however, it Is probably the forest rather than the
single tree which received first religious regard as a terrifying object.’

—

Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Religion, 1923, p. 22. This suggests a some-
what reverse order than what is considered by Frazer to have been the case.

* Vedic Mythology

t

p. 2.
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first part of this sentence which gives the impression that

Macdonell may have meant animism, since at that time

the theory of animism was at the height of its popularity.

But on the other hand, regarding the objects and pheno-

mena as animate (i.e. alive and not necessarily possessing an

immaterial and detachable spirit) and divine, is equally

true of animatism ; and then the remark ‘ everything that im-

pressed the soul with awe or was regarded as capable of

exercising a good or evil influence on man ’ ^ is more especi-

ally characteristic of animatism than of animism.^

But even if Macdonell holds what Frazer thinks he does,

it appears to us that such a view is not supported by
the evidence of the ftigveda. No god or goddess of the

Bigveda can be shown to have been believed as simply a

spirit or a soul residing in the phenomenon he or she re-

presented. Nor is there any vestige of the alleged general-

ization from many spirits to few. In the JS^igveda we have

no god of fires but a fire-god (Agni) , no god of winds but a

wind-god (Vayu, while the Maruts are the wind-gods), no

god of rains but a rain-god (Parjanya), no god of thunders

but a thunder-god (Indra), no goddess of rivers, but god-

desses which were the personifications of particular streams

(Sindhu, Sarasvatl). While on the other hand we have no

god of stones, or of trees, or of stars, objects which it is

easier to conceive as inhabited by separable spirits.®

^ ibid. : see also Frazer, The Worship of Nature, I, pp. 2off.

* cf. Marett, Threshold of Religion, pp. I4ff.

3 It is not even true to say that wherever stones, trees, etc., are worship-

ped, it is the spirit believed to reside in them that is worshipped. This is

quite clear from the practices current in all parts of India and elsewhere.

Hopkins has stated the true position with regard to stone-worship in

the following words: '....stones have been worshipped by Finns, I^apps,

South Sea Islanders, Africans, Redskins, Peruvians, Greeks, Romans and

other Aryans, Syrians, Dravidians, Egyptians and Chinese. At the present

day the inhabitants of Kateri in south India worship a stone, which if

neglected will turn into a wild ox. . . .Food and drink are presented to stones

today in Nigeria (as well as in the Central Provinces of India and Berar) to

effect cures. There is in these no idea of a spirit in the stone ; it is the stone

itself as being powerful and wilful which is worshipped.'—Origin and Evolu^

Hon of Religion, 1923, p. 14 ; cf. the whole of chapter II.
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The distinction between animism and animatism has been

clearly brought out by Dr. Farnell in the following passage,

where he observes the rare applicability of animism to Greek

religion, an observation which in our opinion holds good of

the religion of the various branches of the I.R. peoples :

*

‘

.

Where we find a nature- object, wind, water, or

thunder, revered as if endowed with a soul, we term this

mental process animism, a term, however, only rarely appli-

cable to the Greek phenomena apart from the worship of

the dead, for instance, to the Attic cult of the Tritopatores,

who appear to have been regarded partly as ancestral ghosts,

partly as wind-powers ; . . . . where we find the object wor-

shipped in and for itself as sentient and animate, a thunder-

storm, moving water, a blazing hearth, we should describe

the religious consciousness as animatism rather than anim-

ism, which implies the definite conception of souls or spirits.
’ *

Sir James Frazer, along with Professor Macdonell, is

perfectly right in saying that ‘ the worship of nature is based

on the assumption that natural phenomena, whether animate

or inanimate, are living personal beings analogous to man in

their nature but far superior to him in power. In short, the

worship of nature is based on the personification of nature

The only thing we dispute is that this personification was

preceded by, nay, was actually the effect of the belief in

spirits.

We may however assume with Schrader,^ that the I.E.s

from the earliest times possessed the capacity and the ten-

dency to form into a divinity every conception in nature or

in culture which was of significance for primitive men. In

r According to Dr. Marett, the originator of the term animatism, animat-

ism is the attributing to the sacred and divine a living nature in which the

body and its indwelling life are not distinguished
;
while in animism the body

is subordinated to an independent animating principle.

—

Threshold of Reli-

gion, p. xxxii.

* Farnell, The Higher Aspects of Greek Religion, London, 1912, pp. 4-5.

* The Worship of Nature, I, p. I9 ; see also p. 18.

* Schrader, AR., p. 32®.
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OUT opinion, however, the deification of nature alone was the

most predominant form of belief during the I.B. period, and

although the deification of other things may have existed

during the preceding period, in the I.E. period itself it was

of much less importance. As a result of the above capacity

the I.E.s already possessed gods and worshipped them, but

had not yet given them any names or epithets. ‘ They

sacrificed to the sky, the sun, the moon, the dawn, fire,

wind, and water; but the names indicating these powers

still coincided perfectly with the respective designations.’ ^

This particular stage when the name of the thing is the

name of the god is what Usener ^ calls the stage of ‘ special

gods’ {Sondergotter)

,

and at this stage the province of a

special god is limited to the sphere of activity indicated by

his name. This, says Schrader,* is the oldest form of I.E.

belief and Usener * bears witness to this by proving that this

kind of belief existed in extensive parts of Europe. At this

stage the degree of personification was incipient. But

gradually through ‘ the capacity of annexing the sphere of

activity of others ’ which these ‘ special gods ’ possessed,®

the ‘ special gods ’ were personified more and more and so

they gradually tended to become ‘ personal gods ’ and receiv-

ed ' true proper names ’. This, according to Schrader, is the

stage in which we find the gods as we learn about them from

the written records preserved to us. They are here ‘ for the

most part completed and finished ’.®

The above explanation of Schrader is not however free

from confusion, not to say apparent contradiction. When
Schrader agrees with Usener that there is a stage in man’s

development at which he deifies everything in nature and

culture that is of importance to early man, he criticizes and
abandons the view of Kaussina, according to whom there

1 ibid., p. 35b. * Gotternamen, p. 75.

3 Spra, 14 . Urg., 1890, p. 600; AR., p. 35b.

^ Goiternamen, p. 277.

6 Schrader, AR., p. 36a; see also Griswold, RV., p. 81.

• Schrader, AR., p. 36a.
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are only three gods in Teutonic mythology. But assuming

with Schrader that the Teutons along with the Romans and

Lithuanians as proved by Usener, possessed a number of

special or departmental gods, does he mean to say that this

was an I.E. characteristic and that these departmental gods

existed in that remote period ? If so, how can their practi-

cally complete absence in the early Indian and Iranian

mythologies be explained ? ^ To our mind what Usener has

described is applicable (if at all) only to the Roman and the

Lithuanian special gods, and since their existence in any

other branches of the I.E. peoples is not free from doubt, it

cannot be regarded as an I.E. characteristic. The inconsis-

tency of Schrader’s position, however, appears when he

attributes the formation of this endless variety of ‘ special

gods ’ to the phenomenon of animism.* If a particular

thing is deified because of its importance to primitive men,

the spirit in the thing is not taken into account—if at all

this stage of belief is assumed to have been reached.

Animism pure and simple primarily leads to nothing else but

fetishism, totemism and ghost-worship, and only secondarily

1 Dr. Griswold’s (RV., pp, 8 iff.) ingenious attempt to find special or

departmental gods in the Rigveda cannot be regarded as successful iu the

slightest degree. Properly speaking Indra is not ‘ he of the storm ’ but

storm itself, Agni * he of the fire ’ but fire itself, Usas ‘ she of the dawn ’ but

dawn herself, Dyaus, * he of the sky ’ but sky itself, etc.
;
and it appears

quite absurd to speak of these gods in that way.

This absurdity is again clearly demonstrable iu the case of Soma, Sindhu

and Sarasvati. The Soma of the Rigveda is not a departmental god super-

vising the plant world, but only the soma plant and its juice, and Sindhu

and Sarasvati are neither of them departmental deities of the rivers in

general but personifications of particular streams which were regarded as

divine.

In the Avesta, however, there do exist a number of departmental deities

;

but this is really an argument against the existence of departmental deities

in the more primitive times rather than iu favour of it, for the very simple

reason that the Avesta is recognized to be much later in date than the Rtigveda,

where no * departmental gods * can be found. Had it been an I.E. or even

an 1. 1, characteristic, it is impossible to see how the J^igveda could have

remained so immune from it. The more probable conclusion therefore is

that the Avestan * departmental gods * are purely Iranian creations.

* Schrader, AR., p, 32i>.
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to the formation of other gods. But the special gods

are neither fetishes nor totems nor ghosts. When animism

is the cause of the coming into existence of a deity, it is

the impression made by the activity of the spirit resident in

the object that brings about and compels the deification or

worship of the thing, and whether the object is useful or

not is immaterial.* If it makes a great impression, especial-

ly by striking terror or bringing good luck irrespective of

its utility, it is turned into a divinity and worshipped.

But the notion of a presiding deity, which is indeed at the

root of the Roman and the Lithuanian ‘ special gods is an

abstraction from the material thing and is not identical

with the conception of a spirit. It is indeed truly urged

that animism, in the sense in which it is recognized by E. B.

Tylor and his school, ‘ explains only the dead material of

religion, viz. that material which concerns the human, the

natural, the world of the dead, of animated nature, ancestor-

worship and so on ; that is, all that lies on this side of the

gulf. What lies on the other side, cannot originate in

animism and animism does not explain it.’
®

In fact, as a general rule, the conception of departmental

gods is a late development, and a tendency to divide the

sphere of influence of the originally one god into separate

parts, and then assigning a guardian deity to each one of

them, appears more in accordance with facts.® Thus among
the I.E.s we first have Dyeus, the god of the sky, who
was the god of the sum total of the phenomena observed in

the sky, the original conception, however powerful, being as

yet too confused to have any definiteness about it. But
soon man saw that the phenomena raging in the sky were

not one but many. The sun, the moon, the thunder-

storm, the lightning, the dawn, the wind, etc. were all quite

^ This position is to a certain extent accepted by Professor Toy. He
remarks ;

' It is not probable that the departmental gods are always deve-

loped directly out of spirits.*

—

Intr. to the Hist, of Religions, 1913, p. 177.

* Athenaeum, 5 June 1909, as quoted by Sir W. Crooke in ‘Hinduism’,
ERB., VI, p. 689b. See also p. 690a.

8 See Carnoy, IB., pp. 216-8.
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distinct from the sky and from each other. When these

different phenomena were separated, it was found needful

to invoke the aid of each of them separately. Thus, instead

of the sky-god representing all the phenomena in one and

therefore no one in particular—^although he might have been

most closely associated with the phenomenon of light—each

one of the phenomena was formed into a separate god. The
formation of these gods depended on nothing else but the

capacity to separate one phenomenon from another, and the

recognition of its peculiar importance to human welfare and

existence. When agriculture became a very important pro-

fession, it was made to be supervised by a deity, and animals

and instruments that were useful for agriculture were them-

selves worshipped, not as totems or fetishes, but as smaller

deities in the field of agriculture. This is well illustrated

by the worship of the bull and the agricultural implements

very prevalent in India to the present day. The same

happened to cattle-breeding among the Lithuanians. This

is indeed a general human tendency and the correspondence

among two or more branches of the I.E.s can be better

explained on the principle of independent later development,

than the gratuitous assumption of prehistoric antiquity.^

Numerous instances of departmental gods of undoubted

later origin can be found in India. Some of the gods of the

^igveda later come to preside over a department of nature

with which they had only a slight connexion originally.

Thus, for example Varuna was in the Bigveda primarily a god

of the sky, but later becomes the ocean-god ; the VedicSavitr

was not a proper sun-god but in the later mythology he is

identical with Surya, and represents the heavenly luminary

;

Soma, the deified soma plant and juice of the ^igveda, be-

comes a regular moon-god, while Yama the mythical ancestor

becomes the king of the nether world.® Sarasvatl a deified

river becomes a goddess of learning, Indra the king of gods

' See Griswold, RV., p. 15.

^ Jacobi, "Brahmanism*, ERE., II, pp. 8o2t'-3a.
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in heaven, etc. In the popular belief of the present day

again, there are to be found in all parts of India gods and

goddesses presiding over small-pox {matam&ya in C.P. and

Berar), cholera (mardmdya)

,

snake-bite (shipindthabowd),

etc.

In this way the process of the formation of the ‘ special

gods ’ would be the reverse of what is said to have been the

case by Schrader and Usener, according to whom there was

first a great multitude of special gods, who later ‘ through

their capacity of annexing the sphere of activity of other

gods became personal gods’, who consequently attained a high

degree of personification. But the almost reverse process

which has been suggested here, should not be taken to

apply too logically so as to carry the formation of many
gods to monotheism as its ultimate source.^

We have already seen, while considering the relation

between I.E. magic and religion, that there are five philo-

logical equations from which we can learn something about

the nature of the I.E. conception of god. From the first

equation there given (viz. Sk. deva= 'L,a.t. deus=lAth.. dilwas,

etc.) it appears that the oldest conception of god among
the I.E.s had been associated with the phenomenon of

heavenly light. ‘ The irreproachable etymology which

connects deivos, the universal I.E. word for “ god ”, with the

verb div, dyu, " to shine ”, shows that the word came from

the luminous manifestations of nature by day and night, and

determines authoritatively the source from which the I.E.s

derived their first and most pervasive conception of divine

power’.* The very fact that the I.E. peoples had conceived

the idea and felt the necessity of entering into relation with

these heavenly powers indicates that they regarded them
with awe and reverence and considered them as on the

1 Dr. Usener’s theory has been very ably criticized and well-nigh refuted

by Dr. L. R. Parnell, ‘ The Place of the *' Sonder-Gotter ’’ in Greek Poly-

theism’, in Anthropological Essays presented to E. B. Tylor, Oxford, 1907,

pp. 81-100.

* Bloomfield, RV., p. io8f.
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whole beneficent ; and this is borne witness to by the second

equation, (viz. Si. boguz=zAv. bagha=:Sk. bhaga, etc.).^ This

shows that the notion of the ‘ heavenly ones ' being bene-

ficent was formed very early and, at least among the old

Slavs, it had become so predominant, that th^^ general word

for * god ' in their language is bogtc and not deivos, i.e. the

notion of the god being benevolent had superseded the

earlier notion of the god being the source of heavenly light.

In the Avestan also the word bagha is sometimes used as

meaning ‘a. god’ in general.^ These considerations would

again support the view 01 Professor Macdonell, who
thinks that * there is no reason to suppose that it (the word

bogU= bagha =^bhaga) designated any individual god in the

I.E. period, for it cannot have attained a more specialized

sense than merely bountiful ** god ”, if indeed it meant more
than merely bountiful giver The idea of the bounteous and

liberally giving gods is fully illustrated by the V^edic mytho-

logy, where they are without exception benevolent. But the

term bhaga does not either in the Rigveda or in later Sanskrit

literature attain to the position of a common name for ' god

Here it is the word deva that is retained. The word
bhaga, however, comes into prominence in the later literature

as bhagavdn, but so far as the I.E. religion is concerned this

fact is not of much importance.

1 • The word is again of clean: origin ; it means “ spender of goods or

blessings It contains the abstract conception of a good god, embodying
an eternal and never slumbering wish of mankind.'—Bloomfield, RV.,

p. 109.

2 We have for instance ma^i^ta baganam ‘ greatest of ha gas —Bartliolomae,

AlW., p. 292; see also Camoy, IB., p. 171.

VM., p. 45; cf. Bloomfield, RV., p. 109; Wilke. RL, p. 108.

9



CHAPTER VI

INDO-EUROPEAN CURT AND PRIESTHOOD

I. Cui,T

I. Prayer and Sacrifice

Whatever may be said about the detailed description of

the powers and functions of the above mentioned natural

phenomena, that they were deified and thought to be higher

and more powerful than men, and exercising influence upon

their earthly existence, is undoubted. The degree of in-

fluence which they exercised is, for want of philological or

other evidence with regard to the forms of worship, ex-

tremely uncertain. The fact of the existence of belief or

beliefs may be independently proved, but to know what

kind of beliefs or of what intensity they were, we must look

to the acts to which the mental state of belief gave rise.

Judging from the evidence for the Indo-Iranian and the

Vedic religions, it is very probable that the above mention-

ed gods were prayed to for protection from those phenomena
they respectively stood for. But a common word for

‘ prayer ’ or the root ‘ to pray ’ in the I.E. languages is want-

ing. We have indeed a short equation Sk. yaj=Av. yaz

and Gk. a^oftai, aywy, ayos, ‘ to offer ‘ to worship

The Sk. yaj in the beginning might have meant ‘ to wor-

ship ', i.e. a root including both the conceptions of praying

as well as offering or sacrificing.® Thus it appears to us

that the first form of worship of ‘ the heavenly ones ’ was by
admitting their superior powers, which gradually developed

into laudations later expressed in poetical hymns, and

1 Schrader, 2nd ed., I, p. 134.

* With regard to the Av. Yasna, 1,. H. Mills remarks: *The word Yasna
means worship including sacrifice/—SBE)., XXXI, p. 195.
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asking them to bestow some blessing upon the supplicants.

In Schrader’s opinion ideas of prayer and sacrifice as

well as the priesthood originated in magical charms,

practices and the magicians respectively. This we find it

impossible to believe in, in spite of tii - fac. that writers

like Oldenberg, Macdonell, and others have tacitly

assumed the truth of it. To our mind there are only two

alternatives : either everything that goes to make religion

was derived from magic (i.e. both the lormf^ of belief as

well as practices) ;
or magic and religion are so funda-

mentally different attitudes of mind that, disregarding the

question of mutual influence, they must have '^ome Into

existence quite independently of each other. To maintain

the former position, it must be proved not only that prayer

and sacrifice are based upon magical charms and practices,

but also that the very conception of god is based upon and

actually derived from the belief in magical powers or spirits.

But once it is admitted that the gods of religion originated

independently of magic, as appears to have been done by
all the above-mentioned authorities, we at once admit the

difference in the mental attitudes which underlie the belief

in religious gods and magical spirits. And when it is

conceded that religion calls forth a very different attitude

of mind, it is impossible to understand why the same differ-

ent attitude of mind could not have given rise to the

different modes of propitiation, viz. pra^^er and sacrifice,

which are peculiar to religion, without their being evolved

from charms and incantations.

That the idea of god is based on nothing else but the

powers which magic appeals to, is not commonly held ; at

any rate, no effort has so far been made to establish this

theory with regard to the I.E. peoples. We venture, there-

fore, to put forward the theory that at least among the

I.E. tribes, prayer and sacrifice were developed indepen-

dently of the corresponding magical practices, and priest-

hood independently of the magicians. We will proceed to

a brief discussion of this position.
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Otto Schrader in his article entitled ‘ Aryan Religion

takes the more ancient character of magic and the magicians

for granted and then traces the connexion between magical

and religious practices on the one hand, and the magicians

and the priests on the other. He has indeed attempted to

prove his position in the article ‘ Zauber uni Aberglaube'

of his Reallexikon, but neither the evidence nor the proof,

such as he has given, can be regarded as conclusive.

Supposing the ideas of prayer and sacrifice to have

been derived from magical practices, which are assumed

on the evidence of the beliefs and practices of the

existing savage races to be of immemorial antiquity and

very prevalent in primitive times, we would expect to find

the very first prayers and sacrifices entirely of a magical

character, but gradually growing more and more religious

as time advanced. The testimony of the old Indian

and Iranian literatures, however, points emphatically

to a different conclusion. From the Rigveda as well as

from the Gathic hymns,^ as compared with the later Vedas

and the later Iranian literature respectively, it is quite

clear that in the earliest Indo-Aryan and Iranian periods at

any rate, the character of both prayer and sacrifice is much
purer and nobler than what we find in the later periods.

Not only this, but the stages by which both prayer and

sacrifice begin to assume a magical character can be quite

clearly seen from the two literatures, and especially from

the Vedic literature. In the latter we find almost a vivid

picture of how the simple prayers of the worshippers, ad-

dressed to the gods to bestow upon them what earthly

benefits they were in need of, and contained in the oldest

part of the Rigveda, by gradual stages come to possess a

magical potency which so completely changes the original

character of the prayer that in the later period it is no

longer necessary to know or understand its meaning

:

the prayer thus becomes practically identical with a

r ERE., n. 2 ‘Magic (Iranian),’ ERE., p. 293a.
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magical charm.* The character of the sacrifice also under-

goes a similar change. Originally, something was offered

to gods so that they might grant to the worshippers some-

thing else which was in their T>ower. Instead of this, in

the later Samhitds and the Brahmana^, we find that the

sacrifices are not meant to persuade the gods to bestow a

blessing, but the correct performance of the sacrifice has

the power to compel the gods to do what the worshipper

w’ants. This belief in the magical potency of prayer and

sacrifice is on the whole a later development. Nor can it

be argued with any plausibility that during the period of

the J^igveda and the Gatliic hymns, prayer and sacrifice

had already completely extricated themselves from their

original magical character.

The nature of a magical spell is so entirely opposed to

that of a prayer, that it is impossible to think the latter could

have, by any process of development, been derived from the

former. For a charm usually consists of a fixed number of

words (or rather letters), which are believed to possess a

magical power ; whether it is a good composition
,
or even

has any meaning at all, is not important. Sometimes there

may not be in it even a single word that means anything,

and yet it may be considered to be the most effective of

charms. Plenty of such charms exist in India today which

are used against snake- or scorpion-bites and to remove

various diseases. Nor is il usual to find that a magical charm

has been given up because it was meaningless, to be replaced

by one which was full of meaning. One charm may have

been thought more effective than the other, but this does

^ ‘ Tliat in many cases charms and spells arc survivals of prayer-formulae

from which all spirit of religion has entirely evaporated ^all students of the

science of religion would now admit. That prayer may stiffen into tradition-

al formula?, and then become vain repetitious which may actually be un-

intelligible to those who utter them, and so be conceived to have a force

which is purely magical and a “ nature practically assimilated more or less

to that of charms” (Tylor, PC., II, pp. .172-3) is a fact which cannot be
denied.’—F.B. Jevons, An Introduction to the Study of Comparative Reiif^ion,

1908, p. i5of.
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not change the character of a charm. It still remains as

meaningless as ever.

According to Dr. Marett, ‘ disappointed experience ’ causes

the actual or virtual imperatives of a magical formula

to dwindle into optatives. He says: ‘ “ Let the demon of

smallpox depart !
” is replaced by the more humble " Grand-

father Smallpox, go away !
” where the affectionate appella-

tive (employed, however, in all likelihood merely to cajole)

signalizes an approach to the genuine spirit of prayer.’^

But this explanation that a change from spell to prayer

was due to ‘ disappointed experience ’, which is somewhat

similar to what Frazer says about the relation between

magic and religion, viz. that men took to religion because

they were disappointed with magic, does not adequately

account for the change.

Moreover, if it is true that there were families of magi-

cians in which the magical charms were handed down from

generation to generation as an inestimable treasure, just as

the hymns of the ^igveda were, any change in the magical

formulas would be all the more difficult, because only

those charms which were known to the members of recog-

nized families of magicians would be considered effective.

If anybody could compose charms, and if new charms were

as efficacious as the old ones, people would feel no necessity

to have professional magicians, and there would not

be a hereditary class of these magicians. A charm is by
its very nature a secret possession, secretly and not—like

hymns—openly handed down. Whether one hymn was bet-

ter composed than another could be discovered by putting

them side by side and comparing them, but not so the

charms.

It might be argued that if charms are merely a jumble of

unmeaning words, and have no tendency to change, how
are the charms found in the Atharvaveda to be explained,

and how did they come about ? It might again be asked if

* EB., s.T. Prayer, XXII, p. 257.
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it is not more probable that the charms found in the Aikarva-

veda, and some of those given by Skeat in his Malay Magic,

mark a transitional stage between a proper magical charm

and a prayer.

The answer to this is that the charms of the A tharvaveda,

and many of those fouml in Malay, iire not, truly magical

charms. They are degenerate forms of prayer used for

magical purposes, and may for the sake of convenience be

called magical-prayers. It is regrettable that this distinction

should not have been made before, since it would have

saved a great deal of mi.^uuderstanding.

What we have said here does not, however, mean that

we consider magical charms to have been derived from

prayer by a process of degeneration. In our opinion,

prayers and charms existed side by side but (juite indepen-

dently of each other, and from very early times. But when
through natural causes the importance of magic increased,

it brought under its sway even the priestly classes who
composed hymns and prayers, and this influence of magic

was naturally reflected in their compositions.

This again lends an argument in favour of the view that

the charms of the Atharvaveda do not go back to a period

previous to the composition of the '^igveda. They could

not have existed in the same form as found in the Atharvaveda

because the form of language in which they are composed is

later than the one found,in the Rigveda. Nor can they be

regarded as mere translations into Vedic Sanskrit of charms

which existed among the masses from a very remote anti-

quity. Firstly, because the Atharvanic charms do not

appear in a very popular form ; and secondly, a sudden

desire for such a translation is inexplicable since we have

no trace of a charm in the older form of langu^e. This

rewriting or recomposing of charms in the sacred language

also appears improbable, if the comparatively conservative

nature of charms is taken into consideration.

Further, if prayer and sacrifice were developed out of their

magical antecedents, however gradually this change may
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be supposed to have occurred, it could have taken place in

only two ways, either consciously or unconsciously. Either

primitive men actuall}^ and consciously preferred religious

to magical practices (and for this we will have to assume that

the primitives not only could distinguish magic from religion,

but were actually disappointed with the former) ; or there

was an unconscious reaction against magic, by which they

abhorred magic and favoured religion. For this latter

explanation we will have to assume that at a certain indefi-

nite period in the mental development of man, there grew

up in him a sudden good sense which brought him to the

right track. In our opinion it requires no argument to show

that the early man of whom we are speaking could neither

distinguish between magic and religion, nor did there occur

any change in his mental or physical constitution by which

he gave up the lower practices and embraced the higher.

Again, if Dr. Marett ^ is right in grouping * the forms of

explicit address under three categories, according as the

power is conceived by the applicant to be (i) on a higher,

or (ii) much the same, or (iii) on a lower plane of dignity and

authority and then in saying that the first gives rise to

prayer proper, leading to self-abasement and confession of

sin, etc. ; the second to bargaining in which the spirit of do ut

des prevails ; and the third to positive hectoring with dicta-

tion, threats and abuse, we must realize that, in deriving

prayer from charms, not only the character of the address but

the very conception of the power to which it is directed must
undergo a complete change. Unless the deity which was
believed to be coercible in obtaining a desired object, becomes

by some process a higher power inspiring awe, the magical

incantation can never become a prayer in any sense. It is

not sufficient to admit that there existed both the lower

and the higher powers side by side, and separate forms

of addresses were used according to the character of the

deity—which is indeed our position—but it must be the

1 loc. cit., p. 256b.
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same power which was originally inferior but later became

higher.^ Thus wilh regard to the I.E. gods it will have to be

proved that they were one '\nd all of them originally simple,

magical spirits, but at the beginning of the I.E. period

became possessed of divine characteristics that the evidence

of language bears witness to
;
a thing which we fear there is

no chance of proving.

It is, however, arguable that the first god or gods were

developed out of magic powers {thus for instance, smallpox

was in the beginning an evil power, a demon, but through
‘ disappointed experience h he gradually became a good power

having an evil aspect, and ultimately the god Smallpox), and

that to these it had b<^come customary to address a prayer

and not a charm ; and that it was when thi^ stage of gods

and prayers was reached, that the natural phenomena were

conceived as gods to whom only prayers and not charms

were addressed. But if this were so, we ought to have

found at least some gods who were derived from magic

along with the nature-gods, especially if the former were

older than the latter. This however does not appear to

have been the case. In no branch of the I.E. peoples do we
find a god of Smallpox, Fever, Jaundice, Miscarriage or

Death, who can be shown to be older than the gods of

1 Because otherwise the derivation of one from the other would be im-

possible. An illustration would niftke this cletirer. When a magical formula

is repeated or the language of command used, Ihe power is generally consider-

ed to be an evil power, i.e. a demon. When, however, this imperative is

replaced by an optative, such as, ‘Grandfather Smallpox, go away!’, the

conception of the character of the power necessarily undergoes a change,

however slight the change may be. Thus smallpox is no longer simply a

demon, but a power which likes being flattered. He might not leave if he

were merely commanded to do .so, but he may if he is addressed as Grandfather.

But this is only a sign of ‘an approach to the genuitie spirit of prayer’, not

yet a prayer proper. When an actual prayer is addressed to smallpox, it will

no longer be a demon but a god. Sending smallpox among men may have
fallen to hi^ lot, but he can be propitiated. If he is duly prayed to and
worshipped, he will not only keep smallpox away, but cure the person who
is suffering from it. Thus a change in the nature of an address must bring

about a change in the conception of the nature of a power.
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nature. Wherever they exist, they are still found as demons

and nothing else.

On the contrary if we assume that, although there may
have existed certain magical beliefs, the I.E. peoples were

never from the most ancient times entirely dominated by
magic, but that magic as such was fully developed when the

I.E. tribes had spread over the two continents as different

peoples, we can better explain the noble religious sentiments

of the I.E. and the early Indo-Iranian periods, the lack of

developed and despotic priesthood, the simplicity of the

ceremonial, and the crude but childishly simple nature of the

prayers addressed to the various gods. According to this

assumption, the I.E. gods will be higher supernatural beings

conceived as beneficent powers, but through the belief that

they possessed human qualities with their superhuman

powers, regarded as being on the same level as the wor-

shippers. Such an attitude can be proved to have prevailed

among the eastern branch of the I.E.s till the time of the

Bigveda.

There is thus, in our opinion, a psychological difference

between a magical charm and a prayer of religion just as

there is between magic and religion in general, an opinion

which we are glad to find is to a certain extent in agreement

with that expressed b}" Professor Edwards ^ in the following

words :
‘ The method of the genuine prayer is essentially

distinct from that of the spell ; it is the method of appeal

;

of moral suasion ;
it is therefore marked by humility and

reverence, whereas the spell is magical, uses the method of

command or constraint, and is marked by a spirit of self-

confidence and self-sufficiency.'

Even Schrader,® after attempting to prove from philologi-

cal evidence—which appears to us singularly vague and

inconclusive—that worship is based on magical practices, is

forced to admit, that ‘ a higher form of divine worship

was developed among the Aryans (i.e. I.E.s) even in prehistoric

1 Philosophy of Religion, pp. 2 ERE., II, p. 40.
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times, in which real, if exceedingly primitive sacriQcial

rites were employed He adds further that the history of

language also points to nc other conclusion in this respect

because 'the expressions for " sacrifice "to sacrifice"',

‘'sacrificial animal”, in the separate Aryan (i.e. I.E.)

languages, extend for the greater pau beyond the realm of

magic, and belong to a higher .Jass of y/ords, whose funda-

mental meaning we are wont to express in our language by

the term "holy”.'^ Moreover, the existence of real

sacrificial rites can be proved ‘ among all tlie I.E. peoples,

the Slavs, the Lithuanians, as well as the Greeks and the

Indian

It is a well known fact, that the Vedic Indians, the

Iranians, as well as the Greeks and the Romans of historic

times, offered sacrifices in fire kindled on an altar, believing

that through the smoke or the flame of it the gifts were

carried to and reached the gods. It does not, however,

appear, as is held by Schrader, that the use of fire for this

purpose w^as known from the earliest I.E. times, and what we
learn from Herodotus ^

(1 , 32) about the old Persians and the

Scythians, probably holds true of the common I.E. period.

According to Herodotus the old Persian sacrifice consisted

in spreading the food they were going to offer to the gods on

a specially prepared litter, on which the gods invoked in

prayers were believed to descend, sit down and partake of

the offered food. This appears to be in some degree corro-

borated by philological evidence. For the ‘ sacrificial litter
'

we have the following w’ords: Sk. harhis, Av. baresman^

Old Pruss. balsinis ' cushion pobalso ' pillow ', Serv. blazina

‘ cushion

'

feather bed ', Old Nor. bolstr, O.H.G. bolstar
‘

pillow ', Goth, badi ‘ bed ", lfQ,t.fodio, ‘ tomb, grave *.^ The

use of fire for sacrifice was also unknown, says Schrader,^ to

the early Litu-Prussians as well as the Teutons, and speaking

of the Vedic Indians, Oldenberg ® observes that ' in the

1 ibid. 2 ibid. » ibid.

* ibid.
; cf. Feist, Kultur, p. 140. 5 Schrader, op. cit.

• RV., pp. 343ff., as quoted by Schrader, op. cit.
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sacrificial fire of the Veda we find an innovation of an advanced

sacrificial technique Thus the early I.E. sacrifice, as we
find it among the Old Persians, the Litu-Prussians, and the

Teutons, may have consisted of a ceremonious slaughter of a

sacrificial victim, boiling and then offering of its flesh to the

gods either by spreading it out on the place of sacrifice

itself, or raising it into the air or hanging it on the trees, and

sitting down to a feast after the gods had come down and

partaken of the offering.

What was the idea behind this, as yet, crude form of sacri-

fice, it is difficult to say, but here ^ain we cannot agree

with what Schrader considers to be probable. According to

him the ‘ worshipper tries to refresh his gods with the food

and drink of which he himself partakes ’, just as he tries to

strengthen his dead ancestors ; and thus, he says, ' the sacri-

ficial rites very closely resemble the entertaining of the

dead ’
, that we find prevailed in the early I.E. times.

‘ There was a time ’, he declares, ‘ when only the dead were

supplied with food and drink, and when man sought to

obtain influence over the powers of nature only by means of

magic . . . But the more he thought of personification gaining

precedence over magic, the more did people begin to transfer

the sacrificial customs usual in the service of the dead to the

worship of the heavenly powers, and then the further change

arose naturally from this state of affairs, viz. that the sacri-

ficial gifts were spread on the ground instead of being buried

in it.’ Although Schrader expressly denies it, this explana-

tion appears to us to be far-fetched. The idea of refreshing

or strengthening the gods might have existed side by side

with the idea of pleasing the gods, but it is more natural to

assume the latter as the idea which primarily underlies the

offering of sacrifice, rather than the former.^ We indeed

1 According to Grimm, ‘ the motive of sacrifices was everywhere the same :

either to render thanks to the gods for their kindnesses, or to appease their

anger
;
the gods were to be kept gracious, or to be more gracious again.’ He

makes no mention of the motive of feeding or strengthening the gods.—TM.,

I, p. 41.
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find in the Rigveda the thought that the sacrifice strength-

ens the god to whom it is offered, but this need not mean
anything more than that the god, pleased with the wor-

shipper, performs the deed more enthusiastically than he

would have otherwise done. The sacrifice thus simply

creates and increases the god's enthusiasm for conferring

a blessing upon the worship). er, a’ id whatever power or

strength he possessed remained unchanged. If it were

necessary for the gods to be strengthened like the spirits

of the dead, we should naturally have expected to find,

from the time any sacrifices were offered at all, a system

of regular sacrifices by which the gods could be sustained

like the dead ancestors. But regular sacriuces to the

gods at appointed times is a later institution than those

to the spirits of the dead. It is indeed absurd to maintain

that the * heavenly ones ' who were conceived as great and

mighty beings, fit to be revered and worshipped because of

their exalted position, should at the same time be thought

of as so weak as to require nourishment at the hands of

mortals. Nor does the fact that the food which men ate

was offered to the gods as well as the dead, show that the

sacrifice was meant to strengthen the gods. The gods were

certainly invited to the sacrifice and to eat their share of it,

not because they would otherwise go hungry but simply

because it was believed that they enjoyed the sacrificial

food and were pleased with the worshipper who offered it.^

Ill the case of the dead ancestors on the other hand, it was

thought that they would suffer through hunger, if food was

not offered to them and, becoming angry at this, would

torment those who failed in their duty.

Food and drink were at that time the most important

things in life and in offering them to the gods and to a

certain extent to the dead ancestors, they simply offered in

order to gain their favour by i>ieasing, as they had observed

that those were the things which pleased them most.^

1 ibid.

* * Der Indogermane wendet sich also mil Opfern au seine Goiter ledtghch
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Similarly when we find sure traces of human sacrifice, we

need not assume cannibalism, or the horse-sacrifice need not

necessarily be explained, as is done by Schrader,^ on the

assumption of the practice of eating horse-flesh, although

we do not deny the possibility that both of these practices

may have existed even among the I.E.s. In these, as in

other sacrifices, men sought to please the gods as well as

the ancestors by offering what was dear and valuable

CO themselves. Schrader also offers an optional explan-

ation by saying that, ' in milder times a change in this

sacrificial idea has taken place, in the sense that a

human being was regarded as the best sacrifice that could

be brought to the gods'.^ Schrader has here to introduce

an arbitrary assumption of a change, because he derives

religious practices from magic and ancestor-worship. On
the basis of our view such assumption is unnecessary. Thus,

a chosen youth or a fine horse was offered in sacrifice when
their importance and value were fully realized. The idea of

pleasing also would better explain the existence of some forms,

at any rate, of ancestor-worship than the idea of merely

strengthening or refreshing. Offerings to the dead after the

funeral, for instance, were meant to feed the ancestor, but

at the same time to keep his spirit far from doing any

mischief to the surviving members of his family by keeping

him pleased with them
; and when the si)iiit is pleased it

would not only do no harm, but could actually protect and

bestow blessings upon them. Schrader himself bears testi-

mony to this in the following words :
' The ancestors are

everywhere conceived as real and powerful beings, watching

especially over the welfare of the family

in dem Wunsche, ein Gut zu erlangen, sei es mit dev Bitte um Forderung,

sei es indirekt mit der Bitte um Anwendung des gdttlichen Zornes. Der
Weg, den er hierbei einschlagt, ist der denkhar einfachste : die Speise und
den Trank, an denen er sich selbst erfreut, setzt er den Gottern vor, um sie

gnddig fur sich zu stimmen. Dieser hochst einfacke Grundgedanke des

antiken Opfers musz in ungemein fruhe Zeit zuriickgehen \—Schrader, 2nd ed.,

n, p. 135. 1 Schrader, AR., p. 42a.

2 Schrader, AR., p. 42a. 3 Schrader, AR., p. 23b.
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We also find the following in the ftigveda}

'
. . . .accept this sacrifice of ours with favour. Harm us

not, O Fathers, if we, due to our nature as men (purumtd)

have committed any sin against you

An important instance of this is to be found in the sacri-

fices which were offered when it was believed that the tribe

or the family was the subject uf god’s wrath, due to

the commission of an act that was forbidden by som^^ of its

members or an omission to perform one that it was his duty

to perform. This belief existed not on} v among the I.E.s but

appears to be universal. Here, at an:' rate, there is no

other idea present but that of regaining the favour of the

god.

The conclusion we have reached is well expressed by

Tylor in the following two passages

:

* As prayer is a request made to a deity as if he were a

man, so sacrifice is a gift made to a deity as if he were

a man. The human types of both may be studied unchanged

in social life to this day. The suppliant who bows bciore

his chief, laying a gift at his feet and making his humble

petition, displays the anthropomorphic model and origin at

once of sacrifice and prayer.’^

' The most child-like kind of offering, the giving of a gift

with as yet no definite thought how the receiver can take

and use it; but offered with the full belief and firm faith

1 X. 15. 6.

2 C.G. and B.Z. Seligman in their artide on the Veddas, record the

following

:

* The yaku or the spirits (pi. of yaka) of tne recently dead, called

collectively the Nae Yaku, are supposed to stand toward.s the surviving

members of the group in the light of friends and t datives, who, if well

treated, will continue to show loving kindness to their survivors and only if

neglected will show disgust and anger by withdr.uving their assistance or

even becoming actively hostile.’

' Hence an offering within a week or tv/o after death is usual ’ but ' a few

Veddas stated that they would not hold a Nae Yaku ceremony until they

specially required the help of the Yaku or until misfortune threatened or

overtook them.*—ERE., XII, p. 599-

8 PC.. 6th ed., II, p. 375 .
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that it will please the god and thus induce him to grant the

worshipper’s desire, is in my opinion the most primitive as it

certainly is the most rudimentary sacrifice.’
^

Whatever the I.E.s ate or drank they offered to the gods,

and since their primary food was meat and primary drink

was mead, the same constituted the articles of sacrifice.®

The sacrifice was always accompanied by prayer. According

to what we have held of the relationship between magic and

religion, the I.E. prayer was not made up of magical for-

mulas, but was of the type of the Rigvedic prayer, ‘ we give

this to thee so that you may give to us ’, much more crudely

and much less poetically expressed. It was a matter

of bargaining, and so it is not surprising that the idea of

thanksgiving should make its appearance very late and be

unknown to the Vedic and the Homeric poets.®

Grimm* appears to divide ancient sacrifices into four

classes, viz. ^Aaw/e-offerings (Dankopfer) for the success

already achieved, e.g. hunting or battle ; sin-offerings or

conciliatory or propitiatory offerings {Siihnopfer) when there

was famine or failure of crops
; the third species of sacrifice

is when ‘ one seeks to know the issue of an enterprise, and to

secure the aid of the gods to whom it is presented ’
; and

the fourth class comprises ‘ special sacrifices for particular

occasions, such as coronations, births, weddings and funerals,

which were also for the most part coupled with solemn

banquets ’. Grimm regards the first two as the chief, while

1 ibid., p. 376; but cf. James, B.D., Primitive Ritual aud Belief, pp. ;

and Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Religion, cli. 'Sacrifice'. According to

Jevons neither the gift-theory, nor the fear-theory, nor the theory of ancestor-

worship, which combines the first two, explains the origin of worship. He
finds it in the desire for communion: ‘The core of worship’, he says, ‘is

communion; offerings in the sense of gifts are a comparatively modern
institution both in ancestor-worship and in the worship of the gods; and
ancestor-worship is later than and modelled on, the worship of the gods.’

—

Introduction to the History' of Religion, 1896, p. 225.

2 ‘Animal sacrifices are natural to the warrior, the hunter, the herdsman,
while the husbandman will offer up grain and flowers.’—Grimm, TM., I, p. 42.

It is possible that human sacrifice also existed at that time.

• Schrader, AR., p. 42 b. 4 XM., I, pp. 41-42.
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Schrader divides sacrifices into these two classes only.^

Professor Edwards^ on the other hand, holding that the

origin and development of sacrifice are matters of much
dispute, distinguishes four attitudes in sacrificial observ-

ances :

(1) the attitude of gratitude, winch leads to thanks-

giving,

(2) the attitude of bargaining,

(3) craving for participation or communion, and

(4) desire for reconciliation, the offering being regarded

as an act of propitiation or atonement, but add*^ that (4) may
perhaps be placed first in view of the prominence of fear in

primitive religion.

In our opinion, the successive stages in the development

of sacrifice would be :

(1) the desire of propitiation, in order that the god

may be benevolent and may not be displeased.

The idea of reconciliation follows the more

primitive desire to propitiate ;

(2) the idea or motive of bargaining, found in the

Rigveda
;

(3) next, the sacrifice was believed to possess magical

potency as found in the later Samhitds and the

Brdhmanas
;

(4) and lastly it was regarded as an act of atonement,

purification or accumulating merit in the next

world. This later idea is found in the Indian

epics and the Puranas.

These stages are indeed with special reference to the I.E.

sacrifice, but they also appear to present a psychological

sequence. Any criticism showing the unsatisfactory charac-

ter of the above three schemes and the justification of our own
seems to be unnecessary, apart from mentioning that grati-

tude has never led to sacrifice in very early times and that

the association of this sentiment with sacrifice occurs very

1 Reallexicon, 2nd ed,, II, p. 135 a. * op. cit., pp. 17-18.

10
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late.^ Thus to say that it was one of the original motives of

sacrifice, or even to classify sacrifices in such a way that

one of the divisions is for thank-offering sacrifices is quite in-

correct. It is however assumed that the English word thank-

offering is a correct translation of what the German authors

call Daw^-opfer.
2 . A ncestor-woYship

By the side of the belief in the ‘ heavenly ones ’ as gods

and the practice of offering them sacrifices, we have also to

recognize the existence of (a) ancestor-worship and (6) fetish-

worship even in the Indo-European period.

It is not altogether beyond question that the care be-

stowed upon the dead ancestors can be called worship in

the proper sense of the term.^ It will be readily admitted

that the services which the worshipper endeavours to render

to the dead ancestors, are not of the same kind as when he

is propitiating a god, or even a fetish.^ In the case of the

ancestor, his first idea is to make provision for him, after he

is dead ;
secondly, to keep him satisfied and thus far from

doing any harm to the surviving members of his family

;

and only thirdly, to ask him to continue to protect the

family even after death as he used to do when alive, which

last sentiment (viz. one of receiving protection), is the most
primary element in the worship of a god or a fetish. Schra-

der * also expresses the same opinion :
^ Was das indo-

germanische Urvolk betrifft, soil dem Opfer gezeigt warden,

dass hereits damals die ** Himmlischen ** {deivos), wahrschein-

lich nach der Analogie des Tottendienstes
, mit Speise und

Trank gestdrkt wurden, damit sie krdftige und willfdhrige

Freunde des Menschen wurden, so dass man also schon fur

die indogermanische Urzeit von einem gewissen religiosen

KuUus reden kann/ And Sir William Crooke ® remarks :
' It is

1 Schrader, 2nd ed., II, p. 133; Oldenberg, RV., 2nd ed., pp. 3ioff.

;

Wackernagel, J., Uber den JUrsprung des Brahmanismus, p. i8.

* Jevens, op. cit., pp. I94ff. ; see also ch. v.

8 cf. Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Religion, pp. 74-6.
4 Schrader, p. 973.
6 ’Ancestor-worship*, ERB., I, p. 428a. *in Greece sacrifices to the dead
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obvtous that the loving sympathy and ministrations of the

living to the departed do not rise to the dignity of worship.'

That the I.E.s, in common with all people, paid great

attention to their dead, cannot be doubted. The dead man
was either buried or burnt, and on the whole, as is proved

by Schrader,^ burial appears to be the vv.xe primitive cus-

tom. Various explanations have 'jeen offered to account

for this change. The first explanation was offered by Erwin

Rohde,^ according to whose view * cremation is meant to

effect the speedy and complete sepajatiou of the soul from

the body, and this from an affectionate as well as a selfish

motive. As long as the body lasts, the soul is bound to it

;

it enjoys no :est itself and allows none to the su**vivor»,

whom it terrifies by manifold appearances'. S. Muller®

arrives at the conclusion that r^^lease of the sou! from the

body, so that it might find peace in the other life, was the

true purpose of cremation, while Much lays greater emphasis

on the release of the survivors of the dead man from the fear

of him, than on the release of his soul ;

^ and here Much
appropriately appeals to the custom of the burning of witches

and sorcerers, in which the main idea was to prevent their

return. Ridgeway, however, attributes cremation simply

to ' the migration of races and thinks that it originated

with the belief ' that an entrance into a world of the blest

was secured only by those who were burned by fire and the

conviction that it is only hy^ fire that man can be freed

from the pollution which death brings along with it

Whether cremation first originated among the I.E.s or any

other people,or among allpeoplesindependently of each other,

we offer the following in explanation of the origin of the idea

of paying attention to the dead as well as that of cremation.

It is inherently probable, and there is archaeological

were distinguished from those to the gods.*—Frazer, GB., 3rd ed., IV, i,

p. 316, n. 1 . See the references there given.

1 ERE., II, pp. 16-19.

2 Psyche, Eng. tr., London, 1925, p. 21 ; see ERE., op. cit.

3 Nordische Altertumskunde, I, pp. 363^.
^ ‘The worship of ancestors is a natural development of the dread of

ghosts.*—J. Lubbock, Origin of Civilization, 1912, p. 272.
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evidence to prove it, that in the most primitive times, a dead

man was not cared for any more than the animals care for

a dead animal. As soon as he was dead he was thrown

aside, without any thought whatever. But gradually men
learnt to live together and be of use to each other. Those

that were the eldest and the strongest protected and looked

after the younger. This usefulness of the elders evolved a

sentiment of affection and thankfulness. Although the head

of the family may have treated them harshly, they had

realized that his help and guidance was very necessary to

them, and the sentiment of affection could have been felt in

the most primitive conditions of life, as it is found to exist

among the lowest of animals.^ When this affection was

evolved, the members of the family could not bear to neglect

the body of the dead altogether and so they tried to protect

and preserve it, thus gradually coming to bury the dead body
;

and burial may have existed at a time when they had as

yet given no thought as to what happened when a person

was dead. They had not as yet distinguished between the

body and the spirit. They submitted themselves to the

occurrence without question or thought. But in course of

time they became capable of thinking a little, and then, pro-

bably through the observation of dreams, they thought that

there was a ‘ fleeting-something ' in man, which could leave

the body as well as return to it. When they were asleep it

left them only temporarily but, when dead, it passed out

finally. No coherent and consistent idea was, however, yet

formed and neither had animism in the true sense of the

word been conceived. This ‘ fleeting-something ' was
considered to possess the whole personality of the dead

person, except the quality of being visible. When this

thought was developed they began to fear the dead man,

which they had not done so far, and this was the origin of

the belief in demons.^ With this fear came the idea of

1 See Jevens, op. cit., p. 48 ; Tylor, PC., II, p. 32.

2 * Die Wutzeln des Ddmonenglaubens werden heute vielfach nur in der

Allheseelung der Natnr gedacht, aber kaum mit RechU*—Wilke, RI,, p. 73.
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burying various things with the dead man that his spirit

might be kept pleased. With the belief in ghosts there arose

stories of the good and especially the bad things they did.

This again made them fear the dead ancestor still more.

As a result of this fear came the desire to get rid of the spirit

as best they could, and the burning of the corpse occurred

to them as the best means of doing it. By burning the dead

body they thought they could soon achieve two ends
; firstly,

the dead man would live in peace in the other world, and

secondly, his spirit would not torment the survivors, but

let them live in happiness and free from fear.

The comparative study of funeral rites prevailing among
the different I.E. nations and the evidence of prehistoric

graves make it probable that certain funeral ceremonies

were performed in the old I.E. days. The corpse was usually

buried with the various household utensils and there were

lamentations for the dead. The body was carried in a

procession and the men who carried it had to go through

a process of purification on returning from the funeral.

After this there was a funeral feast. There were also some
ceremonies to be performed after the dead body had been

disposed of, but their exact or even approximately exact

character in the united I.E. days is difficult to ascertain. In

this respect, as in practically everything concerning the

I.E.s, authors are everywhere prone to attribute too much
to that remote period. Certain ceremonies might, however,

have been performed at appointed times, at which food

and drink was offered to the spirit of the departed.

Besides the funeral feast,^ which immediately followed

the burial, evidence of certain feasts at appointed times

is to be found among most of the I.E. branches. Origi-

nally, the offering of food to the dead ancestors as well as

eating and drinking by the relatives along with the dead
did not take place at the house, but in the neighbourhood

of the grave. Food and drink was also offered in specially

3 BRE., II, pp. 25-26.
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dug up trenches and at cross roads. At these feasts the

ancestors were solemnly summoned to come and partake of

the food and were as solemnly dismissed at the close of the

feast. For example in Indian Pitryajna we read :

' After depositing the pi'tuia he (the offerer) utters the

words, " Ye Pitaras, may this be savoury to your taste, may
each one enjoy his share Afterwards he dismisses the

Pitaras with the words :
" Depart, ye lovely Pitaras, to your

old mysterious ways, give us riches and good fortune, grant

us abundant possession in men ^

Since burial was the general custom of the disposal of

the dead during the I.E. times, earth was naturally con-

ceived as the abode of the dead. The idea that the ances-

tors dwelt in abodes far removed from the graves was very

probably an independent development among the I.E. peo-

ples, and it is natural to expect it to have gone with the

beginning and growth of the custom of cremation.*
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3. Fetish-Worship

Along with the primitive religions all over the world,

Schrader * thinks ‘ that the worship of stones, stumps and
trees, can also be proved to have existed among the I.E.s’,

and Frazer* observes that ' tree-worst ip is well attested for

1 Caland, Totenverehrung, p. 5f. quoted by Sc'-rader, I5RE., II, p. 27^
* cf. ERE., II, pp. 3ob-3ia

8 ERE., II, pp. 44ff. ^ GB., II, p. 9.
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all the great European families of the Aryan stock

Although the evidence collected by Schrader is much later in

date and inconclusive, some sort of fetish-worship may have

existed in the very primitive I.E. times. But this fetish-

worship of the I.E.s, like their magic, was never developed

to such an extent as to make it impossible to have any
higher conception of a divinity, as is the case with some of

the savage tribes of the present day, whose religious ideas

do not go beyond magic and fetishism.

At first the various objects must have been worshipped

merely as fetishes, i.e. as themselves capable of acting, but

later on they might have been conceived of as possessing

a divine anima. When, however, the cult of the ' heavenly

ones ' was developed, fetish-worship fell into the back-

ground, although it was never entirely non-existent. The

simultaneous existence of these two kinds of worship is pro-

bably attested by the widely prevalent relationship between

the god of thunder and the oak, the notion being developed

by putting together the ideas of the worship of the oak and

of the god of thunder.

It is quite certain that there were no temples and no

images in the I.E. times as there were none even in the

period of the ftigveda. Tacitus^ observed a similar lack

among the Germans : the building of temples is a very recent

development.® With regard to the Persians Herodotus

says :
‘ They are not in the habit of erecting images, temples,

or altars ; indeed, they chaise those who do so with folly,

because—I suppose—they do not, like the Greeks, hold the

gods to be of human shape. Their practice is to climb the

highest mountains and sacrifice to Zeus, by which name
they call the whole circle of the sky

4. Other Indo-European rites

In addition to the various special and general feasts to the

dead, Schrader* thinks that the observance of a great

1 Germania, cli. ix.

* I, 131-

* Carnoy, IE., p. 233.

* ERE., II, pp. 47^ ff.
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festival of the dead, especially in the wintry half of the year,

can be proved to have existed among almost all the I.E.

peoples, and that these feasts are found to be used as the

basis for reckoning of dates. The existence of regular

festivals in honour of the ‘ heavenly ones ’ cannot be proved

with any certainty, and the older view which regarded the

winter and summer solstices as the most ancient feast-dates

cannot be regarded as tenable.* The prevalence everywhere

of the custom of kindling a fire and dancing and playing

round it probably indicates that there was some such cere-

mony in I.E. times, the original signification and purpose of

which is, however, completely lost sight of. The mid-

summer fires are by some interpreted as rain-charms,® while

others see in it a sun-charm,® since fire was supposed to re-

present the light and heat of the summer sun, to which the

growing vegetation must be exposed. The very existence of

this ceremony being quite conjectural, as it is in the main

based on such late evidence as the Mahdvarata ceremony of

the Indians (of the details and the original character of

which nothing can even be conjectured), an attempt to

explain its significance under such circumstances seems

to us in the highest degree hazardous. The case is in

no way different when an attempt is made to find traces

of a spring festival in the worship of the Teutonic 6stara,

and the Indian U^as.*

We have already pointed out that the moon was the ear-

liest measure of time, since the phases of the moon were the

most striking phenomena of regular periodical occurrence.

That these phases, and more especially the extremes, should

be made occasions of feasts and festivals is quite under-

standable and their existence is therefore probable. But
here again we cannot go beyond asserting that some un-

determined and undeterminable sort of ceremonies or feasts

might have been connected with them. In this connexion

Oldenberg observes that in India the new and the full moon
1 cf. Hirt, Indogermanen, pp. 544 and 750. * Schrader, op. dt., p. 48.

8 Mannhardt, Der BaumhtUtus, pp. 497, 576, 521. * £KB., II, p. 48b.
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sacrifices belong to the regular and most ancient offerings

to the gods.^

II. Origin and Growth of Priesthood

We have already expressed the opinion that prayer and

sacrifice were not directly derived from magical charms and

practices. Similarly we do not think that the magician

was the first priest of the I.E. tribes. We will first consider

the philological evidence brought forward by Schrader to

prove a contrary view.

Schrader ^ bases the conclusion of the origin of the priest-

hood in particular on the hypothesis that (i) Sk. brahman

(masc.) is ' the most important designation of the priest in

the language of ancient India while brahman (neut.) origin-

ally meant a ‘ magic formula ' and not devotion
;
and (ii)

that Lat. ftdmen was originally a neuter conception meaning

" priesthood thus arriving at the equation Sk. brahman^
Lat. flamen, which he thinks ' attests the existence in primi-

tive times of the learned in magic formulas the forerun-

ners of the priests.

In the first place, Schrader makes no attempt to prove that

brahman is in fact the oldest designation of the priest, since

the fact of its being * the most important designation ’ is

altogether irrelevant : for the Rigvedic period being one

when prayers held a very high position in religion, its

importance dating from that time is quite natural.

Secondly, the meaning given by Bohtlingk and Roth ^ to

the word brahman, viz. ‘ the devotion which appears as

intensity and depth of feeling, and aspires towards the god

apparently deriving the word from hfh ‘ to swell seems

to me to be the original signification of that term.

1 RV., pp. 44off.
;

see also, Hillebrandt, Das altindische Neu- und
Vollmondsopfer

,

Jena, 1880.

2 ERE., II, p. 42b. 8 op. cit., p. 43b.

* Petersberg, p. 135 ; see also Monier-Williams, Sanskrii-English Dic-

tionary, Oxford, 1899, p. 737.

^ ibid., s.v. brahmdn.
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Thirdly, since the Latin wordfldmen means (masc.) ‘ he who
burns (neut.) ' a blowing,’ ‘ blast there does not appear

to be anything common between the words fldmen and brah‘

man. The idea of burning which is ever present in the word

flymen, in whatever various senses it comes to be used in

later times, is never connected with the word brahman or its

root bfh ; neither is there any word in the Sanskrit language

which is cognate with brahman and has the idea of burn-

ing. If flamen really meant a ' priesthood ’ originally, its

prototype in character though not in name may be found in

the Indo-Iranian Alharvan, and not in brahman. Moreover

the word flAmen is in all probability much later than the

word brahman. If it is admitted that brahman is an I.E.

word and then supposed that brahman^fldmen, we will

have to admit that sacrifices were offered in fire in the

LE. times, a thing which Schrader himself does not

believe.*

The equation is again questionable on philological grounds

and may perhaps be regarded as of late thoroughly dis-

credited. It was first questioned by Walde,® and H. Hirt

makes the following remark :
' Ich sehe keinen Grand, die

Zusammengehdrigkeit zu betreiten, trotzdem folgt daraus nur,

dass es die bestimmte Tdtigkeit des Betens gegeben hat.

" Das Wort flAmen", sagt Wissowa, “ ist nicht die Bezeich-

nung einer Priesterschaft, sondern einer Funktion, der des

Opfervollziehers ”, ebenso ist brahman im indischen nicht die

Bezeichnung eines bestimmten Standes.’

*

While Wilke

says, ‘ zwar hat man das indische brahman dem lateinischen

flAmen gleichgestellt, aber diese Gleichung ist nicht hinreich-

end gesichert und auch hinsichtlich der urspiinglichen Bedeu-

tung des Wortes gehen die Ansichten der Sprachforscher

auseinander '.®

' Lewis and Short, A Latin Dictionary, Oxford, 1879, p. 756.

2 ERE., II, p. 41 ^-

9 Lat. etymol. Worterhuch, 2nd ed., Heidelberg, 1910, p. 298.

^ Die Indogermanen, p. 742.

5 RI., p. 204.
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Schrader also tries to derive support for his argument

from the fact that there are ‘ frequent designations of the

magician and the priest which are formed from the common
I.E. root vii- void- " to know ”, but since these words are

found only among the Teutons, the Eitu-Prussians and the

Russians, they may be regarded as having come into being

after the separation of the different branches and may not

go back to the united I.E. period

We will now briefly consider the evidence of the Sanskrit

language for the connexion between prayer and incantation

on the one hand, and the magician and the priest on the

other.

Except the word mantra which in the Indian verna-

culars * has come to mean ' incantation ’, but which originally

meant ‘ a hymn there cannot be found in the Sanskrit

language any words for ‘ magic ’, ‘ magical ’ or ' magician ' and
‘ priest ’, ' priestly ’ or ‘ priesthood ’ which have anything

common between them. Words for the former as well as the

latter conceptions have consistently borne the same meaning

and have never been conftised one with the other. The onlj'

old Sanskrit words for sorcerer or magician are ydtudhdna

and ydtu-vid* and there is no word for priest which can be

shown to have any connexion with these. The word mdyd
occurs in the Rigveda frequently, but does not yet mean
'magic or witchcraft'. ‘Mysterious, illusory, or super-

natural power ’ is generally supposed to be its original

meaning.® The word mdydvid again does not seem to appear

in the Rigveda. Otherwise Schrader would have found in it

an additional support for his argument, based on the root

vid ‘

to know '.

1 Schrader, AR., pp. 42^’-43**-

* e.g. in Marathi, mantra maranem * to throw a spell

3 * Mantra {itomth^ root man "to think*’) denotes in the and later

the "hymn” as the product of the singer's creative thought. In the Brah-

mauas the word is regularly used of the poetic as well as prose utterances of

the Risis .*—
' Mantra \ Vedic Index, II, p. 131 .

^ cf. ‘ Ydtudhdna Vedic Index, II, p, 190 .

5 See Petersberg and other Sanskrit dictionaries.
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The word brahman which is considered by Schrader to

have originally meant a magician in the ^igveia, denotes at

first

'

poet '
' sage ’ and then ‘ officiating priest ’ or still later

' a special class of priests and this is not questioned by
Sanskrit scholars. The authors of the Vedic Index^ think

that the word does not mean merely ' poet ' or * sage ’ but

can in the 'JS^igveda almost always be translated by the word
* priest

‘

since the priest was of course the singer ' : but

they do not say that the original meaning was a priest, and

that it came to mean a ‘ poet * or ‘ sage ' later on. Thus the

meaning of the word undoubtedly shows that the Brahman
was originally a singer of the hymns and probably also the

composer, who was revered for these admirable virtues of

his. The simple folk of that time easily believed that

prayers thus sung and sacrifices offered by such learned men
would gain a quicker response than the crude manner in

which they would do it. So, although it was allowable for

every householder to perform his own religious rites and

ceremonies, he voluntarily fell into the practice of asking

the professional singer of the hymns to do it for him. Very

soon after the community of these singers came to have a

sort of a vested interest in maintaining the hold of sacrifice

on the popular mind, and also the belief in the increased

efficacy of the rites when performed by them. The simple

people who had fallen into a trap set by their own ignorance,

were easily imposed upon, and thus the bases of the

hereditary indispensable priesthood were securely laid. It

is possible that the office of the purohita came into existence

as a result of the same process, and when it once came into

existence it helped the priesthood to increase their power

and influence immensely. Thus the opinion of Oldenberg ®

that the purohita was not the creator of the power of the

priesthood appears to be more correct than the contrary

view held by Roth * and Zimmer.^

1 Vedic Index, II, p. 248 ;
Muir, I, 2nd ed., p. 258. * II, p. 250.

3 RV., pp. 382-3. Zur Litteratur und Geschichte des IVeda, pp. ii/ff.

6 AIL., pp. 185-203.
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One of the most important causes of the existence of

priesthood is attributed by Landtman ^ in his article on
‘ Priesthood (Primitive) ' tc the fact that ' very generally the

gods are believed to bear ill-will to men, and therefore it

is the duty of the priests to give directions as to the proper

offerings \ But this cannot be said jf the I.K.s since their

gods, it is probably agreed, were on the whole benevolent

and did not bear ill-will. Landtinan however truly observes

that ‘ priesthood, broadly speaking, owes its origin to the

universal need felt by mankind of superhuman assistance in

the struggle of life. Among all peoples the belief exists

that, under certain circumstances, advantages of some kind

or other are obtainable from the supernatural world. Man
endeavours to influence by propitiation the powers which

govern the universe or to control the course of events by

magical means \ This is indeed a good analysis of the causes

of the origin of priesthood and worship. In regard to the

I.E.s however, we think that because the magical powers in

which they believed were few and much less powerful and

because the nature of their gods was on the whole beneficent,

the I.E. worship was predominantly propitiatory
; and since

magic never prevailed among them to a great extent, before,

at any rate, the rise of religion in the form of belief in and

worship of heavenly gods, there did not have to exist a sepa-

rate class of hereditary magicians as is believed by Schrader.^

Sir James Frazer ^ puts forward a similar but a much more

clearly expressed view. He says :
‘ When once a special

class of sorcerers has been segregated from the community
and entrusted by it with the discharge of duties on which

the public safety and welfare are believed to depend, these

men gradually rise to wealth and power till their leaders

blossom out into sacred kings ;
' and he explains the origin of

the priests as follows :
' as time goes on the fallacy of magic

becomes more and more apparent and is slowly displaced by

1 ERE., X, pp. 278ff. 2 kRE., II, p. 43.

2 The Magical Origin of Kings, Eondou, 1920, pp. 8 iff., i5off. (First

published under the title Early History of Kingship, 1905.
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religion ;
in other words the magician gives way to the

priest. Hence the King starting as a magician tends gradually

to exchange the practice of magic for the functions of

prayer and sacrifice.’ ^ We have pointed out that the exist-

ence of a separate class of magicians among the early I.E.s is

improbable. Neither can it be asserted, as Frazer does, that

‘ the fallacy of magic ’ bad ‘ become apparent ’ at such an

early period. In the greater part of the world this fallacy is

not even today altogether disbelieved.* It is quite imagin-

able from what we know of these periods that there should

be a strong reaction against magic in ancient Iran in the

time of Zoroaster and that the Atharvaveda should be

assigned an inferior place because of its magical contents,

but to attribute as keen a capacity to distinguish between

magic and religion a few thousand years before is an

anachronism.

Since there is no undoubted common word for a priest in

the I.E. languages, nor any other direct evidence with regard

to it, our conclusions in this respect are merely conjectural.

But from the fact that we can find sure beginnings of a

hereditary priesthood in the Indo-Iranian period, we infer

with great probability that the I.E.s also were in the habit

of offering prayers or sacrifices through some men who were

believed to possess qualities peculiarly suited to this purpose.

This must for a long time have depended only upon personal

qualifications but later tended to become hereditary,

probably because the father taught the son and brought

him up to take up the same profession ; and the people

through the influence of the father’s qualities acquiesced in

this custom.

1 Prazer, op. cit.
;

cf. ‘Priest’, BB., XXII, p. 317^. Jevons declares

:

* We have found nothing to support. ..the view that the priest was a sorcerer

who had got on in the world.’—op. cit., 2nd ed., 1902, p. 296.

2 Sir James Prazer himself admits the difficulty in detecting the fallacy of

magic, for he says ‘ nature herself generally produces, sooner or later, effects

which the magician fancies he produces by his art GB., I, i, p. 242f.



CHAPTER VII

THE INDO-IRANIAN RELIOION

I. The Indo-Iraniansi and the Indo-lranian Period

The conclusion that the later Indians and the Iranians

had lived together somewhere in the north of Persia before

the period of the ^igveda is based on the similarity of

the language and contents of the Avesta and the Rigveda.

On comparing these two sacred texts it is found that entire

hymns in one language can be quite easily changed into

hymns in the other by applying certain very simple phonetic

rules, the two languages being nothing but two different

dialects of what was originally the same language/ We
have also the equation, Av. airya, O. Pers. ariya, Sk.

drya, which suggests that the Indo-Iranians had already

possessed a common name by which they distinguished

themselves from other peoples and tribes. The very

name Iran, the old name of Persia, comes from the

adjective found in the Avesta which is used ‘ to describe

the land from which the airya folk came The Vedic

Indians gave the word a definitely aristocratic meaning of

‘ noble ‘ of good birth ’, and used it for themselves much
more frequently and proudly than the Iranians appear to

have done. Thus there was probably a slight difference of

meaning in which the word was used by these two bran-

ches,^ perhaps because the Indian branch had come into

contact with the dark and dusky skinned aborigines and

thus felt a greater necessity of preserving the Aryan colour

and the Aryan blood than the Iranians, who, although they

also came across tribes much less civilized than themselves,

were not confronted by any striking difference of colour.^

But although it is more or less certain that the ancestors

1 Poussin, lEII., p. 55.

* Moulton, ‘Iranians', ERE., VII, p. 418a. 3 cf. Moulton, op. cit.

^ Dhalla. Zoroastrian Civilization, N.Y., 1922, pp. 4-5.

II
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of the Iranians and the Indians lived a common life in some

definite region, it is by no means easy to determine either

the region where they lived or the causes which led to their

separation. It is still doubtful whether this region was

situated in the north-east or the west of Persia or whether

it was even in the north-west of India ; since it is sometimes

suggested that the two branches had lived together in the

Punjab, but later the Iranian branch emigrated for some

reason or other. Here again no theory can be regarded

as conclusive, but the view which has found general support

is that the Indo-Iranians lived somewhere in Central Asia

and outside India, and thence one of the branches entered

India through the passes in the Hindukush.

Professor Gray’s theory of the migration of the Indo-

Iranians is as follows

:

‘ The course of the Indo-Iranian migrations into the

Iranian plateau may be described as a series of waves

coming, probably in the course of centuries, through the

mountain gaps to the east of the Caspian.

‘ The first incomers, who pronounced the sharp sibilant

as s, went, probably by compulsion, further and further

south and south-east. Other waves, pronouncing this same
original sibUant as h, followed, some going to the west and
settling in Adarbsijan, some to what is now Kurdistan, some
to Persia in the south-west, some to the east in Sistan

(Sakastan, ' Scythland ’) and Afghanistan ; the desert centre

forbade any lasting habitation. The second Fargard of the

Videvdat preserves a tradition of three degrees of the

Iranian advance, each occupying a successive third of the

area of the plateau. Very probably these invaders were

partly exterminated and partly absorbed by the aborigines.

The s-speakers were finally expelled by the A-speakers.

A few seem to have found refuge in the Hindukush, but

the great majority made their way through the mountain

passes and entered the Punjab, the ^-speakers remaining in

Iran. The s-speakers were the Indians of the historic

period, and the A-speakers were the Iranians.
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‘ Thus one may explain both the similarity and the differ-

ence between Veda and Avesta
; and it would seem justifiable

to assume that, if the migrations actually took place as here

outlined,

() the Indians were more advanced when they

entered India than were the Iranians at their

invasion of the j)laleau, and

() that the Veda is older in date of composition than

is the Avesta/ ^

That the J^igveda is older than the Avesta is undoubted,

but there is no reason either to assume any hostility between

the two sections ^ or to hold that ‘ the Indians were more

advanced when they entered India than were the Iranians

at their invasion of the plateau ’• Such a comparison besides

being hazardous serves no useful purpose. If the tw^o

branches lived together it is more probable that they were

both equally advanced, since it is difficult to assume that

they separated owing to cultural differences only. Nor is it

easy to believe that this advanced branch of s-speakers

was expelled by the A-speakers. The difference in pro-

nunciation may have come about after the separation of the

Indians from the Iranians.® This is supx)orted by the fact

that s was pronounced as s till about 1400 b.c., as is shown

by the Boghaz-koi inscriptions. Otherwise however, Pro-

fessor Gray's theory appears to be quite satisfactory.

2. Indo-Iranian Religion

The nature of our evidence for the religion of this period

is quite different. We have here to rely upon the comparison

of what is found in the oldest parts of the Avesta and the

R>igveda and hence to deduce what probably belonged to

the Indo-Iranian period. Had we possessed as authentic

a copy of the old Avesta as we are fortunate enough to

have of the l^igveda, the determination of what were the

religious beliefs and practices when the Indo-Iranians were

1 Ratanhai Katrak Lectures delivered at Oxford in 1925.

2 cf. Keith, IM., p. 84. 3 cf. Moulton, 'Iranians’, ERE., VII, p. 419^.
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one people would have been an easy matter. But that is

not the case. We have not only no portion of the Avesta

preserved to us in an unchanged form, but, unlike the

Vedic religion which is only a faithfully developed form of

the Indo-Iranian religion, the later Iranian religion which

has left to us some literature, is altogether a different religion

from the older one. The older gods are not only not wor-

shipped but have actually become demons. Thus in the

Iranian branch we have neither authentic literature nor an

uninterrupted tradition. For these reasons our information

is but fragmentary, and we cannot therefore go into the

details of the religion of this period.^

In tracing the religion of the Indo-Iranian period, it is

better to start with the Avesta, and having found there

what probably may have existed in the Indo-Iranian

period among the Indo-Iranian peoples, to try to find

how far the conception or conceptions are found in the

older part of the l^igveda. This is in fact the method we have

adopted here, because what we have in the older parts of

the ftigveda is certainly quite old, but this is not so with

regard to the Avesta. In the Avesta, those conceptions

which are decidedly of a much later date predominate

to a considerable degree over the older conceptions, and

thus discovering pre-Avestan elements becomes rather

difficult. Everywhere we find the original gods and ideas

clothed in an ethical garb, which it is not always easy to

penetrate. This development is very characteristic of the

Iranian religion, and is a feature which must have taken at

least several centuries of independent growth.

The whole history of the Iranian religion appears to be

in an extraordinarily chaotic condition, and the sacred litera-

ture of the Iranians, in our opinion, has much less of the

Indo-Iranian element in it than is ordinarily supposed.^ There

is too marked a tendency to demonstrate parallelisms between

1 A short sketch of the Avestan literature can be found in * Avesta *,

by A. V. W. Jackson, in ERK., II.

2 ‘ The parallels in the religious thought which the Avestan documents
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the Iranian and the Vedic religions, and for this purpose to

attach an exaggerated importance to the Vedic Sanskrit for

the interpretation of the Avestan texts. This tendency does

not seem to be altogether desirable, as it simply gives an

occasion to all manner of ingenious n onje lures, none of

which is any the more probable for being ingenious.

On examination of what we know of the history of the

Iranian religion, the Iranian religion itself and the religion

of the Rigveda, one is struck more by the points of contrast

than of similarity. While the religion of the Rigveda is

much more primitive, the religion in the oldest Iranian

texts, except a few scattered passages and sometiines a

group of vStanzas (probably remnants of the Rigveda tradition

guarded with much less anxious care), is on the whole

pre-eminently and nobly ethical. For this reason, the

abstract deities of the Rigveda are not adequate parallels of

their Iranian counterparts. The deified Manyu, Aramati,

Asunlti, etc., are much more concrete and matter-of-fact than

any of the Iranian deities. Even where the names are

almost identical it seems safer to assume that the words

were Indo-Iranian, but the deification was the work of the

two peoples, separately and independently carried on. It

seems quite clear from the Rigveda that such personification

of abstract nouns cannot be referred back to the Indo-

Iranian period. At any rate we find it impossible to belie- ve

that the existence of a god or a goddess in the 1. 1, period

is conclusively proved by the mere fact that there is a

god or goddess with the same name among both the

branches of the Indo-Iranians. It is certainly possible that,

although the name belongs to the common period, the

deification took place only subsequently to the separation.

3. Indo-Iranian Gods and Conceptions

In addition to the old I.E. word deiwos ' gods 1. 1, daiva,

we have the Sk. word asura^hv. ahuro meaning Mord

offer to the Vedic concepts are many, but equally so are the contrasts. The
resemblance is great, but the difference is still greater —Dhalla, ZT., p. 4.
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A sura, which may have been the Indo-Iranian form of the

word, is commonly derived from the I.E. word dsu— * the

breath of life whence in the Anglo-Saxon we have dsd,

‘ elves i.e. ‘ spirits The two words daiva and asura

however meet with altogether different treatments among
the two branches of the Indo-Iranians. The Iranians

call their highest god Ahura, and take Daivas to mean
‘ demons while the Indians keep the latter {devas) as the

common designation of a god, but take asuras to mean
* demons

This change in the meaning is sometimes explained by

saying that there took place among the Indo-Iranians a

religious schism, the Indo-Iranian community being then

divided into two hostile camps, viz. the daeva-p&rty and

the asMra-party, and that the latter drove out the former from

their common home. This, however, as has been remarked

above, does not appear very probable. If there ever existed

any such hostile parties, it was not until the rise of Zoroas-

trian reforms. We agree with Professor Moulton in saying

that the more natural explanation of the fact that the Av.

daeva means ‘ demon ’ is that it was due to Zoroaster

denouncing the older nature gods as evil powers,* and the

fact that the Sk. asuras came to mean ‘ demons ’ is to be

explained independently.

E. H. Mills conjectures that the change of meaning in the

word asura in India and daeva in Iran was due to ‘ some
series of calamities following upon the especial use of the

name in hymns, and on account of the name abounding in

the battle hymns of their enemies in tribal wars ’

;

® but this

appears quite improbable. The word asura, first of all, was
not the name of any god but an epithet, and as such it

could not have been regarded as inauspicious, without

affecting the character of the gods to whom it was parti-

cularly applied. But in the Vedic literature neither Dyaus

1 Moulton, ERPP., p. 34.

2 ibid., p. 55.

^ An Exposition of the Lore of the Avesta, Bombay, 1916, p. 61.
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nor Vanina nor any other god to whom it is applied is

considered to be in any way an evil deity.

We have already seen that the word bhaga belongs to the

I.E. period, as another common word for god in general,

meaning ‘ distributor ‘ dispenser This is further support-

ed by the fact that on the inscriptions of the Achaemenian

kings heavenly beings are still spoken of as bnghas} This

older use of the term is again retained in the Avesta. Thus,

Ahura Mazda is himself called a bagha,^ while in the Old

Persian inscriptions he is said to be the greatest of all

bagas (=Av. baghas). Mithra also is expressly mentioned

as a baga} In the ^igveda on the other hand, bhaga becomes

an independent god, and loses its former sense of god in

general.

(a) Ahura Mazda as the Sky-god.

Ahura Mazda, ' the Wise Lord ’, the greatest god of the

Iranians, is pre-eminently an ethical figure. But some
naturalistic characteristics are also found. He first tilled

the heavenly realms with light ; with his shining eye he

observes all things and assigns to all good creatures their

respective places and activities. He clothes himself with

the sky,* brings forth the rivers and forests, gives swiftness

to wind and cloud, fixes the course of the sun and the stars,

and causes the moon to wax and wane.® But above all he is

a great creator of good things. He himself declares to

Zoroaster ;
‘ I created the stars, the moon, the sun, the

red burning fire, the dogs, the birds and the five kinds of

animals ; but better and greater than all ... . the right

man.’* Ahura Mazda again is the course of light and

darkness, sleep and waking, morning, noon, night and the

seasons, as well as kine, water and plants.^ It is he who
made the aerial way, made the earth and everything that

1 Dhalla, ZT., p. 153; Moulton, EZ., p. 5tf.

* Yasna. X. 10; EXX. i. » Yt., X. 141.

« Yasna, XXX. 5 ;
see also, Yt., XIII. 3. 6 Yasna, XLIV. 3ff.

• Aogemaid^, 29-30; SBE., IV, p. 376. » Yasna, XXXVII. i.
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grows or rises.^ He is the guardian of the ‘ Righteous Order
’

and cannot be deceived.® Nor does he sleep, but observes

all human deeds, overt or covert, the all-viewing lord.®

With this description, the description of Varuna in the

J^igveda is in striking resemblance. Just as the great

Iranian god is called the Ahura (Lord) so is Varuna often

called Asura, words undoubtedly meaning the same thing

and going back to the Indo-Iranian period. Varuna again

is said to be the supporter of the heaven, earth and air ;

*

by Varuna's law, the heaven and earth are held apart.® He
made a wide path for the sun and made him shine in

heaven.® He placed fire in the waters, the sun in the sky,

soma on the rock.^ By Varuna’s ordinances (vratdni) the

moon shining brightly moves at night and the stars placed

on high are seen at night but disappear by day.® Varuna

too is far-seeing® and omniscient. He knows all secret

things that have been or shall be done and witnesses men’s

truth and falsehood.'® Varuna is surrounded by spies, who
are wise and cannot be deceived." The sovereign power is

said to belong to Ahura Mazda and he is called the absolute

ruler. The attribute of sovereignty is in the ^igveda

applied to Varuna also. He is thus called the self-dependent

ruler and the king of the whole world.'®

Moral sovereignty is, however, still more peculiar to

these two gods. Both are the guardians of the righteous

order in an especial degree. This conception of an universal

order, which in the words of Bloomfield ‘ dignifies alike

Veda and Avesta\^* appears to have been as old as the

Indo-Iranian period. In the ^igveda it is called fta, in the

Avestan asha (areta) and in cuneiform Persian arta}^ Both

» Vend., XXI. 4. 8 . 12, 16; cf. V. I5£F. S Yasna, XLIII. 6.

* Yasna. XXXI. 13; XLV. 4; Vend., XIX. 20: cf. Dhalla, ZT., p. 83;
Bloomfield, RV., pp. i2off.

RV., V. 69. 1,4. 6 RV.. VI. 70-1. « RV., VII. 87. 1, 5.

1 RV., V. 85. 2. 8 RV., I. 24. lo. 9 RV.. VIII. 90. 2.

10 RV., I. 25. 9, II ; VII. 49. 3. n RV., I. 24. 13; VII. 67. 5.

1 * Yasna, XXVII. 1 ; XXI. 3. >« RV., II. 28. i ; V. 85. 3.

u Bloomfield, RV., p. 125. rs ibid.
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Ahura Mazda and Varuna are described as the ‘ Spring of

the fta or righteousness. Ahura Mazda is ashahe khao ;

^

Varuna is kha flasya.^
‘ The words are sound for sound the

same .... this is unquestionably the best conception that has

been elaborated by the Aryans (Indo-Traniar-).’

^

Further, just as the Vedic Varuna *s associated withMitra,

so is the Avestan Ahura with Mithra. Mitra and Varuna

are invoked together in a number of Rigvedic hymns, and in

the Avesta we find the words :
‘ We sacrifice to Mithra and

Ahura, the two great imperishable holy gods.’* Mitra and

Varuna are again found together on the Boghaz-koi inscrip-

tions.® With these two gods the l^igveda also associates the

Mitya Aryaman, a god who corresponds with the Iranian

Airyama and therefore appears to have been an Indo-Iranian

creation.

All these considerations have been taken to mean that

the god Ahura Mazda was derived from the Indo-Iranian

god Varuna. Thus Bloomfield remarks :
‘ In common with

most scholars I believe that the god Varuna is to be con-

nected, if not identified, with the chief and wise Zoroastrian

god, Ahura Mazda.’* According to Professor Moulton

Mazdah was merely a cultic epithet of Ahura Mazda, who,

in an earlier form, was in existence long before Zoroaster

as a chief god of the pantheon and who was at least in

power the Iranian counterpart of the Vedic Varuna.^

Professor Gray® has, however, advanced the hypothesis

that Ormazd was not an Iranian Varuna but the

equivalent of the Vedic Dyaus himself, and that he was

the sky-god pure and simple. ‘ Ormazd was ', adds

1 RV., II. 28. 5. Yasna, X. 4.

^ Bloomfield, RV., p. 126. 4 yt., X. 145.

® See Griswold, RV., p. ii6f. With regard to the identity of Mithra-Ahura
and Mitra-Varuna, Bloomfield says :

‘ It seems to me an unimaginable feat

of scepticism to doubt the original identity of the two pairs. ’—RV., p. 121,

® RV., p. 120; see also Darmesteter, SBE., IV, pp. Hi, ^xiv ;
and refer-

ences given in Macdonell, VM., p. 29, n. 20.

7 Moulton, EZ., pp. 29ff.

® Ratanbai Kdtrak Lectures delivered at Oxford.
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Professor Gray, ‘ the Ahura (I/ord) and was further

honoured by the epithet Mazdah (wise), these two titles

supplanting his original name and aiding his evolution, as

his earlier celestial functions were forgotten, into practi-

cally a new divine being of predominantly ethical character.
’

He is also of the opinion that the term Ahura Mazda may
have supplanted the deity’s true name, probably because it

had become so sacrosanct as to be practically taboo.

None the less Ahura Mazda, as he appears in the oldest

part of the Avesia, does not convincingly appear to have

been a sky-god proper.^ That he should be described in

almost the same terms as Vanina is natural. Even in the

Indo-Iranian period Varuna was probably the only im-

portant moral deity, and Ahura Mazda, who was the author

of good creation and the righteous order and therefore

essentially moral, was naturally and inevitably described in

the same terms. The most radical reaction cannot com-

pletely disassociate itself from current conceptions. And at

the same time the gods of the older pantheon appear to

have been so abhorrent to Zoroaster and his followers, that

taking over of even the loftiest from among them was im-

possible.

Some further considerations for not regarding Ahura Mazda
as a sky-god belonging to the Indo-Iranian period are ;

(1) anthropomorphic traits are almost entirely absent.®

Ahura Mazda is essentially a spirit,® a notion

which has no parallel in the ^igveda ;

(2) many if not most of his so called naturalistic

epithets are merely figurative expressions, such

as may be applied to any supreme being ;

*

(3) his association with Mithra may have belonged to

1 See Spiegel, AP., ppl 128-34 ; Erdnische Alterlumskimde, I^eipzig, 1878,

II, pp. 141, 190: C. de. Harlez, Introduction to the Avesta, p. 135.

2 Dhalla, ZT., p. 84.

3 ibid., p. 20.

* ibid., p. 84 ;
Harlez, loc. cit.
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a period when the older nature-worship was

reviving, since Mithra is not mentioned in the

Gathas. ^

But whether Ahura Mazda was originally a god of the

material sky or not, or whether he v us pure y a creation of

Zoroastrian reform, it is probable enough that the Indo-

Iranians worshipped a god of the shining sky, who was

called Dyaus, and probably also a god of the encompassing

sky under the name Varuna. ' It is the custom of Persians \

reports Herodotus, ‘ to ascend to the highest peaks of the

mountains, and offer sacrifices to Zeus, calling the whole

vault of the sky Zeus.'^ This Zeus of He^-odotus was

probably the Indo-Iranian Dyaus.

^

Besides the sky-god, Herodotus mentions Sun, Moon,

Earth, Fire, Water and Winds as gods to whom also the

Persians offered sacrifices, adding that ' from the beginning

they have sacrificed to these alone \ This statement of

Herodotus appears to be more true of the Iranians of a few

centuries before the time of Herodotus, than of those of his

own time. This is made probable by what we found ma}’’

have existed in the I.E. period. A stronger confirmation of

the view is, however, to be found in the religion of the

Bigveda, the principal gods of which are the deified pheno-

mena of nature.^ We will now attempt to trace the powers

and functions of the Indg-Iranian nature-gods.

With regard to the sky-god, although its existence in the

Indo-Iranian period is probable, Vvc have hardly any more

information. Both Dyaus and Varuna are found in the

^igveda, but in the Avesta we can discover nothing of any

importance about them.

1 Griswold, RV., p. 115, n. 2 ; nor is Airyaman to be found in the Gathas

:

cf. SBE., L, and Index to XXXI. For more criticism see Harlez, op.

cit., pp. 135-6.

* i. 131-

® See Moulton, EZ., p. 391, n. 3.

^ Moulton, ERPP., pp. 35ff: EZ., p. 393, n. i, etc.; E. Edwards, * God
(Iranian)', ERE., VI, p. 290!.
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(b) Sun-gods.

Among the sun-gods we have to consider three : Vedic

Surya= Av. Hvar, Vedic Mitra= Av. Mithra, and Vedic

Bhaga=Av. Bagha (Pers. Baga).

(1) Surya-Hvar.—Of these only Surya-Hvar can be

regarded as an I.I. sun-god with any certainty. In the

Avesta, Hvarekhshaeta,' who is both the god of the shining

sun and the genius presiding over him, is often described

as bright, undying, shining and swift-horsed.* When the

sun rises the creation of Ahura Mazda becomes clean. If

the sun were not to rise, the Daevas, becoming irresistible

to the heavenly Yazatas, would destroy everything. He
who sacrifices to the sun to withstand darkness, the Daevas

born of darkness, the robbers and bandits, the Yatus and

Pairikas, as well as death that creeps in unseen, delights all

the heavenly and worldly Yazatas.* The sun is also called

the eye of Ahura Mazda.* In the l^igveda, Surya of

adorable light rouses all men as he rises.* Agni had estab-

lished the brightness in the Sun,® and Surya’s car is said to

be drawn by seven swift mares.’' He shines for all the

world, and dispelling darkness, with his light, he triumphs

over creatures of darkness and witches.® He is also called

the eye of Mitra and Varuna,® as well as of Agni.*®

(2) Mitra-Mithra.—Whether this divinity can be regarded

as an I.I. sun-god is doubtful. The original character of

the Vedic Mitra is obscure, but probably he is to be taken

as a solar deity. This conjecture is to a certain extent

supported by the fact that the Avestan Mithra was, even

from the earliest times, intimately connected with the sun,

although the opinion that he was originally a sun-god

1 Dhalla, ZT., p. I26f
; see also. Macdonell, VM., pp. 31-2; Harlez, op.

cit., pp. 154-5.

* Khdrshid Nyayii, 6 etc. ; Yt., VI. i, etc.

3 Yt., VI. 2-4
:
SEE., XXIII, p. 86.

* Spiegel, AP., pp. 190-1. 6 R.V., X. 7. 3; VII. 63. 2-4.

« RV.. X. 3- 2-
’’ RV., IV. 13. 3.

8 RV., VII. 63. 1 : I. 191. 8, 9. » RV.. VII. 66. 10.

>0 RV., I. 115. 1.
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proper is no longer held. Both Moulton ^ and Harlez ^

regard him rather as the god of the luminous ether ; and

Edwards® is inclined to take this as the best opinion.*

Mithra precedes the rising sun as the herald of the dawn
and traverses the world after sunset surveving all that is

between the earth and the heavens." He is also describ-

ed as having piercing rays, and ten thousand eyes.^ The
lord of wide pastures {i ourugaoyaoiti) ^ and countries

[dainghu-paiti)^ he grants a happy and a good dv/elling to

the Aryan nations, as well as help, joy ^ health and victory.®

There is only one hymn of the Rigveda in which Mitra is

invoked alone.^® Here, as in some other passages, he is said

to bring men together by uttering his voice (brvunah)}^ He
is also called the great Aditya who brings men together

;

while in the Avesta Mithra is the special guardian of oaths

and promises. The crime of violating a contract is called

* Mithra-dfuj
*

(deceiving Mithra).^® Mithra punishes this

crime severely and is the inveterate foe of falsehood.^* The

Iranian Mithra may be regarded as a Sondergott, * he of

the compact
'
(or rather ‘ contract *) as Dr. Griswold takes

it ; but it is impossible to concede that this was an Indo-

Iranian notion. In that period Mitra-Mitlira, a genius of

heavenly light and foe of darkness, may have been regarded

as a friend of mankind, and therefore as a god who super-

vised human friendship. And since friendship should be

true, he became a guardian of truthfulness.

The etymology of both the words is uncertain. Professor

Gray has recently derived them from md * to measure \

1 ERPP., p. 36f. 2 op. cit., p. i=:o.

ERK., VI, p. ;
but see Spiegel, AP., p. 183,

4 cf. Moulton, ERPP., p. 47. ^ Yt., X. 13 ; 9:;.

® Yt., XXIII. 6; XXIV. 4 ; X. 7 ; cf. RV., III. 59 - E where Mitra is

said to watch the tillers with unwinking eyes; and Yt., X. 15, where the

powerful Mithra is said to look with a health-bringing eye.

7 Yt., X. I. 8 Dhalla, ZT., p. 106.

» Yt., X. 4-5. RV., III. 59.

RV., III. 59. I
; VII. 36. 2; cf. V. 72. 2.

12 RV., III. 59. 5. 13 Dhalla, ZT., p. 108.

1^ ibid., p. io6f. 16 RV., p. 116 and n. 3.
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Mitra-Mithra was, he thinks, first conceived as the measurer

of the day. It is also derived from mith ' to meet ' to

agree * or mid ' to love *}

(3) Bhaga-Baga,—Bhaga-B^a, as we have already seen,

was probably a common designation of the gods in general.

But the available evidence does not warrant any definite

conclusion as to whether there existed an U. deity of this

name.

(c) Moon and Earth.

By the side of the sun, the moon, and by the side of the

sky, the earth, may have continued to be worshipped since

I.E. times, but even here our information is scanty. The

Avestan Aramaiti is undoubtedly the same word as the

Vedic Aramati, but whether Aramaiti-Aramati was the

goddess of earth in the Indo-Iranian period is doubtful.^

Although Sayana explains aramati by the word bhumi

(earth) Aramati in the Big^<^da is a personification of piety

or devotion and does not appear to have arvy' connexion

with the earth. The Avestan Aramaiti on the other hand is

a genius of the earth and of wisdom.^

(d) Fire-gods.

Both the branches of the Indo-Iranians have a fire-god :

Vedic Agni, Avestan Atar. In uncivilized communities the

fire-deity ' is generally a vaguely envisaged daimon \ while

' in all cultures the fire-god j^roper appears to be an ex-

ception, and not a regular member of the pantheon. The

history of religion practically includes only two genuine

fire-gods—Agni of Hinduism and Atar of Zoroastrianism

The two conceptions connected with the fire-gods which

can with some certainty be traced back to the 1. 1, period are :

{i) the fire-god, who was already regarded as an intermediary

1 Harlez, op. cit., p. 154. 2 Macdouell, VM., p. ii9f.

3 On RV., VII. 36. 8 ;
VIII. 42. 3.

4 See Moulton, nRPP., p. 36; KZ.. p. 10, 11. 2; ERE., VII, p. 419b;

Edwards, ERE., VI, p. 291a; Spiegel, AP., pp. 198-203; Dhalla, ZT.,

pp. 37-9.

3 A. E. Crawley, ‘Fire, Fire-Gods*, ERE., VI, p. 28.
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between the gods and men. This fact is well known about

the Vedic Agni, and although the Iranians did not as yet

offer sacrifices in fire as reported by Herodotus/ fire appears

even then to have been regarded as a messenger who called

the gods down to the spot where the sacrificial food was
offered ;

® and (n)J:he house-fire, whieh was already regarded

as sacred. Thus Atar is called ‘ ihe h^use-lord of all houses * ^

and Agni ' the lord of the hou^.e ' {grhapati) or ‘ domestic
'

(damunas),*^

It is possible to find other points of similarity between

the two gods, but these do not reveal sure Indo-Iraniau

traits. For example, the fact that Atar is called the son of

Ahura Mazda ^ and Agni that of Dyaus/ or the corres-

pondence between the three Vedic fires and the somewhat

doubtful three fires of the Avesta,'^ are susceptible of in-

dependent explanation.

With the fire-cult there also appears to have existed a

special class of priests (Vedic afharvan, Av. atharv'in,

probably to be derived from Av. atar ‘fire whose princi-

pal duty was to attend to the sacred fire. There is no reason

to believe that this or any other class of priests was al-

together hereditary, or to assume any hard and fast divisions

among the Indo-Iranians.® The very existence of the words

atharvan and athravan, however, points to an advanced form

of the fire-cult. Professor Macdonell may therefore be right

in concluding that ‘ in the Indo-Iraniau period the sacrificial

fire was already the centre of a developed ritual, tended by

a priestly class and personified and worshipped as a wise,

beneficent and friendly power

^ i. 132.

2 Moulton, ERPP., pp. 38-9 ; BZ., p. 70; see also Dhalla, ZT., pp. 134-5.

3 Yasna, XVII. ii.

4 RV., VII. 15. 2; III. I. 5; Griswold, RV., p. 154.

3 Yasna, LXII. » RV.. IV. 15. O; X. 45- 8, etc.

7 See Griswold, RV., p. 152.

3 Edwards, ‘Priest, Priesthood (Iranian)’, ERE., X, p. 3i9^«

Compare with this Eatin a/riw, the ‘room containing the hearth’.—Moulton,

EZ., p. 70. ® Edwards, op. dt., pp. 3 19b -20a.

10 Macdonell, VM., p. 99; see also Oldenberg, RV., p. 103.
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In the ^igveda we find the god Naragamsa who is the

performer of the sacrifice/ and who is said to come at the

head of the gods and make the sacrifice pleasant to them.*

The name means ‘ the praise of men and is probably to be

taken in the sense of ‘ he who is the object of men’s praise

The word also occurs as an epithet, more particularly of

Agni. This god belongs to the Indo-Iranian period at

least in name; for we have in the Avesta, an angel called

NairyoSangha, a name which also signifies ‘ prayer ’ or

‘ praise of men He appears as the messenger of Ahura
Mazda* and is the associate of Atar.® Harlez regards

him as a ‘ personification of the flame rising from the altar

and carrying to Heaven the prayer of the faithful

(e) Apdm Napdt.

The Avestan Apam Napat is a male spirit presiding over

the water, while his Vedic counterpart
’’

has both an

aqueous and an igneous character. The Sanskrit apdm
napdt means the ‘ son of waters ’, and the same may have

been the meaning of the Avestan word. But while the Vedic

god becomes almost completely identified with Agni, the

Avestan Apam Napat is found as the name of a mountain.

Various views have been put forward to explain the original

character of this god,® but it is not easy to say which one

of them is correct. Harlez therefore suggests that ‘ the

best course is to refrain from a definite expression of

opinion ’.®

(/) Wind.

The two wind gods of the Pigveda, viz. Vayu and Vata
(Av. Vayu and Vata), go back to the Iiido-Iranian period.

In the Rigveda Vayu is said to have a shining car with a

golden seat,*® with which he touches the sky. In the Avesta

‘ RV., J. 13. 3: i8- 9; V. 5. 2. * RV., X. 70. 2.

3 Macdonell, VM., p. 100; see Carnoy, Iranian Mythology, p. 285.

* Vend., XIX. 34 ; XXII. 7. see Carnoy, loc. cit.

® Dhalla, ZT., p. 137. ® op. cit., p. 149.

7 RV., II. 35. 8 See Macdonell, VM., p. 70.

® Harlez, op. cit., p. 167. *0 iv. 48. 4; 46. 2-4.
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he has not only a golden chariot, but many other things

belonging to him a^e ma le of gold, such as his helmet, crown,

garment, weapons, etc.^ In the Rigveda Vayu is chiefly the

god, the personification being slightly more advanced, and

Vata is the element. This may be regarded a^ ^he case even

in the Indo-Iraaiau period.^

(g) Other Divinities.

In addition to the peisoniticatious of the natural

phenomena mentioned by Herodotus, we have the follo^^dng

divinities which may ha\'e b^en as old as the I.lv period.

(i) Aryaman-Airyantan.—The Vedic god Ai}^aman has an

Avestan cotmterpart in Air} aman, and these two gods agree

both in name and in cjiaracter. In the Rigveda the word
aryaman is sometimes used in appellative senses of ‘ comrade '

and ' groomsman’, which senses, Professor Macdonell

remarks, ' are occasionally connected also with the god

Thus, Agni is called aryaman, when wooing maidens.* We
have also the derivative aryamya which corresponds witn

mitrya, both meaning " relating to a friend The Av.

airyaman also, on the authority of Professor Moulton, means
a ‘friend’ in the Gdthds.^ In a passage of the Avesta’^

which Mills considers to be very old,® Airyaman is called

the desired friend and peersman and is prayed to draw near

for grace to the men and to the women. This god there-

fore appears to go back to the Indo-Iranian period and

appears even then to have conveyed the idea of comrade-

ship.® His character as a guardian of health and banisher

of sickness and disease, found in other parts of the Avesta,

is probably a later Iranian development.^®

1 Yt., XV. 57.

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 81 ; see Dhalla, ZT., pp. 132-4. According to Harlez,

op. cit., pp. 158-9, Vata, in the Avesta, is the wind and Vayu the air, and the

personification of the former is very imperfect. He even regards V^ta as

existing in no definite form.
3 Macdonell, VM., p. 45. * RV., V. 3. 2.

3 Macdonell, VM., p. 45. 3 EZ., p. 117.

7 Yasna, UV. i. 8 SBE., XXXI, p. 293, n. 2.

» Dhalla, ZT., p. 119. w ibid.

12
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(2) Vftrahan-Verethraghna.—The word vftrahan, meaning

the ‘ slayer of the demon Vrtra occurs in the ^igveda

chiefly as an epithet of Indra, while the Avestan Verethraghna

is the genius of victory. Moulton thinks that Tehmann
is wrong in assuming that the word vftraghan was more

primitive and that its primitive sense was lost in Iran. In

Moulton’s opinion, the word verethraghna
(
= victory), to be

derived from an adjective meaning ' assault-repelling,

victorious was the more primitive, and its use as an epithet

applied to Indra and meaning the ‘ slayer of Vrtra ’ was a

piece of ' imaginative etymology '} Harlez,® after a more

detailed discussion, comes to the same conclusion as

Moulton.

(3) Soma-Haoma.—The existence of the Sauma-cult® is

one of the best established facts of the Indo-Iranian

religion. Among both the Vedic Indians and the early

Iranians there existed the practice of drinking the sauma

juice and offering it to the gods. At the same time the

plant itself was deified, although, even in the J^igveda

anthropomorphism was not much advanced.

The powers of the god and the properties of the juice are

somewhat similarly described in both literatures. In both

the god is said to be the lord of plants, * who keeps death

away and bestows immortality.* Both gods are again light-

winning® (Sk. svarsd = A.v. hvaresa) and wise {sukratu=
hukratu) ; both have their mythical home in heaven and

both as mighty gods are called kings.

As Soma is vrtrahan, so Haoma is verethrajanJ The plant

1 Moulton, BRPP., pp. 39-40, referring to Bartholomae, AIW., s.v.

veredrazz:* AngriS '
, and Professor B. V. Arnold’s remark: ‘Indra appears to

have stolen his title of Vrtraghna from some earlier god or gods*.—^ibid.,

p. 40 n. See also BZ., p. 69.

* op. cit., pp. 159^3*
8 The 1 .1 , form of the word assumed by Moulton, BRPP., p. 41.

^ RV., I. 91. 22; IX. 97, 98-9; 1 14. 2; Dhalla, ZT., p. 122; Macdonell,

VM., p. 113.

6 Yasna, IX. 2, 19, etc. ; RV. IX. 113. 7. 8. « RV.. VIII. 48. 15.

7 Macdonell, VM., p. 114; see Harlez, op. cit., pp. 161-3.
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is said to grow on mountains as well as in waters.^ In the

Bigveda Varuna places it on the rock, in the Avesta it is

placed on the great mountain Haraiti by a skilful god.®

In the Avesia Haoma is called the healer and is beseeched

for long vitality of life
;
® while in the Rigveda soma heals

whatever is sick and bestows long life in this world.* In

the Avesta, the bounteous birds are said to have carried

Haoma to the Peaks-above-the-eagles, to mountain sum-

mits,^ while in the Rigveda, the eagle is said to have brought

soma to Indra,® and the swiftest eagle is said to have flown

to the soma plant.*^

Soma is the victor, the most heroic of heroes who was

born for battle
;
® Haoma, the bestower of victory on earth

as well as in battles. Haoma is besought to smash the

wicked who torment mankind.® The soma draught is even

said ' to dispel sin from the heart, to destroy falsehood and

to promote truth So is Haoma said to be most nutritious

for the soul and, overwhelming the assaults of death, it is

said to conquer life.^^

Besides this common deification, great importance was

attached to the pressing of the juice. The word for pressing

in both the languages is the same : Sk. su becoming hu in

the Avestan, due to the pronunciation of s as h. In both

rituals again, it was the practice to press the stalks (Sk.

amsu= Av. dsu) after washing them, to filter the juice through

a sieve and to mix this purified yellow juice with milk

;

but while according to the Rigveda there are three pressings,^®

according to the Avesta there are only two.^* The two texts

also agree in giving the names of the ancient preparers of

1 RV., IX. 46. I ; 85. 10; 89. 2 ; 97. 41 ; Yasna, X. 3, 4; Macdonell, VM.,

P- 113.

2 Yasna. X. 10. 3 Yasna. X. 9; IX. 19.

^ RV., VIII. 68 . 2 ; X. 25. ii ; I. 91.
3 Yasna, X. ii. « RV., III. 43. 7 -

f RV., V. 45. 9. 8 RV., I. 91. 21 ; IX. 66. 16-7.

® Yasna, IX. 3off. Macdonell, VM., p. 109.

Yasna, IX. 16, 20. 12 Yasna, X. 13.

'3 Macdonell, VM., p. 114. Yasna, X. 2.
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soma. The ^igveda mentions Vivasvat and Trita Aptya,

while the Avesta, VIvahhvant, Thrita and Athwya.^

(4) Trita-Thrita?’—In the Avesta Trita appears as one of

the first priests who prepared Haoma.® It was probably

because of this (since the Haoma was reputed to possess

healing qualities) that he was regarded as the first healer.*

Ahura Mazda is said to have brought down to him from

heaven ten thousand healing plants that had been growing

up around the white Haoma.® The functions of Trita are

sometimes ascribed to Thraetaona, who is therefore called

the inventor of medicine.* Thraetaona, however, is also

the inventor of magic and the slayer of Azi Dahaka, the

three-mouthed, three-headed, six-eyed demon.^

Corresponding to this we have a Trita in the ^igveda,

who is also a preparer of soma.^ Soma is said to be purified

by Trita.® He is said to urge with his ten maidens (the

fingers) the tawny drops with the pressing stones for Indra

to drink.^® Trita also slew the three-headed son of Tvastr,

released the cows and smote the fences of Vala.*^ In the

Bigveda Aptya is the standing epithet of Trita,’® while in the

Avesta Thraetaona is called the heir of tlie valiant Athwya
clan.’®

(5) Vivasvat-Vivanhvant.—The Vedic Vivasvat appears to

be a sun-god, while the Avestan Vivafihvant was the first

preparer of Haoma. But even Vivasvat is not unconnected

with Soma. Thus Soma is said to have been cleansed by

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 114 and references given on p. 115, n.
;
see also,

Camoy, Iranian Mythology, pp. 282-3. On Soma-Haoma generally see also,

Dhalla, ZT., pp. 119-22; Bloomfield, RV., pp. 145-7; Harlez, op. cit., pp. 168-

72; Moulton, KZ., pp. 71-3; Oldenberg, RV., pp. 176-8
;
Griswold, RV., pp.

209-10, 2i8f., etc.

* cf. Macdonell, VM., p. 69. 3 Yasna, IX. 7.

4 Vend., XX. cf. SBE., IV, p. 225!. 6 Vend., XX. 4.

® Westergaard's Fragments, ii, SBE., IV, pp. 245-6.

7 Yt., V. 60. 34; Yasna, IX. 8. 8 rv., II. ii, 20.

« RV., IX. 34. 4.

W IX. 32. 2 ; 38. 2; Macdonell, VM., p. 67.

W RV., X. 8. 8 ; I. 52. 4, 5 ; cf. X. 99. 6.

W Yt., V. 34; Yasna, IX. 7-8.

12 RV., V. 41 » etc.
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Vivasvat's daughters (i.e. the fingers).^ Soma dwells with

Vivasvat,® and the streams of soma juice flow through the

sieve after being blessed by Vivasvat.® Vivasvat urges

the tawny soma to flow.* And just as VIvahhvant is the

father of Yima,® Vivasvat is the father of Yama and

Manu,® the progenitors of mankind. From these common
characteristics Oldenberg thought that this divinity origin-

ally represented not the sun but simply the first sacrificer,

the ancestor of the human race.'' So far as the Indo-

Iranian conception of this deity is concerned, there is

nothing improbable in this view.®

(6) Yama-Yima .—Along with the Vedic Vivasvat, his

son Yama also goes back to the Indo-Iranian period.

When Vivanhvant, the first of men, prepared Haoma, a

son Yima, called the brilliant, was born to him. ‘ He by
his authority, made both herds and people free from dying,

plants and waters free from drought, and men could eat

imperishable food. In the reign of Yima there existed

neither cold nor heat, neither age nor death, nor envy

demon-made.’ ® Yama, the son of Vivasvat, is also a king,'®

although also a god by implication ;
“ but unlike Yima, the

worldly king of a golden age, he is the ruler of the dead,'®

living in the highest heaven.'® This ‘ important discrepancy
’

between the two legends is attributed by Carnoy '* to the

fact that the Iranians had another legend for the first man :

the story of Gaya Maretatf

.

Carnoy gives the following as points of similarity in the

two stories; ‘ Just as Yima's vara is concealed either on a

mountain or in some recess where sun and moon are not

1 RV., IX. 14. 5. 2 RV., IX. 26. 4.

» RV., IX. 10. 5. « RV., IX. 99. 2.

8 Yasna, IX. 4- * RV., X. 14. 5 ; I7. i ; Val.. IV. i.

7 Oldenberg, RV., p. 122.

® For other views see Macdonell, VM., p. 43 and references.

» Yasna, IX. 4-S ; SEE)., XXXI. p. 232.

10 RV.. IX., 113. 8; X. 14 passim.

RV.. X.. 51. i; 64. 3; 92. II. 12 RV., X. 16, 9.

18 RV., X. 14. 8. Iranian Mythology, p. 313.
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seen, Yama's dwelling is in the remote part of the sky.

While Yima calls a gathering of men to assemble them in his

vara, Yama collects the people and gives the dead a resting-

place. Yima has opened the earth for mankind ; Yama is

“ lord of the settlement {vispati) and “ father Yima has

found new countries, following a road toward the sun

;

Yama has a path for the dead to lead them to their abode,

being the first to die and having discovered a way for

many". A bird brings messages into Yima's vara\ Yama
has the owl or the pigeon as his envoy.’ ^ To this may be

added the fact that in the Avesta Yima is said to be the

first of mortals, while in the Atharvaveda Yama was the

first of mortals who died *

All these points of similarity, however, are to be taken

collectively and not individually, since some slight dis-

crepancy is present in almost every one of them. Thus for

instance, the vara of Yima appears to have been under-

ground,® while the dwelling of Yama, at least in the l^igveda,

is in the sky.^ There is, however, one more feature in the

two stories which shows very close resemblance. Just as

Yima had a twin sister Yimak in the Avesia, so Yama had
Yami in the Ipiigveda, and the belief in their incest appears

to have already existed, since in the Ttigveda an attempt

to clear Yama of this guilt is found.

^

What was the original character of Yima or Yama is very

doubtful. Some think he was first conceived as a man,®

others that he represented some natural phenomenon, such

as fire,^ the sun,® the moon,® or the setting sun.^® He might

1 ibid., p. 312; see Vend., II; RV^., X. 14, 135, 154; Macdonell, VM.,

pp. 171-3.

2 Av., XVIII. 3; 13. 3 cf. SBB.. IV, p. 20. n. i.

4 RV., IX. 1 13. 8
; X. 14. 8 .

6 Camoy, Iranian Mythology^ pp. 310-11 ; Macdonell, VM., p. 173.

« Roth, ZDMG., IV, pp. 42511 ; Hopkins, PAOS., 1881, May ; cf. Macdonell,

VM., p. 174, n. 30.

7 Bergaigne, RV., I, p. 89. 8 Barth, RI., p. 22f.

® Hillebrandt, VM., I, pp. 394ff ; Hardy, VBP., p. 43.
W Muller, AR., pp. 297-8 ; Carnoy, op. cit., p. 313.
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have had some natural substratum in the beginning, but

this appears to have been lost sight of even as early as the

Indo-Iranian period. He was then, probably, the first

ancestor of the human race and king of mankind.

(7) Lastly there are two goddesses who go back to this

period; viz. the goddess of dawn (Vedic Usas, Av. Ushah)

and the goddess of Plenty (Vedic Pu^afhdhi, Av. Parendi).

But hardly anything more can be said with certaint5\ The
poetical form in which Usas appears in the J^igveda, how-

ever, may have been purely an Indian creation.

(8) As the words Vedic druh=Av. druj (an ‘ evil spirit ’)

and Vedic ydtu= Kv. yatti (a ‘demon’) show, there also

existed certain demons who were feared and for whose des-

truction the Indo-Iranians prayed to the gods.

4. Indo-Iranian Worship

Thus the nature-gods of the preceding period were now
more clearly conceived of, and their favour was sought

by offering gifts as well as animal and soma sacrifices.

In the beginning these may have been accompanied by
some such simple formulas as, ‘ O God, I offer thee this so

that thou mayst give me that, and be gracious ’. With the

development of language, however, the gift may have been

offered with some sort of description of the powers and

functions of the god to whom it was presented. This des-

cription, as time went on, grew into praises of the beneficial

aspect of the heavenly phenomena, leading ultimately to the

composition of hymns. With these compositions extolling

the great deeds of the gods ^ may have also come about

the bardic praises of the chiefs and leaders of the com-

munity. The chiefs and leaders then gave rewards to the

composers and the singers.

The things that were dear to mortals were also dear to

gods. Men liked food and so did the gods. They liked and

1 Vedic s/w=Av. stu * to praise'; stotar^staotar, 'a singer’; stomas
staoma, *a h3rmn of praise’.
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ate the flesh of some animals and not of others ; and they

offered it to the gods because the gods also liked and enjoyed

the same. The so»»<i-juice stimulated and exhilarated human
beings : so, it was believed, it did the gods. Guardians of

men liked their praises being sung before them. They even

liked them more than material gifts, because they were not

in great want of the latter. This again was reflected in

men’s behaviour towards the gods, the guardians of the

world. Gifts and sacrifices formed an essential part of their

worship, but a good hymn of praise, by which the gods were

invoked to come down, was equally essential.^ It may have

been realized even in the Indo-Iranian period that the gods

must first be praised and pleased before they would descend

to partake of the sacrifice. If they were not pleased they

might not come down and so the sacrifice would be useless.

This would explain the extraordinary stress laid on the

composition of good hymns in the Bigveda.^

The Indo-Iranian prayer may therefore have been some-

thing like the following ;

‘ O thou Ahurian one, grant me an offspring manly and

legitimate, who may promote my house, my village, my
tribe and province, and the authority thereof . . . May’st

thou hear our sacrificial chants . . . The good waters give to

him who sacrifices both splendour and glory, with health

and vigour of the body and prominence of form ... a long

enduring life.'®

In the acts of worship of this period are to be recognized

the cult of fire, and the animal and the soma sacrifices.®

What Herodotus had seen among the Persians of his time

may be taken to be an approximately correct outline of the

^ Vedic ahuti^Av, azuiti, * an offering*, Vedic hotaY=.A\. zaotar, ® an
invoking priest*.

* We have here four common words: Vedic mantrasAx. manthra, 'a
prayer*, Vedic sukta^Ax. hukhta, ‘ well uttered word*, or *hymn*

; uhthass

ukhdha, and gdthd^gatka, * a hymn *.

8 Yasna, LXVIII. S, 9, lo-ii
; SBB., XXXI, pp. 321-2 ; see also, Yasna,

LXII. Iff.

^ Vedic yajna^Ax, yasna, ' a sacrifice *.
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Indo-Iranian sacrifice.^ He says :
‘ The manner of the

sacrifice of the Persians to the gods is as follows ; they

neither make them altars nor kindle a fire when about to

sacrifice ; they use no libation, no flute, no garlands, no

meal. But as one desires to sacrifice to each of these

deities, he takes the victim to a pine place and calls upon

the gods .... Then when he has cut up the victim and

seethed the flesh, he spreads out a carpet of the tenderest

herbage, especially clover, and sets all the flesh thereon.

When he has thus disposed it, a Magian man stands by

and chants a theogony thereto, for such the Persians say

the chant is. Without a Magian it is not lawful for

him to offer sacrifices. And after waiting a littie time the

sacrificer takes away the flesh and uses it as he will.’*

That the soma juice was offered to the gods and drunk

by the priests is certain, but want of evidence precludes any

detailed description.*
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CHAPTER VIII

VEDIC LITERATURE AND CUI.TURE

I. Introductory

After having gone through the multifarious definitions

of religion and the various theories regarding the origin of

religion and after attempting to peep into the misty haze

of the Indo-European and Indo-Iranian periods, we at last

emerge into the comparatively clearer daylight of the Vedic

period. In the last two chapters, unlike the two preceding

them, our task was historical though we had to labour under

the great disadvantage of possessing no direct record of

any sort belonging to either of those two great periods.

Now we are in a comparatively better position, though not

yet quite out of the field of uncertainty and indefiniteness.

With the whole of the great book of the ^tigveda before us,

which in extent equals the Iliad and the Odyssey put to-

gether and the contents of which are more than three

thousand years old, however uncertain its exact date and

development, we have some firm ground beneath our feet

;

and with the inquiry being now limited to the peoples of

India our task becomes nyich lighter.

2. A Brief Survey of the Vedic Literature

At the very threshold of Indian history we come across

an extensive literature, generally known as the Vedic litera-

ture. It covers, according to the most cautious estimates,

a period of seven or eight hundred years and is essentially

religious in character. The whole of this literature natur-

ally falls into three well-defined literary periods, marking

three distinct stages in the growth of both the language and
the thought.
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The three periods are :

I. The period of the four Vedas.

II. The period of the Brahmanas, including the older

Aranyakas and the Upanishads.

III. The period of the Sutras.

This scheme is adopted by Macdonell,^ but other authors

divide the Vedic literature differently. Thus Max Muller ®

distinguishes two separate periods in the composition and

collection of the four Vedas, as follows :

(1) The Cbhandas period, i.e. the period during which

the hymns of the ^igveda were composed.

(2) The Mantra period, i.e. the period when the Vedic

hymns and formulas were collected and system-

atically arranged in four books or Samhitas.

Professor Winternitz * unites the Brahmanas and the

Sutras into one period, and assigns a different period to the

Arariyakas and the Upanishads, but for these works there is

no great difference between the divisions given by Macdonell

and those of Max Muller. The latter simply assigns an

independent period to the hymns of the ^igveda which the

former considers to form a part—although admittedly an

important and quite a distinct part—of the period of the

four Vedas. But Winternitz’s classification differs from

both of these and appears questionable for two reasons.

Firstly, the bulk of the Aranyakas and the Upanishads is

more akin to the Brahmanas than the Sutras
;
and secondly,

some at least of the Aranyakas and the Upanishads are ear-

lier in date than most of the literature in the Sutra style.*

Lastly, we may add that, traditionally, Brahmanas together

with the Aranyakas and the Upanishads belong to the class

of ^ruti while the Sutras belong to that of Smrti, a distinc-

tion not ‘ altogether artificial and devoid of historical

meaning ’.
*

r HSL., p. 29. * OGR., pp. 149-56; ASI/., p. 70. 8 Winternitz, I, p. 48.

* MUUer, Upanishads, SBB., I, p. Ixvii. cf. Keith, TS., pp. Ixxvill S.

8 MfiUer, ASL., p. 76.
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In dividing the Vedic literature into any parts whatso-

ever we must bear in mind the fact that, excepting the

four Vedas and the Brahmanas, the Vedic literature that is

pre-Buddhistic and the Vedic literature that is post-Bud-

dhistic is so mixed up, that its division into chronologically

separate periods is impossible
; for all the Aranyakas and

Upanishads were not written at a definite period, but

during a period extending over at least four to five hundred

years. There are a few Upanishads which are undoubtedly

anterior to the Sutras, but a large number of them were

written during and after the Sutra period. So it is best to

divide all the Upanishads into two parts, assigning the older

part to the Brahmana period and the other to the later

Sutra period and the period following the rise of Buddhism.^

/. The Four Vedas

The word Veda literally means 'knowledge' (from the

root vid, to know), later coming to mean ' sacred knowledge
'

or ' sacred lore ', and is used in two different senses. First

it is used as a collective designation not only for the four

Vedas or collections, but also for the Brahmanas (including

the Aranyakas and the Upanishads appended to those Brah-

manas). In this sense it is used synonymously with the

word Sruti or ' revealed texts ' as opposed to Smrti or ' tra-

ditional texts In the second sense, the word is used to

denote each one of the four individual collections of hymns
and prayers, which are called the fi/^j-veda, the 5awa-veda,

the y^ywy-veda and the Atharva-wedi^. In the beginning

only the first three Vedas were recognized as canonical, and

they were later spoken of as the trayi vidyd, or the ' triple

knowledge

1 The term Upanishad does not represent a closed canon but an indefi-

nitely extensive type of literature ' which has not been formally concluded

and which may yet be continued in the present or the future \—Bloomfield,

AV., p. 18.

2 This distinction, according to Max Muller, was made by the Brahmans
after their ascendency was established.— pp. 76-7.

8 Macdonell, HSI<., pp. 29-30; Bloomfield, RV., p. 17.
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The ^tg-veda is the Veda of hymns and prayers (rft-lit.

' a laudatory stanza ’) addressed to the natural powers such

as the sky, earth, dawn, waters, etc. as gods ; and they were

meant for loud recitation. We shall have to deal with its

contents more fully later on.

The S«wa-veda is the Veda of chants {Saman) and con-

sists of hymns, mostly borrowed from the ^tigveda, which

are set to music and are meant to be sung by the Saman
singers during the performance of the Soma sacrifice. Being

almost entirely based on the Rigveda it possesses practically

no independent value.

The Yfl^wr-veda is the Veda of ‘ sacrificial prayers ’ (yajus),

and besides a great many stanzas borrowed from the Rig-

veda it also contains original prose formulas. There are two

schools of the Yajurveda, the Black and the White. The
Yajurveda of the Black school does not .separate the

sacrificial formulas from their prose explanations and com-

ments, but presents the whole in a mixed form. The Yajur-

veda of the White school on the other hand, not only makes
a distinction between the sacrificial formulas and the prose

explanations, but collects the whole mass into two parts,

calling the collection of the formulas the Samhita and the

collection of prose explanations a Brahmana. We have

three complete recensions of the Black Yajurveda, viz. of the

Taittiriya, the Kathaka and the Maitrayaniya schools, but

only one of the White Yajurveda, the Samhita part of which

is called the Vdjasaneyi Sathhita, and the Brahmana part

the Satapatha Brahmana}

The Atharva-v^^a. is a collection of quite a miscellaneous

character. It contains, on the one hand, several hymns
borrowed from the Rigveda and especially the tenth book

of that collection, and on the other, various magical spells

and incantations directed against hostile agencies such as

illness, demons and enemies of man in general and of Brah-

mans in particular
; and on the whole this latter element of

1 cf. Keith, CHI., I. pp. 114-15.
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witchcraft and sorcery predominates. It did not form part

of the sacred canon for a long time, and even during the later

period of classical Sanskrit literature its high authority was

not quite unquestioned. This may have been due, first,

to its apparent worldly character, secondly, to its lateness,

and thirdly, to its being unconnected with the sacrifice which

forms an essential part of the other three Vedas.'

Next to the Rigveda, this is the most important of the

Vedas. For it presents an interesting and unparalleled

picture of primitive popular belief and superstition cur-

rent among the lower strata of the early Indo-Aryans
; and

some of its matter may be as old as the time when the Indo-

Europeans were still one people. Thus this Veda forms an

important supplement to the Rigveda, allowing us a deep

insight ' into the obscurer relations and emotions of human
life while the Rigveda limits itself to the religious notions

and practices of the upper classes of the Aryan tribes.

//. The Brdhmanas, the Aranyakas and the Upanishads

The Brahmanas, meaning ‘ books dealing with devotion or

prayer' (brahman) are theological prose works attached to

the four Samhitas. Their purpose is to elucidate the meaning

and to explain the application of the sacred texts to sacri-

ficial ceremonies along with the symbolical import of different

rites and rituals. Besides this purely ceremonial matter,

the Brahmanas contain ^valuable information on the inter-

pretation of the Vedic texts.

The Aranyakas and the Upanishads are closely connected

with the Brahmanas, and sometimes with the Samhitas

themselves. Aranyakas (lit. * forest-books ') are so called

because they are intended to be studied in the solitude of the

forests. They resemble the Brahmanas both in character and

style and supplement them by giving additional information

with regard to the rites inadequately treated of in the Brah-

manas and by describing special ceremonies not previously

dealt with in the Brahmanas.

1 Macdouell, pp. 191-S. * Bloomfield, quoted in Art. ' Sanskrit *, BB.
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The Upanishads are philosophical treatises in the form of

dialc^ues, being the first attempts of the early Indians at a

systematic treatment of metaphysical problems. The num*
her of known Upanishads, most of which are nominally

attached to the Atharvaveda, is very great (about 170),^ but

they are of very varying age and importance. Those which

form part of the Saihhitas, the Brahmanas, and the Aran-

yakas of the three older Vedas are perhaps the oldest.

There are two Brahmanas of the J^igveda which have

come down to us, viz. the Aitareya Brdhmana and the

Kausttaki (or Sdnkhdyana) Brdhmana. They are clearly two

distinct versions based on the same stock of exegetic and

legendary matter, but nevertheless showing considerable

difference in arrangement and in having a certain amount of

material peculiar to each of them. From its comparatively

simpler style and a more systematic arrangement, the Kaust-

taki Brdhmana appears to be later than, at any rate, the

older parts of the Aitareya. The supplementary or con-

cluding portions of these Brahmanas are called the Aran-

yakas and the Upanishads, and bear the same names as the

Brahmanas.

The Brahmanas of the Sdmaveda have a special character

of their own as they are not, like others of the same class,

different versions of the same matter but are quite distinct

treatises dealing chiefly with the technique of chants.

Their traditional number is given as eight, but this tradition

does not seem to be quite correct as the number of works

that are found and that certainly once belonged to the same
class is greater than eight. The Chdndogya Brdhmana, of

which the famous Chdndogya Upanishad forms a part, is one

of the Samaveda Brahmanas. To the Taittiriya Sathhitd of

the Yajurveda are appended the Taittiriya Brdhmana
and the Taittiriya Aranyaka, a part of the latter being

known as the Upanishad of the same name; and to the

Vdjasaneyi Sathhitd (or the White Yajurveda) belongs the

^ Miiller, Upanishads, pp. Ixviii-lxix. Barth, RI., p. 65f.
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^atapatha Brahmana, which includes the Brhadaranyaka.

The Maitrayaniya and the Kathaka schools have also

preserved Upanishads of the same names. The Gopatha

Brdhmana is the only Brahmana of the Atharvaveda and

is quite modern and unimportant.

III. The iif'yas

The third and the last starve « f Vedic literature consists

of Sutras (lit. ' thread ’

; <»r books which give a systematic and

connected account of the Vedic ritual on tne one hand and cus-

tomary law on the other. Their main object is to supply as

briefly as possible a connected survey of the whole mass of

complicated details of the ritual contained in the Frahmanas
and the Aranyakas, so that an ordinary Brahmin could per-

form the rites and sacrifices without any mistake of detail

and without learning by heart the bulky Brahmanas. They
were meant as a Help to memory.

The Sutras are divided into two parts, called the Crania

Sutras or the Sutras based on Sruti (revelation) and the

Smdrta Sutras or Sutras based on Smrti (tradition). The
Smdrta Sutras are again divided into two parts, viz. the Grhya

Sutras (' home aphorisms
') which contain a description of

household ceremonies, and the Dharma Suiras (' aphorisms

regarding religion and philosophy ') which treat of customary

law of the ancient Indians.

The Sankhayana and the A§valayana ^rauta Sutras and
also the Gfhya Sutras bearing the same names, belong to the

Bigveda, while the Srauta Sutras of Ma^aka, Latyayana and

Drahyayana together with the Gobhila Grhya Sutra belong

to the Sdmaveda. The Katyayana Srauta Sutra and the

Kdtiya or Vajasaneya Grhya Sutra belong to the White

Yajurveda, while there are six $rauta Sutras and seven

Gfhya Sutras belonging to the Black Yajurveda. The
Vaituna is meant to be the Srauta Sutra and the Kausika the

Gfhya Sutra of the Atharvaveda, though the latter is not

purely a Gyhya Sutra}

1 Macdonell, pp. 244-51.

13
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3. Vedic Chronology

Chronologically, however, the whole of this tremendous

literature is ‘ a perfect labyrinth of buildings, involved one

in another’,^ as we find hardly any certain data by which

we can ascertain even the age of some of these impor-

tant works. This distressing fact is attributed to two
peculiarities of the Indian character, viz. a singular lack of

a historical sense and an uncommon indifference to worldly

deeds and actions. Early Indians have achieved notable

results in various branches of science, literature and art,*

but so far as history is concerned, there is not a single

fragment which gives us information of any value for

determining the age of Vedic compositions and generally

for constructing Vedic chronology as a whole. Under
such circumstances, scholars were forced to have recourse to

indirect evidence, the natural result of which is that ancient

Indian chronology has remained extremely uncertain and a

matter of very vague approximations.

Apart from the orthodox Indian view, which considers,

as all orthodox people do when the canonical scriptures

of their own religions are concerned, that the Veda was
revealed to the ancient seers, and is self-existent and eter-

1 Barth, RI., p, zxii. 2 Macdonell, op. dt., p. lo.
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nal, conclusions with regard to the chronology of ancient

Indian literature are based on one or more of the following

considerations

:

(1) Fixing the date of the death of the Buddha,
which is itself in a great measure based upon
the evidence of the invasion of India by
Alexander the Great.

(2) Examining the language, literature and civili-

zation as recorded in Vedic literature.

(3) Astronomical data found in the Rigveda.

(4) Comparing the contents of the Pigveda and
the Avesta and by fixing the date of the

Avesta,

(5)

The recent finds in Persia, called the inscrip-

tions of Boghaz-koi.^

But it should by no means be thought that every one of

these is of equal importance
;
as, for example, the finds in

Persia are declared by some authorities to be of no value in

ascertaining the age of the Rigveda?'

The chronology of Vedic literature given by Max Muller,

which was mainly based on the date of the death of the

Buddha and the evidence of the Vedic language and litera-

ture is still, for want of any other reliable evidence or a

more powerful argument, the most generally adhered to.

He first distinguished four great literary classes of composi-

tions, corresponding to four great periods in the growth of

the Vedic religion and of the theological systems of the

Brahmans. And since several of the most eminent authors

of works in the Sutra style lived prior to, or contem-

poraneously with, the rise and spread of Buddhism, and since

477 B.C. is the most probable date of the Buddha's death,®

he assigns the date 600 b.c. for the beginning of the latest

development of the Vedic literature, viz. the Sutra period.

1 They were first discovered in 1907. For a short account see CHI., I,

PP- 72-3 and iio-ii.

2 Keith, CHI., I, p. in.
2 Muller, ASIy., pp. 298-9; OGR., pp. 138-9; Rigveda Safkhitd, IV, p. xiii.
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The lower limit of this period is taken to be about 200 b .c .

Now the Sutras presuppose the existence of the Brahmanas.

The elaborate details of ritual and sacrifices developed in

the Brahmanas, and the literary and theological activity

displayed by them, could not have extended over less than

200 years ; hence 800-600 b.c. is assigned to the Brah-

manas. The Brahmanas, again, presuppose the existence of

a complete collection of Vedic hymns and ‘ as several gener-

ations of modern poets and probably two classes of collec-

tors have to be accommodated in it ’, he allows a further

200 years to the Mantra period (as he calls it), and thus

arrives at 1000-800 b.c. as the limits of that period. The

last and the most important period in the history of Vedic

literature is the one when the Vedic Indians were entering

the land of the Seven Rivers. Considering the contents of

the oldest hymns of the ^igveda he suggested 200 years as the

minimum necessary for the composition of those hymns.

Thus 1200-1000 B.c. is assigned to the Chhandas, the oldest

Vedic period. These dates are now accepted by practically

all scholars who have contributed to the Cambridge History

of India}

To Macdonell ® this estimate of Max Muller ‘ appears much
nearer the mark ' for two reasons. Firstly, because ‘ a

period of three centuries, say from 1300 -1000 b.c. would

amply account for the difference between what is oldest

and newest in Vedic poetry ' ; and secondly ‘ the affinity

of the oldest form of the Avestan language with the dialect

of the Vedas is so great, that it is impossible to avoid the

conclusion that the Indian branch must have separated

from the Iranian only a very short time before the begin-

nings of Vedic literature, and can therefore have hardly

entered the north-west of India even as early as 1500 b.c.’

Thus, Macdonell uses the fourth consideration merely to

check the result arrived at by considering the first and

second; while Hopkins and Jackson, basing their argument

1 I, p. 697. * HSL., p. 12.
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mainly on the fourth, conclude that the Vedas must have

come into existence some time between 1000 b.c. and 600

B.C., since the date of Zoroaster is now generally fixed at

660-583 B.C. This may also be taken as the date of the

oldest part of the Avesta, and since the difference between

the Avesta and the Bigveda is one of dialect only, the two

works cannot be separated from each other by a period

greater than two hundred years. Thus they place the bulk

of the ^igveda hymns between 800-600 b.c.*

Professor Keith,® following the arguments of Max Muller

and relying perforce on the development of the civilization

and literature of the period as the best criterion, thinks that

the oldest hymns of the Rigveda, such as those of Usas, may
have been composed as early as 1200 B.C., the Brahmana
period may have begun not later than 800 B.c., and ‘the

Upanishads cannot be dated as, on the whole, later than 550

B.C.’

Two of the most important writers who have based their

conclusions on astronomical grounds are Jacobi and Tilak

who assign 3500-2500 b.c. and 4000-2500 b.c. respectively

to the composition of the Rigvedic hymns.® Most scholars,

however, consider these conclusions to have been based on

‘wholly improbable assumptions’,* and at present they

seem to have been almost abandoned.

The opinion with regard to the finds in Persia has been

already stated, and most' scholars would probably take the

same view. At any rate, no independent theory, based solely

on the inscriptions of Boghaz-koi, which probably belong to

1400 B.C., has yet been formulated and the discovery has

not influenced the earlier estimates in any way. The exca-

vations at present going on in Sind and the Punjab are

reported to put back the antiquity of the Rigveda at least

by five centuries, but definite information is not yet

» Griswold, RV., p. 68. * CHI., I, pp. 112-13.

8 Griswold, RV., p. 69.

* Keith, CHL, I, p. in, Macdonell, HSI/., p. 12 ; Griswold, RV., p. 69.
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available. If this expectation is realized, the whole of the

Vedic chronology will have to be reconstructed.

4. Two Divisions of Early Indian Religion : Vedic Religion

and Brahmanism

From the point of view of religion, the Vedic literature

divides itself into two parts, viz. the Rigveda on the one

hand and the rest of the Vedic literature on the other
; and

the two distinct phases of essentially the same religion may
be called Vedic religion and Brahmanism. This division and

the above two names hardly need any justification. It is

now recognized beyond doubt that, although Brahmanism is

nothing but an isolated development of the religion con-

tained in the Rigveda, yet the two religions are entirely

different in spirit. While one represents a comparatively

exalted form of a purer faith based on nature worship, the

other tends to become artificial, mechanical and hieratic, and

makes rites and ceremonies its chief concern.

‘

The Rigveda is the only book where we can find the pure

Vedic religion. The Sdmaveda and Yajurveda were com-

posed during a transitional period which later led to the

sacerdotal religion of the Brahmanas and the Aranyakas.

5. Importance of the Rigveda

The importance of the Rigveda has by now become so

well known that instead of describing it we will confine

ourselves to a brief enumeration of the principal reasons on

which it is based. They are ;

(1) With the exception of the Eg3T)tian monu-
mental records and papyrus rolls and the Assyrian

literature, it is the oldest literary document

preserved.

(2) Historically, it gives us a clear idea of the civiliza-

tion of a very early age, such as is not to be

found anywhere else.

^ Muller, PR., p. 74.
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(3) Linguistically, it has won the glory of having estab-

lished the science of comparative philology on

firmer foundations by making evident the unity

of Indo-European languages and to some extent

oi the Indo-European peoples.

(4) It gave the first impetus to the science of

comparative mythology, and to a student of

religion it gives a unique and an unparalleled

picture of the religious beliefs and practices of

one of the most civilized ancient races of man-
kind, at the same time shedding a flood of light on

Indo-European and Indo-Iranian mythologies.

(5) Last but not least, it helps to explain "the

stupendous superstructure of the later Hindu
religion and institution', in the absence of which

able writers might have sought to prove that

Hinduism, like other religions, originated in

nothing else but fetishism, totemism, or ghost-

worship.

‘ So great an influence has the Vedic age exercised upon all

succeeding periods of Indian history, so closely is every

branch of literature connected with Vedic traditions, so

deeply have the religious and moral ideas of that primitive

era taken root in the mind of the Indian nation, so minutely

has almost every private and public act of Indian life been

regulated by old traditionary precepts that it is impossible to

find the right point of view for judging of Indian religion,

morals and literature without a knowledge of the literary

remains of the Vedic age that " in the long row of books

belonging to this period, the first place will belong for ever

to the J^igveda The ftigveda is " the only real or histori-

cal Veda

6. How the ^igveda was preserved

The ftigveda is a collection {samhitd) of mantras or hymns
consisting of rcas or verses, later intended for loud recitation.

1 Muller, ASL., p. 9. * ibid., p. 63. 3 MUller. OGR., p. iSS-
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The text as we have it contains 1,017 hynins divided into ten

Mandalas (lit

'

circles ’), or books, of unequal size. There are

also eleven more hymns known as the Valakhilya hymns,

but they are not generally included in the collection

and are apparently later in date. The Ifigveda has been hand-

ed down to us in only one recension and it is a practical

certainty that we possess it to-day almost in the same form

as when it came into existence as a collection, except for a

few verbal changes here and there. Poets of different fami-

lies had, at different times, going back at any rate to the

Indo-Iranian period, been in the habit of composing poems

addressed to the higher natural powers and phenomena as

gods ; and being supposed to be the products of an inspiration

which was later believed to be divine, these poems continued

to be handed down among the members of the same family

from generation to generation by an immemorial oral tradi-

tion. How long this went on we cannot say for certain, but

at some very distant date a few individuals, probably belong-

ing to one or two generations, decided to collect this sacred

poetry current among the various priestly families, with a

desire to preserve this ancient heritage of the wisdom of their

forefathers. These compilers of the Sarhhita do not appear

to have in any way altered the diction or character of the

hymns, except by applying certain rules of Sandhi which pre-

vailed in their time.' The great value these creators of the

Saihhita, and Vedic people of that time in general attached

to the hymns of the Rigveda is abundantly clear from the

extraordinary and numerous precautions which were employ-

ed to prevent the sacred text from being lost or corrupted.

The earliest expedient® was the formation of the Pada-

patha or ‘ word-text in which all the words of the Samhita

text are separated and given in original form as unaffected

by the rules of Sandhi, and in which most compounds are

dissolved. This was soon followed by the Krama-patha or

' step-text
'

(lit. ' sequence text
')

in which every word of the

Pada-text occurs twice, being connected with the word which

I Macdonell. VRS., pp. xii-xiii. 2 ibid., p. xiii ; HSL., pp. 51-2.
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precedes and the word which follows. The Krama patha

was again simibrly floated as the Pada-text, in the Jata-

patha or ‘ woven-text \ The culmination of the whole

process of preserving texts hy giving their words in different

combinations was leached in the extremely complicated

Ghana-patha, which subjects the Jala-patna to a similar

treatment. But these by no means exhaust the precau-

tions. There are the Prati^a*j:hyas, which exhibit all the

rules by which the Pada-lext can be turned into the

Samhita, giving also the euphonic rules observed and the

rules of the account. Finally, the various works called

Anukramanis (or ' indices *) enumerate the number of

hymns, verses, words and even syllables of the whole of the

Pigveda, giving in the Samhita order the deity to whom the

hymn is addressed, the poet by whom it was composed and

also the metre of the hymns of the Pigveda, As a result of

these extraordinarily minute safeguards, the text of the

l^igveda, which is at least 2500 years old, has been pre-

served to us with an unparalleled fidelity.

7. Contents of the Eigveda

Out of the ten unequal books in which the Is

divided, books II-VII are known as ‘ family books ’ because

each one of them is attributed to a family of ancient seers

. Thus book II is attributed to the family of Grtsamada

or Bhargava
; III to that of Vi^vamitra or Ku^ika

;
IV of

Vamadeva
; V of Atri

;
VI of Bharadvaja ; and VII to that of

Vagistha,^ These six books are much more homogeneous in

contents and internal arrangement than the remaining
; for

which reason they are believed to have existed as a separate

group before the other books were added, and thus formed

the nucleus of the whole collection.

Book VIII and the first 50 hymns of book I are ascribed

to the family of the Kanvas, and appear to be of later

1 Bloomfield, RV., p. 28 ; Keith. CHI., p. ; Macdonell, HSL., pp. 40-S ;

Art. * Sanskrit,* BB. ; Muller, PR., pp. 59-60.
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origin than the second part of book I.^ These hymns are

again, unlike the others, arranged strophically in groups of

two or three stanzas and form the bulk of those which later

appear in the Samaveda as set to music.® It is possible that

the first eight books formed a collection when all the hymns
addressed to the deified plant Soma and the drink made by

pressing it, as soma pavamana ‘ the clearly flowing soma ’

,

were taken out from the previously existing books and

collected into a book by itself.

Book X shows clear signs of being, in some parts, the latest,

and the second part of book I agrees with it both in its un-

systematic arrangement and the miscellaneous character of

its contents. According to Max Muller * and others, book X
contains whatever was left over of Vedic poetry after the

collection of the first nine books was complete. It also con-

tains the same number of hymns as book I (191) and like it,

is ascribed to no particular family. There are undoubtedly

some hymns which must have been composed as early as

those of the older books, but there are also others of

decidedly later origin, which are altogether different in spirit

from those of the other books, and show signs of developed

forms of language and metre. Some of these are cosmogonic

and philosophic,* others are addressed to abstract deities

such as Jndnam ® (knowledge) and Sraddhd * (faith) and

Liberality,^ while others are meant as spells and incanta-

tions® of the type found in the Alharvaveda. Excepting

one hymn which is addressed to Raii * (Pleasure) and which

occurs in the second part of book I, these subjects are al-

together foreign to the older books.

1 Keith, ibid.

* Bloomfield, RV. and Macdonell, HSL., l.c,

• Mtiller, PR„ p. 6o.

4 e.g., 90, 129, 130 and 190.

^ 71.

® 151.

7 1 17, and is entitled dhandnnaddna pra^amsd,—MixVLet.The Hymns of the

RV. in the Samhitd text, Ivondon, 1873, p, 378.

® e.g., 145, 155, 161, 163, 164, 166 and 184.

» I, 179.
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8 . Inio-Aryan Settlement in the Punjab

The ftigveda does not tell us how and for what reason the

Aryan invaders entered India, and consequently this has been

a subject of much speculation. But it is clear that the

Aryans entered India through the passes of the Hindukush,

occupying the country" as they proceeded and still pushing

forward with the zeal of adventurers in an unknown land.

In this we receive the best help from the names of the rivers

mentioned in the Pigveda, It is not possible, however, to

identify all the rivers mentioned (about 23, 21 of which

occur in one hymn, X. 75), but the mention of the rivers

Suvastu (Swat) Kubha (Kabul) Mehatnu, Krumu (Kurum)

and Gomati (Gomal) can be taken to mean that the region

through which these rivers flow was the first occupied

by the invading tribes. It appears very probable that this

colonization was followed along the banks of the rivers,

sometimes crossing them but most of the time moving either

up or down the stream. Even by this simple process the

invaders were bound to come to the Indus, sooner or later,

because all the above mentioned rivers are in fact tributaries

which flow into the Indus.

On the banks of the Indus the Vedic Indians must have

found themselves in a much milder and a more pleasant

climate and also a more fertile land. They appear to have

remained there for a long time, but afterwards proceeded

still further, gradually crossing all the five main tributaries

of the Indus, viz. the Vitasta (Jhelum), the Asikni (Chenab)

the Parusni or the Iravatl (Ravi), the Vipa^ (Beas) and the

Sutudri (Sutlej). Thus, at RV. I. 131, 5, we find the

following words

:

‘ (God Indra) thou didst help thy suppliants ; one river

after another they gained who pursued glory.’

Thus proceeding, at the end of the Rigvedic period, the

Indo-Aryans appear to have reached as far east as the

Ganges, which is expressly mentioned for the first time in
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X. 75, evidently a late hymn.^ Towards the south the

Aryan settlement had very nearly reached the sea. Still the

word samudra has not come to mean ‘ sea but is used to

denote a big stream only.

In this wide area extending from eastern Afghanistan as

far as the Ganges in the east, and from the foot of the

Himalayas to the mouth of the Indus in the south, were the

hymns of the ^igveda composed. Efforts have been made
to determine the regions where a particular group of hymns
must have been composed and to determine a chronological

order in the hymns, but they cannot be said to have been

yet wholly successful.®

The composers of the hymns collectively call themselves

by the name Aryas, and were at one time divided into as

many as sixty-five tribes.® We can, however, obtain no

definite information regarding the relations between them.

The only conclusion that is possible, is that all these tribes,

though conscious of their racial and religious unity, were not

always on peaceful terms with each other. Besides the

great battle ‘ of the ten kings ’, conflicts among the different

tribes appear to have been quite frequent. The battle ‘ of

the ten kings ’ is, however, one of the greatest fought during

the Eigvedic period, as it is certainly the greatest described

and the most frequently alluded to. It was fought on the

banks of the Parusni, where ‘ the King Sudas scattered the

twenty-one peoples who had attacked him through lust of

glory and where Indra wrought their downfall as the skilled

priest clips grass

9. Vedic Civilization and Religion not primitive

The word dryan, which seems to be as old as the Indo-

Iranian period,® was applied by the Vedic Indians to them-

selves, more particularly when they came into conflict with

1 Reference to the Ganges at VI. 45 . 31 , is doubtful.

* Keith, CHI. ; Griswold, RV.
» Vedic Index. RV.. VII. 18 . ii.

6 * Arya or Arya in Sanskrit, Airya in Zend, which means “ of good family,

noble CHL, p. 73-
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the dark aborigines, the original inhabitants (probably of

the same stock as the present Dravidians) who occupied

north-western India before the Aryan invasion. This is

clear from the fact that, except in the tenth book of the

ftigveda, the words drya or dryans never occurs without

the word ddsa or dasyu being mentioned almost in the

same stanza.^ It may also be mentioned here, that racial

and religious consciousness, which had its beginning in the

Indo-Iranian period, as indicated by the use of the name
Arya for this branch of the Indo-European family and which

was clearly present among the Indo-Aryans in a veiy marked

degree, however natural its cause, shows among various

other things, that the Vedic Indians had already attained an

advanced stage of national and social development even

though they retained some of the most primitive institutions

and characteristics. Neither was the state of the general

civilization of the Vedic people in any sense primitive.

They ^ had already abandoned purely nomadic life and had

long been living in houses which, though still simple in

construction, could be closed by a door having a strap with

which it could be fastened. Fences were used for protection

against wild animals, while earth mounds and ditches were

used as a protection from the attacks of enemies. Although

they had not given up hunting, they had made good

progress in agriculture and cattle keeping
;
they had learnt

the use of oxen for pfoughing, of horses for warfare and

chariot-racing, and of dogs for hunting and keeping watch by

night. They prepared bread from barley (yava) and used

milk, ghee and various fruits and vegetables, while the use

of flesh, as well as of the two principal Vedic spirituous liquors

soma and surd, was restricted to ceremonious occasions only.

They caught lions by laying snares, antelopes by digging

pits, birds by nets and foils, while boars were hunted with

1 cf., e.g. RV., I. 103. 3 ; II. ii. 19 :
V. 34. 61 ; VI. 18. 3 ;

VII. 5, 6; III. 34.

9 : X. 86. 19 ; 102. 3 ; 138. 3 ; etc.

* This is a sketch based mainly on Kaegi, RV., pp. I2ff. ; Macdonell,

HSI/., pp. 146-51, 163-70.
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dogs. Although they had not made very great progress in

navigation, they knew the use of boats in crossing rivers.

Neither was their way of fighting with the enemy un-

developed. As is mentioned above, they used ditches and

earth mounds, and in war the chief command usually belonged

to the king. There are indications that riding on horseback

was known to them, and although cavalry does not seem to

have been known, chariots drawn by horses were frequently

used. They were also acquainted with gold and stored it as

treasure. There were carpenters, joiners, smiths and wheel-

wrights ; and women were acquainted with sewing and with

the plaiting of mats from grass or reeds.

They also had various amusements to entertain them-

selves. They frequently played dice, danced in the open air,

and were well acquainted with different kinds of music.

Their clothes were made of sheep’s wool of different colours

and sometimes adorned with gold. So also are necklets,

bracelets, anklets and ear-rings mentioned as ornaments.

The organization of the family, though in fact a continua-

tion of the old Indo-European household, was practically the

same as it exists in India to the present time, which, whatever

may be said against it, has its own good points. Neither

were they lacking in ideas of government and law. They
had a king, whose office was as a rule hereditary, but he

never possessed any very great or arbitrary powers
; and it is

possible he might sometimes have been elected, though

certain evidence on this point is lacking. Adultery and rape

were counted among the most serious offences, while illegiti-

mate birth and robbery were recognized as crimes and were

punished. The standard of morality was evidently com-
paratively high. Mention is also made in the ^igveda of

paying debt by instalments.

Although writing came into existence only at the close

of the Vedic period, the Vedic people had already developed

the rich and scientific language in which the Bigveda is written

and which, from the point of view of phonetics at least, is a

marvellous achievement.
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Socially again, they were in an advanced condition.

Besides the racial and religious consciousness which they

manifested at every step in the ^igveda, they were free from

most of the social blemishes which considerably darken the life

history of the Indians throughout all later periods.

Caste-system—although four castes are mentioned by name
in one hymn (X. go), which is admitted by all authorities to

be one of the latest added—in any definite form or shape was

unknown. It is however probable that both priesthood

and nobility were tending to become hereditary and that

these two classes distinguished themselves from the rest of

the Aryan community. The priests indeed were receiving

definite names, but this only determined their position at the

sacrifice, and had nothing to do with their social position.

On the other hand, the whole of the Aryan community was

sharply distinguished from the dark-coloured, phallus-wor-

shipping Dasyus, and prayers for the preservation of the

Aryan colour {varna, a word which later came to mean a

‘caste’) and for victory over the Dasyus are constantly

addressed.

The amount of freedom enjoyed by women during that

time was greater than at any subsequent period throughout

the history of the Indian peoples extending over 3000 years.

They enjoyed social liberty and equality with men, and

were barred from neither learning the scriptures nor the

performance of sacrifices and offering of oblations. They
did not marry very young and had some voice in the choice

of their husbands. Remarriage of widows was not prohibit-

ed and if the voluntary burning of the widow with her dead

husband was an Indo-European custom, it appears to have

been in abeyance during this period.

Meat and even beef were freely eaten ;
there was as yet

no objection against inter-dining and no defilement by touch

existed. A future life was believed in, but the doctrine of

transmigration was unknown and, as has been already

remarked, the standard of morality was by no means low.

There is hardly any black magic to be met with, nor were
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the self-mortifying practices of asceticism and austerity

present.

This sketch of Vedic civilization, brief and inadequate in

many respects though it be, amply justifies the conclusion

that the Vedic people were anything but primitive.^ The

development of culture and civilization goes hand in hand

with mental development, and it is but natural that the

religion of the Vedic people, as it must correspond with

the development of their mental capacities, should not be

primitive but considerably advanced, though it is yet simple

in its fundamentals. Thus it is quite in order that we do not

find in the hymns of the J^igveda, ‘ a naive outburst of poetic

feeling,’ but a sacerdotal Brahmanism in its simplest begin-

nings, in the process of taking firm root.

Some thousands of years had passed since the remote

ancestors of the Vedic Indians had first come to believe in the

existence of some power or powers beyond themselves,

through a sense of fear, awe, and need. So far as the Indo-

European race is concerned this belief was soon associated

with the higher natural powers, such as the sky, the earth,

the sun, the moon, fire, etc.® and they were generally known
as ‘the shining ones' or ‘the bright ones’. From this

belief to invoking their aid and protection must have been

an easy step, as these early people could not have cared

for anything which was not, directly or indirectly, useful to

them ; but for a long time they must have expressed it in

1 * Primitive '= ‘characterized by the simplicity of old times; original;

especially, having something of the same kind derived from it, but not
itself derived from anything of the same kind

;
plain ; old-fashioned.’

—

The
Century Dictionary

,

N.Y. and lyondon, 1890.

=‘of or belonging to the first stage; pertaining to early times; simple;

rude; rough; old-fashioned; original as opposed to derivative.'

—

A New
English Dictionary, Oxford, 1909.

The word is not used here in its vague sense, meaning ‘ pertaining to early

times It is therefore claimed that the Vedic Indians were neither original,

nor plain, nor old-fashioned, cf. Frazer, R. W., A Literary History of

India, lyondon, 1898, p. 29, and Rapson, AI., p. 40; Farquhar, J. N., Outline

of the Religious Literature of India, Oxford, 1920, pp. iiff.

* Schrader, AR., p. 34.
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the crudest language, although very earnestly. The period

which intervened between the Indo-European and the Indo-

Iranian periods saw considerable development of language,

and with it the prayers and invocations came to be much
better expressed. This may truly be called the period of ‘ a

primeval, childlike, naif prayer These powers, however,

were from the very beginning imagined to have been endowed
with the hopes and desires, likes and dislikes of human beings;

and as such, the prayers were usually accompanied by some
sort of offering to the ‘ shining one * who was addressed,

which during the Indo-Iranian period developed into a

definite cult of the Soma sacrifice. Thus the Indo-Iranian

religion consisted, in the main, of belief in heavenly powers

as divine and their worship by laudatory prayers and offer-

ings of various kinds, of which the Soma sacrifice was the

chief. This was, in short, the religion which the Indo-

Aryans brought with them when they entered India. The
Iranian gods such as Airyaman, Baga, etc. ‘ which express

certain relations of moral and social life although nomi-

nally belonging to the Indo-Iranian period were, in our

opinion, peculiar creations of the Iranian people
; and al-

though these gods existed during the Indo-Iranian period,

the above mentioned ‘ relations ' were not then connected

with or attributed to them.

Now we come to the chief purpose of this part, viz.

to trace the development of religion during the period of the

Bigveda, by which is here meant the age during which

the older part of the Rigvedic hymns were composed. The
contents of the J^igveda quite clearly show that the redac-

tors lived in a very different age from the composers, and
the final redaction, when the contents of the J^igveda

were ultimately fixed, appears clearly to fall in the period of

the Brahmanas. Only thus can we explain the similarity

between the contents of the Atharvaveda and the latest

portions of the ^igveda. That the Atharvaveda really

' Pfleiderer, O., quoted in Muir, V, p. 415.

2 Roth, R., quoted ibid., p. 419.

14
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beloi^s to the period of the Btahma^as is held even by

Bloomfield.^ But since it is not easy to determine exactly

what is new and what is old in the ^igveda, we will

consider the religion of the whole of the ^igveda, but shall

mark wherever possible what conceptions are new and what

old.

1 AV., pp. 3-5.



CHAPTER IX

THE VEDIC GODS

Since we have restricted the term * Vedic religion ' to the

religion found in the T^igveda only, we will first trace the

powers, functions and attributes of the gods invoked in that

book ; because, excepting a small number of hymns some of

which are of undoubtedly later origin, and are secular, magical

or philosophical in character, these higher Vedic gods occupy

practically the whole of the Rigveda. Excluding the troupes

of deities, such as the Maruts, the 'storm-gods*, the number
of gods in the l^igveda is usually stated to be thirty-three,

and this number is variously expressed : trayastrimsat, ^

trimsati trayas,^ trayah ekddasa,^ But although this state-

ment is often found, it is difficult to make a definite list

of these gods. Nor do the Vedic poets themselves appear to

have been in any way certain about them, since in some
passages gods like Agni, the A§vins, and the Maruts are

specifically mentioned in addition to the compact mass of the

ambiguous thirty-three gods. Sometimes however, the gods

are said to be more numerous. In one passage,* which is

repeated in another hymn® identically, we read: ‘Three

hundred, three thousand, thirty and nine gods worshipped

Agni.' ®

The classification of the Vedic gods is a matter of some
difficulty, and owing to the indefiniteness of character and
obscurity as to the origin of at least some of the gods, no
classification, however ingenious, can claim to be perfect.

The Vedic poets themselves divide the thirty-three gods into

three groups according to the three-fold division of the

universe, into heaven, atmosphere and the earth, as deities

1 1 . 45. 2. 2 VIII. 28. I. 3 IX. 92. 4.

III. 9. 9. 6 X. 52 . 6.

• Triifi iota iri sahasraf^i Agnim irtmiac ca devak nova ca asaparyan ,

—

Muir, V, p. 12.
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of heaven, air or atmosphere, and earth. Thus, we have the

words :
‘ Ye gods, who are eleven in the sky, eleven on earth

and who in their glory are eleven dwellers in the (atmospheric)

waters, do ye gladly enjoy this our ofiEering.' ^ It is true this

traditional classification cannot apply logically, since some

at least of the gods cannot be assigned to any of these

divisions with certainty*—not to say anything regarding

the application of the mathematical division of the number

of gods—but this classification has the great advantage of

being simple and is certainly the one that is ‘ most conve-

nient as Macdonell® calls it.

The five-fold division of Bloomfield indeed pays more

attention to chronology, or historical development and

the origin of the gods. But the former of these two rea-

sons is obviated by our chapters on I.E. and I.I. religions,

which will show, however imperfectly, what gods are older

and what the new creations of the Rigvedic age ;
while, so

far as the origin of gods is concerned, the classification

of Professo.r Bloomfield* itself throws but little light, ex-

cept to tell us that, owing to the advanced degree of anthro-

pomorphism of some gods, their original natures or physical

bases have become partially or completely obscured.

We will thus divide the Vedic gods into three classes,

viz.

:

(1) the celestial gods,

(2) the atmospheric gods,

(3) the terrestrial gods.

1 I. 139. II
;
Muir, V, p, 10. We also have the following passages from

RV. and Nirukta respectively :

Suryo no divas pdtu vdto antarihsdi

Agnirnab pMhivebhyai}. X. 158. i.

Tisra eva devatd iti Nairuktdh- Agnib prthivisthdno

Vdyur vd Indro vd antariksasthdnab suryo dyusthdnab-

Nir. VII. 5. Quoted by Muir, V, p. 8 .

See also Brhaddevatd, I. 5.

* Bloomfield, RV., p. 92,

® Hymns, p. 12.

4 RV., p. 96.
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Celestial Gods

Dyaus

Dyaus (Heaven), the oldest god of the I.E. peoples and

one from whom the Iranian notion of a chief deity was

derived, is already on the wane ^ and plays but an insigni-

ficant part in the ftigveda. No independent hymn is address-

ed to him, nor does he appear with any marked prominence

in the half-dozen hymns® addressed to Dyaus Prithivi

(Heaven and Earth). This god is described in the Pigveda

as the consort of the- Earth and the progenitor of the gods.

In J^igveda I. 54, a hymn addressed to Indra, occur the

words

:

* Sing forth to lofty Dyaus a strength-bestowing song,

the bold whose resolute mind hath independent sway.'

Here Sayana identifies Dyaus with Indra, who to some

writers seems, in later times, to have succeeded to the func-

tions assigned to the former god.*

The word dyaus is in most places used to mean the sky and

not the sky-god. He is indeed still the father and some-

times even ‘the highest father’,* Heaven and Earth being

referred to as devaputre ‘ they whose sons are gods ’,* but no
eagerness or exultation is displayed in invoking him. He is

once described as ‘ armed with a bolt and in another place

the lightning is spoken of as a smile on his face.® The dawn
is also referred to as the daughter of the personified Heaven,

Dyaus or Dyu.®

LITERATURE

In addition to what has been given in footnotes, see

Macdonell, VM., pp. 21-2 ; Muller, OGR., p. 209 and Ch.

V, above.

1 Griswold, RV., pp. 25, 149, 98, and 100.

* ibid., p. 90; Hopkins, RI., p. 58.

3 Muir, V, p. 33.

* RV., I. 141. 4a, *pra yai pitub pafamanmyate* etc,

3 RV., VII. S3. I ; Griswold, RV., p. 99 ; Muir, V, p. 23.

« II. 4. 6. 7 RV., I. 30. 22.
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Varuna

The next god of the sky is Varuna. By the side of Indra

he is one of the greatest and certainly the most impressive of

the Vedic gods. It is practically certain that he dates from

the Indo-Iranian period, but whether he was an Indo-

European creation is doubtful. His natural substratum is

completely lost sight of, but it is probable that he originally

represented the sky or some aspect of it.^

In the ftigveda he is the most magnificent and majestic of

the gods. Almost all the praiseworthy epithets denoting

power and majesty are applied to him, and he performs great

cosmic deeds. He is conceived as embracing all things, ‘ the

king of all, both gods and men ‘ of the whole world of

‘ all that exists ‘ he is the primary source of all life and

blessings ’.® Like Indra, he is also called the ' self-dependent

monarch ’ svardj, but more frequently samrdj the ‘ universal

monarch’, e.g. he is said to dwell in all works as sovereign

ruler.® Besides these, two other attributes denoting

sovereignty, viz. k?atra or ksatriya and the famous epithet

asura (applied to many gods of the ^igveda) are more

especially applied to Varuna. So is the epithet mayin ‘ one

possessed of occult power’, ‘crafty’, chiefly mentioned in

connexion with Varuna.’

His personality, however, is more fully developed on the

moral than on the physical side, just as his sovereignty is

more moral than temporal. Thus descriptions of his person

and his equipment are scanty.® As a peaceful, moral god he

has no need of terrible weapons, and a car which shines like

the sun® is his only prominent equipment.’® This car is

drawn by well-yoked steeds.’® The sun is often spoken of as

the eye of Mitra and Varuna,” but Varuna alone is said to be

thousand-eyed and far-sighted.’®

1 Bloomfield, RV. * II. 27. 10; X. 132. 4.

4 VII. 87. 6. S VII. 85. 5 ; VIII. 41. 3.

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 24. * ibid., p. 23.

w V. 62. 4. n VI. SI. I ; X. 37. I.

M VII. 34. 10 ; VIII. 90-2.

» V. 85. 3.

« VIII. 42. I.

• I. 122. 15.
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‘Varuna propped the two wide worlds asunder, pushed

back the lofty vault of heaven and spread out the world.' ^

* The Air hath Varuna placed among the tree-tops, milk in

the cows, and strength in the swift horses, wisdom in hearts,

and fire within waters ; in heaven the sun, and soma on the

mountains.’ * It is by his law that the heaven and earth are

held apart,® and as a result of his mysterious power the

rivers flow into one ocean and yet never fill it.* He made
the golden and revolving sun to shine in the firmament,®

and for him Varuna has opened a wide path.® By the

fixed and unassailable ordinances of Varuna, the shining

moon moves at night and the stars placed on high are

visible at night but hidden during the day.'^ The clouds

fertilize the earth at his command, the rivers follow

Varuna’s holy orders.®

As the above passages show, Varuna is the great lord

of the laws of nature, and his ordinances which govern gods,

men and things alike * cannot be transgressed. Consequent-

ly, the epithet dhfta-vrata especially belongs to him. He
is also called rtasyagopd, ‘guardian of law', or order, and

ftavat
‘ observer of order

Varuna’s power is so great that neither the birds as they

fly, nor the rivers as they flow can reach the limit of his

dominion, his might and his wrath.^* He is omniscient ; the

wise lord; he knows everything. He knows the flight of

birds in the sky, the path of ships in the ocean, the course of

the far travelling wind, beholds all secret things present,

past or future, and witnesses men’s truth and falsehood. No
creature can even wink without him. He, most wise (su-

kratu) and of fixed laws, sits down among his own people

in order to govern, and from thence perceiving, he beholds all

happenings (actions)—both that have been and shall be.“

1 VII. 86. I. * V. 85. 2 ; Griswold, RV, p. 133.

8 VI. 70-1. * V. 85. 6. 6 VII. 87. 5.

9 VII. 87. I : I. 24. 8. 7 I. 24. 10. 8 II. 28. 4.

» VIII. 41. 7. W I. 25-6. »» I. 24. 6.

W I. 25. 7-1 1 ; II. *8. 6 : VII. 49. 3.
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Moral government of the world is indeed the most out-

standing characteristic of Varuna, and there is no other god

of the ^igveda who can be compared with him in this

reject. Although gods like Agni and Soma^ are said to

possess spies, they (the spies) perform a much more useful

function in connexion with Varuna. The undeceived and

wise spies of Varuna behold the two worlds, and knowing the

sacrifice, stimulate prayer.® This function is also performed

by the sun, since the all-seeing sun rising from his abode

is said to go to the dwellings of Mitra and Varuna to report

the deeds of men.® His spies are described as sitting round

him, when Varuna, wearing golden mail, has clad himself in a

shining robe.® Varuna is again the only god of the l^igveda

who is so frequently prayed to forgive or destroy the sins that

men have committed through thoughtlessness, and this

sentiment is repeatedly expressed in the Varuna hymns

:

' Somehow through weakness of my will

I went astray, O shining one

;

Be gracious, mighty lord, and spare.’ ®

The hymns in which this sentiment is expressed are the

most exalted and ethical hymns in the l^igveda.^
’’

' l/oosen me from sin as from a bond that

binds me. May we swell.

Far from me, Varuna, remove all danger

;

Accept me graciously, thou holy sovran.

Cast off, like cords that hold a calf, my troubles,

I am not even mine eyelids’ lord without thee.

Infallible god, thy statutes never to be moved,

are fixed as on a mountain.

Bet me not profit, king, by gain of others.’
® ‘ Whatever wrong we men commit against the race

Of heavenly ones, O Varuna, whatever law

r IV. 4. 3 ; IX. 73- 4, 7- * VI. 67. 5 ; VII. 87. 3 : Macdonell, VM., p. 23.

8 VII. 60. I, 3. 4 I. 24. 13 ; 25. 13 ; V. 62. 4.

8 VII. 89. 3; Griswold, RV., p. 123. 8 Macdonell, VR., p. 603b,

I II. 28. 5. 6-9.

8 VII. 89. 5 ; Griswold, RV., p. 123 ; for other examples see, VII. 86. 5 ; II,

28. 5 a, pa-b.; V. 85. 7-8; I. 24. 9. 14.
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Of thine we here have broken throt^;h thoi^htless-

ness,

For that transgression do not punish us, O God 1

’

Merciful to penitents, he is angry with those who tran^ess
his laws,^ and his punishment of the sinful is as severe as his

bounties are plentiful.* Through his grace even those who
have sinned become his beloved.* He binds with fetters

and inflicts disease and death on evil doers, while he frees

those who humbly pray to him for forgiveness not only

from their own sin but also from the sin committed by their

fathers.* Every worshipper is Varuna’s friend, but this

friendship is broken by sin, which means the transgression

of the law of Varuna.* The committing of sin also leads

to another consequence besides losing Vanina's friendship,

viz. the physical penalty of disease or death.® In parti-

cular, sin is committed by killing or cursing (I. 41. 8.),

deceiving (II. 27. 16 b.c.) , by gambling or cheating at gamb-
ling (II. 29. 5 ; V. 85. 8) and by inordinate indulgence in

drink, anger or dice ;
* and his forgiveness is obtained by con-

fession (VII. 86. 6; 88. 6; 89. 3 b.c.), prayer for remission

of penalty (VII. 86. 5 b.c.), by oblations and sacrifices

(I. 24. 14), and by hymns of praise.

The ordinances of Varuna are unchangeable and even the

gods must follow them.® Hence, he is often called dhftavrata

‘ he whose ordinances are fixed '.® It appears certain that the

moral law was held to be as unchangeable as the physical,

although this is not expressly stated.

Varuna grants protection and happiness to his worshippers.

‘ Happy are they who experience the mercy of Varuna ' and

continue in his ordinance;** for Varuna has a thousand

boons to give.*® He guards the thoughts of men,*® grants

I VII. 86. 2, 3, 7; I. 24. II, 14; I. 25. 2bc. * VII. 88. I.

8V. 85. 8. * Macdonell, VR., p. 603b.

8 VII. 88. 5 ; I. 25. 1-2 ; VII. 89. 5.

• VII. 86. 4: I. 24. 9. 12-15 : II- 28. 7; cf. also Griswold, RV., p. 126.

1 Griswold, RV., p. 127. 8 IV. 42. 1-2 ; V. 69. 4 ;
VIII. 41. 7.

8 I. 25. 8, 10 b.c. >0 VII. 86. 2.

« II. 28. 2. w VII. 88. I. 18 VIII. 41. I.
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protection,^ removes fear® and furnishes the singer with a

wealthy patron.*

Through the development of Prajapati as the creator

and the supreme god in the later Vedas, the influence of

Varuna waned, and probably through the discovered connex-

ion vari ‘ water ' and vars ' to rain ’ on the one hand and

Varuna on the other, in the post-Vedic period he retained only

the dominion of waters and became more particularly the god

of the sea.*
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Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, pp. 4-10, etc.

Hopkins, RI., pp. 61-72.
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Muir, V, pp. 58-75.
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The Sun-Gods

There are in the ^igveda a certain number of gods who are

called sun-gods, but opinion as regards the original nature

of all of them is divided. These are Surya, Savitr, Mitra,

Visnu, Vivasvat and much less certainly Pusan and Bhaga.

We will treat each of these gods separately in order.

There are a number of characteristics which are common to

most of these gods, and identifications or inter-relations are

also frequently found. They all possess great splendour,

observe and supervise all creatures, lead the dead to where the

righteous dwell, dispel darkness, shower blessings and make
men sinless. Some at any rate like Savitr, Surya, and Pu$an

are the lords of all that moves or is stationary. They are all

benevolent and generous, and malignant traits are altogether

absent.® As examples of identifications we find that Savitr

is said to become Pusan in V. 82. 5, while in III. 62. 9-10,

they are thought of as being connected with each other.

Savitr is also said to become Mitra by his laws * and is some-
times identified with Bhaga, but it is uncertain whether

I II. 28. 3 : VII. 88. 6 ; VIII. 42. 2. » II. 28. 6, lo. 3 II. 28. ii.

* Griswold, RV., pp. 1 1 3-4; Macdonell, VR., p. 603 b.

* cf. Hopkins, RI., p. 57. « V. 81. 4.
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Bhaga here means the god Bhaga, or whether the word is

used only as an epithet.' The name of Bhaga (the good god
who bestows benefits, or the liberal god) is indeed often

added to that of Savitr, so as to form the single expression

savitabhagah or bhagaJ), savita. But on the other hand, there

are texts in which Savitr is distinguirshed from Mitra, Pusan
and Bhaga and more particularly Surya.® Still each one of

these gods possesses some distinctive feature or other.

Surya

In the fiigveda there are ten entire hymns in which Surya
is invoked.® The word is considered to be etymologically

allied to the Greek word “HAtos’ and since it was the

commonest designation of the physical sun, the Vedic god
Surya has remained the most concrete and transparent of

the solar deities.*

He is said to reveal the glory of the gods and especially

that of Agni® and is often described as the eye of such
gods® as Mitra, Varuna,® and Agni.® In the funeral h3'mn,*

the eye of the dead man is asked to go to the sun ; and in the
great cosmogonic hymn the sun is thought of as born from
the eye of the world-giant Purusa." He is again described

as the far-seeing, all-observing spy of the whole world,'® a
witness of the good and evil deeds of men,'* and as such is

beseeched to declare men sinless to the Adityas and Agni.'®

Deliverance from trouble and dishonour,'® disease and evil

dreams as well as from guilt '* is also often begged of him.
He drives in a car drawn by steeds which vary in number

from one to seven.'* He is sometimes spoken of as animate,

1 Hopkins, RI., p. 48; RV., VII. 38. 6.

* cf. Macdonell, VM.. p. 33. 3 Macdonell, VM., p. 30.
* Macdonell, VR., p. 603 b; Griswold, RV., p. 266.

6 1 . II5. I ; X. 7. 3. 0 VII. 77. 3. 7 VI. 51. I
; VII. 61. I ; 63. I, b.C.

8 I. 115. I ; and cf. Griswold, RV., p. 267. » X, 16. 3. lO x. 90. X3.

Griswold, RV., p. 267. 12 VII. 63. 1,4. 13 iv. 13. 3.

VI. 51. 2. 16 VII. 62. 2. 16 I. IIS ; 6. VII. 60. 2. 17 X. 37. 4.
18 X. 37. 7; see also Macdonell, Hymns, p. 29; VR., p. 603 b; Griswold,

RV., p. 288.

18 VII. 63. 2 ; I. SO. 8-9 ; Griswold, RV., p. 269.
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when he is called an eagle, a bull, or a steed ;
^ and some-

times as inanimate, when he is described as a wheel, a gem,

a variegated stone or a bright weapon.*

The extraordinarily plastic character of the Vedic mytho-

logy is well illustrated by the fact that Surya is some-

times described as the child of the dawn,® while at others as

a lover following dawn, ‘ as a young man follows a maiden ’
;

*

and in one place even as Dawn's husband.®

Surya is also the son of Dyaus, * but he is also described

as generated by many gods, who having generated him,

caused him to ascend the sky.* He dispels darkness,®

illumines the whole world * and measures days and prolongs

life.^® He is also called the soul {dtma) of all that moves or

is stationary.
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Griswold, RV., pp. 269-70.

Macdonell, VR., p. 603 ;
Hymns, pp. 29-31.

Hopkins, RI., pp. 40-6 ; and more particularly

Macdonell, VM., pp. 30-2.

Savitf

Savitr is extolled in eleven whole hymns and in parts of

others. He is pre-eminently a golden deity, his hands, his

eyes, his tongue, his arms, as well as his garments and his

car are repeatedly spoken of as golden.^* This fact combined

with the fact that ‘ most of the hymns composed for him are

to accompany the sacrifice, either of the morning or of the

evening ’,^® makes it highly probable that the original con-

ception of Savitr as a separate sun-god was based more

particularly on the golden twilights of the morning and the

evening and it is also probable that his very name Savitr

which means ‘ the stimulator ’ was derived from the morning

1 VII, 63. 5 ; V. 47. 3 ; VII. 77. 3.

* VII. 63. 2, 4 ; V. 47. 3 ; 63. 4; Griswold, RV., p. 269.

» VII. 63. 3 ; 78. 3. 4 I. 115. 2. 6 VII. 75. 5 - ® X. 37. I.

7 X. 72. 1 : 88. II. 8 VII. 63. I ; X. 37. 4. » VII. 13. I ; I. SO. 5.

»0I. so.7;Vm.48. 7.

u Macdonell, VM., p. 32. 18 Hopkins. RI., p. 46.
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twilight which ushers in the day, since it is on the whole

the more inspiring and impressive of the two. Macdonell ^

concludes that ‘ Savitr was originally an epithet of Indian

origin applied to the sun as the great stimulator of life and

motion in the world

Savitr is the god of mighty splendour {otndti) with which

he illumines the air, heaven and earth.® He drives in his

golden car with a golden pole,® drawn by brown, white-

footed steeds * and raising his two golden arms aloft rouses

and blesses all beings.** He observes fixed laws, while the

waters and the wind are subject to his ordinance.® He is

also, like Surya, iniplored to convey the dead to the abode of

the righteous, to remove evil dreams and to drive away the

demons and the sorcerers.'' Like other mighty gods he is

also called the Asura, ® and once, the prajapati of the

world.® He resembles Soma in bestowing immortality upon

the gods in general and the Rbhus in particular.

The most sacred stanza of the ^igveia}^ which is to be

recited at the beginning of the Vedic study and in every

morning prayer by the orthodox Brahman, is addressed to

Savitr and for that reason called the Savitrl. It is also

called the Gayatrt from the metre in which it is composed.

It runs as follows

:

' May we attain that excellent

Glory of Savitr the god.

That he may stimulate our thoughts.’ “

Why this particular stanza should have been chosen as the

most sacred and revered for such a long time is obscure, and

adequate explanation seems well n^h impossible.^® As

^ * So far as dawn is concerned, Savitr is a “ mythological synonym of

U§as”.’—Griswold, RV., p. 273.

* Macdonell, VM., p. 34. 3 i. 35. 7-8. * I. 35. 2, 5.

® I. 35 - 5 * ® II. 38. 2 ; IV. 53. 3, 4; VI. 71. I, 5.

^ IV. 53, 4; II. 38. 2. 8 X. 17. 4; V. 82. 5 ;
I. 35. 10.

» e.g., I. 35. 7. 10 IV. S3. 2, 54- 2; I. no. 3 ; Griswold, RV., p. 275.

11 III. 62. 10.

cf. Hopkins, RI., pp. 46-7 ; and Whitney in Colebrooke*s Essays, revised

ed., II, p. III.
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compared with Sutya, Savitr is a much more abstract deity.

' He is in the eyes of the Vedic poets the divine power of

the sun personified, while Surya is the more concrete

deity.’ ^

uterature

Beigaigne, RV., Ill, pp. 38-64.

Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, pp. iao-34.

Kaegi, RV.. p. 56.

Muir, V, pp. 162-70.

Mitra

In the l^igveda Mitra, like Dyaus, is a waning god. He is

invoked independently in only one hymn,® but often in asso-

ciation with Varuna. Although originally Mitra was un-

doubtedly a sun-god, in the Rigveda he hardly seems to

have retained any trace of his individuality as a sun-god, so

much so that it is questioned whether he was at all a sun-god

in the beginning.® But in our opinion there is a very easy

and natural explanation for this. As we have seen, the

Iranian god of the same name unmistakably referred to the

beneficent power of the sun. But the word mitra in both

the Rigveda and the old Avesta (and therefore presumably in

the Indo-Iranian form of language) meant nothing more than

a ‘ friend ’, or at the most ‘ faithfulness ’. So long as the

conception of this god was new, his connexion with the

physical sun was maintained, but since the meaning of the

word itself had no definite and direct reference to anything

physical in the sun, the god began to lose his individuality.

Now, had this god originated in the middle of the Rigvedic

period, when the people were capable of conceiving a purely

abstract deity (since his name meant nothing else but the

abstract quality of being friendly or faithful) he would have

^ Macdonell, VM., p. 34. cf. also Oldenberg, RV., pp. 64-5.

2 in. 59.

2 Griswold thinks that * on the whole, while an indefinite luminous character

cannot be denied to the Rigvedic Mitra, the original 1 .1 . Mitra must be
assumed to have been the apotheosis of the friendly compact.*—RV., pp.
X20-I.
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probably become a consistent abstract deity representing

friendliness, or faithfulness, because the word mitra was not

at all connected with the physical phenomenon of the sun or

even with any of his apparent physical aspects such as light

or heat. But the Indo-Iranian people, as we know, had not

developed the capacity of forming abstract deities. Thus

the physical basis being uncertain or forgotten and the time

not being ripe for a purely abstract conception, Mitra

began to lose his individuality as a sun-god. In the Persian

religion he regained his original character after a time, but

in the Vedic he became, consistently with the meaning of

his name, a friendly and a guardian god. In this character

he was easily likened to Varuna, who in the main possesses

the same qualities, and thus became a co-partner in the

invocations of the Vedic poets. Consequently, Mitra retains

but few individual traits, and when invoked with Varuna, as

is very frequently the case, he shares practically all his

attributes and functions. Nor is the case any different in

the one hymn in which he alone is invoked. In this way he

severs all connexion with the sun and becomes practically

identical with Varuna in all his characteristics.

In the Bigveda, Mitra is the Aditya who rouses men to

action and, like Varuna, supports both Earth and Heaven
and watches the people with steady eye.^ Eike Varuna, the

law of Mitra is also referred to and like him Mitra protects

worshippers from death and defeat.® He is also the ‘ king
’

(raja), the ‘disposer’ {suksatrah), and a desire is expressed

to be in his favour and grace {tasya vayam sumatau . .

.

saumanase sydma)} To him the five peoples yield sub-

mission ; it is he who sustains all gods.*
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Muir, V, pp. 68-69, 71.

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 190-2.

Vi^nu

Among the sun-gods of the Bigveda, Visnu occupies a

subordinate position, but as one who later becomes one of

the two greatest gods of modern Hinduism, he is of the

utmost importance. In the ftigveda he is addressed only

in five or six indep'^ndent hymns.

His ‘ three steps or strides ’ is his chief characteristic. It

is often referred to and is almost unanimously believed to

refer to the three stages of the sun, viz. the rising, the

culminating and the setting. These steps, two of which

are visible to men, but the third or the highest is beyond

the flight of birds or mortal ken,^ he took for the benefit of

men. So also the epithets urugdya,

'

wide-spreading ' and

urukrama ‘ wide-striding ’, as well as the verb vi-kram are

almost entirely limited to Visnu. Macdonell ® remarks

:

‘ Visnu’s three strides undoubtedly refer to the course of

the sun as it passes through the three divisions of the

world : earth, air and heaven. Visnu is further said to set

in motion his ninety steeds (i.e. days) with their four

names (i.e. seasons), in allusion to the 360 days of the

solar year. Thus Vi§nu seems to have been originally a

personification of the sun in its activity of traversing the

universe.'

He is constantly associated with Indra and especially in

the latter’s fight with the demon Vrtra, Visnu is expressly

called Indra’s intimate friend.® They conjointly produced

Surya, U§as, and Agni,* created the wide air and spread out

the spaces.® He also shares the other attributes common to

the Vedic gods of being a liberal and a bountiful guardian,

1 I. 155. $: VII. 99. 2; Macdonell, VM., p. 38.

* Macdonell, Hymns, p. 34.

« I. 22. 19. * VII. 99-4. ® VI. 69, s.
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a generous deliverer and an ordainer.^ The reasons why
Visnu became so important a god of Hinduism we will dis-

cuss later.
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Vivasvat

This god is not celebrated in any separate hymn and his

attributes have to be collected from passages scattered

throughout the ^igveda. He is called the father of the

Alvins,* of Yama* and also that of Manu the ancestor of the

human race according to the sacred literature of the Hindus,

but this occurs only in the later Sarhhitas.* His fatherhood

of Manu is repeatedly found in the post-Vedic literature.

In the l^igveda the gods also are once spoken of as the off-

spring {janima) of Vivasvat.® Indra is connected with

Vivasvat and Varuna also is mentioned with him. The
word is derived from the root vas, with vi

‘ to shine forth

and therefore means ‘ brilliant ' when it occurs as an

adjective in connexion with-Agni and Usas.®

In the Yajurveda and the Brahmanas, Vivasvat is called

an Aditya and in post-Vedic literature it becomes a com-
mon name of the sun. We have already seen that probably

Vivasvat originally represented the rising sun, but soon

became the glorious first man who prepared the sowa-drink,

and this position appears to have been attained as early

as the Indo-Iranian period.^

^ VII. 40. 5 ; VIII. 2$. 12 ; III. 55. 10; I. 155. 4; I. 156. 4. * X. 17. 2.

® X. 14. 5 ; 17. I. 4 XS., VI. 5. 6. 2 ; Sat., III. i. 3. 4 -

» X. 63. I. Hillcbrandt, VM., I, p. 488. « Macdonell, VM.. p. 43.
t cf. Oldenberg, RV., p. 122. ‘ Es ist Mar, doss der Name Vivasvat auf den

15
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Pusan

Pusan is celebrated in eight hymns, five of which occur in

the sixth book, the book of the Bharadvaja family. From
this Hopkins thinks that Pusan had become a special war-god

of this family.^ He also adds :
‘ Not to speak of the priestly

view, there are at least two Pusans in the ^igveda itself.’

One is merely a war-leader (VI. 48. 19), while the other is

"distinguished by all divine attributes* (X. 92. 13).^ This

double character appears, however, to be due to the fact that

" his individuality is very indistinct and his anthropomor-

phic traits scanty

His name is derived from the root pus, * to cause to

thrive and means a " prosperer * or the ‘ bestower of pros-

perity’,*^ personifying probably the bountiful power of the

sun.

His chief characteristics are, however, pastoral and there-

fore he may be called a pastoral deity. He is the god who
looks after the cattle and brings them back when gone

astray ;
® he protects and guards the steeds

;
^ he is the

strong friend of abundance, the strong lord and increaser

of nourishment,® and he directs the furrow.

Other peculiar features of this deity are : his car is drawn by

goats instead of horses ;
® he has braided hair like Rudra,^**

and a beard ; he is the ‘ deliverer * [vimocana) or ‘ the son

of deliverance’ {vimuco napdt). He is the special guardian

of paths and, knowing the ways of heaven, he conducts the

dead to the abode of their fathers.'* Like other gods he is

also described as the asura,^^ the resistless who transcends

mortals and is equal to the gods in glory,'* the powerful,'^

the beneficent bestower of all blessings.'®

Although it cannot be regarded as clearly established, the

menschlichen Opferer von dem Gott uhertragen sein'—^Hillebrandt, VM., I,

p. 478.

I Hopkins, RI., p. 53. 2 ibid., p. sof. s Macdonell, VM., p. 35.

4 ibid., p. 37. 5 Hopkins, RL, p. 50. « VI. 54. 5.

7 VI. 53 * 9. ® X. 26. 7-8. » I. 38. 4. VI. S3. 3. 4.

10 VI. 55. 2. 11 X. 26. 7. 12 Macdonell, VR., p. 604a. 18 V. 51. u.
1* VI. 48. IS, 19. I. 138. I. I. 138 ; 2 ; 42. 6.
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conclusion that he originally represented the sun is very

probable, since he shares a number of characteristics in

common with Surya.^ He sees all creatures,* beholds the

universe,* and has his abode in heaven
;
^ he is ' the lord

of all things moving and stationary the wooer of his

mother and the lover of his sister,® .md frequently re-

ceives the epithet 'glowing' This is the

opinion of MacdonellJ and Hopkins'* says, 'with Pusan,

the bestower of prosperity, appears an ancient side of

sun-worship \ Oldenberg* thinks that he was in the

beginning the god of the paths and compares him with the

Greek god Hermes, while Griswold® expresses the view

that he was originally the countryman's deity and just as

Agni and Soma were Brahman gods and Indra a Ksatriya

god, so Pusan was probably a Vaisya god.
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Bhaga

Wallis^® has expressed the opinion that, judging from the

Bigv^da, Bhaga would seem to be a survival from an ancient

sun-worship, but most authors either neglect this question or

1 Bloomfield, RV., II, p. 420!. ;
Bergaigne identified Pusan with Soma,

ibid., pp. 429-30*

2 III. 62. 9. 8 VI. 58. 2 ;
II. 40. 5.
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do not agree with Wallis. Hopkins, although he puts Bhaga

under the heading of the sun-gods, expressly states, that

‘ there is in fact no reason why Bhaga should be regarded

as a sun-god, except for the formal identification of him

as an Aditya ; but neither Surya nor Savitr is originally an

Aditya He thinks that Bhaga was a sun-god merely

because the sun (Savitr) was called bhaga.^ Hillebrandt®

remarks ;
‘ An einigen Stellen bezeichnet er (Bhaga) den

Sonnengott ;
* aber ich wurde mil Bezug auf die weite Verbrei-

tung des Wortes in arischen Sprachen glauben, dass hier kein

urspriinglicher Gedanke, sondern eine indische, dutch die

hdufige Nachbarschaft von Savitf cntstandene Ubertragung

vorliegt.’

The fact is that our information with regard to this god is

extremely scanty. There is only one whole hymn® and a

part of another * addressed to him, and although the word is

found quite often in other parts of the ptigveda, it is not

always clear whether it is used attributively or as a proper

noun. This being so, we cannot draw any certain con-

clusion from the fact that the word is frequently connected

with Savitr.’ Still it must be noted that besides his connex-

ion with Savitr in name, there are passages in which he

appears to represent the sun. The eye of Bhaga, whose

sister is dawn® and who possesses a path® (like the sun),

is said to be adorned with rays,’® and Yaska actually des-

cribes him as presiding over the forenoon.”

The most prominent characteristic of this god is found

in the meaning of his name itself. Bhaga means a ‘ giver ' a

distributor’ of blessings but more particularly wealth in a

general sense. He is also called vidharta'^^ or vibhaktd,^^

1 Hopkins, RI., p. 53f. 2 ibid., p. 56.

3 Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 93.

* ibid., note 3, RV., I. 136. 2: Caksur bhagasya (=Sun); 123. 5 : Usd bha-

gasya svasr,

8 VII. 41. • VII. 38. 6
; savitd bhagovd.

7 See Bloomfield, RV., pp. 39-41. 8 i, 123-5.

» III. 54. 14. I. 136. 2. 11 Nir„ XII. 13.

13 VII. 41. 2. 13 V. 46. 6 ; Macdonell, VM., p. 45.
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words which carry the same sense of ‘ a distributor ' or ' a

dispenser ' ; and is sometimes invoked as bhagavat ‘ one full

of bounty \ It is also noteworthy that Purariidhi, who in

all probability was the goddess of abundance, is more

closely associated with Bhaga than any other god of the

Rigveda} Hillebrandt, however, regaids her as a goddess

of activity.^

A d^tvas^

This is a group ol gods invoked in six whole hymns and in

parts of two others. I'he number is uncertain, being given as

7 or 8 in the Rigveda (IX. 114, 3 ;
X. 72. 8), but as 12 in

^atapatha Bmhmana and later.^ A list of six* includes

Mitra, Aryaman, Bhaga, Varuna, Daksa and .imsa. The

Satapatlia Brdhmana^ gives the number as twelve and

identifies them with the twelve months of the year.

Following this identification, in later Sanskrit literature

they regularly become twelve sun-gods, of whom Visnu is

one and the greatest,® The others then are supposed to be

Surya, Martanda (probably meaning the setting sun) Vivas-

vat, Savitr
;
and the twelfth was perhaps Indra.’

Varuna is the chief o£ the Adityas and is frequently called

the Aditya. Whenever two Adityas are mentioned, Varuna

and Mitra are meant excepting once, when Indra takes the

place of Mitra. Aryaman makes the number three, Savitr

and Bhaga five and Daksa, occurring only once, forms

the sixth.® They are invoked as a group and so frequently

appear with other group deities, such as the Maruts, Vasus,

etc., sometimes the word is used in a very wide sense,

meaning the gods in general.®

‘ In the aggregate sense they are the gods of celestial light,

without representing any particular manifestation of that

^ ibid., p. 124, and references. Oldenberg, RV., p. 63.

2 WZKM., Ill, pp. 188-94; 259-73.

8 8 also found in AV, VIII. 9-21 and TB., I. 1.8. i.

4 II. 27. I. 6 VI. 1. 2. 8; XL 6. 3. 8.

® Macdonell, VM., p, 44 ; Muir, IV, pp. 1 17-21.

7 Macdonell, loc. cit. ; Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 97 *

8 Macdonell, loc. cit. ® Grassman, s.v. Adityas.
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light, such as sun, moon and stars, or dawn,^ being charac-

terized by such epithets as, ‘ bright ’ (sucayafy),
‘ golden

’

{hiranyaydh)

,

‘pure' {dhdraputah) They hate falsehood

and punish sin and they can see the good and evil in men's

hearts and distinguish the honest man from the deceitful.®

They bestow many blessings, such as light, long life and

good sons,* and ward off sickness and distress.®

Oldenberg ® had put forward the theory that the Adityas

or^inally represented nothing else but sun, moon and

the five planets, and identified them with the Iranian

Amesha Spentas, thus carrying the idea back to at least

the Indo-Iranian period. He had based his conclusion on

the similarity between the positions occupied by Varuna

and Ahura Mazda in the two groups, the abstract nature

of the Amesha Spentas and Bhaga, Am^a and Daksa, and

the supposition that the characteristic number of both the

groups is seven. The conclusion, which appears to have

been supported by Griswold,’ does not, however, seem pro-

bable for the following reasons :

—

(1) There is no common name between the two groups,

even Mitra not being an Amesha Spenta.®

(2) The belief in the Adityas being seven in number is

not distinctly old or characteristic.*

(3) They are mentioned as seven only once in ^igveda,

IX. 114. 3.*®

(4) There is no real similarity between their natures,

since it is not true that the Indian Adityas are

on the whole abstract as the Amesha Spentas

certainly are.

(5) The theory that Mitra originally represented the

moon is well nigh exploded.^*

' Macdonell, loc. cit. 2 Macdonell, V.M., p. 45.

3 II. 27. 3, 4; VIII. 18. 15. 4 II 27. 5 VIII. 18. 10.

3 RV., pp. 185-95, 7 RV., pp. 145-7. ® Oldenberg, VM., p. 44.

® Macdonell, JRAS., XXVII, p. 948; and Griswold, RV., pp. 146-7 and

146, n. I.

10 See Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, pp, 97, 102-5.

cf. Bloomfield, RV., pp. 133-6,
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(6) Though the identity of the Adityas and Amesha

Sper.tas has been generally accepted since Roth

put it forward,^ it has been rejected by some

distinguished Avestan scholars such as Spiegel*

aud Harlez.**

(7) Lastly, with reference to cue similarity between

Varunaand Ahura Mazda, Hillebrandt remarks:

—

‘
. ich kann . . r.agen, dass die ganze Argu-

mentatio/i, auf .iJvwachen Fussen ateht. . . .
*

Die indi.,che und iran/sche Religiongeschichte

haben in dieasm F>;U keincn Beriihrungspunkt.’ ®

The name is clearly a matronymic formation from

that of their mother, Aditi, meaning the god-

dess of ‘ boundlessness
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A ryamany Amsa and Daksa

Of these twelve Adityas, those that have not been al-

ready dealt with are : Indra, Arvaman, Aih§a, Daksa and
Martanda. Indra will be dealt with later on, while, since

we know almost nothing about Martanda except that Aditi

had thrown away and then brought him back, we may
neglect him altogether. So we have only Aryaman, Am^a
and Daksa who need be considered.

The name Aryaman is Indo-Iranian as it is found in the

Avesta. In the ftigveda he is mentioned about a hundred

times, but in the Naighuntaka which gives the list of gods he

1 ZDMG., VI, pp. 68ff. 2 AP., p. 199.

2 JA., 1878, II, pp. i29fiP ; Macdonell, VM., p. 44.

^ Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 103. 6 op. cit., p. 103.
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is passed over in silence. The word is sometimes used in the

appellative sense of ' comrade and thus the conception of

him ‘ seems to have differed but little from that of the

greater Aditya Mitra, “ Friend”.’ ^

The word Amia as the name of a god occurs only thrice,

and as meaning ‘ a share ‘ portion ' an apportioner ’ or

‘ a distributor ’ is almost synonymous with bhaga. As the

name of a god the word Daksa occurs less than half a dozen

times, but is used more frequently as an adjective meaning
‘ clever ‘ dexterous ’. We have however much more

information about him than the above two Adityas. He is

referred to with other Adityas and in the cosmogonic hymn
(X. 72. 4, 5)* we find the words :

‘ Dak^a was born of

Aditi and so was Aditi born of Daksa. Gods were born

from her afterwards.’ At X. 5, 7.® again, the existent as

well as the non-existent is said to be born from the womb
of Aditi, the birth-place of Daksa. Thus Daksa and Aditi

were probably regarded as universal parents.*

Usas

U§as, the goddess of dawn, is the only female deity of

the Bigveda who is frequently invoked. She is celebrated in

about twenty hymns. The physical phenomena being cons-

tantly present, personification is here but slightly developed.

Although she is not entirely disconnected with sacrifice,®

she has no place in the sowa-sacrifice and she is a poetical

rather than a religious creation. From the point of view

of lyrical poetry, there are no two opinions with regard to

the merit of the Usas-hymns. ‘ Nothing in religious poetry

more graceful or delicate than the Vedic dawn-hymns has

ever been written,’ says Hopkins ;
* while Macdonell re-

marks that she is ‘ the most graceful creation of Vedic

poetry, and there is no more charming figure in the

1 VM., p. 45.

S Aditsr dakso ajdyata daksatoaditih pari .... tarn dead anvajayanta ....

8 Asacca sacca parame vyotnan dahsasya janmanyaditer upastht.

* See Macdonell, VM., p. 45f. for the whole of the above.

* Bergaigne, RV., I, p. 243. ® Hopkins, RI., p. 75.
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religious lyricf^ of any other literature Bloomfield,*

in proving his position that the religion of the Veda is of

a hieratic nature* levels rather strong criticism against

the Usas-hymns * but it may still be said that on the whole
* the brightness of her form has not been obscured by

priestly speculation, nor has the imagery as a rule been

marred by references to the sacrifice * In the laudation

of Varuna, the fancy of the poet exhausts itself in lofty

imagery, and reaches the topmost height of Vedic religious

lyric. In the praise of Dawn, it descends not lower than

to interweave beauty with dignity of utterance *. *

' ^ This light has come, of all the lights the fairest

:

The brilliant brightness has been born effulgent.

Urged onward for god Savitar's uprising.

Night now has yielded up her place to morning, i.

Bright leader of glad sounds she shines effulgent

:

Widely she has unclosed for us her portals.

Pervading all the world she shows her riches

:

Dawn has awakened every living creature. 4.

Men lying on the ground she wakes to action

:

Some rise to seek enjoyment of great riches,

Some, seeing little, to behold the distant

:

Dawn has awakened every living creature, 5.

One for dominion, and for fame another.

Another is aroUvSed for winning greatness

;

Another seeks the goal of varied nurture.

Dawn has awakened every living creature. 6.

Arise ! the vital breath again has reached us :

Darkness has gone away and light is coming.

She leaves a pathway for the sun to travel

We have arrived where men prolong existence. 10.

1 Macdonell, VR., p. 604a. 2 RV., pp. 64S.

^ Macdonell, VR., p. 604a
; see also Hillebrandt. VM., II, p. 25 and

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 236!!,

* Hopkins, RI., p. 3. ‘ Ces hymnes sont presqiie tous au nombre d^s

plus poitiques que renferme le Rigveda.*—Bergaigne, RV., I, p. 242.

5 I. 1 13 ; as translated by Macdonell, Hymns, pp. 38-40.
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^ Looking on all created things, the goddess

Shines far and wide, facing the eye of Surya

Awaking every living soul to motion.

She has aroused the voice of every thinker. 9.

Born newly again and again though ancient.

Herself adorning with the selfsame colour,

The goddess wears away the life of mortals

Like stakes diminished by a skilful gambler.’ 10.

U§as is said to be the daughter born in the sky,* or simply

.he daughter or beloved priya of heaven.® The night is also

^\ >oken of as the daughter of the sky (X. 127. 8) and hence

®Ihe dawn is often called the sister of night (I. 113. 2, 3 ;

124. 8 ; X. 127. 3). They also are invoked together.* Thus

they are spoken of as samanabandhu

p

or called the two

divine maidens, the daughters of the sky.® On the other

hand Usas’ hostility to night is quite clear, since she is the

dispeller of darkness which is the special robe of night

(I. 113. 14).

She is said to possess a brilliant,’' bright,® shining* car

and to be borne on one or a hundred chariots,’® drawn by
ruddy steeds or by ruddy kine or bulls,” ‘ probably repre-

senting the ruddy rays of morning light’.’*

It is natural that she should be associated with the sun,

i^ni and the Alvins. Like the sun, she dispels the hated

darkness,’® illumines the ends of the sky,’* opens the gates

of heaven’® and makes manifest all beings.’® Surya again

is said to be her lover,” her husband,’® as well as her son.’*

She brings the eye of gods,*® and has opened up paths for

1 I. 92. 2 VI. 65. I. 3 I. 30. 22 ; 46. I.

* cf. Bergaigne, RV., I, p. 248f; RV., i86. I. 4; II. 31. 5. b.c.

6 I. 113. 2. ® X. no. 6; 70. 6. 7 I. 123. 7.

8 III. 61. 2. » VII. 78. I. 10 VII. 78. I ; I. 48. 7.

11 VII. 75. 6; I. 124. II ; V. 80. 3.

12 Macdonell, VM., p. 47; Bergaigne, I, p. 247.

18 VI. 64. 3 ;
VII. 75. I ; V. 80. 6.

1* I. 92. u. IS I. 1 13. 4. VII. 80. I.

17 I. 92. II ; 11$. 2. 18 VII. 75. 5 ; V. 5. 13.

18 VII. 78. 3. 20 VIII. 77. 3.
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Surya to travel.^ I^ike Agni, she wards off evil spirits*

and chases enemies away ^ Agni is also, her lover,*

probably because she causes him to be kindled.® Dawn
awakens the Alvins, her friends,® who are said td accom-

pany her.^ They are once spoken of as having become

her husbands,® bhavathah suryo yn h.

She is said to have been gercrat .d by Indra or discovered

by Brhaspati or the ancient father.® Soma made the

dawns bright at their birth and the wives of a good hus-

band
The dawn may be taken to be the unchanging symbol of

the day of the Ved^'c poets and hence we read of the dawns

gone by and the endless number of dawns that are to come
hereafter. Her sameness from day to day naturally led the

poets to think of her as immortal.

She the goddess. Dawn has flushed in former ages.

And here today the bounteous maiden flushes.

So also may she flush in days hereafter.

With powers her own she fares, immortal, ageless/^

She is maghonl, the bountiful goddess, and as such is re-

peatedly prayed to grant wealth.^*' She also discloses the

treasures concealed in darkness and, distributing liberally,

she assigns to every man his share. She grants protec-

tion and long life,^®

The word daksind is often found in the Usas-hyrans.

This fact led Bergaigne and Bloomfield to the conclusion

that the word even in the Rigveda meant ‘sacrificial fee'.

In doing this Bloomfield sets aside Max Muller's interpreta-

tion ‘ clever ' rather indignantly, and to demonstrate the

correctness of his position, considers the connexion between

^ I. 113- 16. 2 VII. 75. I.

» V. 80. 5 4 I. (30 . I ; VIII. I ). I.

^ I. 1 13. 9. On her relation with the sacrifice see Bergaigne, RV., I, p. 24.

His opinion seems to us to be rather far-fetched.

« IV. %2. 2, 3. 7 I. 183. 2. 8 IV. 43. 6.

® II. 12. 7 ; X. 68. 9 ; VII. 76. 4. 10 VI. 39. 3 ; 44. 23. 11 I. SO. 20.

1® Macdonell, Hymns, p. 39; I. 113, 13; see Griswold, RV., p. 249!.

18 VIII. 8i. 4. 14 I. 123. 3, 4, 6. 16 I. 30. 22; 48. I.
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Usas and the sacrifice at some length. But Bloomfield

appears to have gone too far. If Max Mfiller’s interpre-

tation cannot be made applicable everywhere, neither can

that of Bloomfield be so applied.

If the word dak?ina does in many places mean the ‘ sacri-

ficial fee', in at least a few passages in the Usas-hymns it

must be translated by some such word as ‘ clever ’, or
‘ ready ’ or ‘ liberal giver The whole position is, however,

obscure, but at the same time an attempt to clear this

obscurity would be out of place here.
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Alvins

The Alvins, the twin gods, occupy a prominent place in the

Higveda, being invoked in more than fifty® entire hymns.

This name of theirs is usually taken to mean ‘those who
possess horses but Yaska,* besides mentioning this inter-

pretation,® gives another derivation. He says, ‘ they are

called A§vins because they pervade ever3rthing, the one with

moisture, the other with light’ (ahinau=yad vyainuvdte

sarvath rasena anyo jyotisd anyah).'’’ They are also often

called, as we have already seen, the Nasatyas, meaning

either ‘not untrue’ {na-asatya),’’ or ‘savers’ from the nas

as found in Gothic nasyan.^

1 e.g., I. 123, I, 5. ^ Fifty-four.—Griswold, RV., p. 255.

3 cf. Bergaigne, RV,, II, p. 460 and n. 3. * XII. i.

^ As one suggested by Aurnabhava. ® ibid.

7 Macdonell, VM., p. 49; for criticism of this derivation see Bergaigne,

RV., II, pp. 507-8. Bergaigne rejects it.

8 Brunnhofer, Von Aral bis zur Ganga, p. 99.
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They are inseparable twins ^ and are thus compared with

various twin objects such as two vultures on a tree, two
priests reciting hymns, two women of lovely complexion,

a couple (i.e. husband and wife), two ships, ducks, dogs,

deer, falconr, etc,, with the twin organs of the body such as

two eyes, ears, nostrils, hands,
, etc. On the other

hand, there are a few passages which speak of them as

separate. Thus they are said to be born separately {nana

jatau)^ or here and there theha jata, one being called a

victorious prince a^id the other, the son of heaven.* We
also find a passage in the Nirukta,^ where ‘ one is called the

son of night, the ether the son of dawn ’ and the Nasajta

occurs in the singular in the Rigveda itself (ndsutydya).

These passages possibly point to their having been ‘ origi-

nally separate’.® Thej/ are the sons of Heaven,’ or of

Vivasvat and Saranyu, daughter of Tvasti :
* 01 have

Sindhu, probably the ocean, as their mother, being once

called sindhumdtard.^

Since the time of their appearance is the early dawn,*®

when ‘ darkness still stands among the ruddy cows ',** and

since U§as is said to wake them up** and they are said

to follow Usas ill their car,*® theii time is considered to be

between dawn and sunrise.** Some passages, however, show

that it may have been before the dawn or even in the

evening. Thus Savitr is said to set their car in motion

before the dawn *® and^ they are invoked to come t(. the

offering in the evening or at sunset.** But the former con-

ception is of more common occurrence, and in addition to

their close connexion with Usas, their association with the

sun and amorous relations with Surya ‘ daughter of Surya
’

1 HI. 39. 3 : X. 17. 2.

* All these comparisons are found together in one hymn. II, 39.

8 V. 73. 4. 1 I. 181. 4.

8 XII. 2 ;
Macdonell. VM., p. 49. * iWd.

r I. r82. I ; X. 6i. 4. 8 X. 17. 2. * I. 46. 2.

10 Macdonell, VM., p. 50 ;
Muir, V, p. 238!.

11 X. 61. 4. 1* VIII. 9. 17. IS vm. s. 2.

14 Macdonell, VM, p. 50. i® I. 34. 10. l« VIII. 22. 14 ; V. 76.
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the sun, make it very probable that their original bases lay

in some early morning phenomena. Thus, Usas appears to

have been meant when their ‘ sister ’ is spoken of.* Like

Usas and the sun, they also dispel darkness and are some-

times said to chase away evil spirits.^ They are the two

chosen husbands of the maiden Surya,® who mounts their

car;* they possess her as their own.® Of this marriage,

Sayana ® gives the following account :
‘ Savitr wished to

give his daughter, Surya, (in marriage) to King Soma. But

since all the gods wished to obtain her hand, they came to

an agreement, that they should run a race with the sun for

their goal and that Surya should belong to him who won
the race. In that race, the Alvins were the victors, and thus

having won Surya, mounted their car.’ There are passages,

however, where she appears as the wife of another. Thus
in one place Savitr is said to have given Surya to her hus •

band,^ when Soma was the wooer and the Alvins, the two

friends of the bridegroom (vara),^ while in another, the gods

are said to have given Pusan to Surya.® But on the whole,

the Alvins are much more closely connected with Surya

than any other god, and it is probably this relation that

gives them their characteristic of furthering conjugal rela-

tions. Thus, they can give a husband to a maid,*® or wife

to a man who is their favourite ;
** they can also give a

child to a eunuch and make a barren cow yield milk or

bestow fertility on a bride.*®

They are frequently called dasra, ' wondrous ’, and like

the dawn and the sun, they are bright,*® lords of lustre, of

1 I. 180. 2; with regard to Surya. Griswold remarks: 'Bloomfield (RV.,

pp, 114-5), and Hillebrandt (VM., II, pp. 4iff.
;
III, p. 386) have made it

practically certain that Surya is to be identified with U§as.'

* III. 39. 3; VIII. 35 . 16.

3 VII. 69. 4; IV. 43. VIII. 8. 10. 4 VI. 63. 5. 5 VII. 68. 3.

® Comment on passage I. 116. 17.

7 cf. the Lettish song quoted in ERE., XII, p. 103a.

3 X. 85. 9. OVI. 58. 4. lox. 39. 3. I. 1 16. I.

12 I. 1 12. 3; X. 184. 2. They are also said to place the productive germ
in all creatures ; I. 157. 5 ; see Muir, V, p. 245.

« VII. 68. I.
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golden brilliancy, as well as honey-hued^ and red {ruira)*

The epithets rudravartani ‘ having a red path and hiranya-

vartani ' having a golden path ’ * are particularly applied to

them : and their car, all golden.® sunlike,® thousand-rayed,*

swifter than thought,® of a golden canopy {hiranyatvak) *

has, unlike the car of any other god, thrt’ wheels,*® one of

which was lost as they were coming to the wedding of

Surya.*’ They are also themselves very agile,*® arid are

described as being swift as thought or an eagle.*® They
are mighty, strong,** of great wisdom, and posse.S5 occult

power (mayd). *® Possessing many forms (I. 117. 9) they

are handsome ** and young ;
** but like Usas they are both

old.*®

Like other gods, the A§vins are also fond of soma and

are often invited to drink it, but their connexion with

madhu ‘ honey ’ is extraordinarily close, as many epithets

formed from the word madhu are more or less exclusively

applied to them. Thus they alone are said to be ‘ fond

of honey
'
(madhuyu,^^ mddhvt ®®) or ‘ drinkers of honey ’

(madhupd),^^ while their car is described as honey-hued

(madhuvarna) or ‘ honey-bearing
'

(madhu-vahana).^
' They bestrew the sacrifice and the worshipper with their

honey ;
®* they poured out a hundred jars of honey ;

’ ®® their

1 VIII. 26. 6. 2 V. 75. 3. 3 Piscliel, Vedische Studien, I, p. 55-

4 VIII. 8; I. V. 75. 2, 3.

^ VIII. 5. 28; 22. 5 ;
IV. 44. 4, 5 ; I 80. I ;

I, 47. 9.

® VIII. 8. 2. 7 I. 1 19, I. 8 I, 117, 2.

® V. 77. 3 ; and also Suryatvak ; see Bergaigne, RV., II., p. 432.

10 I. ti8. I. 11 X. 85. 15. 12 VI. 63. 5.

IS VIII. 22. 16 ; V. 78. 4. VI. 62. 5 ; X. 24. 4-

15 VIII. 8. 2; X. 24. 4; VI. 63. 5. VI. 62. 5 : 63. I. 17 VII. 67. 10.

18 VII. 62. 5 ; for Usas see III. 61. i. lo Macdonell, VM., p. 50.

20 I. 184. 4; IV. 434; V. 75. I ; VII. 65. 4, 7; 71. 2.

21 Macdonell, VM., p. 50. 22 ep. cit., p. 49.

23 I. 157. 3 ; see also I. 182. 2.

2* I. 122. 3; 157. 4. Oldenberg (RV., p. 208, n. 4), thinks this refers to

the morning dew (VM., p. 54, n. 8), while Bergaigne translating the word
madhu * liqueur ’ identifies it with soma, ‘ Sans doute le terme niadhn,

** liqueur”, implique VidSe du Soma,*—RV., II, pp. 434-9.

*5 I. 1 17. 6.
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very skins are said to be filled with it ^ and sometimes they

are compared with bees, to whom they give their honey.*

Although their name implies possession of horses, there is

no evidence to show that they were so called because they

were believed to ride on horses.® Even their car, in which

they are said to come from afar, or from heaven, earth, air

and ocean,* is not exclusively drawn by horses. It is more

commonly said to be drawn by birds,® such as swans and

eagles® and sometimes by other animals such as buffaloes

or an ass.'' The car is said to touch the ends of heaven®

and mov'e round the sun in the distance.®

By far the most important characteristic of the Aivins

is, however, their power of healing and helping. Many
mythological legends of this are found in the ^igveda, and

the fact that in later literature they appear as the physicians

of the gods, is but a natural development. Even in the

^igveia they are once called divine physicians {daivya

bhi§ajd),^^ who heal diseases with their remedies," restore the

sight of those who are blind" and cure the sick and the

maimed.'® Formerly, they renewed the youth of Kali after

he had grown old,'* and granting him his youth, they also

prolonged the life of the sage Chyavana.*® They restored

Visnapu, like a lost animal to the sight of Vi^vaka'® and
bore Bhujju, who was abandoned in a water-cloud in a

ship." When Vi§pala lost his leg in battle, they gave

him an iron one instead '® and restored the sight of Rjra^va,

who had been made blind by his cruel father.'® They also

restored Paravrj, blind and lame, to sight and power,*®

saved Rebha,*' Vandana** and the sage Atri Saptavadhri *®

^ IV. 45. 3. 2 I, 1 12. 21 ; V. 106. 10.

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 50. * VIII. 5. 30, 8, 3, 4, 7 : 10. i.

6 VI. 63. 6. 6 IV. 45. 4; 1 . 1 18. 4. 7 I. 184. 3; 1 16. 2.

8 VII. 63. 2. » I. 1 12. 13. 10 VIII. 18. 8.

11 VIII. 22. 10. 12 I. 1 16. 16. 18 X. 39. 3.

1* X. 39. 8. 15 I. 1 16. 10; 1 17. 13; 1 18. 6, etc.

1® I. n6. 23 ;
1 17. 7. 17 I. 1 16. 3, etc.

18 I. 112. 10; 116. 15, etc. 19 I. ii6. 16; 117. 17.

20 I. 1 12. 8. 21 I. 1 12. 5; 1 16. 24, etc.

22 I. II2. s; 116. II ; 117. 5; 118. 6. 28 I. 112. 7; 116. 8, etc.
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and bestowed wisdom on Kaksivat.^ Besides these helps

which they are invoked to grant, they also bestow wealth

and many children/^ destroy the enemies and preserve the

homes and cattle of their worshippers.^ They are said to

be worship]ied v/ith hands uplifted.

The A^svins 'have been variously “ intexpreted yet in

point of fact one knows no n oreixow what was the original

conception of the twain than v^^as known before Occidental

scholars began to sMidy tiien?
' ^ These remarks were written

more than thirty 3"cars ago, but th<-y aiv as true today as

they were then. While Yaski own opinion is obscure, he

informs us that serae identiiied them with ' Heaven and

Earth '

;
others, with ' iJay and Night ' and ye‘: olheis with

' the Sun and Moon *

; while the aUihasikas^ or the writers

of history say they are ‘ twe kings of holy or rather meritori-

ous deeds, rajanan pxmyakrtau '

P

The two of these four

older opinioub have found some support among western

scholars. Endwig and Miller,^ follow^ed by Hardy*' and

Hillebraiidt identiiied the Asvins with the sun and moon,

II. 1 16. 7, for the wh )ie of this paragraph, see IVIiiir, V, pp, 243-8 ;

Macdonell, pp. 51-3 ;
l.eigaigne, RV., II, pp. 4 .-'i“93 *

2 VIII. 35. 10; 1 . I]-. 25; VIII. 8. 13.

3 VI. 63. 3. 4 llopkiiih, RI., p. 8'

.

Nir. Xil. I.

® Muir (V, p. z 34) and Macdoiiell (VM
, p. 53) Uauslate i]ie m^rd as ‘ legend-

ary writers Although hi.siory in the western sense of the word is aluiosi

unknown in ancient Indian literature, transiatiug tiihasa as ‘legends’ ^ives

in our opinion an inadequate tfiid an incorrect idea. It appears to us that

in the opinion of the Sanskrit writers and poets the aitilidb'kas were real

historians and not merely writers or recorder., of legends, tdinitting, however
that their notion of history was very narrow. Thus, it would probably be

better to translate itihdsa as history, adding a note that the Indian concep-

tion of history is an admixture of legends and facts, the former often

predominating over the latter.

7 For a discussion of the various opinions see ; Macdoiiell, VM., pp. 53-4 ;

Muir, V, pp. 234, 255-7 >
Hopkins, RI., pp. 80-3 ;

<.rriswold, RV., pp. 256-69 ;

Bergaigne, RV„ II, pp. 494-510; and especially, Hillebraudt, VM., pp.

379-9^.

» Hillebraudt. VM.. Ill, p. 390!.

® Vedische Brahmanische Periods, pp. 47-9.

10 VM., p. 535; III, pp. 39oIf where he remarks: * es ist kein Zu'eijzl,

dass Miller-Ludwigs Erkldrung alle Schwierigkeiten ubtrwindgn wtirde.*

16
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while Geldner ^ thought that they were simply two
' succouring saints ’ of purely Indian origin and that they do

not represent any natural phenomena. Roth interpreted

Yaska's opinion as meaning Indra and Aditya (the sun),

but Goldstiicker thinks that the passage on which Roth

relied does not bear out this conclusion. ‘ To judge from

his words writes Goldstiicker,^ ' it is the opinion of Yaska,

that the Asvins represent the transition from darkness to

light, when the intermingling of both produces that in-

separable duality expressed by the twin nature of these

deities and adds that ' he holds this to be the best inter-

pretation that can be given of the character of the cosmical

Alvins This view is shared by Myriantheus,^ and Hop-

kins ^ thought that ' they were probably, as inseparable

twins, the twinlights or twilight, before dawn, half dark,

half bright, so that one of them may be spoken of alone as

the son of bright Dyaus (the sky) Some of the more

improbable opinions are that they represent the morning

and the evening wind,^ fire of heaven and fire of the

altar,® or the rain-giving gods {Regengotter) J But it ap-

pears to us that neither the ‘ sun and moon ' nor the ‘ twi-

light' theories give any very satisfactory solution. Al-

though the very word ‘ twilight ' seems to suit the twin

character of the Alvins admirably, the two lights blend into

one another so inseparably, that the conception of there

being half-light and half-darkness cannot have dawned upon

the human mind very early. And even if this were possible,

it would be more appropriately used only of the evening

twilight, because in the morning, the dawn was already recog-

nized as a phenomenon, distinct both from the night and the

day. With the evening twilight alone, the character of the

Alvins has, indeed, very little in common, and the same argu-

1 vs.. II, p. 31.

2 As translated by Muir (V. pp. 255-57).

3 Die Aboins oder Arischen Dioskuren, Munich, 1876.

* RI., p. 82. 6 Brunnhofer, Irdn und Turdn, 1893, p. 99.

® Bergaigne, RV., II, pp. 508-9 and the preceding pages.

^ Vodskov, see Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 389f.
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ment holds with regard to the I^ettic and the Greek gods, be-

cause the evening twilight cannot be very plausibly asso-

ciated with horsemen or healing and succouring divinities.

It would be impossible to maintain this theory with regard

only to the morning twilight, because its striking similarity

with the evening twilight, which, since it is the beginning of

the hated darkness of the night, is far from benevolent,

could not have passed unnoticed.

With regard to the sun and moon theory, the same argu-

ment which Hillebrandt^ brings against the theory of the

morning and the evening stars can be as forcibly applied

here. The sun and' moon are eternally separate, while the

two brothers are united and, on the whole, when the one is

seen the other is absent. To unite the sun and the moon
would mean lowering the greatness and importance of

the sun to the comparatively inferior position (except in

mythology) occupied by the moon among the Indo-European

peoples. For although Hillebrandt has repeatedly sought

to prove that the moon was as important an object of

worship as the sun, it remains a significant fact that the

moon never attained to the position of a great god in early

times.

Oldenberg^ following Mannhardt ^ and Bollenseu,*

identified the Asvins with the morning star, since this was
the only morning light besides fire, dawn and sun, and since

this identification agreed with what little information we
have of the Eettic ' sons of god ' and the Greek Dioskouroi.

i^ainst this view it is argued,^ that although ‘ the time,

the luminous nature and the course of the Asvins round the

heavens suit’, the Alvins are a dual divinity, while the

morning star is single. If an attempt is made to overcome

this difficulty by taking the evening star to form a pair

A * Dovt zwei stets ^otrcnnic Wesen, hiev eiii fast stets verbundenes

Bfuderpaar ; dort stcis einey und ullein : hier siels zwei, etc.’—VM., Ill,

P. 385^.

2 RV., pp. 207-15. 3 ZfLf. Ethnologic, VII, p. 312!.

^ ZJIMG., XL/I, p. 496. 5 Macdonell, VM., p. 53.
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with the morning star, it is retorted that they are eternally

separate, that only one is seen at a time and that during

certain periods, one of them is absent for months.^

Finally, Weber ^ suggested that the Alvins as well as the

Greek Dioskouroi represented the twin constellation of

the Gemini. Criticizing Weber, Hillebrandt observes that

it would be remarkable if out of the whole Indo-European

mythology only these two stars and no others were to play

such an incomparably great part in the mythology of the

later periods: if Miller was right in remarking that the

Alvins and the Dioskouroi originally represented stars,

we shall have to recognize the existence of a developed star-

cult among the Indians.** This second objection of Miller

and Hillebrandt is, however, of no value, because it is possible

to have only two stars raised to the position of gods, through

their connexion, real or imaginary, with the lives of men,

while all the other stars may be entirely neglected It is

not arguable that merely because the sowa-plant receives

such high worship there was general tree-worship or because

the horse and the press-stones are celebrated in the Rigveda,

a general animal and stone-worship must have existed at

that time.

The only conclusion that one can arrive at, after discussing

all these theories, is that it seems impossible to determine

the origin of the Alvins with any certainty.

I.ITKRATURE

Bergaigne, RV., II, pp. 431-510.

Griswold, RV., pp. 254-64.

Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, pp. 379-96.

Hopkins, RI., pp. 80-86.

Macdonell, Hymns, pp. 41-3.

Macdonell, VM., pp. 49-54.

Muir, V, pp. 234-54.

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 209-15.

1 Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 3851.

2 I. St., V, pp. 234, 266
;
I. Str., Ill, pp. 39, 468 ; Rajasvtya, 100.

8 Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 3881.



CHAPTER X

ATMOSPHERIC GODS

Indya

Indra is the favourite and national god of the Vedic

Indians and statistically he is most prominent in the l^igveda

since more than one-foiirch of it is dedicated to him. His

name, which appears to belong to the Indo-Iranian period,

as it was found on the Boghaz-koi inscriptions, is of un-

certain meaning, and Indra has consequently become a

highly developed anthropomorphic and mythological figure.

Yet the more important and the major part of his activities

is connected with the struggle of the natural forces. In

the words of Macdonell,^ Indra ‘ is primarily the thunder-

god, the conquest of the demons of drought or darkness,

and the consequent liberation of the waters, or the winning

of light, forming his mythological essence. Secondarily

Indra is the god of battle, who aids the victorious Aryan

in the conquest of the aboriginal inhabitants of India.'

He is the greatest god of the middle region and pervades

the air.^ His appearance is sometimes described as tawny ^

and sometimes as golden,* and he can assume the most

beautiful forms at will and the ruddy brightness of the sun.^

He is called susipra or sipryn, * fair-lipped ' or ' one possessed

of fair cheeks’.® The thunderbolt {vajra) is the regular

mythological name of the stroke of lightning, and was
fashioned for him by the architect Tvastr

;
^ and although

he is sometimes described as armed with stones and clubs,

as well as a bow and arrows,® it is a weapon which ex-

clusively belongs to him.

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 54. 2 i. 57. >7. 3 x. 96.

* I. 7, 2 ; VIII. 55. 3. ® X. 1 12. 3 ;
III. 4«. 4 ; 53. 8.

« I. 29, 2 ;
III. 36, 10 ;

VIII. 33, 7 ; etc.

I. 32, 2 , etc. 8 VIII. 45, 4; 66, 6, II ; X. 103, 2 , 3.
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controls the steeds, the cattle, village-clans and chariots.

Without him men can never be victorious. With his arrows

he slays the sinful, and pardons not the proud man's arro-

gance. He smote Sambara, the son of Danu and, bolt in

arm, he spurned the demon Rauhina. Even the heaven and

the earth bow down before his prowess and the mountains

tremble at it. But he is the helper of the rich as well as

the poor. He aids with his unfailing aids him who presses

soma, cooks food (for the offering), sings praises and offers

sacrifice.'

The slaying of the demon Vrtra/ * the obstructer who
encompassed the waters ', is the greatest heroic deed Indra

has performed and so Vftrahan becomes his most character-

istic epithet. This great conflict in which Indra, with the

help of the Maruts, slew Vrtra is very vividly described in

one of the hymns ^ and this mighty deed is constantly

referred to whenever Indra is spoken of.

* I will proclaim the brave deeds of Indra, the thunder-

wielder, which he performed first of all. He slew the

dragon, let loose the waters, and smote the caverns of the

mountains. Impetuous like a bull, he chose soma and drank

it in threefold vessels. Then he seized the thunderbolt

which was fashioned for him by Tvastr and with it slew the

first-born of the serpents. Then, while the serpent lay

stretched out along earth's surface like a broken reed, like

trunks of trees laid low by axes, the waters like a lowing cow
rapidly flowed to the ocean. Like a mad weakling (had)

Vrtra challenged Indra, the great hero, the impetuous

warrior.

'

' Indra is king of all that's fixed and moving ; of tame and

horned beasts, the thunder-victor. He truly rules as king

of busy mortals; them he encompasses as spokes the felly.'®

But this deed is not of the kind which is once done and

finished. Indra is often described as slaying Vrtra with his

1 Vftra is sometimes called ahi ' the serpent ’ or * the dragon ’. * I. 32.

3 The translation of this last verse of I. 13 is taken from Macdonell,

Hymns, p. 48.
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bolt in the present or being invoked to let loose water in

future,^ and heaven and earth tremble with fear when Indra
strikes Vrtra with his bolt.® This appears to be a mythical
representation of a combat of constant occurrence in nature.

What it actually is, and what Indra truly represents, is a
matter of wide difference of opinion, although only two of

these opinions can be said to be probabie. He has been
identified with * the thunde: and storm *

,

‘the lightning
* the sky *, ' the year a . w .-ll as with the " sun * and ‘ fire

*

in general.^

It is, however, certain thac Indra docs not represent

either the sky or the year. Nor can he be regarded as re-

presenting fire in the sense in which Agni represents it, and
the opinion of those who admit this correctic n can be con-

sidered as merging in the opinion that he represents the

lightning. For, even when he is said to represent fire, it is

fire in the lightning and not terrestrial fire, while fire in

the lightning is only one of the two aspects of the god
Agni.

We have already remarked that there are some passages
in which Indra is actually identified with the sun as Surya
or Savitr. But these passages cannot be regarded as giving

any definite information, since such identifications are not
uncommon in the Rigveda. So the theory that Indra re-

presents the sun has also to be abandoned. It is clear,

therefore, that originally Indra was either the god of the

lightning or the thunderstorm, and the latter appears to

us to be more probable.^ Only if Indra represented the

thunderstorm does the comparison between the stroke of

1 IV. 19. 8 ; VIII. 78. 4.

^ I. 80, II
;

II. II, 9, 10; VI. 17, 9.

3 Hopkins, RI., p. 90; Perry, JAOS., XI. p. 119; Muir. V. p. 77. See
also Hillebrandt, VM.. Ill, pp. i57ff. and Bloomfield, RV., pp. i79ff.

* Bloomfield. RV., p. 18 1. After examining particularly the theory of

Professor Hillebrandt that Indra represents the summer sun, Bloomfield
says : ‘It is therefore still possible that the myth of Indra, Vftra and the
waters represents a specialized poetic treatment of a myth of thunder-
storm, cloud and rain.’
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lightning and the throw of Indra's bolt become sensible.

It also affords a much more natural explanation of many
passages in the Indra-hymns ; as for example, when Indra

is said to have created the lightnings of heaven ^ or to have

directed the action of the waters downwards ^ by destroying

the enclosure of Vala.

Besides Vrtra, Indra fights with many other demons, e.g.

Urana® of ninety-nine arms, and Vi^varupa^ of three heads

and six eyes, and crushes Arbuda with his foot.^ He also

sweeps away the Asuras,^ consumes the Raksasas^ and

overcomes the malignant spirits (druhah)}

Indra, the great warrior god of the Vedic Indians as he

undoubtedly is, is called upon as the helper of the Aryans

in their conflicts with earthly enemies more frequently than

any other deity. He is invoked to protect the Aryan

colour,® to subjugate the Dasyus and give their land to

the Aryans.^® Indra, ‘ the bountiful
'
{maghavan),^n epithet

peculiarly his, is the benefactor and the compassionate

helper,'^ the deliverer and advocate of his worshippers,

whose friend is never slain or conquered. He is some-

times spoken of as alone the king of the whole world

;

lord of all that moves and breathes
; the leader of the

human race and the divine
;

the universal monarch ;
the

self-dependent sovereign.

Although there are many attributes wliich are common
both to Varuna and Indra, their characters reveal striking

points of contrast. Moral sovereignty of the universe is the

chief characteristic and the main function of Varuna. He
is the lord of ethical law who, sitting on his heavenly throne,

I II. 13, 7. 2 II. 17, 5. 3 II. 14, 4. 4 X. 99, 6.

6 I. 51,6; VIII. 32. 26. 6 VIII. 85, 9. 7 VI. 18, 10.

8 IV. 23, 7 ; 28, 2. 9 III. 34, 9. 10 IV. 26, 2.

II I. 84, 19; VIII. 55, 13; 69, II.

1* X. 152, I ; Macdonell, VM., p. 62.

18 Eko vitvasya bhuvanasya raja, HI. 46, 2. Also, divab prthivydkca

samrdt, I. 100, i.

H I. loi, 5. 18 HI. 34, 2. 18 IV. 19, 2.

17 III. 46, I ; Macdouell, VM., p. 58.
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governs the universe according to fixed rules, while Indra is

a warrior of irresistible might, who performs many heroic

deeds and helps the Aryan conquerors in their struggle with

the aborigines.^ In Indra there are also certain sensual and

immoral traits, a quality from which not only Varuna but

almost all the Vedic gods arc singularly Iree For example,

he is said to have slain his fath v " she’ oered the car of

Dawn® and quarrelled with the Maruts.'^ They are, how-

ever, chielly connected with his excessive fondness for soma,

MacdonclP rem<irks that tliis perhaps is due to his more

advanced anthtopcrnorphisin, while Griswold® attributes it

to his being a practical god of action and not a ‘ negative

character * like Varuna.

Tile view of Roth,'^ wiiich was later follower* by \Vhitney,*

that the pre-eminence of Varuna as belonging to the older

order of gods, was in the Rigvedic period transferred to

Indra, has hardly any supporters today. It was in the

main based on the fact that Varuna is much less frequently

mentioned in the last book than in the earlier books of the

Rigveda, But this by itsrdf does not furnish a convincing

proof of the position.® Benfey and Breal, on the othei hand,

considered Indra to have .superseded tln^ ancient god Dyaus,

but this, Macdonell thinks, may perhajjs with greater

probability be maintained with regard to the Indo-Iranian

Trita-Aptya. In our opinion, however, tlie changing

situation of the Aryans affords the most natural explana-

tion of the change in the x)re-eniinence of the gods. So long

as they were not threatened by a powerful and a dangerous

enemy, so long as they could migrate and expand the terri-

tory of their occupation without any great obstruction, the

peace-loving, law-abiding Varuna was good enough for

1 cf. Macdonell, VM., p. 65 ;
Griswold, RV., p. 201.

2 Macdonell, VR., p. 604. II. 15, 6.

^ I. 170, 2 ; cf. also Griswold, RV., p. 201 and note 2.

® VM., p. 65. ® RV., p. 201.

7 ZDMG., VI, p. 73. ® JAOS., IIT, p. 327.

® cf. Macdonell, VM., p. 65f ; Muir, V, pp. 121-6; Oldenberg, RV., pp.

95-7.
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them, although fighting was by no means rare. But when they

encountered the Dasyus in India, not only was their further

advance beyond the Indus checked, but they were in danger

of being defeated and driven out of the small portion of

India that they had already occupied. Under these cir-

cumstances they had to summon all their strength as well

as guile to conquer their enemies, and thus it is natural

that they should invoke the patron warrior-god Indra

oftener than the passive ruler. In this way, to the period

of peaceful migration up to the Indus belongs the popularity

of the peaceful and quiet-loving Varuna, but when the

Aryans had to struggle hard to maintain their position

and possessions, Indra became the national hero.

I.ITEEATURK

Barth, RI., p. i2f.

Bloomfield, RV., pp. 173-82.

Griswold, RV., pp. 176-208.

Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, pp. 155-228 and 267-93.

Hopkins, RI.,pp. 91-6.
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The Mantis

This group of gods, which is always mentioned in the

plural, is quite prominent in the Rigveda, being invoked in

more than thirty-three hymns. Their most important func-

tion is to help Indra in his warlike deeds, and they hardly

attain the position of independent gods of any imposing

individuality. Consequently their signification from a reli-

gious point of view is not very great.^

1 cf. Hillebrandt. VM., HI, pp. 322-6.
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They are the sons of Rudra and therefore called the

Rudras,^ or sometimes the Rudriyas.® They are again

said to be born of the variegated cow Pr^ni,^ the mother

cloud, or sometimes even self-born.^ Their number varies

from thrice seven® to thrice sixty.® They are all brothers

of equal age’ and of one mind.® They are young warriors

armed with spears and battle-axe . we. ’ing helmets and

decked with golden ortiamcits." Their brilliance is con-

stantly referred to. Tht'5’' are self-luminous
; they are

golden
;

they the brightness of the sun or the blazing

fire They drive bi golden cars,^*^ drawn by spotvrd steeds

of ruddy hue,^^ who have teeth of gold^® and are swift as

thought.^®

‘ Strong, born togetlier, they together hav^ waxed great

:

the heroes more and more have grown to majesty.

‘ Resplendent as the sun's beams in their light, O Maruts,

from the ocean ye send forth the rain, and fraught with

vaporous moisture pour the torrents down.

' Never, ye wonder workers, are your milch-kine d^y.

Neither the mountains nor the rivers keep

you back : whither ye have resolved thither ye, Maruts, go.

Ye compass round about the heaven and the earth.

O Maruts, lead us on to higher fortune

:

Deliver us, when lauded, from afllictions.

Accept, ye holy ones, the gifts we bring you.

May we be masters of abundant riches.'

The physical basis of these gods being quite clear, it is

never entirely lost sight of. As wind gods they are repeatedly

1 II. 39, 4> etc. 2 I. 7 ;
II- 34» 10.

3 Hopkiiis, RI., p. 97 ;
VII. 56, 4. Hillebraudt, VM., Ill, pp. 3ot)ff.

4 I. 168, 2 ; V. 87, 2. 5 I. 133, 6; Hopkins, RI., p. 98.

« VIII. 85, 8. 7 I. 165, I. 8 VIII. 20, I, 4.

® Macdonell, VR., p, 605a; Hopkins, RI., p. 98; V. 54. ii
; V. 57, 2.

^0 IX. 37, 2 ;
V. 53, 4. Hhanyaydsah, VI. 06, 2.

12 VI. 66, 2 ; X. 75» 3- V. 57, i. I. 88, 2 ;
V. 57, 4.

VIII. 7, 27. 16 1. 8$, 4. 17 V. as translated by Griffiths.
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associated with lightning^ {vidyut), which they hold in

hand with rain, which it is one of their chief functions to

shed ;
^ and last but not least with the god Indra, to whom as

representing the phenomena of the thunderstorm they stand

in the closest of relations. Like other gods they are also

invoked to grant long life extending over a hundred winters,*

and abundant wealth and many children.

They have inherited at least some of the characteristics

of their father Rudra. Thus like him they are fierce,^ iras-

cible,® terrible like wild beasts ^ and of fearful aspect.® They

cause the mountains, the earth and the two worlds to

quake
;
® they rend trees, and, like elephants, are devour-

ers of the forests
;

they roar like lions and all creatures are

afraid of them.^^ They are also like Rudra implored to

ward off the lightning from their worshippers, not to let

their ill-will reach them and to avert their cow- and man-

slaying bolt.^^ They bring healing remedies^® in the shape

of waters, since they are said to bestow medicine by raining.^*

Their noise is particularly referred to. At one place it is

expressly called thunder,^^ while in several places they are

called the singers of heaven.^® Like their leader Indra they

also drink soma}’^

A. Kuhn, Benfey, Meyer, and Schroder bold the Maruts to

be personifications of the souls of the dead. Macdonell

thinks this origin historically possible, but says that the

Bigveda furnishes no evidence in support of it. The view is

indeed based on nothing else but tlie derivation of the word

manit from the root mr to die, which is extremely doubtful.^®

1 V. 54. 2, 3, II
;
I. 64. 5. 2 VIII. 7, 25 ;

V. 54. 11.

3 I. 64. 6; V. 53, 6, 10; 59, 8 ; VIII. 7. 16. 4 y. 54. 75.

3 I. 19, 4. « VII. 56. 8. 7 II. 34, i
;
also V. 56. 2, 3 ; etc.

8 V. 56. 2 ;
I. 19, 5 ; 2 ;

3 1. 39, 5 ; 87, 3 ;
VII. 57, i.

I- 39. 5 ; 7- I. 8 ;
85-8. cf. Muir, V, pp. 150-1.

12 VII. 56, 17. 13 VIII. 20, 23-6. 14 V. 53, 14.

18 I. 23. II. 1« V. 57. 5 ; 521, 1 ;
etc. 17 II. 36. 2.

18 Macdonell, VM., p. 81 ; for etymology see Bradke, DA., p. 172! ; Kaegi,

RV., p. 136 n. ; Hopkins, RI., p. 92 ; Macdonell, VRS., p. 22 ; Griswold, RV.,

p. 205, n. 3.
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My (mar) indeed is the only possible root with which the word
can be connected, but whether it is used in the sense of ‘ to

die’, ‘to crush’, or ‘to shine’, it is hard to decide. The
last meaning, however, seems to accord best with the des-

cription of these gods in the Rigveda, Hillebrandt^ thinks

that the name ‘ mdras ’ c<.>mbines two meanings, viz.

,

(i) ‘ storm-winds ’ and (ii) ‘ the spirits whic^^ cause harm end

illness

‘ According to the native interpreters, the Maruts represent

the winds’,^ and in this instance, it apjjears 1hat they are

nearer the truth then are the modern scholars. It is true

that the Maruts are constantly associated with lightning,

thunder, rain, etc., but taking into consideration the fact that

in a storm a fearful wind is the chief thing, it is not clear

wh3^ the Maruts should be called the storm-gods instead of

pure wind-gods. Etymology, it is true, does not show a

clear connexion with the wind, but neither does it any

better with storm. On the other hand, if we accept the

native interpretation, Maruts become much more natural

companions of Indra, as representing the phenomena

of a thunderstorm as a whole. The wind should, however,

be understood as the wind which accompanies a raging

thunderstorm and not the ordinary wind. For the latter

aspect of wind we have special gods in the Rigveda itself,

viz,, Vayu and Vata.*

niTKRATURK

Barth, RI., p. 14.

Griswold, RV., pp. 202-7.

Hillebrandt, VM., III. pp, 301-20.

Hopkins, RL, pp. 96-9.

Macdonell, VM., pp. 77-81.

Muir, V. pp. I47“54-

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 224-5.

1 Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, p. 301.

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 81.

3 cf. Griswold, RV., pp. 205-6.
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Vayu and Vdta

Besides the Maruts, there are two other wind-gods,Vayu and

Vata. Vata is simply the name of the physical phenomenon

of wind, while Vayu is a god proper, being a divine personifi-

cation of wind. Vayu is very often associated, and several

times jointly invoked, with Indra, as Indravayu, while Vata,

being less fully personified, is only associated with Parjanya.^

Although ' Vayu is rarely connected with the Maruts ',^he

is once said to have generated them from the wombs of

heaven^ and to be accompanied by them.* He drives in a

shining car drawn by a pair of (or ninety-nine,® or a hundred

or even by a thousand)^ red or purple horses. He often

occupies the same golden chariot with Indra, which touches

the sky.® He is the protector of soma^ and is repeatedly

asked *to come to the drinking of the juice He is also

associated with the * nectar-yielding ' sabahdughd cow.^^ He
grants fame and wealth,^* disperses foes^® and protects the

weak.^*

The description of Vata is much more concrete and his

name is frequently connected with the root vd ‘ to blow
’

from which it is derived.

‘ Of Vata’s car I now will praise the greatness :

Rending, it speeds along ; its noise is thunder

Touching the sky it flies, creating lightnings

;

Scattering dust it traverses earth's ridges.^®

Never on any day he tarries resting.

The first born, order-loving friend of waters.

Of gods the breath, and of the world the offspring,

This God according to his liking wanders.

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 82; Muir, V, p. 14;.

* ibid. 3 I. 134. 4. 4 142. 12 .

6 I. 134. 3. « IV. 48, 4. 5. 7 II. 41, I.

8 VII. 91. 5 : IV. 46. 3, 4.

» X. 85, s. ,

10 IV. 48 ; and also 46, 47.

1* VII. 90. 2, 6. 13 IV. 48. 2.

13 MacdoneU, VM., p. 82. i« X. 168. i.

11 I. 134. 4.

« I. 134. 5.

17 3 b-c.
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His sound is heard, his form is never looked on.

That Vata let us worship with oblation.' ^

He is said to possess healing power and is prayed to be a

friend and to prolong lives.^ The name of Vata has been

identified with that of the Germanic god of storm and battle,

Odhiu or Wodan : but this identification appears very

doubtful.^

mTEK -vtui;e

Griswold, RV., pp. 286-90.

Hardy, VBP
, p. Sif.

Hillebrandt, VM., Ill, pp. 326-31.

Kaegi, RV., p. 38.

Macdonell, Hymns, RV., pp. 61-62.

Macdonell, VM., pp. 81-83.

Muir, V, pp. 143-6.

Oldenberg, RV., p. 225!.

Rudra

In the Rigveda Rudra occupies a subordinate position,

having only three entire hymns. His physical features are

very often mentioned^ and his braided hair (like that of

Pusan) became one of his chief characteristics in later

times. He is strong, mighty, tawny and of a fair com-

plexion
;
whose gracious hands bestow health and happi-

ness ;
of firm limbs and great strength, he is the sovereign

of the world and there is none who is mightier than he ; he

is fierce like a bull, and borne on a chariot he slays like a

wild beast of the forest.® Bow and arrows are his usual

weapons, but sometimes he is said to possess a thunderbolt

and lightning shaft. His relatioushij) with the Maruts is

often expressed, and he is frequently called the Maruts'

father. He generated them from the shining udder of

Pr^ni’ but he does not fight with the demons as his sons

do in company with Indra.

1 Macdonell, Hymns, p. 62. 2 x. 186. 1, 2.

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 83; see references there given. ^ II. 33 ; I. 114.

6 I. 114. I, 5. « II. 33. 7-n, 15. 7 II. 34. 2.

17
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One of the most prominent peculiarities of this god is that

two qualities of altogether opposite character are attributed

to him. On the one hand, he is fierce and destructive like a

bull,^ like the ruddy boar of heaven ;
^ while on the other

band, he is wise,^ beneficent^ and bountiful {midhvas)}

But on the whole his malignant nature predominates, for

the hymns often express fear of his terrible shafts and

deprecation of his wrath.

* May Rudra's missile turn aside and pass us.

May the fierce Rudra's great ill-will go by us.

Relax thy rigid bow to save our patrons ;

Sparc, O thou god of bounty, child and grandchild.

So brown-hued, mighty Rudra, widely famous,

Here to our invocations be attentive,

As not, O god, to rise in wrath and slay us."
®

He is once even called ‘the man-slaying" {nrghna).'^

' Rudra is indeed the one malignant deity of the ^igveda ",®

a characteristic which appears much more prominently in

later literature.® In the Rigveda, his healing powers are

also mentioned with great frequency and he is called the

healing physician of physicians.^®

Neither his physical basis, nor the etymology of his name
is quite clear. As usual there are various opinions which

try to account for and explain his origin, but ‘ he is general-

ly regarded as a storm-god ’ and more especially ‘ the bale-

ful side of storm in the destructive agency of lightning

Griswold thinks that ^ there is no ground for limiting

Rudra’s original sphere and function to the destructive

agency of lightning
" ;

and says, ‘ if Rudra was at first the one

who hurls the destructive lightning-dart, later, as the Aryans

advanced further into the Punjab, he may have been thought

1 II. 33. 7-9, ii> 15. * I. 114* 5- ® I- II4- 4*

II. 33. 7; VI. 49. 10. 5 I. JI4. 3. 6 II. 33. 14, 15.

7 IV. 3. 6. 8 Macdonell, VR., p. 604b.

» e.g. VS., Ill, p. 61, etc. ; AV., I. 28. 5, etc. 10 II. 33. 4.

u Macdonell, VM., p. 77 ; Griswold, RV., pp. 296-8.

12 Macdonell, VM.. p. 77; Macdonell. JRAS., XXVII, p. 957-

13 RV., p. 296.
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of as hurling the dart of sunstroke—that very real peril in

India This conjecture, however, appears to be quite im-

probable. Firstly, because the ^igveda hardly refers to

this feature oi the sun, even if Rudra may be regarded to

have some connexion with it
; and secondly, lightning and

sunstroke, although both are dreadful things, are exactly the

opposite of each other, the presence >1 on^ being a sure .sign

of the absence of the other.

Sayaiia derive^ the word from rud ‘ to cry * and hence

takes it to mean ‘ a howler ’
;
Grassmann ^ from rud, ' to

sliine b and Pischel ’ from rud ' to b * ru(id>' b thus taking it

to mean ‘ the bright * or ‘the ruddy one b The word

tryambaka, which' in post-Vedic literature is a common
epithet, is found once even in the Rigveda, probably in the

sense of ‘“he who has three mothers**^ in allusion to

the threefold division of the universe b^

IJTI^RATURE

Griswold, RV., pp. 293-8.

Hillebrandt, VM., II, pp. 179-205.

Macdonell, Hymns, pp. 54-6.

Macdonell, VM., pp. 74-7.

Muir, IV, pp. 299-363, 420-3.

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 216-24, etc.

Parjanya

Parjanya the rain-god is a subordinate deity of the

Rigveda^ being invoked in three hymns only. The name
often means 'rain-cloud' but the derivation is uncertain.

Owing to his similarity of character with the Ivithuanian

thunder-god Perkunas, the two are often identified, but

phonetically this identification is not free from doubt. In

the Pigveda the word is an appellative of the thundering

' Worierbuch zum Rigveda.
3 ^trimdtd. III. 56, 5.

2 cf. Macdonell, VM., p. 77.

^ Macdonell, VM., p. 74.
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rain-cloud as well as the proper name of its personification,

in the sense of a god who actually sheds rain.

The following passages show his main characteristics :

^

‘ Invoke the mighty god with songs of welcome,

Par
j
anya praise : with homage seek to win him.

He, roaring like a bull, with streams that quicken

A seed to germinate in plants deposits. i.

The trees he shatters and he smites the demon
host

;

The whole world trembles at his mighty weapon's

stroke

;

The guiltless man himself flees from the potent god.

When miscreants Parjanya with his thunder strikes. 2.

The winds blow forth; to earth the quivering

lightnings fall,

The plants shoot up
;
with moisture streams the

realm of light.

For all the world abundant nourishment is born,

When by Parjanya Earth is fertilized with seed. 4.

When, O Parjanya, roaring loud.

Thou slay'st with thunder wicked men,

This universe rejoices then,

And everything that is on earth. g.

Thou hast shed rain
;
pray now withhold it wholly

;

Thou hast made passable all desert places

:

To serve as food thou hast made plants to flourish :

And hast received the gratitude of creatures.' ^ 10.

He is also called the lord of all creatures,® the Asura,* the

independent monarch,® and frequently the divine father.® In

one passage he is called the son of Dyaus or the sky/ and by
implication he is the husband of the earth. He produces

I Quoted from Macdonell, Hymns, p. S2f. * V. 83.

8 VII. 101. 2. * V. 83. 6. » VII. loi. 5.

• V. 83. 6 ; IX. 82. 3 ; VII. loi. 3. T VII. 102. i.
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fertility not only among plants and trees ^ but among
animals also,® and is thus invoked for that purpose.®

LITERATURE

Barth, RI., p. 14.

Griswold, EV., pp. 141-2.

Hardy, VBP., pp. 80-2.

Hopkins, RI., pp. ro ;-4.

Kaegi, RV., p. 40.

Macdonell, llymm, pp. 33-4.

Macdoncll, VM., pp 83-5.

Muir, V, pp. T40-2,
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Other Atmospheric Gods

Besides the above, there are some gods of minor impor-

tance, who belong to the middle region. These are Apah,

Aparii Napat, Trita Aptya, Matari^van, Ahibudhnya and Aja

Ekapad ; but onlj the first two are invoked in whole hymns.

Apah

:

The Waters, Apah, are collectively celebrated in four

hymns and parts of others and are invoked along with other

deities. The meaning of the word being quite clear, the

personification is not much developed. The name indicates

sometimes the celestial waters,* but at others rain-water

and water flowing in channels is clearly meant. Thus, they

are said to dwell where the gods are,® to have the sun by

their side,® and to have the sea for their goal.® They are

the goddesses who follow the path of the gods* and who
purify men even from moral guilt."

The following hymn is well worth quoting ;

‘ Ye Waters are the source of bliss : so help ye

us to energy

That we may look on great delight : l.

1 V. 83. 4. 2 VII. lOi. 2. V. 83. 7.

X. 30. I. 6 X. 30. 1. 6 I. 23. 17 : cf. Hopkins, RI., p. 99.

7 VII. 49. 2. 8vn. 47. 3. » X. J7. lo; 1 . 23. 22.

10 X. 9. GrifiSths’ translation.
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Give us a portion of the juice, the most auspi-

cious that ye have

Like mothers in their longing love. 2.

To you we gladly come for him to whose abode

ye send us on ;

And, Waters, give us procreant strength. 3.

The Waters be to us for drink, goddesses for aid

and bliss

:

Let them stream to us health and wealth. 4.

I beg the Floods to give us balm.

These queens who rule o’er precious things.

And have supreme control of men. 5.

Within the Waters—Soma thus hath told me

—

dwell all balms that heal,

And Agni, he who blesseth all. 6.

O Waters, teem with medicine

to keep my body safe from harm,

So that I long may see the sun. 7.

Whatever sin is found in me.

Whatever evil I have wrought,

If I have lied or falsely sworn.

Waters, remove it far from me. 8.

The Waters I this day have sought.

And to their moisture have we come :

O Agni, rich in milk, come thou.

And with thy splendour cover me.’ 9.

The waters are several times associated with honey and
sometimes they appear to be identified with Soma, both in his

heavenly and his terrestrial forms.' They are the soma-

bringers; they bear the well-pressed soma-juice to Indra.*

Soma is delighted, he is enraptured with them, as a young

1 Macdouell, VM., pp. 85-6; VII. 47. i, 2 ;
X. 30. 7-9, 13.

* X. 30. 13, 14.
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man with beautiful maidens, and the youthful damsels bow
before the youth who comes to them.^

Apam Napat

:

This deity has only one whole hymn to himself. As his

name occuis in the Avesfa he appears ^o have belonged to

the Indo-Iranian period. Whate\?: iie have originally

been based upon, and whetli* 1 he svas a sun-eod^ or a moon-
god^ or a water-god^ in the Tndo-lranian period, it appears

to us to be quite beyond doubt that in the Rigveda at any

rate, he stands for nothing else but I he ceh\L>tial form of Agni,

born in the water-clouds in the form of lightning,^ and this

for the following reasons :

(1) his name mt'ans the ‘son of waters', rnd noi simply

‘ waters and a ' sou of waters ' need not necessaril}'

represent waters

,

(2) Agni is directly called Apam Napat ;

^

(3) like Apam Napat ' the son of waters Agni is also

called the embryo {garbha) of the waters ;

^

(4) the third form of Agni is often described as kindled in

waters, tlie ocean, the udder of heaven, the lap

of the waters.® For the above three reasons, the

remark of Macdoiiell that ‘ in fact the abode of

the celestial Agni in the waters is one of the best

established points in Vedic mythology'® is fully

justified

;

(5) finally, the one kymn in which Apam Napat is invoked

states it in unambiguous words d®

He rises in the clouds and is clothed in lightning

;

indestructible, he dwells in distant forts wlic^e lies and evil

1 X. 30. 5-6. 2 Miiller, Chips, IV, p. 410; NR., p. 500.

3 Hillebrandt, VM., I. pp. -80; Hardy, VBP., V, pp. 130, sSf,

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 118-30.

® Spiegel, Darmestetei (b. ), Schroder and Macdonell have held the

same view
; cf. VM.

, p. 70 and references.

« VII. 9. 3. I- 70. 3- ® X. 45- 1-3-

» MacdoneU, VM., p. 70. “ II. 35- 9- etc. “ II. 35- 9-
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spirits reach him not ;
^ youthful maidens kindle him whose

food is oil, and golden-coloured he shines forth in splendid

beauty, with his bright rays.® ‘ I,et us worship him, the

friemS of many, with sacrifices, reverence and oblations

;

prp;viding him with fuel and food I make his back shine and

\ extol him with rk hymns.’ ®

Trita Aptya

:

The name Trita goes back to the Indo-Iranian period, but

in the Bigveda Trita Aptya occupies quite an unimportant

position, as he is not invoked independently in any hymn.

The epithet aptya probably means ‘ watery ’ from ap ' water

and Macdonell thinks he represents ‘ the third (from tri

“three”, tntas= Gk. Tpitos) form of fire’.*

His main function was to help Indra in slaying Vrtra * as

well as ViSvarupa, the three-headed son of Tvastr,® and
releasing the cows. He is also spoken of with Agni and the

Maruts, while, in the ninth book, he is said to have prepared

and purified somaP
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Mdtariivan

:

This god is not celebrated independently in any hymn, and

appears on the whole to be connected with Agni in some form

or another, although there are passages in which he is distin-

guished from him, as, e.g. when he is said to have brought

Agni the adorable priest, the dweller in heaven.® Oldenberg

> ibid. ® II. 35- lo- 9- 4 - ® II- 35- 12-

4 Macdonell, VR.,'p. 604”. * VIII. 7. 24.

« X. 8. 8. 7 IX. 34. 4.

« III. 2. 13 : 9- 5 : VI. 8. 4 : I. 93. 6 ; 60. i ; III. 5. 10. 1, 31. 3 ; 71. 4 ; 141. 3.
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criticizes the opinion that MatariSvan is nothing but a form of

i^ni, and thinks he is simply the Prometheus of the Pigveda}

Confused notions about the functions of the gods are not

rare in the ^i^veda, and therefore there is no reason to hold

to either of these opinions exclusively of the other. Matarig-

van may have been thought of as the celestial form of Agui

(thus representing lightning), an.i also a person who
brought tl)e hidden lire fror i heaven to earth.® However,

we feel inclined to favour the view which regards him primari-

ly, as his r.amc to a certain extent indicates, as a semi-

diviiie being like PiOraotheus ®

The word appears to be of a purelv Indian formation and
probably means ' be who is formed in his mother ’, or ‘ grow-

ing in bis mother ’, i.e. ‘ the thunderbolt In later literature

the word is regarded as a name of the wind.® Saj’ana,

however, interpreted him as wind {vdyn) even in the

Pigveda,^ and Hillebrandt supports this opinion.®
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Griswold, RV., pp. 163, 215.

Hillebrandt, VM., II, pp. 140-53.

Macdoncll, VM.. pp. 71-2.

Muir, V, p. 204, n. 318.
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Ahibudhnya and Aja Ekupdd

:

Ahibudhnya, ‘ the serpent of t'le deep ’, and Aja Ekapad are

very closely connected, and both of them later become two of

the many names of Rudra or epithets of Siva. Ahibudhnya

was perhaps originally not different from Ahi 'I'rtra,® although

the former is invoked as a god. He is said to be born in

1 Oldenberg, RV., p, 122, n. i.

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 72 ; Griswold, RV., p. 163.

3 See Muir, V, p. 204. Macdonell, op. cit., p. 72.

® e.g., in AV.
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cf. Hillebrandt, VM., II, pp. i49ff.

^ e.g., X, 1 14. I
; see Griffiths’ note on the passage.
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water (abja), sitting in the bottom (budhna) of the streams

in the spaces, ^ and is prayed not to injure his worshippers. *

Yaska interpretes budhna as meaning ' air

There are various suggestions as to what Aja Ekapad
originally represented. Roth and Grassmann regarded him

as a genius of the storm, Bloomfield and Victor Henry as a

solar diety. Hardy as the moon, ‘ the goat who goes alone ',

and Macdonell as ‘ a figurative designation of lightning,

alluding to the agile swiftness of the goat

1 VII. 34. 16. 2 V. 41. 16. 3 Nir., I. 44 - VM., pp. 7.V4 .



CHAPTER XI

terrestrial gods

We have till now dealt with heawnlv and atmospheric

gods and with them 'vt: soared into tne ethereal regions created

by the imagination of the /cdic poets, but with the terres-

trial gods we also coinj t’jwn to the mnndanr earth. It

may be liue that some uf the most poetical hymns have

been spoiled by the ritualistic rum t,iven to them, but

the portion of the which supplied us with in-

formation with regard to the above described gods is

predominantly p(>ctical. All the above gods are b}’ their

very nature detached from human existence. Human
relations, powers as weli as weaknerscs, ma}^ have been

attributed to them, they may have been regarded as super-

vising the deeds of men, as blessing or cursing them, they

may have been praised for altogether selfish ends, but with-

out the instrumentality of the terrestrial gods, such as Agni,

Brahmauaspati and Soma, they could never have become

anything more than pure creatures of fertile imagination.

And this instrumentality of Agni, at any rate, is frankly

expressed in the Rigveda itself, because he is repeatedly

said to be the messenger between heaven and earth, between

men and gods. The Agni of the Rigveda is primarily the

fire-altar on which the sacrifice is offered. It was by the

side of this altar that the gods were invited to come in their

chariots and sit dow'n on the kiim grass. It was through

the smoke of the fire kindled on the altar by rubbing the

two sticks that the offerings ascended to the Gods and the

Fathers (pitrs). In fact, the whole structure of early

Indian religion was connected with fire and the offerings

made in it. It was mainly these offerings and the pressing

of the soma-juice that gave the heavenly gods their lasting

character and immortality in the Hindu religion.

Thus, here we enter upon the very foundation of
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Brahmanism and to some extent even of the Vedic religion.

Only ' to some extent * of the Vedic religion, because the

period through which the Vedic religion extended consists in

our opinion of two parts. The first one was of pure Nature-

worship, when sacrifices were offered but were as yet only

of secondary importance ; and the second, when this poetic

nature of the religion began to diminish and when the

hieratic religion began to overshadow the whole of the be-

liefs and practices of the Vedic Indians. When the Veda

was compiled, the balance had already swayed to the side of

ritual, and this tendency was given lasting permanence in the

repeated reftrences to sacrifice that we find scattered over

the whole of the J^igveda.

This would explain the root cause of the two extremely

divergent opinions held about the nature of Vedic religion.

Some hold that it is sublime and purely poetical, others that

it is a product of full-grown hieratic tendencies. Both of

these can derive support from the same hymns, but both

represent extremes and are wrong. It is, in fact, neither one

nor the other. In our opinion, it represents a period when
the old poetical, and therefore sublime, religion was drawing

to a close, but when the unseeml}^ sacerdotalism of the later

time had not definitely appeared.

Agni

Agni, *fire’, is by far the most important terrestrial god

and even statistically he is second only to Indra. The

physical phenomenon of fire being always present before the

poets, anthropomorphism in the case of Agni is not much
developed. His bodily parts are often described, but they

always have ' a clear reference to the phenomenon of terres-

trial fire mainly in its sacrificial aspect ^ Thus, he is said

to be butter-formed,* butter-backed,*'* butter-haired,^ butter-

faced,^ as issuing from butter,® and honey-tongued,*^ since

butter and honey are regularly offered in fire at the sacrifice.

I Macdonell, VM., p. 88. 2 m. 27. 5. 3 VII. 2. 4.

VIII. 49. 2. 3 III. I. 18. 6 V. 8. 6. 7 I. 44. 6; 60. 3.
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Agni is also called ghrtdnna * he whose food is butter

and described with the following epithets : flame-haired and

oil-clad;* dai k-backed ; * three- or seveii-tongued ;
^ seven-

rayed and triple-headed;® of golden or shining teeth;®

thousand-eyed/ hundred-eved ® and four-eyed
;
® thousand-

horned;^® smoke-bannered,^^ etc. Ho is ali-devouring/^*

but wood, fuel, gl ee and honey loiistitutc his special rood

and melted butter l;is beveir ^e, although, like other gods, he

is fond of soma a?so. The ooet says, ' I invoke India and
Agni, ^he chief ;.•^.^-dnnk^'^s He is the sovereign of the

woods, who drive r, by the whid rushes through rr? woods
like a biill.*^ His bTglit. clear, purifying, upward-going

flames rise like a pillar in the sk/ and touch heaven with

their topsd® hike an elephant he consirnes the trees. He
is tail to behold—fair of face

;
of beautiful aspect —

while-hued, loud-voiced, and multiform

His brightness and his great power of consuming every *

thing is often described. RcvSplendent Agni shines far and

wide and with his greatness makes all things apparent.*®

(Formerly) the world v/as swallowed and concealed in dark-

ness (but) Agiii was born and light was manifested. The
deities, the broad earth and the heavens and plants, as well

as waters, glory in his friendship.*^ Kindled in the morning

he rises like the sun, and chasing black night away he fills

heaven, earth and air's mid-region.** When the brightly-

beaming Agni is kindled, the turbid darkness flies, the heaven

becomes resplendent, up rises the celestial morn, and the sun,

ascending great heights, beholds the good and bad deeds of

mortals.*^ For his glory he is extolled in the homes at eve

and morn, he, whose statute is inviolate
;
decked w itli

imperishable sheen, he shines refulgent like the sun, with

1 VIL 3. I. 2 III. 17. I. 3 III. /. 3. 4 III. 20. 2.

6 I. 146. I. • V. 2. 3 ; 7. 4. ^ 1. 79. 12. ® I. 128. 3.

» I. 31. 13: 97. 6. 7. 10 VI. I. 18. 11 1. 27. u ; 94. 10. X. 4-S.

12 VIII. 44. 26. IS I. 21. I ; 94- 14- I'll. 13- II. 1*1. 58.4, 5-

’« VIII. 23. 20; I. 140. I ; VIII. 43, 31 ; VI. 15. 2. IT I. 140. 2.

*8 VII. 2. 23; 3. 6; I. 2. i» VI. 6. 2. 20 V. 2. 9. 21 V. 38. 2.

22 X. 88. 6 ; 3. 1 : 88. 3. 5. *s IV. i. 17. 19.
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brilliance and fiery flame. ^ He is strong-jawed® as well as

many-jawed ;
^ and, possessed of sharp burning teeth/ the

great consumer invades the forests and destroys them.®

The noise made by the roaring of his flames is compared

with the roaring waves of the sea,® with thunder,^ or the

roaring of a bull ® or a lion.®

He is borne on a car of lightning, which is shining, golden

and luminous.^® It is drawn by beautiful, active, ruddy

horses or mares which are butter-backed, wind-impelled,

mind-yoked.

A

charioteer of the sacrifice, he brings the

gods to the offering—Varuna from heaven, Indra from the

sky, the Maruts from the air —in his car.

Agni’s births are very variously described. He is said to

be the wisest son of Dyaus,'® or to have been geaerated by

Dyaus,^^ or by Dyaus and Prthivi, or by the Dawns, or

by Indra and Visnu,^^ or again by the gods in general.^®

He is often described as having a triple birth.^® The gods

are said to have made him threefold,®® with three heads,

three tongues, three bodies and three stations
;

®® and this

triple birth is in the l^igvcda itself explained either as

meaning that Agni was born first in heaven, next among
men and then in the waters/^ with which corresponds the

order of Agni’s abodes, heaven, earth and waters,®* or that

he was born first in houses, then at the base of great heaven,

and thirdly in the womb of this atmosphere.®** The three

births appear to refer to the three manifestations of fire, viz.,

the sun in heaven, lightning in the atmosphere, and men-
kindled fire on the earth ;

®® but what exactly was meant is

not quite clear. One commentator, Sakapuni, holds the

1 II. 8. 3. 4. 2 V. 22. 4. ^ X. 79 . i- ^ IV. 15. 5 ; VIII. 23. 4.

6 VIII. 43, 4 ;
I. 143. 5 ; I. 94. 10 ; X. 79. 1.2; I. 65. 4 ; X. 142. 4.

• I. 44, 12. 7 VIII. 91. 5. ^ I. 94. 10. 9 III. 2. II.

1® III. 94. I ; I. 141. 12 ; 140. I.

IV. 2. 2 ;
II. 4. 2 ;

10. 2 ; I. 14. 6; 94. 10 ; 14. 6 .

12 I. 22. 3 ; X. 92. I
; 70. II ; VII. ii. i.

18 III. 25. I. . 14 X. 45. 8. 15 III. 2. 2. 16 VII. 78. 3.

17 VII. 99. 3. VI. 7. I. 10 I. 95. 3. 20 X. 88. 10.

21 I. 146. I. 22 III. 20. 2. 23 X. 45. I. 24 VIII. 44. 16,

26 IV. I. II. 26 Muir, V, p. 206; Muller, PR., pp. 146-7, 15 1-2.
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above view^ and there seems to be some justification for it,

since Agni is found to be identified with the sun,* and since

the interpretation that the son of waters means the son

of aerial waters in the form of lightning appears probable.*

although we are inclined to think with Oldenberg^ that

there is no direct and cJear proof that in tiiis connexion

the word * waters ’ means aeria' waters. Agni is often

spoken of as born in the hij^ncst heaven; but whether this

should be taken to iiiear tl? * sun or the lightning is doubt-

ful,^ If, however, wc could maintain that it means the sun,

the position of Sahapuni woukl be very uiuch strengthened

and would probably be accepted
; bc(^ause in that case, there

would be some siiiiilarity in the frequency'^ with which each

of the three births of Agni is referred to m the Rii^veda.

a thing which is otherwise wamting.

The terrestrial form of Agni is ref'^rred to in ditlerent

ways. From the primitive method of prod:icing fire by

rubbing two sticks together, he is said to have sprung from

two mothers ^ as a new-born infant,^ and surprise is expres-

sed at the fact that a living being should spring up from dry

wood.® The two tiTu]:)er-sticks {aranls) are, however, some-

times spoken of as of opposite sex, the upper being the male

and the lov/er the female.® Agni devours his parents as soon

as he is born.^® He is also said to have seven mothers or

to have been produced by ten maidens,^* the vigilant and

youthful daughters of Tvastr/* by which the ten fingers of

the two hands appear^to have been meant.

Secondly, he is very frequently called the "son* {sunu,

putra and once yavan) ' of strength ' {sahasah) . It most prob-

ably refers to the powerful friction that was necessary to

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 93 ;
Muir, V, p. 207 : Yaska, Nir., XII. 19.

2 III. 2. 14; X, 88. 6. II. 12; VlII. 56. 5 *

2 Macdonell, VM., p. 92. ^ RV., p. 115.

5 cf. Macdonell, op. cii., pp. 92-3. 6 I. 31. 2. ^ V. 9. 3.

8 I. 68. 2. ® III. 29. 3. 10 X. 79. 4«

11 I. 141. 2; V. II. 3. 12 I, 95, 2, 13 ibid.

1^ Macdonell, op. cit., p. 91.
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produce fire. Most authors accept this explanation^ and

the passage ® that Agni ‘ rubbed with strength ' {sahasd) on

the surface of the earth, is regarded as supporting this

explanation.®

Thirdly, he is spoken of as the ' son of herbs
'
{sunum

vanaspatlndm) ^ or as born in wood,® or again as the embryo

of plants.® Professor Macdonell remarks ‘ when he is called

the embryo of trees, or of trees as well as plants,® there

may be a side-glance at the fire produced in forests by the

friction of the boughs of trees.’® He is in addition called

the ' navel’ [ndbhi) of the earth,^® probably referring to his

place on the altar. Since fire was to be produced every

morning before the dawn, Agni is very often called the young-

est,^^ and because he is to be produced again and again he

is also called the ever-youthful.^® At the same time, he is

also called the ancient,^® because no sacrificer is older than

he,^* and it was he who conducted the first sacrifice.^®

The above described triple character of Agni’s birth, says

Professor Hopkins, ‘ is the oldest Indian trinity on which much
of the mystical speculation of the Vedic age is based ’, and

Professor Macdonell thinks a historical connexion between

Agni’s three births in the three divisions of the universe and

the later Hindu trinity of Brahma-Visnu-Siva probable, the

intermediate link of development being supplied by the triad,

sun, wind and fire
;
or sun, Indra and fire.^®

Sometimes he is said to have only two births {dvijanman)

the upper which is in heaven and the lower which is on the

earth,^® thus alluding to the two-fold division of the universe.

Agni is to be produced every morning, in every altar and in

1 e.g. Roth, ZDMG., XLIII. p. 593; Macdonell, VM., p. 91; Bloomfield,

RV., p. 159 ;
Oldenberg, RV., p. 12 1.

* VI. 48. 5. 3 Macdonell, VM., p. 91. ^ VIII. 23. 25.

6 VI. 3- 3 ; X. 79. 7. ® II- I- 14; III. I. 13- I. 70. 4.

* II. I. I. ® Macdonell, op, cit., p. 92. 10 I. 55* 2 ; X, i. 6.

I. 36. 6; 44. 4; 147. 2 ; III. 28. 2., etc.

12 I. 146. 4; X. I. 7 ; 2. I, etc. 13 X. 4. I, 2. 14 V. 3. 5.

13 III. 15. 4. Macdonell, VR., p. 605b.

n I. 60. I ; 140. 2 ; 149. 2, 3. 13 II. 9, 3 ; I. 128. 3 ; X. 45- lO.
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every house, and consequently he is spoken of as having

many births.^ As kindled in many places, he is spoken of

in the plural, but that a unity in its physical nature was

perceived is clear from the passage which states that al-

though 'scattered in many places, he is one and the same

king'.^ This may have in some degree contributed to the

later important 'conception of a unity, peivading the many
manifestations of the divine

The importance of sacrifice in the succeeding periods of the

history of Indian religions, makes it almost certain that

the prominence of Agni in the Rigveda is due to his most

intimate connexion with the sacrifice rather than the im-

portance of physical fire to early men. The creation of the

god of fire and the worship offered to him, wa^ undoubtedly

due originally to the difficulty of obtaining, and to the ex-

treme usefulness of fire in primitive times ; the Vedic Agni,

however, soon outgrew this natural function of usefulness

as fire for ordinary human needs, and by the end of the

Rigvedic period became in the main the god of the sacrifice.

Epithets like grhapati,^ lord of the house, which is found

very frequently, and damunasp ' domestic which are almost

exclusively his, are probably the remnants of his primitive

significance.® He is called the first guest {aiithi)^ a

guest in every house,® an immortal who has made his

home among mortals.® He is also called one or other

of the following relations, besides being called a kinsman

or the nearest kinsman : father, brother,^^ son and

mother. This intimacy between men and Agni and his being

constantly called a friend is a characteristic peculiar to him.

1 X. 5. I
;
V. I. 5; IV. 7. 1,3;

2 III. 55. 4.

4 I. 46.5 ; 60. 4; VII. 15. 7.

* Griswold, RV., pp. 132!., I

Bloomfield, RV., p. 159.

7 V. 8. 2.

» VIII. 60. I.

11 VII. 15. I ; VIII. 49. 10.

»* II, I. 9.

18

* New-born each day II. 9. 5.

3 Macdonell, op. cit., p. 6o5i'‘.

^ III. I. 7.

^-5; Macdonell, VM., pp. 95-6;

8 X. 91. 2.

10 I. 26. 3 ; X. 7. 3.

12 X. 7. 3; ii‘ I- 9.

14 VI. I. 5.

cf. also
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Nevertheless, the epithets may not be as primitive as

they are sometimes considered to be.^

The chief and the most important function of Agni in the

^igveda is to officiate at the sacrifice. This is clearly

brought out in the very first stanza with which the first

book opens, and the whole hymn is very characteristic of

him.
^ ‘ i^ni I praise, the household priest, i.

God, minister of sacrifice,

Invoker, best bestowing wealth.

Agni is worthy to be praised 2.

By present as he was by seers of old :

May he to us conduct the gods.

Through Agni may we riches gain, 3.

And day by day prosperity

Replete with fame and manly sons.

The worship and the sacrifice, 4.

Guarded by Thee on every side.

Go straight, O Agni, to the gods.

May Agni, the invoker, wise 5.

And true, of most resplendent fame,

The god, come hither with the gods.

Whatever good thou wilt bestow, 6.

O Agni, on the pious man,

That gift comes true, O Angiras.

To thee, O Agni, day by day, 7,

O thou illuminer of gloom.

With thought we bearing homage come.

To thee the lord of sacrifice, 8.

The radiant guardian of the Law,

That growest in thine own abode.

r e.g. by Dr. Griswold, RV., pp. 154-S; cf. Bloomfield, RV,, p, 159.

2 As translated by Macdonell, Hymns, pp. 72-3.
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So like a father to his son, 9.

Be easy of approach to us

;

Agni, for weal abide with ns/

He is called the best^ and the most skilful" priest {rtvij,

I. 44, II. vipra, VI. 15, 4.) with pleasant tongue;^ but be-

sides this generic designation he is also cach'd tlie purohita,^

"domestic priest’ or one who performs the duties that are

specially assigned to the hofr,^ the adkvaryii ® and the hrahman ^

priests. He is the most adorable, the most eminent hotr

(priest) appointed not only by men but by gods also.® In

some passages he is said to have been appointed by Manu.®

As a priest he has to invoke or worship the gods, but the

gods also honour him in their turn three times a day.^*^ In

his power over the sacriiicial rites Agni is supreme. He is

the king,^^ the sovereign lord,^^ the director,^® as well as the

supervisor, the father,^^ the charioteer {rathlr adhvardndm)

and the ' banner of the sacrifice’ {keiur yajnasya). * The

priest, the best worshipper, is to be raised high by men's

sacred oblations, so that he may secure the gracious f tvour

of the gods.'

Besides being known as the first and the best priest, he is

constantly called the messenger {duta) or the oblation-bearer

(havya-vah or vdhana)}^ This office has been conferred upon

him by gods as well as by men,*® because he knows the

paths between the earth and the heaven,*^ the innermost

recesses of heaven.** He is thus a swift*® envoy between

heaven and earth,** between gods and men,*^ who announces

I X. 53. 2. 2 L 128. 1. 3 vn. 16. 9.

* I. 94. 6; I. I. I
; III. 2, 8. Agnir devanam abhaval purokitaff.

s II. I. 2. 6 III. 5. 4 :
II. I. 2 ; I. 94. fe. V 11. I. 2 ; IV. 9. 4.

» X. 2. I
; 91. 8; VIII. 49. I ; X. 7. 5 ; VI. i6. i. « I. 134; 3i. 17-

w MacdoneU, VM., p. 97 ; III. 25. i ; VII. ii. 3 ; III. 4. 2.

II III. 1. 18 ; IV. 3. I ; I. I. 8 . 1* I. 27. I.

II. 5- 2. neid, ' leader ’. u VIII. 43. 24. « III. 3- 4-

1«I. 44. 2. 17VI. 2. 3. V. 96. 6. 18 IV. 2. i : I. 20.

18 Justo hi duto asi havyavahano-giie raihiradhvaranam, I. 44. 2.

20 Vl! 15. 9; V. 8. 6; X. 46. 10.

81 X. 98. II ; VIII. 7- 2 : VI. 16. 3.

*8 IV. 7. 8. S3 X. 6. 4. 84 I. 59. 2. 25 IV. 2. 23.
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the hymns to the immortals and either brings the gods to the

sacrifice^ so that they may sit on the strewn kuia grass

^

and partake of the offerings,® or, receiving the oblations him-

self, transmits them to the gods, who do not get exhilarated

unless they are brought by him. All the guileless immortal

gods eat the oblations offered to them with Agni's mouth.

Agni is specially rich in receiving epithets attributing

wisdom. He is ' all-knowing
'

[visvavid)^ and ' possessed

of all knowledge * {visvavedasY ' wise ' (vidvdn)
;

* wise
*

{praketd),^ he encompasses all wisdom as the felly of the

wheel.® He is also the first, the eminent, and the most

gracious or ‘ the wisest * {ved/iastama) ' seer ' (rsi
) ; and

' possessing the intelligence of a sage ' he is himself a

great ‘sage' (kavi) or an Asum among thein.^® The source

of wisdom, the first inventor of prayer,'^ he is a hymn-
inspirer,^® a thought-bestower.^'^ He knows the rites and the

sacrifices correctly, and knowing the proper seasons of the

gods can rectify the mistakes of inen.^® He is said to be

eloquent^® and a ‘ singer
'

(yanVr) who ‘utters heavenly

words'.^® The epithet jdtavedas explained as meaning ‘he

who knows all generations {visva veda janimci) is exclusively

applied to Agni.®^

Attributes of power and victory which are more parti-

cularly characteristic of India are, although much less fre-

quently, applied to Agni also. He is said to be an Asura, a

mighty ‘monarch' {samrdt), as strong as Indra;^® he is

also the Vrtra-s\^,yQl,^^ as well as the ‘ fort-destroyer

'

(puramdara). He is invoked to drive away the Dasyus

1 IV. 8. 2; III. 14. 2. 2 1. 31. 17; VIII. 44. 3.

3 V. I. II. 4 II. I. 14. 6 X. 91. 3.

® I. 44. 7. ^ I. I45 « 5. ® VII. 4. 4.

® Macdonell, VM., p. 97; see VII. ii. i. 10 VI. 14. 2.

n III. I. 17 ; X. 21. 5 ;
II. 5. 3. 12 m. 21. 3 ; VI. 14. 2 ; I. 31. i.

13 Kavi kraiti, Macdonell, op. cit., p. 97.

14111.3.4. 16 IV. II. 3. 16 VI. I. I.

17 VII. 13. I. 18 X. no. II ; 122. 2 ; 2, 4, 5.

16 VI. 4. 4. 20 Vipramda dyuksavacasam,
21 Macdonell, op. cit., p. 97 and references.

22 VII. 6. I. 23 X. 74. 3. 24 V.46.
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with his weapon and is said to be a promoter of the Arya.*

Superior to all the gods in strength,* he is worshipped* by
them, and men tremble at the mighty deeds which he per-

formed in the days of yore.* Agni measured out the realms

of air, made the lucid spheres of heaven, and, keeper and

guard of immortality, he spread out all the worlds.* He
has made the earth, the heaven arid the wide firmament.*

With his flame or his smoke l e supported the vault of

heaven, and with a hymn, heaven and earth.’ Beside.s, he

created all that flies, walks, stands, or moves
;
* and caused

the sun to ascend the sky wliich he adorned with stars.®

Agni is also a great benefactor of humanity, but, unlike

Indra who mainly grants victory in battles and power over

enemies, Agni being extraordinarily rich in material blessings,

bestows all manner of wealth and material prosperity. This

contrast can be illustrated by quoting the exact words used

by the Vedic poets themselves. ‘ Indra, the king sirpreme

of earth and spacious heaven, is the lord of true power to be

invoked in battle while in a hymn to Savitr another poet

sings: ‘Agni I first invoke for our prosperity.’” The
worshippers of Agni never lack prosperity. They become

wealthy,’* since he commands abundant wealth,’* both in

heaven and on the earth ;
’* they live long,’* because Agni is

the lord, guardian and bestower of immortality ;
’* and because

all blessings issue from him as branches from a tree,’* his

worshippers are always blessed. They thus get abundant

riches, plenty of food, incomparable sons’* and deliverance

from poverty, demons and all enemies generally, whom he

consmnes like dry bushes.”

1 vm. 92. 1. 2 1. 68.2.

3 X. 69. 9. * VIII. 92. 3 ; VII. 6. 2.

6 VI. 7- 7. * I- 36. 8.

7 III. 5. 10; IV. 6. 2 :
I. 67. 3. 8 X. 88. 4.

• X. 156. 4; I. 68. 5 ; Macdonell, op. cit., pp. 98-9.

10 I. 100. I. 11 I. 35. I. ’* VI. 2, 4. 5.

13 I. 31. 10: VII. 6-7; X. 91. 3-

i« I. 31. 7; VII. 7-7:4. fe.

« VI. 13. I :
W V. 25. 5. W IV. 4. 4.
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‘ For Jatavedas let us press the soma :

May he consume the wealth of the malignant,

May Agni carry us through all our troubles,

Through all grief as a boat across a river
*

(ndveva sindhum)}

In addition to bestowing general domestic welfare, Agni

plays a very important part as a moral purifier and protec-

tor, second only to that played by Varuna.^ The eye®

and guardian of mighty Ha, the omnipresent beholder of the

deeds of men, he the wise god can distinguish between the

wisdom and folly of mortals/ and so he is very frequently

asked to keep men sinless, blameless, free from hatred of

evil-minded enemies.

* O Agni, whose face is turned in all directions {visva-

tomukha),^ pardon, we pray, this sin of ours.® Forgive the

sin that we may have through thoughtlessness committed

and declare us guiltless before Aditi.^

‘ O Purifier,® may thy light chase our sins away.®

Preserve us, O Agni, from distress

:

Eternal God, consume our enemies with thy hottest

flames.

Be thou an iron fort, impregnable and strong, with a

hundred walls for the protection of men
;

O Infallible one, protect us eve and morn, day and
night, from sorrow from sin.^®

‘O Agni, protect us from sinful men^^ and burn up our

enemies whom fiends protect,'^ as thy beaming radiance

boldly slayeth the darkness.'

Besides these invocations for protection from mischievous

enemies in general, Agni is often besought to expel the

Raksases, to attack and annihilate the Yatudhanas and the

1 I. 99. * Griswold, RV., pp. T66ff. ; Oldenberg, RV., p. 201

.

3 X. 8. 5. 4 IV. 2. II. 6 T. 97. 7; II. 10. 5.

6 I. 31. 16. 7 IV. 12. 4; VIII. 93. 7. ® III. 10. 8.

^ Apa nahho^cadagham, I, 99. 10 vil. 15. 13-15.

U I. 27. 3 ; 36. IS, 16. 12 I. 12. 5. 13 VIII. 43. 52.
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Muradevas, the life-devouring monsters. In addition to

the references to these demons—which it is probable they

were regarded as—there is a whole hymn of as many as

twenty-five stanzas which is said to be addressed to Agni

raksohil ' Agni the Raksas-killer *

}

It is quite easy to connect

Yatu with the modern ven^acular word jddu and thus find

a fully recognized class of persons oallev^ magicians on the

evidence merely of the word Ystudhanas. In our opinion,

however, both the Raksases and the Yatudhanas were evil

spirits, the former being a genus of which Uie latter were a

species,^ and thus 'he latter word should not, in the Rigveda

at any rate, be translated as ' sorcerers If the Yatudhanas

then meant ‘ sor^^erers ' it would have to be supposed that

the Vcdic Indians abhorred and detested them more than

anything else in the world, and to speak of human beings,

however evil-minded, along with the demons would be more

than extraordinary. Then again, they would have to he

declared as the eaters of human flesh and horses, as they

are expressly stated to be.^ It would be almost impossi-

ble to explain their entering the human body ana their

particular aversion for the sacrifice.^ On the other hand,

the opinion expressed above would do away with all the

difficulties.

Instances of drawing seemingly unassailable conclusious

by translating a word loosely and sometimes even w^rongly,

are not rare in Vedic controversies. An interesting specimen

of this occurs in the book by Dr. Griswold.^ After remark-

ing that ‘ anthropological researches have abundantly shown

the large place that magic holds in the life of primitive

man',® he quotes four passages from the Rigveda which, he

concludes, indicate a strong belief in the magic spell. If the

1 X. 87. 2 Macdonell, op. cit., p. 163.

3 X. 87. 16. 17. 4 VIII. 49. 10; VII. 104, 18, 20; X. 182. 3.

3 RV., pp. 155-6.

3 This general statement is true ; but it should at the same time be borne

in mind that anthropological evidence does not and cannot make inflexible

and inviolable rules. Moreover, primitive man is a phrase of extraordinary

vagueness and should therefore be more clearly defined.
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important words in the passages were correct translations of

the original, the conclusion would not be unjustifiable. But

that is not the case. In the first passage the word agha-

iathse is translated by ‘ on him of evil spells but it properly

means ‘ those bent on mischief ’ or ‘ malevolent ’ or ‘ false ’

;

in the second, raksasvinah is translated by ‘ sorcerers ’,

which is undoubtedly incorrect. In the third passage, the

word iamsa which properly speaking means ‘ a hymn of

praise ’ is translated by the word ' curse ’, and in the fourth

passage the word duMathsa is also translated by the same

word. These translations, to say the least, are misleading.

If this method were generally adopted, we could probably

derive any meaning that suits our argument. What we
mean to point out here is, however, simply this, that there

is not sufficient evidence in the l^igveda to show that fire

was used for express magical purposes. Nor is there clear

evidence to show that the notion that the kindling of fire

exercised a magical influence on the sunrise existed in the

Pigveda, although it may probably be true to hold with

Professor Macdonell, that it does not seem ‘to be entirely

absent

Soma

To the praise of this god are devoted all the one hundred

and fourteen hymns contained in book IX and about half a

dozen others found in other books. He forms a pair with four

gods, Indra, Agni, Pusan and Rudra, and is thus invoked as a

dual divinity in half a dozen more hymns. The number of

hymns in which he is invoked gives Soma the third place in

the ^igveda, the first two places being given to Indra and Agni.

His physical basis, which are the soma plant and the juice,

being always clear, anthropomorphism in the case of this

god, as in the case of Agni, is not much advanced. We have

already seen that this god seems to have belonged to at

least the Indo-Iranian period, and his importance in the

ftigveda is due only to the importance of the sowa-sacrifice

» Macdonell, VM., p. 98 ;
Oldenberg, RV., p. 109; SBE., XLVI, p. 330.
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itself. Soma was thus regarded as the ‘ soul of the sacrifice
’

atmd yajnasya}

The sacrificial importance of the plant soon gave it a high

place in the vegetable kingdom and especially among herbs.

Soma is therefore said to have been born as the lord of plants,*

or the plants are said to have Soma as their king.® He is

the ‘lord of the wood ’
* {vanaspai!)

.

as wi.il as the generator

of all plants.® The original iionie of the plant is said to be

both on the earth and in heaven ; but its celestial origin

is particularly cinphasized. With reference to his terrestrial

origin he is said to be maujavala (produced on Mount

Mujavat),® or generally as ‘growing or dwelling on the

mountains parvaLivrdh or giristhd.’’ His place is also said

to be in the highest heaven ® from where he looks down on

earth and regards all beings,® or from where he is spoken of as

having been received by earth.*® The intoxicating juice is

often called the ‘ child of heaven ’.** He also occupies,** or

is the lord of,*® or is purified in,** heaven and stands above

all worlds like the god Surya.*®

Soma is said to have been brought to the earth or

given to Indra by an eagle, and this myth is frequently re-

ferred to. The eagle or the falcon, sycna, swift as thoirght,

going to heaven pierced the iron fortress, brought down the

plant and gave it to the thunder-wielder Indra.**

Soma is also called a king in general, a king of the whole

earth, of the gods and mortals, or of rivers only.*'* He is

the lord of strengthening food, who swims in water and

roars in wood ; the god of lofty ordinance, dear to the deities,

friend of the gods,*® the father of the earth and heaven.*®

Most of the description of this god, however, refers to the

juice as it is being pressed out of the plant, and still more

^ IX. 2, 10 ; 6. 8.

* I. 91. 6
; IX. 12. 7.

» IX. 46. 1.

» IX. 71. 9.

12 IX. 85. 9.

** IX. 54. 3.

IX. 97. 58, 24; 86. 10;

2 IX. 114. 2. 3 IX. 97. 18, 19.

S I. 91. 22. * X. 34. I.

8 IX. 86. 15; X. 108. I.

10 IX. 61. 10. 11 IX. 38. 5.

13 IX. 86. II. 33. w IX. 86. 22 ; 83. 2.

1« VIII. 89. 8 ; IV. 27. 1 :
1

,11 . 43. 7.

8. I, 2. 18 IX. 108: 7-9. 12 IX. 90. I.
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particularly to its being filtered, mixed and poured from one

vessel into the other, and to the exhilarating and stimulating

effect that it produces in the drinker, and especially in Indra,

who is the greatest som^i-drinker.

IX. I. ‘In sweetest and most gladdening stream flow i.

pure, O Soma, on thy way.

Pressed out for Indra, for his drink.

Fiend-queller, friend of all men, he hath with 2.

the plank attained unto his place, his iron-

fashioned home.

Flow onward with thy juice unto the banquet 4.

of the mighty gods :

Flow hither for our strength and fame.'

IX. 61. ‘Flow onward then, who strengthenedst Indra 22.

to slaughter Vrtra, who
Encompassed and stayed the mighty floods.

O Pavamana, hither bring great riches, and 26.

destroy our foes :

O Indra, grant heroic fame.

Glorify us among the folk.' 28.

IX. 63. ‘ Driving the Raksases afar, O Soma, bellowing 29.

pour for us

Most excellent and splendid strength.

Soma, do thou secure for us the treasures of 30.

the earth and heaven,

Indra, all boons to be desired.

The broad-based .stone ^ is raised high to press the juice

out of the plant, and women learn its rising and falling

motions. The churning-staff is bound with cords as a horse

with reins and, resounding like the drums of victors, the mortar

is prayed to press the soma-juice for Indra.^ It was probably

to be found in every house, as a thing useful for domestic

purposes.* ‘ The stones {gravanah or airayah), mightier than

1 See also IX. 2 ; 6 ; 22 ; etc.

* Grava prthuhudhna urdhvo hhavati sdtave, I. 28. i.

« 1.28. I, 3. 4-6. ^ ibid. 5.
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heavens, press out the soma, they milk the juice of the

cows/^ 'With their green tinted mouths, the stones cry

aloud to ns ; they taste the oflfered food even before the

hotar,*^ 'These stones, unwearied, undecaying {ajarah),

eternal {amrtyavah)

,

with ten conductors ten-fold girt, the

well-pastxired bulls, devour the bran'll! of the red-coloured

tree and bellowing loudly they cdl on Indra to come to the

strong exhilarating drink \ hicli they hive now found and

effused in copious strearis/ ‘

The stones aie said to be yoked by the two arms, or

guided ten reixis, meaning the ten fingers.'*

' Pressed by. the stenos, witli hymns, and graciously

inclined, illumtnatiiig both the parents, heaven and

earth.

He flows in ordered season otiwaid through the fleece,

a current of sweet juice still swelling day by day/

The pressing, filtering and mixing were indeed the three

stages in the preparation of the sacred drink which were

supposed to be ritualistically very important.

During the time of the Rigveda at least two distinct

methods of pressing the juice out of the soma plant appear

to have been known, viz., with the 'mortar' {iilukhala or

ulukhalaka) and with the 'pressing-stones ' [grdvdnah)

.

Both

of these sets of instruments are considered important enough

to be independently invoked like the gods. The former is

invoked in part of the hymn I. 28, and the latter in three

whole hymns, all of which, however, occur in the last book.**

The juice—as well as the plant—is said to be ‘ tawny ’

(hart), or 'brown' [babhrit), or ‘ruddy' [anina), and is

described as purified with the hands, or by the ten fingers or

by prayer or sometimes by the daughter of the sun.^ The
* sweet

'
[madhumat) ® juice is either said to be pressed

I X. 76. 6, 7. 2 X. 94. 2. 3 x. 94. II, 8, 7, 3, 4.

^ X. 76. 2 ; 94. 7. 5 IX. 75. 4. ® 76, 94, and 175.

^ Macdonell, VM., p. 105 ; IX. 86. 34; 8. 4; 96, 13 , 113, 5, 3.

SIX. 97. It.
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(suta),^ or ‘milked’ (dugdha),^ and the priests who press

soma are called the Adhvaryus.®

The sowa-juice which is only just pressed, is considered

to be impure, since to be worthy of going to the feast of the

gods it must be purified by filtering through the strainer of

sheep's wool.* This juice is then said to be ‘ pure ’ {iuddha)

or ‘bright’ {suci or iukra)} The drops falling from the

strainer are often graphically described. They are called the

thousand-streamed Soma and are compared with race-horses,

racing cars and armies moving in battle ;

® ‘ with his thousand

currents he speeds to the reservoir passing through the

filter bellowing like a bull.’ ^ He is repeatedly asked to flow

on ;
* on to Indra as a gladdening juice, most sweet, intelli-

gent ;
‘ on to the realm of earth, on to the realm of heaven

in thy righteous ways, on to win us strength.’ *

IX. 106. O Indu, with thy streams, in might, flow for the 7.

banquet of the gods

;

Rich in wealth. Soma, in our beaker take thy

place.

Thy drops that swim in water have exalted Indra 8.

to delight

:

The gods have drunk thee up for immortality.

Stream opulence to us, ye drops of soma, 9.

pressed and purified.

Pouring down rain from heaven in floods and

finding light.

Soma, while filtered, with his wave flows through 10.

the long wool of the sheep.

Shouting while purified before the voice of song.

These words are of very common occurrence and are character-

istic of the hymns to Soma Pavamana. This epithet

1 IX. 62. 5 . [3 -

2 III. 36. 6. Tam vam dhenum na vdsarim amsum duhaty adrihhih, I. 137.

3 VIII. 4. II. 4 IX. 69. 9.

5 VIII. 2. 10; IX. 33. 2 ; I. 5. 5 ; 30. 2.

® Griswold, RV., p. 230. IX. 97. 20. 7 ix. 86. 7.

® IX. 108. I
; 107. 24, 23. ® Macdonell, op. dt., p. 106.
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*pavamdna* is constantly applied to Soma and probably

means, ' flowing clear
’

^ or ' cleansing
'
purifying * or ‘ self-

purifying * as Dr, Griswold ^ takes it, and refers undoubted-

ly to the process of filtration.

Through the filter the soma flows into vats {drona) ^ or jars

(kalasa),^ where the juice is mixed with other things and thus

formed into different mixtures it is mixed with water as

well as ghee, but the three mixtures to which the term
trydsir^ refers ate forired with milk, sour milk and barley,

from which they are called the gavdhir, dadhydiir and
yavdiir.^

Soma's intimate connexion with water in the form of

rain, and with streams and oceans, is probably due to the

fact that the juice is sometimes mixed with water. He is

said to be the lord and king of streams,® or an oceanic

[samudriya) king and god.^ Waters are Soma's sisters,® who
follow his ordinance.® He rules over rain, which he strives

to win for men and which he actually streams from heaven.^®

He is also said to dwell in the stream's wave.^^ He is a

youth among waters, their child, their embryo.^^ He, the

thousand-streamed increase! of water, was the first who
spiead the sea to the gods.^^

When soma, the immortal stimulant/* is thus pressed by

men and mixed with milk, all the gods desiring exhilaration

drink it to gain strength and become exhilarated.^® All the

gods love it,^^ even the Fathers^® were stimulated to action

1 RV., p. 228. It may be remarked here that the opinion of Dr. Griswold

(RV., p. 23, ill agreement with Oldenberg RV., p 459), that the filtering of

soma-drops through the strainer is a sample of sympathetic magic to secure the

fall of rain, appears to us to be far-fetched and unfouinled, just as much as

his opinion that the kindling of fire before the dawn is a piece of sympathe-

tic magic to secure the rising sun.

2 IX. 3-1. »IX. 60. 3. 27. 5.

5 Macdonell, op. cit., pp. 106-7. « IX. 86. 33 ; 89. 2.

7 IX. 107. 16. 8 IX. 82. 3, 5. ^ IX. 74- 3 ; 90. 4 ; 97. 17.

10 IX. 12. 3. 11 IX. 9. 5 ; 36; 97. 41. I- 84. 4.

TX. 107. 23. {sahasradharam payovrdham) IX. 108. 8.

IX. 109. 15. 2 , 15 VIII. 58. u.
17 IX. 96. II. 18 IX. 85. 3,

18 IX. 85. 2.
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by drinking it, but of Indra it is the soul.^ Soma exhilarates

Varuna, Visnu, Mitra, the Maruts, Vayu as well as Heaven

and Earth, ^ but he is repeatedly asked to flow for Indra’s

sake. By drinking soma, Indra gets intoxicated. In this

intoxication he becomes irresistible® and slays all foes,

but especially Vrtra.^ It was in the companionship of Soma
that Indra performed most of his great deeds.® Through

this constant association with Indra, Soma receives some

epithets which are peculiar to Indra and becomes a warrior

to a certain extent.® Thus he is called the Vrtra-slayer

(vrtrahan), or the fort-destroyer,’ or a victor, unconquered

in fight, born for battle,® who had caused the sun to shine,®

generated the two worlds and supported heaven.^^ He is

ever victorious and conquers every kind of gift for his

worshippers.^^ With his sharp weapons^® he drives away

and slays the goblins (hence called raksohan)—and other

foes.^^ The epithet ' slayer of the wicked ' is almost exclusive-

ly his.^® Like Indra, Soma is also attended by the Maruts,

who are said to milk the btill of heaven and to adorn the

child when born.^® Himself the best of charioteers, Soma
drives in the same car as Indra.^’

The medical properties of herbs were known to men from

very early times, and Soma, the king of plants, was naturally

thought to possess medical qualities of curing diseases. A
poet says :

' When the sun rose up, I took some soma, the

sick man's medicine ' ;
and another :

' Soma doctors all

sickness (bhisakti) , the blind man sees, the lame walks The

juice is also said to stimulate the voice, which Soma impels

I IX. 90. 5 ; 97. 42. 2 VI. 47. 2.

3 IX. 61. 22; 1. 10. 4 II. 15. I ; 19. 2.

& Hymns VI. 72 and VII. 104 are addressed to Indra and Soma.
e IX. 88. 2. 7 I, 91. 21. 8 IX. 37. 4; 28. 5.

9 IX. 90. I. 10 VI. 44. 24.

II IX. 66. 17 ; 78. 4 ; 49. 4; 52. i. 12 IX. 61, 30; 96. 16.

13 IX. 49. 5 ; X. 25. 7. 1^ IX. 28. 6.

16 VI. 47. 5 ; IX; 108. ii
; 96. 17.

10 IX. 66. 26; 96. 2. cf. also IX. 15. i
; 87. 9; 103. 5.

17 VIII. 61. 17 ; cf. also I. 91. 22.

18 VIII. 68. 2; X. 25. II. 10 IX. 95. 5, 2.
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as the rower his boat.^ The so/wa-juice is called amfta

(the draught of immortality) ® and the gods drink it to attain

immortality.® He confers immortality on the gods as well

as men.

The following passages* clearly bring out the benefits

that were believed to result from drinking 'zoma :

VIII. 48. ‘I hove partaken wisely of tlie sweet i.

lood

Tliat stirs gociJ droughts, best banisher of

trouble.

The food round which all deitie.^ and mortals,

Calling it honey-mead, collect together,’

'We have drunk Soma and become imme— 3.

tal;

We have attained the light the gods dis-

covered.

What can hostility now do against us ?

And what, immortal god, the spite of mor-

tals ?
’

‘ Thou, as the guardian of our body, Soma, 9 a-h.

surveying men, in eveiy limb hast settled.’

‘ These glorious, freedom-giving drops, when 5.

drunk by me.

Have knit my joints together as do thongs

a car.

May these protect me now from fracturing

a limb.

And may they ever keep me from disease

remote.’

‘ The drop drunk deeply in our hearts, O 18 a-h.

Fathers,

Us mortals that mortal god has entered.’

1 IX. no. 4. 2 IX. 106. 8. 3 I. 91. 6. I.

* As translated by Macdonell, Hymns, pp. 79-Si.
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‘ Away have fled those ailments and diseases ; ii.

The powers of darkness have been all

affrighted.

With mighty strength in us has Soma
mounted

;

We have arrived where men prolong exist-

ence.’

‘ King Soma, gracious be to us for wel- 8 a-h.

fare

:

We are thy devotees; of that be mind-

ful.’

Soma is many-eyed^ and farseeing® and surveys all crea-

tures.® He knows the generations of the gods* and, priest

among gods,® he assigns to them their portions in the

sacrifice.® He is also called the ‘ soul of the sacrifice ’,^ he who

protects wisdom or 'poetry’ {kavya), a leader of poets, a

seer among priests,® ‘ a protector of prayer ’.® 'rhe epithet

vacaspati,^'* the ‘ lord of speech ’, is probably due to the belief

that Soma stimulates the voice.“ He declares the law
; he

is true of speech as well as true of action. He is the

wise seer,^® the kavi, vipra, rsi, vicaksana and wondrous

(adbhuta)

According to the Rigveda, soma was to be pressed three

times a day, and each pressing was allotted to a different god

or gods, Indra having, however, the liberty of monopolizing

all. The morning pressing belonged to Agni,^® the one at

noon to Indra ** and that in the evening to the ^Ibhus.^^ But

the sowta-offering was not either compulsory or fixed. It

could be performed by anyone at his own free will, but

1 IX. 26. 5. 2 IX. 107. 24. 3 IX. 71. 9.

4 IX. 97- 7- ® IX. 96. 6. « X. 8$. 19.

7 IX. 6. 8. 8 IX. 96. 6. » VI. 52. 3.

10 IX. 26. 4; loi. S. 11 Macdonell, VM., p. 109; IX. 97. 32.

12 Rtam vadan nvtadyumna satyavadant satyakarmanj^raddhavadant soma

rdjan dhdtrd soma pariskrtaJt. IX. 113. 4-

13 IX. 107. 7. IX. 83. 4. 16 Griswold, RV., p. 233.

10 III. 32. I, 2 ;
VIII. 37. I ;

IV. 36. 7. 17 IV. 33. II.
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probably it was already so complicated and expensive that

only the rich could afford it.

The word ^ omay in the Brahmanas, the Upanishads, and
in later Sanskrit literature regularly means the moon. From
this, and from the fact that in some of the passages in the

Bigveda itself the word signifies the physical moon,
Hillebrandt^ had powerfully argued that soma meant the

moon everyw'here in the Ri^veda. This view was opposed

by most Sanskrit scholar.^, aud in the extreme form in which

the author had put it forward it appears to have been almost

unanimously abandoned. It is now iield that except in a few

passages, soma everywhere in the j[{:gveda clearly refers to

the plant and its juice and that its later identification with

the moon was to a certain extent due to the belief in

the immortality-bestowing quality of the juice, and to

the belief that the juice which bestowed immortality (i.e.

nectar) was found in the moon. It might have also been

due to the fact that the soma plant was believed to be of

celestial origin, but brought down to earth.

r^TERATURK

Griswold, RV., pp. 2 >9-43.
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Macdonell, VM., pp. 104-14.
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Bfhaspati

Brhaspati, who is invoked alone in eleven whole hymns and

with Indra in two others, has already attained a prominent

position in the ftigveda. He is closely connected with

prayer, or rather with hymns, and is often invoked as Brahma-
naspati, ‘ lord of prayer, (or hymns) '. He is also called the

"sage of sages', "the supreme lord', ‘the controller', ‘the

1 VM., I.

19
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leader’ and the generator of hymns.^ From this connex-

ion with hymns he is naturally called a brahman, ‘ praying

priest But he is also called purohita,^ a ‘ domestic priest

a term which is more particularly applied to Agni. His song

goes to heaven/ or he himself pronounces the hymn in which

Indra, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman and the gods rejoice/

Through this connexion with the composition and the

recitation of hymns which themselves formed an important

part of the sacrifice, Brhaspati is associated with sacrifice and

often identified with Agni. Thus the gods are said to have

obtained their share of sacrifice from Brhaspati/ Brhas-

pati again promotes the yoking of devotion, and without

him sacrifice does not succeed/ Like Agni, Brhaspati is

called the ‘ son of strength the Angiras,® and is said to

burn the evil spirits or to ascend to the upper abodes,

to heaven/^ In many passages, however, he is distinguished

from Agni/*'

Brhaspati has also another and a totally different aspect.

Here he appears as a great hero and a fighter, described in

the same terms as Indra. He is said to be great ; and

possessed of strength,’^’ he is scatheless (anarvana ) Mighty

like the bull he cleaves the mountains.*® He roars like a

lion,*’ he roars loudly like a bull.*® Thundering like heaven

he discovered the dawn, the sun, the cow and the lightning.*®

He bowed down the things that should be bowed down,

stormed the forts of Sambara and entered the mountain full

of treasures.*® He was girt by friends, who cried in swan-

like voice when he cleft the stony barriers and found the

cows.** He thus receives the epithets adribhit ** or dttrgahd **

‘mountain-render’, and abhriya^* the ‘cloud-god’. A
victor, he is extolled in battle.*®

1 II. 23. I, 2, 16, 19; I. 190, I.

2 II. I. 3 ; IV. 50. 8. Macdonell, Hymns, p. 101. 3 n. 24. 9.

4 I. 190. 4. 6 I. 40. 5, ® II. 23. I. 7 I. 18. 7.

8 I. 40. 2. 9 II. 23. 18. 10 II. 23 14. 11 X. 67. 10.

12 II. 25. 3 ;
III. 20. 5 ;

etc. i. j^o. 8. I. 190. 1.

15 L 190. I, 6. le VI. 73. i; X. 182. I. 17 X. 67. 9. is VI. 73. i.

19 X. 67. 10. 20 II. 24. 2 ; cf. X. 108. II. 21 X. 67. 3. II.

22 VI. 73. I* 23 X. 182. I. 24 X. 68. 12. 26 X. 67. 9; II. 24. 9 -
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He is said to possess a ‘ sword of gold ' {hiranyavaH) ^ and

his terrible shining car is said to slay the foes, destroy the

demons, break open the stalls of cows and find the light/^

He is also said to be armed with swift and truly strung bow
and excellent arrows,^ and with an iron axe.^ But he can

accomplish equally great deeds by means a hymn. With
a hymn he cleft Vala and drove the cows forth

; dispelled

darkness and made heavenh light manifest.^ He is also

said to be borne by strong horses of tawny hue.®

He is pure, holy, the first-born,'^ a ‘ leader of riches ’ [re-

vanya), healer of disease, possessor of wealth, increaser

of store,® a good protector and kind prosperer.® He is also

called lord of cattle and preparer of paths.^®

He chastises the spiteful,^^ but, possessed of ail boons, he

is a friend and father to his worshipijers.’^ A liberal giver,

he is repeatedly implored to enable the worshippers to over-

come all difficulties, to prolong life and grant other rewards,^®

He leads people with his good guidance and protects them.^®

‘ He whose lire is kindled, whose prayer done and oblation

offered shall conquer his enemies.’ ' The godly shall subdue

the godless, the worshipper shall share the meal of him
who worships not,’ ‘ He who worships the lord of li^min,

the father of the gods, with a faithful heart and offers an

oblation obtains many blessings for himself and his clan.^®

There is hardly an}" other deity of the Rigvccia so

obscure with regard to its original nature and so difficult

to explain as Brhaspati.' Although Hillebrandt^® put for-

ward the view that Brhaspati was the lord of planets and

a personification of the moon, which was also the view of

Hardy, Brhaspati does not appear to have had any physical

basis.^®

VAX. y/. /.

6 II. 24. 3 . 14. ® VII. 97 5

8 I. 18. 2. » II. 23. 5,9
12 Vibvavara, VII. 97. 4.

16 VII. 97. 2, 4 ; X. 68. 12.

18 II. 26. I. 19 II. 26. 3.

21 Hardy, VBP., pp. 46-7.

* VXl. 97. / , / j. ..

10 X. 67. 8 ; II. 23. 6. 11 I. 190. 5.

13 1. 190. 6. H VI. 73. 1 ; VII. 97. 2.

10 II. 23. 4. 17 II. 25 . I.

20 VM., I, pp. 404, 418-9.

22 Hopkins, RI., p. 136.
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But even if he represented no phenomenon of nature,

there must have been some idea behind his formation into a

god. It is, however, very difficult to determine this. If he

shares some epithets belonging more particularly to Agni, and

shows a close connexion with the sacrifice by being the

' lord of prayer ', as attested by his second name Brahmanas-

pati, almost all the great deeds of Indra are attributed to

him and are described as having been performed by Brhas-

pati. Thus, on the one hand he appears to be a priestly

god, and on the other like Indra to be a god of warlike

strength. This confusion has naturally led to different

views. Thus Max Muller ^ and others® considered him to

be a form of Agni, Oldenberg* and Kaegi* as an abstrac-

tion of priestly action, while Hopkins,® interpreting him as

the ‘ I/Ord of strength ', follows Weber and regards him as

‘ a priestly abstraction of Indra ’. One of the oldest views

was that of Roth, according to whom Brhaspati is a sacerdotal

god and a direct personification of the power of devotion

;

while the most recent view is that of Professor Macdonell

who, calling him an abstract deity, regards him as an ‘ indirect

personification of the sacrificial aspect of Agni But to

regard him either as a direct personification of prayer or

devotion or an abstract deity representing prayer or

‘ spell
’ ’’—two views meaning very nearly the same thing

—

is to assign an exceptional position to Brhaspati, since he

would then be the only important abstract deity found in the

oldest as well as the newest parts of the Bigveda. Prayer,

or to be more accurate a well-composed hymn of praise, is

undoubtedly regarded as both important and powerful, but

its personification to such an extent appears improbable.

Nor can we believe that Brhaspati was from the beginning

an indirect personification of the sacrificial aspect of Agni.

This would be firstly to overlook many passages in which

1 Vedic Hymns. SBE.. XXXII, p. 94-

2 Langlois and H. H. Wilson ; Macdonell, VM., p. 104.

8 RV., pp. 66-8, 381-2. * RV., p. 32. 8 Ri., pp. 54, I3S-6,

• ZVR., pp. 606b—7a. 7 ibid.
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Brhaspati is distinguished from Agni, secondly to leave the

fact that he appears as a warlike god unaccounted for
; and

thirdly to take the improbable position of denying him an
originally distinct and definite function. But the third

objection will not be applicable if Professor Macdonell’s

view refers only to Brhaspati as he ir. four ’ in the ^igveda

and not to his original character.

In our opinion, Brhaspati is an Indra-ized sacrificial deity,

or a sacrificial deity made warlike on account of the looseness

with which the Vedic gods are generally praised. Originally,

he was a god who supervised the composition and recitation

of hymns. This being an important function in the sacrifice,

he became connected with the sacrifice, and also with Agni

who was the chief sacrificial deity. This view is different

from the view of Professor Macdonell, in that it does not

make Brhaspati merely an aspect of Agni but an indepen-

dent deity. He came to be associated with and to share the

epithets of Agni, because the functions of both related to the

same sphere of action, viz. the sacrifice.

I.ITfiRATURTJ

Barth, RI., pp. 15-6.

Bloomfield, RV., pp. 243-4.

Griswold, RV., pp. 168-75.

Hillebraiidt, VM, I, pp. 404-25.

Hopkins, RI., pp. 135-6.

Kaegi, RV., pp. 73-4.

Macdonell, Hymns, pp. 75-7.

Macdonell, VM., pp. 101-4.

Muir, V, pp. 272-83.

Roth, ZDMG., I, pp. 72-80.

Other terrestrial deities

Pfthivi

:

Prithvi, the goddess of Earth, is not very important in the

ftigveda, and whatever importance she had has been already

dealt with in Chapter V.
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Rivers

:

Among other phenomena of nature the Vedic poets invoked

rivers also. The hymn X. 75. is said to be dedicated to

rivers, and the first stanza refers to them collectively as

sapta sapta tridha, 'triply seven and seven', while the fifth

and the sixth mention the tributaries
;
but the rest of the

hymn is really an invocation addressed only to the Sindhu.

‘ Sindhu is said to surpass all streams in power, to whom the

rivers run, as mothers to their calves, and who leads the

streams as the king his army. Beaming with her might, she

is rich in good steeds, in vigorous mares, in cars and robes

and gold; she rushes on roaritig like a bull, like floods of

rain that fall thundering from the cloud.' ^

In another hymn (III. 33) the sister .streams Vipa^ and

Sutudri are extolled. This hymn is in fact a dialogue

between the two rivers and the sage Vi^vamitra.^ The
waters of the two rivers issuing from the bosom of the

mountains hasten downwards ; they, flowing together, speed

to the ocean as if on chariots. The thunder-wielder Indra

smote Vrtra and dug out channels for these rivers, and the

deft-handed Savitr, the god, led them. Issuing from him
they flow expanded.^

Although Sindhu is often mentioned in the hymns of the

Rigveda, the river which is mentioned and invoked oftener

is Sarasvatl.^ The personification also is more advanced in

her case than in that of any other river, including Sindhu.
' Among the rivers Sarasvatl stands alone in purity ; surpas-

sing others in greatness she goes from mountains to the

ocean as if on a car.'
^ ' I will sing a lofty song to Sarasvatl,

the divine among streams ; I will exalt her with hymns and
praises.'® 'Accept with gladness, Sarasvatl, these offerings

and this praise of ours, which we offer with adoration;

placing us under thy dearest protection, may we approach

1 X. 75. 1-4, 7-8.

* Samvado nadibhirvikuamitrasya, 3 III. 33. 1-2, 6.

* Sarasvatl is invoked in three whole hymns, VI. 61 ; VII. 95, 96.

6 VII. 95. I, 2. « VII. 96. I.
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thee as a tree for shelter.'^ She is a purifier as well as the

bestower of wealth, progeny, protection and immortality.^

She stimulates, directs and prospers the devotions of her

worshippers, conquers tneir enemies and destroys the revilero

of the gods.^ The seven-sistered goddess {saptasvasa devi),

Sarasvatl is said to have discovered Ihe
;
chining with

might among the mighty she has made the five tribes

prosper.

Sarasvatl is often invoked with other gods such as Pusan

and India,® but more particularly with the Maruts^ who are

said to be her friends ;
^ and several times associated in the

dpri or dpra hymns with the sacrificial goddesses Ila and

Bharati, and sometimes also with Main and Ilotra. In the

Brahmanas she is identified with the goddess of speech, and

in later Sanskrit literature she becomes the goddess of

eloquence and wisdom in general.

Of what particular stream Sarasvatl was the personifica-

tion, is not certain. According to some ® it may have been

the Avestan river Haraquaiti in Afghanistan, since the name
Haraquaiti is identical wdtli Sarasvatl ; or according to

others® it may have merely meant a mighty stream. Max
Muller, on the other hand, identified it with the small river

Sarasvatl, and Oldham considers it was originally a tribut-

ary of the Sutudri (Sutlej).

Hillebrandt on the other hand says Sarasvatl in the

Rigveda has three significations

:

1. Name des Flusses in Arachosien,

2. Name des Flusses im Madhyadesa.

3. Strom dev = Vaitarani (In einigen Fallen),

1 vn. 95. 5. 2 X. 30. 12; VII. 95. 2; 1. 164. 40.

8 Macdonell, VM., p. 87 ; I. 3. 10, ii ; II. 3. 8 : VI. 6 t. 1-4, 7.

^ VI. 61. 3, 13, 12. 5 Macdonell, loc. cit.

III. 54 . 13 ;
VII. 9. 5 ; 39. 5 ; 40. 3. ^ vii. 96. 2.

8 Spiegel, AP., p. 105!; Hopkins, RI., p. 31.

® Roth, Grassmann, Ludwig, and Zimmer (AIL., p. 10): for Ludwig see

^lacdonell, VM., pp. 87-8, to which I am indebted for all the references here

given.

10 SBE.. XXXII, p. 60. 11 JRAS., XXV, pp. 49-76.

12 VM., Ill, pp. 372-8.
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It is probable that the original personification was based

on the river in Afghanistan but later, when the personifica-

tion was slightly advanced, and its terrestrial counterpart

was forgotten, Sarasvatl was considered to be a goddess

representing a mighty stream.

Later still, since Sarasvatl was, in the ^igveda, never

completely dissociated from a river, the small river in the

Madhyade^a was named after the goddess and was conse-

quently considered sacred.^ If we accept this, most of the

above views would be partially true.

1 A reverse cajc is also equally probable. The river may have been first

named and then the goddess sometimes identified with it.



CHAPTER XII

OTHER GODS, DEIFICATIONS AND DEMONS,
AND ESCHATOLOGY

Dual and g onp Mvinifies

Over sixty hymn:^ of the Rigveda are devoted to the

praise of dual divinities forming a group of some twelve gods

as described above. These formations are considered to have

been based on the- pair Dyava PrthivT, Heaven and Earth,

the pair which to early thought appeared so indissolubl}^

connected in natuic, that the myth of their conjugal union

is found widely diffused among primitive peoples and has

therefore probably come down to the \"eda from a period

anterior to that immediately preceding the separation of the

Indo-European races. Besides Dyava Prthivi, celebrated

in six entire hymns, the most important pairs are, Mitra-

Varuna, Indra-Varuna and Indra-Agni. The names are

combined as dual compounds. The characteristic feature of

these hymns is, that the epithets and functions more properly

belonging to one god are applied equally to the other. For

example, although Indra is the chief Vrtra-slayer and soma-

drinker, these epithets are applied to Agni as well as Varuna

when they are associated with Indra. This custom of

inviting gods in pairs' must have considerably helped to

render indistinct the powers and functions of the different

gods, as well as advanced the conception which ultimately

led to pantheism.

There are again hymns in which more than two gods are

invoked.^ They are not however, in this case, invoked

collectively. The different stanzas in the hymn have differ-

ent deities. These hymns were probably formed out of the

remnants of half forgotten hymns. Otherwise it is difficult

1 I. 22, 23 ; II. 32, 41 ;
III. 62 ;

VIII. 90 and others, e.g. III. 62 , Indra,

Varu^ia* Bfhaspati, Pusan, Savitr, Soma, Mitra.
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to understand why such unsystematic and arbitrary com-

binations of gods should be formed, although there exist-

ed the convenient practice of invoking any gods and any

number of them, under the loose title of ' all gods
'
[Vihe-

devas)

.

Some forty hymns of the Rigveda are addressed to

Visvedevas. It appears almost certain that this device

was suggested by the necessity of invoking all the gods

to the sacrifice.^ By this means, the naming of every god

was easily dispensed with. But the Visvedeva-hymns do not

show that the term was always used as comprehensively as

its meaning indicates. The all-gods are sometimes conceived

as a narrower group, being invoked with other groups, such

as the Vasus and Adityas.^ The gods are sometimes invoked

collectively, no particular name being mentioned :
' O ye all-

gods, come hither and listen to this mine invocation. Be

seated on this strewn grass. Approach all ye gods to him,

who adorns you with oblations full of oil. May the sons of

the immortal (or immortality) duly hear our songs and may
they show good favour towards us.'*^ In other stanzas

only a few definite gods appear to have been addressed.

Thus in the same hymn quoted above (VI. 52) we find the

words :
' May Indra with the Marut host, with Tvastr, Mitra,

Aryaman, accept our laudation and enjoy these offerings of

ours ^ and in stanza 16, only Agni and Parjanya are invoked.

We have already dealt with such group deities as the

Maruts, sometimes called the Rudras and a few times invoked

with their father Rudra : and the Adityas, which in fact form a

more or less compact and definite group of independent gods.

Besides these we have the Vasus, who in the Bigveda are

specially connected with Indra, but in later literature have

Agni as their leader.^ The Rbhus constitute a somewhat

independent and an important group, but are really not

^ Macdonellt VM., p. 130. Hopkins, RI., p. 137.

* ibid. Cf. II. 3. 4 ; 'V. 41. 18.

3 VI. 52. 7-9 ;
other examples are X. 66. 14, 15; X. 137. i; X. 65. 13b,

14, 15-

4 VI. 52. II. 6 Macdonell, VM., p. 130.
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higher gods. They are 'a number of m5d:hical beings not

regarded as having the divine nature fully and originally'.^

Their most noteworthy characteristic appears to be their

skill in fashioning {taks ' to fashion ') various things, such as

a car for the Asvins,® the two bay steeds for Indra,® an all-

stimulating, omniform and nectar-yielding ^ow for Brhaspati,*

and the two worlds,^ as well as prayer® and sacrifice.’'

They are thus the rivals of Tvastr.

Goddesses

We have already mentioned such goddesses as PrthivI,

Usas, Sarasvatl and Ratri, and of the remaining Vac is

the only one of any importance. She is t^e personifica-

tion of speech and is celebrated in one late hymn,® where

she speaks highly of her own greatness. There is also an-

other hymn,® which Max Muller gives as being nominally

dedicated to 'knowledge' {jmnam), but which Professor

Macdonell rightly takes as an invocation of ' sacred speech as

that of the Veda and of Brahmins, not that of men in gene-

ral But on the whole the goddesses play an insignificant

part, and although we have some goddesses of the sacrifice

such as Ila and Mahi or Bharatl, they occupy no prominent

place in the sacrifice and have hardly any share in the

government of the world.

In addition to Puramdhi, we have three other goddesses

of plenty, viz. Dhisan^, Raka and Sinlvali
;
while Aranyam

is the goddess of the forest. vSonie of the Vedic gods are

supposed to have had wives, but beyond this we have no

information about them. The names are formed by adding

the feminine suffix -am to the name of the god. Thus,

Vanina's wife is Varunam, Indra's, Iiidranl. Agni's wife

is called Agnayi and that of the Alvins A^vinl (i.e. Surya).

The ' wives of the gods
'

{devdndm patnih) are also

1 ibid., p. 131. 2 I. 161, 3, 6; IV. 33, 8. 8 IV. 33. 10.

IV. 33. 8 ; I. 20. 3 ; 161. 3, 6. 5 iv. 34, 9. 6 x. 80. 7.

7 III. 54. 12; see Macdonell, VM., pp. 132-3.

8 X. 125. ® X. 71. 10 Hymns , p. 9if.
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collectively referred to. They have a prominent place in the

cult of the Brahmanas apart from the gods.

Aditi :—There is however one goddess in the ftigveda, who
although not separately invoked is often incidentally cele-

brated.^ It is difficult to class her in any of the divisions

into which the Vedic gods are divided, because she neither

appears to have originally represented any physical pheno-

menon, nor was she originally a purely abstract deity. She

seems a singular instance of a purely mythological creation,*

first conceived as the mother of the gods in general but

later as the mother of those gods who received the metro-

nymic epithet Aditya. The peculiar characteristic of freeing

from sin and bondage may also have been early associated

with her name, which appears to have meant ‘ unbinding
’

' bondlessness ’ [a-diti from di-ti [dd ‘ to bind ']
‘ binding ’),

and it is perhaps because of her name that she became the

mother of those gods who possessed this quality of forgiv-

ing, e.g. Varuna and Mitra.

The motherhood of the gods and the quality of destroying

sin and breaking bondage are in fact her two most prominent

characteristics. As the name shows, Adityas in general are

her sons (once however, she is said to be their sister®), but

she is also expressly spoken of as the mother of Mitra and
Varuna,* and of Aryaman ® and thence probably the mother

of kings.® Her sons are once spoken of as eight
’’ and are

said to be excellent and powerful.®

There is no doubt that she is younger than many of her

sons and as such it is not to be wondered at that some

1 Macdouell, VM., p. 120.

2 Professor Jastrow makes an important distinction between the * active

pantheon* and the deities introduced more or less arbitrarily or for a

definite purpose—the latter having gained no foothold in popular belief

(Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, p. 188); and Saussaye thinks this dis-

tinction useful for Teutonic mythology (Religion of the Teutons, 1902, p. 284).

Exceptionally, however, the originally arbitrary introductions may gain a

foothold in popular belief, and with this noteworthy modification, Aditi may
be said to be an instance of the latter class.

8 VIII. 90. 15. 4 VIII. 25. 3. 6 VIII. 47. 9.

• II. 27. 7. 7 X. 72. 8. ® in. 4. II . VIII. 56. II.
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epithets, which more particularly belong to her sons, especially

Varuna and Mitra, are applied to her. Thus, like Mitra and

Varuna, she is bright, luminous and a supporter of creatures ;
'

and just as Varuna is the king of all*, who encompasses the

two worlds,* so Aditi is extensive, a unstress of wide stalls.*

Varuna unties his penitent worshipper like a rope, and

removes sin.* So Aditi also is implored to forgive sin,® to

loosen the bonds of sin^ or to release the worshipper like a

tied thief.® Like the luminous Adityas, she is also connected

with light. Dawn is spoken of as her face, and her light,

which is said to be ‘ imperishable ’ (avadhra ) , is asked for. This

more or less exhausts her description in the older parts of

the Rigveda.

In the later part of the Rigveda, owing to the indefinite

connotation of her name and the lack of physical basis, she

becomes an object of mystical identifications and thus is

made into a great cosmic deity.® Her motherhood and her

being extensive like PrthivI had probably already prepared

the ground for her identification with the earth, a thing of

common occurrence in the Taittiriya Samhitd and the §ata-

patha Brdhmana}’* The gods again are said to have been

born from Aditi, the waters and earth.^^ She is however,

mentioned with heaven and earth, which indicates that she

was also distinguished from them both.^* Her identification

with the sky at X. 63. 3, as held by Professor Macdonell,

seems to be doubtful.^*

The culmination of Aditi’s identification with cosmic deities

is, however, reached in the following passage, where she

is a personification of universal nature ;
‘ Aditi is the sky

;

Aditi is the atmosphere ; Aditi is mother, father and son

;

I I. 136. 3. * II. 27. lo. 3 VII. 61. 4 -

* VIII. 67. 12. 6 II. 28. 5 ; V. 85. 7, 8.

8 II. 27. 14.
’’ VII. 93. 7. 8 VIII. 67. 14.

• I. 1 1 3. 19; VII. 82. 10; IV. 25. 3.

10 Macdonell, VM., p. 121.

II X. 63. 2. 12 Macdonell, VM., p. 10.

13 op. cit., p. 121.
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Aditi is all the gods and the five tribes
;
Aditi is whatever

has been born, Aditi is whatever shall be born/ ^

Abstract deities

There are some deities which are generally known as

abstract deities, and these can be divided into three classes.

(i) First, the deities whose names are formed by adding the

suffix tr or tar and who, therefore, merely denote agency. As

compared with the deities of the other two classes, the con-

ception underlying these deities is much simpler and their

abstract character much more elementary. It is much easier

to attribute a certain act or function to some superhuman or

semi-human power and, designating this power by a name
which clearly indicates the performance of that particular

function, to form that power into a divinity, than either to

separate and exalt to the position of an independent god a

name which was originally only an epithet of some other god,

or to personify a purely abstract quality. For this reason,

the deities denoting agency may have preceded the coming

into existence of the other two kinds of abstract deities. The

same may be said of the gods whose names end in pati and

have no connexion with any phenomenon.^

Of these gods of agency the following names occur in the

Rigveday but excepting Tvastr none of them holds a position

of any importance : Tvastr, the ‘ fashioner ' or ‘ artificer '

;

Dhatr, the ' creator
' ;

Vidhatr, the ^ disposer '
;
Dhartr, the

‘ supporter '
; Tratr, the ' protector *

;
and Netr, the ‘ leader \

Although Tvastr is not celebrated in an independent hymn,

the name is often mentioned. It occurs about sixty-five

times, about thirty times in books II—IX and about thirty-

five times in I and X.

Thinking that, like other gods of the Rigveda, Tvastr also

may have originally represented some phenomenon in nature,

Kuhn^ put forward the view that he was the sun, since

he was called Savitr.^ With this view Hillebrandt ^ agreed,

1 I, 89. 10. 2 cf. Oldenberg, RV., pp. 64-68, 233!!.

3 Kuhn's Zeitschrift, I, p. 448. 4 m, 55 . 19 ; X. 10. 5.

3 VM., I, p. 517.
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but it appears to have been later abandoned by Kuhn.

Hardy ^ also regarded him as a solar deity, and Macdonell

does not thitik it ' unlikely that this, in a period anterior

to the l^igveda, represented the creative aspect of the etui's

nature’. Ludwig^ on the other hand, considers him to

be a god of the year, while Oldenberg r?r<arded him as a

pure abstraction denoting a particular activity. In our

opinion, it is vain to seek for a phenomenon from which the

conception of Tvjistr derived. He was from the begin-

ning an imaginary divine power, possessing great artistic

skill. His greatest deed was to have fashioned a golden,

thousand-pointed, -hundred-edged bolt for Indra, and this is

often referred to in connexion with liim.^ This making of

the most powerful weai)oii of the most powerful god of the

Rigveda was probably the primary reason of his coming lo be

regarded as a god. There is nothing in the Rigveda to prevent

the assumption that Tvastr was originally one who formed

the bolt for Iiidra. To extol his wonderful craftsmanship still

further, he was made the author of a new cup,^ whic'li con-

tained the food of the asimis ® or the beverage of the gods :

^

and he was said to sharpen the iron axe of Brahmaiiaspati.®

He was thus called a skilful worker (sukrl),^ possessing

beautiful and skilful hands.’® The Vedic poets, not

content with making him the forger of inanimate things,

made him the generator and nourisher of a great variety of

creatures.’^ He also begot Brhaspati and produced Agni

as well as Indra.^^ He adorned all beings with form and

is often himself said to be omniform.’® He develops the

germ in the womb, is the shaper of human and animal forms

and presides over generation.’® Through his daughter

1 VBP., p. 3of. 2 VM., p. 1 17. RV., Ill, pp. 333ff.

4 I. 32. 2; 52. 7; 85. 9; V. 31. 4; VI. 17, lO; X. 48. 3; etc.

8 I. 26. 6. 6 I. no. 3. 7 I. 161. 5 ;
III. 35. 5.

8 X. 53.9. 9 III. 54. 12 * III. 54. 12; VI. 49. 9.

u III. 55. 19. 12 n. 23. 17. 13 I. 95. 2.

14 Macdonell, VM., p. 57. 15 X. no. 9.

i« I. 13. 10; III. 55. 19; X. 10. 5. 17 I. 188. 9; VIII. 91. X. 184 I.

18 III, 4. 9. It is noticeable that the root used in describing the fashioning

of India’s bolt by Tva§tr is taks. But tvaks, which is the root from which
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Saranyu, who with Vivasvat is the parent of the primeval

twins Yama and YamI, he becomes the ancestor of the

human race.^ It is probably for this reason that he is

called the first® or the first-born,® who knows the region*

and goes to the place of the gods.®

Soma is described as ‘ the mead of Tvastr ’.® Like other

gods Tvastr is also besought to grant wealth to his worship-

pers, to delight in their hymns® and to confer long life.® In

later m5d;hology he comes to be regarded as one of the

Adityas.

(2) The second class of abstract deities contains names
which were originally epithets of other gods. Thus the word
viivakarman occurs twice as an attribute, once of Indra ® and
once of the sun,®® but in the last book two whole hymns are

dedicated to Viivakarman 's praise.®* These hymns, which

are doubtless of later origin, describe him as the all-seeing

generator of the earth and the sky, who has eyes, arms and a

face on every side. He is wise, energetic, the creator {dhatd)

and the disposer {vidhatd) . He is also called our father, our

generator {janitd) and disposer, who knows all places and
all worlds, and who alone is the giver of names to the gods.

He is again the lord of speech {vdcaspati), and a priest who
offered all the worlds as a sacrifice. He is one who is swift

as thought.®®

The word prajdpati also occurs twice as an epithet, but

later it becomes the name of the supreme god. Thus Savitr

is described as the supporter of heaven and prajdpati of the

world [divo dhartd bhuvanasya prajdpatih) ®® and in another

place Soma is called {pavamdnah prajdpatih) In

the four places in which the word occurs in the last book, it

the name Tvastr is derived, is only a rarer form of the same root. This fact

may to a certain extent support the above assumption.
1 X. 17. I. 2. * I. 13. 10. 3 IX. 5. 9.

4 X. 70. 9. 6 II. I. 9. 0 I. 1 17, 22. 7 VII. 24. 21.

8 X. 18. 6. 9 VIII. 87. 2. 10 X. 170. 4. 11 X. 81. 82.

1* The cosmological and philosophical import of these hymns will be
discussed later.

l« IV. S3. 2. 14 IX. 5. 9.
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has clearly attained to the position of the name of a god.

In two of these, Prajapati is invoked to grant offspring,'

while one passage speaks of him as making cows prolific.^

lyastly he is invoked in the last stanza of the hymn, X. 121 :

' O Prajapati none bat thou is the lord o\ er all these created

things ;
may the desires with which v/. have mvoked thee be

fulfilled ;
may we be lords of ^!cher

(3) The third class of abstract deities consists of personi-

fications of abstract quahties These in our opinion are the

only proper abstract deities and they presuppose an advanced

stage of thinking It does not appear probable that the

creation of these deities had begun much before the end of

the Rigvcdic period. One of the reasons for holding this

opinion is that they are found only in the last book of the

Rigveda and even here they do not attain to a position of

any great importance. The fact that Aramati, meaning
‘ devotion ' or 'piety occurs in the Rigveda as a personified

deity, while in the Avesta we find Armaiti as a genius of

earth as well as wisdom, does not guarantee the conclusion

that the personification of abstract nouns goes back to the

Indo-Iranian period.''

Of these Manyu (wrath) is the most important, since he

is invoked in two whole hymns.^ But here he represents the

wrath of Indra in particular, rather than the abstract quality

of anger. Indeed, he is the personification of Indra's con-

crete wrath, and not of all wrath in general. Thus he not

onlj^ receives many of the attributes of Indra, but is actually

said to have been Indra. He is the con^queror with whose

aid the worshippers hope to conquer the Arya and the Dasa.

He is the slayer of foes, of Vrtra and Dasyu ; the wielder of

thunder, he is girt by Maruts. He is also called the victor,

the subduer, the queller of foes and one possessed of perfect

splendour. Mightier than the mighty, he is worshipped by

1 X. 85. 43 ; 184. I. 8 X. 169. 4.

8 BRH., XII, pp. 606*5-607^. Professor Macdonell has also treated

Bfhaspati as an abstract deity (ibid.). This view has been criticized

above, under B^haspati.
* Macdonell, VM., p. ii9f. X. 83, 84.

20
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tribes of men and invoked to bring all kinds of riches and

distribute enemies’ possessions. He is once called the thunder-

bolt, vajra.

With ^raddha, who is invoked in one short hymn,^ the case

is slightly different. She is in fact a pure deification of the

abstract quality of faith. ‘ By Faith is Agni kindled, by
Faith is oblation offered,* by Faith one obtains wealth.

‘ We invoke Sraddha in the morning, Sraddha at mid-day as

well as at the setting of the sun. O Sraddha, may we be full

of faith ! Guarded by Vayu, even the gods offering sacrifice

worship Sraddha.’

Other unimportant instances of this class are : Anumati,
‘ Favour ’ (of the gods) ;

Nirrti, ' Decease ’ or ‘ Dissolution ’, a

personification which appears to preside over death ; Asuniti,

‘ Spirit-life ’, invoked to bestow long life, strength and nourish-

ment ; and Aramati, ‘ Devotion ’ or ‘ Piety ’.

Other Deifications

The R^vedic Indians also had a few deities of the tutelary

order, ‘ guardians watching over the welfare of house or field

like Vastos-pati, 'Dord of the dwelling’, Ksetrasya-pati,

‘ Lord of the field ’, and Sita, the ‘ Furrow ’.

The poets of the Rigveda deified not only the things and
phenomena of nature, but equally well men, animals and

inanimate things. The deification of men, however, was limited

to ancient seers and sages, among whom the following names
occur : Manu, son of Vivasvat, the institutor of sacrifice

;

Atharvan, the ancient fire-priest; Dadhyanc, Atri, Kanva,
Kutsa and Kavya U^ana. The Angirases and Bhrgus, on the

other hand, are more frequently referred to in the plural as

denoting families or groups of ancient seers. Professor

Macdonell’s remarks on this point are worth quoting ;

Most of these deified ancestors ‘ seem, ... to have been either

actual men of bygone days or to have been projected into

the past to represent the first progenitors of actually living

men. The deeds attributed to them are partly historical

1 X. 151, * Macdonell, VR„ p. 608a
,
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reminiscences, partly aetiological myths, and partly poetical

creations. By association with the gods they are often drawn
into participation in the mythological actions—such as the

winning of the sun—on which the order of nature is founded.

Most of what is toM about the priestly ancestors is intended

to furnish evidence of sacerdotal aic ana power, which are

therefore treated siipernatur dly. It is not likely that they

represent powers of nature aud are faded gods come down to

earth.' ^

The deification the horse as a separate divine being

occupies a prominent positi^m in the ttig%>eda, and we have

as many as four concrete examples of this : viz. Dadhikra,

Tarksya, Paidva and Plta^a. Dadhikra is so aetimes called

Dadhikravati and is invoked in four h3’'mns.^ All the good

qualities of a steed, such as swiftness and lustre, are attri-

buted to him, but he also performs heroic deeds, such as

destroying the Dasyus.^ He is invoked with the Dawn * to

gether with the Alvins and Agni, but he is invoked first.^

The view of Ludwig, Pischel, von Bradke and Oldenberg.

according to which ‘ Dadhikra was not a deity, but an actual

horse, famous as a racer or charger which received divine

honours ', is preferable to that of Roth and Grassmann, ‘ who
think that Dadhikra represents in the form of a steed the

circling ball of the sun'.® Hymn X. 178 is dedicated to

Tarksya, and his might and speed are praised. Naighantuka

gives both these names^ viz. Dadhikra and Tarksya as syno-

nyms of ' horse

Paidva is a mythical steed, so called because the Alvins

were believed to have brought it to Pedu.® He is said to be

praiseworthy ® and is called ahihan}^

In the Rigveda the word etasa is sometimes used as an

adjective, meaning ‘ swift and sometimes as a noun,

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 147; Oldenberg expressed the same opinion, RV,,

pp. 273ff.

* IV. 38-40; VII. 44. « IV. 38. 1-3.

* IV. 39. 1 ; 40. 1. ^ VII. 44. 1.

* MacdoneU, VM., p. 149. 7 j, 14.

8 I. 1 19. 10; VII. 71. 5. • X. 39. 10. 10 I. 117. 9; I18. 9.
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meaning ‘horse’. When used in the plural it denotes the

horses of the sun.^ On the whole he appears to be connected

with the sun. ‘ The swift god Eta^a draws the bright form

of the sun ;

’ ® it is he who brought the wheel of the sun.®

Some passages * show that ‘ horse ’ was considered to

be symbolical of the sun and fire, which is more especially

the case in later literature.®

Although a number of gods (and especially Indra) are

often called bulls, in order to describe their powerfulness and

impetuosity, and although a bull plays some part in the myth
of Mudgala and MudgalanI,® it does not appear as a god, and

the case is not much different even with regard to the cow.

The cow certainly plays an extraordinarily important part

in both the life and mythology of the Rigvedic Indians, but

direct deification appears wanting. And indeed, there seems

to be in the ^igveda no trace of the worship of animals

as such. We certainly have horse-gods, but this does

not mean that the worship of any earthly horse was pre-

valent, but that some horses were considered to be gods

simply because they were associated with gods. There is

not only nothing unnatural in regarding things or animals

which are connected with or belong to superhuman beings as

divine, but it is a logical necessity, at any rate at that stage

of mental development. If the gods are divine beings,

the animals which are associated with or belong to these gods

must also be divine. In the Indo-Aryan religion, the worship

of animals, like that of idols, is decidedly a later innovation.

The horse and the cow may have been regarded with respect,

since they were xxseful and are noble animals, but this

respect did not amount to attributing that degree of sacred-

ness which is necessary for worship.’' Nor is there any
trace of serpent-worship in the ^igveda. Other animals,

1 VII. 62. 2 ; X. 37. 3 ; 49. 7. * VII. 66. 14.

» I. 121. 13; V. 31. 11. * VII. 77. 3; I. 63. 2.

6 AB., VI. 35 ; see also ^at. V. 1. 4. 5 ; VU. 5. 2. 18 ; VS., XI. 12; Macdo-
nell VM., p. 150; Oldenberg, RV., pp. 8of., 77.

« X. 102.

f 'The cow’ Is however often called aghnya, ‘not to be slain’.
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such as the goat, the ass, the monkey, the dog, the boar and

the eagle stand in more or less the same position.

They are jH of them creatures of poetical fancy, created

for the sake of mythology. From the evidence of the

Rigveda it appears that the gods were on the whole an-

thropomorphic, and excepting the t .vo dc ibtfiu names, Aja-

ekapM and Ahibudnya, the *.oticn of gods possessing animal

or semi-animal forms is ab'^ent\ This is even true in the

case of the deifi< s^ion of inanimate objects, e.g. mountains

{parvatcf) as we sh^h see belov/

But although ajiimats d<^ not seem to have been wor-

shipped, there are' in the Rigveda a few tribal names which

are derived from the names of animals and plants. We have

the Matsyas (fishes), the Ajas (goats) and the Sigrus (horse-

radishes) and Ka^yapa (a tortoise)*^ occurs as the name
of a seer. The conclusion has naturally been drawn ' that

these are possibly the survivals of totemism or the belief in

the descent of the human race or of individual tribes or

families from animals or plants \ It v^^as, however, seiiously

questioned by Hopkins,^ and Professor Keith,^ after prov-

ing that the theory of the existence of totemism is un-

necessary to explain the facts of the Soma sacrifice, sums up

the whole position as follows

:

h ... in the Vedic religion totemism has very little to

adduce in its support. The use of beast or vegetable names

for people is valueless as evidence, since the names may be

in some cases mere nicknames, in some derived from the use

of a symbol of a terrible or cunning or a useful animal or

plant as a badge, to impart the peculiar quality it possesses

to the wearer, without implying any blood relation.*

1 The man-tigers occur in V.S., XXX. 8 ;
$at. XIII. 2. 4. 2. cf.

Oldenberg, RV., p. 84!. ;
Macdonell VM., p. 153. The Nagas occur in AGS.

III. 4. I. In later Indian literature there are crowds of these deities.

2 VII. 18. 6, 19. 3 IX. 114. 2.

* PAOS., (1894), p. cliv.

* TS., p. exxi. See also, Keith, JRAS. (1907), p. I (i909)» pp* 4;o»

n.i
; 588, n.i ; cf. Macdonell, VM., p. 153; Oldenberg, RV., p. 8sf. and Vedic

Index, I, pp. Ill, 378.
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He further adds ;
‘ The late mention of the ^atapatha Brdh-

mana (VII. 5. i. 5) in connexion with Prajapati’s form as a tor-

toise, that men say that all beings are the children of the tor-

toise (Ka^yapa, which is identified with Kurma) is a mere piece

of priestly speculation, and gives no trace of a real descent,

even if descent alone were valid evidence of totemism. We
do not hear that Kasyapas worshipped tortoises or ate them

sacramentally or did anything special with regard to them. ’ '

We have next to deal with deified terrestrial objects. The

powers and attributes of personified rivers have already

been described. In addition, mountains (parvata) are con-

ceived as divine powers and are invoked as manly, firmly

fixed, rejoicing in plenty.^ Parvata again forms a dual

divinity with Indra himself (Indraparvata) ® and they who
drive in a great car are prayed to come to the offering,*

Professor Macdonell truly remarks :
‘ Here Parvata seems to

be a mountain god, conceived anthropologically as a com-

panion of Indra.’® This opinion seems equally true in

the deification of plants (Osadhi), large trees (Vanaspati,

‘ lord of the forest ’ but more probably ‘ lord of all vegeta-

tion’), forests (Aranyani), as well as the sacrificial post, the

pressing stones and weapons
;
and this is clear from what is

said of these deities in the Bigveda. Thus Osadhi are called

mothers and goddesses ;
* AragyanI invoked at X. 146 as

an independent jungle goddess, is in her deification in no

way dissimilar to other goddesses of the ftigveda, e.g. Prthivi

or U§as ; the sacrificial posts
’’

are themselves called gods,

and as gods they are said to go to the gods ;
® while the

pressing stones (grdvan or adri^) described as immortal,

unaging and more mighty even than heaven, are invoked to

drive away demons and destruction and to bestow wealth

and offspring.^®

1 See TS., loc. cit., n. 4, where the author remarks that * Frazer's former

view that the Greek traces of totemism prove it for any Aryan race is no
longer cogent ' 2 m. 54, 20.

2 I. 122. 3; 132. 6. * III. 53. I. 6 Macdonell, VM., p. 154.

«X.97. 4. ‘^1X1.8. 8 111.8.6. 9. » X. 76; 94 ; 175-

10 Macdonell. VM., p. i54f.
; Hillebrandt, VM.. I. p. 151.
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Demonology of the Iftigveda

The demon^^ of the ^igveda include the enemies of gods

as well as of men. The Panis and Vrtras are for example the

enemies of the gods in general, but more particularly of

Indra ;
while the dark aborigines and terrestrial goblins

are the enemies of men. Owiag, however, to constant

invocations of gods to corn , to r.heir aid and destroy the

foes of men, there has c about a curious interchange of

terms betv/een the enemies of gods and those frf men. Thus
the word Dasa or iJasyu. whicii properly denoted the human
foes of the Vedic Indians, comes to signify aerial demons, the

enemies of gods, while the term Vrtras comes to denote the

Das^ms who waged constant war against the Aryan in

vaders.

Asuras :—This class of demons is historically the most

important, but in the ^igveda the word occurs in the sense

of a demon only a few times. In the great majority of

cases the word is used in the singular and means a great or

supreme god. It appears that the change of meaning took

place when the period of the Rigveda was drawing to a

close, but how the cliange came about is almost impossible

even to guess. Similar difficulty is experienced in the case

of the word dacra, which comes to mean a demon in the

A vesta.

The passages in which the word is used in the singular

and means a demon, ate where the epithet asii^tahan

* Asura-slayer ' is applied to India, Agni, and the sun.^ In

four passages,^ the word is used in the plural and denotes

the enemies of gods in general, as is the case throughout the

later Vedic literature.

Panis :—The Panis were a group of demons of the upper

air, enemies primarily of Indra, but secondarily of Soma,

Agni, Brhaspati and the Ahgirases also. The word is

oftener found in the plural but sometimes also in the

1 VI. 22. 4; VII. 13. I
; X. 170. 2.

* VIII. 85. 9; X. 53.4; 151. 3; 157.4.
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singular, as representative of the group. The Panis are very

intimately connected with cows, which are expressly men-

tioned or implied in nearly every passage where they occur,

and which are spoken of as their wealth or treasure.^ These

cows refer either to the rays of light or streams of water

which fall in the shape of rain. Hymn X. io8 is a dialogue

between ^arama, the hound of the gods, or of Indra and the

Panis.

Dasas or Dasyus :—These are primarily the foes of men, but

the words are also used to denote the atmospheric demons,

as, for example, when they are contrasted with the foes of

the gods,® or when they are spoken of as cast down by
Indra while endeavouring to scale heaven.® On the other

hand, the epithet dasyuhan * applied to Indra refers to the

aborigines.

Besides the group of demons called Dasas or Dasyus, there

are individual Dasas who appear as powerful enemies of gods

and men. Thus Susna, who has horns® and strong forts,®

is the chief enemy of Kutsa. Indra, however, conquers him
for the sake of Kutsa.’ In his conflict with Indra, Susna

moves in darkness,® but Indra shatters his forts and releases

the heavenly waters.®

Satnbara :—The Dasa Sambara is said to have ninety,’®

ninety-nine” or a hundred” forts, and to dwell in the

mountains.’* Indra discovered him and struck him down
from the mountain.” Once Brhaspati also is said to have

deft the forts of Sambara and then to have entered the

mountain full of treasure.”

Pipru

:

—The Dasa Pipru, or the wily Asura Pipru as he

is once called,’® was the enemy of ‘ Indra’s protege RjiSvan,

1 X. io8; VI. 39. 2; 11 . 24. 6; IX. in. 2.

* III. 29. 9. 3 VIII. 14. 14.

* I. 100. 12 ;
for more examples cf. Macdonell, VM., p. 157!.

6 I. 33. 12. ® I. SI. II. -7 IV. 16. 12 ; V. 29. 9.

« V. 32. 4. • I. 51. II ; VIII. 40. 10.

10 I. 130. 7. 11 II. 19.6.

1* II. 14. 6. 18 II. 12. H. 14 I. 130. 7.

18 II. 24. 2. 10 X. 138. 3.
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who offers soma to Indra and is aided by him in the

conflict Indra shattered his forts ^ and conquered him.^

Namuci -Jadra is also several times said to have slain ^ or

struck down^" the wily Dasa Namuci.® There are several

other names of demons found in the Pi;/oeda, such as Dhuui

and Cumuri, Varcin, DrbbTka, Riidbikra,

The earliest Rigvedic notion cf a conflict between gods

and demons appears to have been a kind of a duel between a

single god and a single demon. It, however, became usual

for Indra to have sc^me othi‘r god, che Maruts, as his com-

panions in this fight. Then besides the individual demons
there were groups of them such as the Panis and the Das^ms.

These two things i>robably led to the later view found in the

Brahmanas according to which the gods and the demons

formed two opposing hosts and fought as such. In the

Rigveda there are about half a dozen individual atmospheric

demons against whom Indra. or much less frequently some

others, waged war and whom he vanquished.

VYtra:—Vrtra, the chief adversary of Indra, is by far

the greatest and the most important of them all. The

slaying of Vrtra is the greatest deed of Indra and hence
' Vrtra-slayer vYtrahan, becomes his most distinctive epithet.

Vrtra is believed to have the form of a serpent

to be without feet or haiids,^ and his head is said to be

pierced by Indra.® He has thunder, lightning, hail and

mist at his disposal.^® Like other demons Vrtra also has

ninety-nine fortresses which ludra shatters when he slays

him3* Vrtra's chief evil deed is to encompass and i>revent

the waters from flowing, and it is by slaying Vrtra, that

Indra releases the waters or the rivers that were thus

encompassed {vYtdn),^^

Vrtra has a mother named Danu and she is compared with

a cowp® The word Danava, which is clearly a metronymic

^ Macdouell, VM., p. ibi . 2 lY. if>. 13.

3 IV. 16. 13; VI. 20. 7. * VII. 19. 5. 51, 53.;.
• V. 30; 7. 8; I. 53. 7- 7VI1I. 82. 2. 8 1. 32. 7.

»I. 52. 10. 10 I. 80. 12; 32. 13. iiVII. 19. 5. 89. 7-

M VIl. 34. 3. M VIII. 85. 18. 15 IV. 42. 7. W I. 32.

9
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form from Danu, therefore refers to Vrtra.^ In later my-

thology, however, it comes to denote a demon in general.

Thus we often find the Devas fighting against the Danavas.

As remarked above, the word Vrtra sometimes denotes the

terrestrial foes, just as the word Dasas or Dasyus is used in

the sense of aerial demons. Illustrations of the former are

found in passages where Aryas and Dasas are distinguished

as two kinds of Vrtras.^ Illustrations of the latter have

already been given.

Vala :—Vala is said to be the protector of cows (raksitaram

dugflandm) and to possess castles which were forced open by
Indra. In hymn X. 68, which is dedicated to Brhaspati,

Vala is referred to as many as four times. Brhaspati is said

to have cleft through the weapon of Vala with fiery lightning

and to have gathered the cows of Vala as wind gathers the

clouds. For these cows taken by Brhaspati Vala mourned,

as trees whose foliage is robbed by winter.® In certain

passages the word appears to mean a ‘ cave ’. For example,

when Indra is said to have driven out the cows, and opened

the vala* or the aperture of the vala containing cows.^ Indra

is once called valamruja the ‘breaker of Vala*,® in the

Pigveda, while in the post-Vedic literattire the epithet

valabhid is frequently applied to him.*^

Other demon foes of Indra are : Arbuda, described as a

wily beast,® who was cast down or trod down with his foot

or pierced with ice by Indra;® Vi^va-rupa, a three-headed

demon, son of Tvastr, who was slain by Indra and Trita

together
;

Svarbhanu the ‘ demoniac being * (a sura) who is

said to have eclipsed the sun with darkness
;

and Urana, a

demon of ninety-nine arras who was slain by Indra.

Lastly, we have the evil spirits which surround the every-

day life of man. They are as a whole unconnected with the

I e.g. V. 29. 4; II. II. 10.

* Macdonell, VM., p. 159; VI. 22. 10; 33. 3.

3 X. 68. 6 ; 5. 16. 4 II. 14. 3. 6 I. 1 1. 5,

® III. 45. 2. 7 Macdonell, VM., p. 160.

» VIII. 3.19. » II. 14. 4 ; I. 5 1 • 6 ; VIII. 32. 2.

10 X. 8. 8. 9. V. 40. 5 - 9. 1* II. 14. 4.
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phenomena or forces of nature, seeming partly at least to be

derived from the spirit of dead enemies/
—The Raksases are terrestrial goblins which

haunt places and torment mankind. They are very fre-

quently referred to, and gof^s are invoked to destroy them.

Like ghosts they were creatures of durknc ^ and since Agni

was the only effective dispel ;er darkness at night, he was

regarded as a protector from the Raksases ® and was given the

characteristic epithet of Raksohan, the ' slayer of Raksases '.

Agni is often invoked to burn the evil spirits. Bat this is

only a poetic way of saying that Agni is the enemy of the

Raksases and destroys tiiem.

In two hymns (VII. 104; 10. 87) we find another term

used, Yatu and Yatudhana. Sometimes it appears to be co-

extensive in meaning with the word raksas. It is also

probable that here rak^as expresses the genus and ydiu^ the

species,^ but in later Sanskrit literature raksas denotes evil

spirits in general. The word yatudhana could not have had

any connexion with magic. We do find words like ydCumat,

ydtumuval, but here ydtu probably meant nothing more than

‘evil power’. Ydtu indeed comes to mean ‘a magician' or

‘ sorcerer ' in the Avesta, and we have the yNOiA jadu ‘ magic
’

in Indian vernaculars, but this was not In our opinion the

original meaning of the word. Originally it meant the oppo-

site of mdyd,^ the wondrous, mysteriously great power posses-

sed by a god, and—since the gods were always regarded

as benevolent—used for good purposes. Yiitu on the other

hand was the power possessed by demons or evil spirits

for troubling mankind. The change of meaning from ‘ evil

power ' to ‘ magic ' does not appear to be impiobable.

These demons are believed to be capable of assuming the

shapes of human beings or of animals. They eat the flesh

1 Macdonell, VM., p. 164. 2 Patayanti naktabhiJ}» VII. 104, 18.

* But other gods like Soma and Indra are also invoked to destroy them.

See, e g. VII. 104.

^ Macdonell, VM., p. 163.

* cf. e.g. Indra jahi . . . Ydtudhdnam . . . mdyayd . . . VII. 104. 24. See also,.

Oldenberg, RV., pp. 262ff. and especially p. 263, n.i.
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of men and horses, drink up the milk of cows and destroy

offspring. They also enter into the worshipper and Agni is

prayed to prevent them from doing this. They are parti-

cularly inimical towards sacrifice. They throw the offering

into confusion * and are haters of sacrifice.® Agni is be-

sought to consume them and thus protect the sacrifice

from curse.®

Piiacas :—These constitute an important class of terrestrial

fiends in later literature, but in the ftigveda the name occurs

only once.* Here Indra is invoked to crush the yellow-

peaked {pUangabhrstim)

,

watery {ambhrnam) Pisaci and to

strike down every Rak§as.®

There are in addition two other groups of demons which

are much less prominent. The Aratis are the demons of

‘ illiberality ’ {a-rdti) and the Druhs are the ' injurious
’

demons. The latter group goes back to the Indo-Iranian

period.

1 VII. 104. 28.

Macdonell, VM., p. 1O4.

2 X. 182. 3-

^ I- 133 - 5 -

3 I. 7 <'>-
3 -



CHAPTER Xlir

VEDIC GODS GENERAEEY, COSMOGONY
AND PHILOSOPHY'

T. The Vedic Goas generally

The abc ve des^^nplion of the gods of the Rlgi^eda shows
chat they are, like the gods of the preceding periods, simple

deifications of the natfiial phenomena, and on the whole the

degree of anthropomorphism to wliicb they have attained is

incipient and their physical bases in most cases apparent.

The powers and tunclions attributed to them are merely a

poetical representation of the activities and manifestations of

the physical phenomena for which they stand. Thus Profes-

sor Bloomfield^ correctly observed, that ‘many of the gods

of the Veda are scarcely more than half persons, their other

half being an active force of nature

The older conception with regard to the origin of gods

appears to be that they were the chiklien of Heaven and

Earth, but in g^jtieral the ideas concerning the origin or birth

of gods are lacking in consistency and definiteness. Thus,

U§as, the ‘ Dawn is also called the mother of the gods
‘ devdndm mdtd and Aditi and Daksa appear to have been

regarded as universal parents in two passages.^ Bralimana-

spati again is the father of the gods, ‘ devdndm pitaram ' ^

;

while Soma, the skilful generator of the gods,*^ is expressly

mentioned to have produced Agni, Surya, Indra and Visuu,

as well as Heaven and Earth.® The relationship of a father

and son between the different gods is also frequently estab-

lished, while many gods are believed to have been produced

by gods in general.^

1 RV., p. 89.

2 i. 1 13. 19; while she is herself called the daughter of heaven, duhitar

divah, I. 30. 22. * X. 72. 4, S ; 5. 7 ; Macdonell, VM., p, 46.

4 II. 26. 3. 6 IX. 87. 2. « IX. 96. 5 -

^ e,g. Parjanya is said to be the father of Soma (IX. 82. 3); Maruts,
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In the l^igveda, the gods are often called immortal

(amfidh),^ but passages, such as ‘the gods drank soma for

immortality’,* ‘Soma confers immortality on the gods’,®

show that they were probably not always regarded to be so.

They are also said to have received immortality as a gift

from Agni* or Savitr,® or attained it themselves by some

means.® The fact that almost every god is said to be born in

some way or the other, and born of or generated by some god

or gods, probably indicates that, originally at any rate, the

gods were not regarded as being without beginning or self-

existent.® Max Muller® remarks, that ‘passages in which

the birth of certain gods is mentioned have a physical mean-

ing : they refer to the birth of the day, the rising of the sun,

the return of the year ’
; but it is impossible to make this

explanation applicable everywhere ; for example, when Soma
is said to have generated Heaven and Earth. The truth

rather appears to be, that the early Rigvedic poets had no

clear and definite notion on the matter.

Once the gods are spoken of as great and small, young and

old,® and the phrase purve devdh (former gods) occurs a few

times.*® This seems to indicate that all the gods were not

conceived as having come into existence at the same time

and that different generations of the gods were believed in.**

In one passage however we read :

na hi vo asti arbhako devdso na kumdrakal^lviive sato-

mahantah it

‘Amongst you, O gods, there is none who is small or

young. You are all (equally) great.’ **

usually the sons of Rudra, are also said to have been begotten by Agni

(1 . 71 . 8 ).

1 e.g. III. 4 * II
;
VII. 17. 4. 2 IX, 106, 8.

2 I. 91. 6; IX. 108. 3. 4 VI. 7. 4; Muir, V, p. 13!.

2 IV. 54 * 2. ® Yena devaso amrtam andsulj,, X. 53. 10.

7 Even the late cosmogonic hymns where the origin of the gods is chiefly

connected with water, describe them as born after the creation of the

universe. X. 190 ; Macdonell, VR., p. 6o2i>,

8 Chips, 1, p. 38. 2 I. 27. 13.

u cf. Muir, V, pp. 12, i6f. w VIII. 30. 1.

10 X. 109. 4; VII. 21. 7.
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The character and powers of these gods, as we have seen,

vary considerably, but they are almost exclusively bene-

volent.^ They receive the praises and worship from their

worshippers, while they rule the world and control the pheno-

mena of nature. When they are lauded in well-fashioned

h3mins or when sacrifices are offered to them, they shower

blessings upon those who offer them. They can grant all

manner of material prosperity, plenty of cows and many
strong sons ; they can avert sickness and disease that infest

mankind, and thus prolong their lives to a ‘ hundred autumns '

.

They govern the whole world, regulate the order of nature

and spy over bad and good deeds of mortals. The order set

by them no one, however skilful and wise, can violate,* not

even gods themselves. They drive through the heaven in

bright, swift cars and come to seat themselves on the grass

spread by the sacrificial altar. Their dwelling place is the

highest heaven, the third step of Visnu, and there they dwell

—on the whole—amicably * and in bliss. They drink sowa

and eat the same food as men. One who offers libations and

sacrifices always gains their favour, while those who are

sluggish and do not sacrifice are hated by them and perish.

They are also moral and are described as ‘ true ’ and ‘ not

deceitful but it is rather their power and brilliance that

dominate and not their moral character. They protect the

honest and righteous, reward the liberal and meritorious,

but punish the sinful.
^
Nothing can harm those whom they

befriend. They utterly destroy the enemies of their wor-

shippers, upon whom they confer the belongings of their

enemies. All the gods are endowed with beauty, brilliance

and power.

The word pantheon in its literal Greek sense cannot be

used to denote the gods of the l^igveda. For not only do

they have no acknowledged head, but each one of the

^ Rudra is the only god who manifests maleficent traits.

* m. 56. I.

« Oldenberg, RV., pp. 92-3. The relations between the different gods

may not, however, have been always friendly; see Muir, V, p. 18.

4 Macdonell, VM., p. 18. Val, 9. 2 : devastraya ehadahdsah satyaJ^,
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gods is on the whole regarded as quite independent and

not in any way subordinate or inferior to any other god.^

But nor are these gods henotheistic or kathenotheistic in

character, as Max Muller had suggested. According to him

Henotheism or Kathenotheism, i.e. ‘the belief in individual

gods alternately regarded as the highest is a stage of

development previous to polytheism, and is an important

feature, not only in the religion of the Veda, where it is

much more prominent than anywhere else, but in the deve-

lopment of all religious thought.^ The Vedic poets are,

indeed, in th^ habit of attributing the highest traits of

divinity to a god they happen to be invoking, but this is

now almost unanimously regarded as being due to a tendency

to exaggerate while praising, and does not constitute a dis-

tinct type of religious thought.*

The main purpose of the hymns was to please the god

invoked by praising his power and greatness, and in doing

this it is but natural that the Vedic poets should endeavour

to flatter the god as much as they could, by showering

upon him every epithet and attribute of which they knew
and which their vocabulary permitted, without any regard to

propriety or consistency, in order that they might win the

best rewards. Thus treated, every god became mighty,

benevolent, full of lustre and wisdom ; every god propped

asunder heaven and earth and held them apart
; every god

discovered the sun, established him in the sky or made a

pathway for him ;
every god let loose the waters

; every god
protected his worshippers from his enemies and granted

unlimited wealth. But when every god became equally

great and was described by more or less the same attributes,

individual gods failed to have ai y distinctive characteristics

of their own except their physical substratum; and even

I c£. Bloomfield^ RV., p. 88f ; there are certain passages to the contrary,

e.g. I. loi. 3; 156. 4; II. 38. 9; but these are rare and occasional, and do
not prove a system of superior and inferior gods.

* Muller, PR., p. 180.

3 Oldenberg, RV., p. loi, n. i
; Macdonell, VM., p. 16; and VR.
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that was not always clear. Thus identifications became

common/ and all the gods came to be placed more or less

on the same level. This was again greatly helped by the

practice of invoking the gods in pairs, as well as by the

practice of invoking all the gods collectively/ The former

practice brought the two deities invoked more closely to-

gether than they ever were, and the latter established the

principle that all the gods were equally important for invoca-

tion and sacrifice. This stage appears to have been reached

in the Rigvedic period quite early, and once it was reached it

could never have led to anything else but Pantheism. When
every god is considered to be as great as any other, it is but

natural that any one of them should be taken to represent

all or to regard all as but different manifestations of one.

Thus, from nahi vo asti arbhako devaso na kumdrakahivisve

satomahdntah (amongst you, O gods, there is none who
is small or young. You are all [equally] great), to Indram
Mitram Varunam Agnim dhuratho divyah sa suparno garut-

mdnIEkam sadviprd bahudhd vadantyagnim Yamam Mdtaris-

vdnamdhuh * (They call him Indra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni, who
is the divine winged Garutman [the Sun], That which is

but one the sages call variously : they call him Agni, Yama,
Matari^van), was but a natural transition. This idea that

the various gods are but different forms of the same divine

being, however, never undermined the influence or import-

ance of the individual gpds and consequently they never

merged into one god, so as to develop a monotheistic belief.

More or less equal importance and independent sovereignty

of each god was, indeed, one of the most fundamental ideas

of the ftigveda from a very early period. Some gods are

said to be the greatest of the great or the mightiest of the

1 e.g. V. 3. T, 2.

2 It is indeed impossible to onceive that, had the gods been from the

beginning and at all times regarded as of unequal importance, they could

have either been invoked as dual divinities or all invoked under the common
title of the Vihvedevas \ cf. VIII. 29, and Dr. Griswold's criticism of it in his

RV.. p. 342f.

* VIII. 30. I. 4 I. 164. 46.

21
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mighty or worthy of being worshipped by sages, past and

present ; but comparisons between the powers or praise- and

worship-worthiness of any two definite gods are very rare

from the beginning. Comparisons on any scale naturally

give rise to some sort of favouritism, and from favour-

itism to fanatical sectarianism is but a question of time.

This is well illustrated by the history of later Hinduism itself,

viz. the two rival sects which worship Visnu and ^iva ; but

in the ftigveda consistent and well sustained favouritism is

almost entirely absent.^

Thus calling a certain god the greatest or invoking him

oftener than any other god or gods, did not, in the mind of

the Vedic poets, involve any attribution of inferiority or any

slight to the other god or gods, and should not be interpreted

as such. This characteristic of favouring one god unduly

and at the cost of another, saved the gods from being regarded

as subordinate to either Varuna or Indra or even to Prajapati,

who was the m5rthical father of all creation. The fact also

that this Prajapati never became an object of any extensive

worship, while his children continued to be worshipped with

an undiminished, although much less intense fervour, may be

taken as a further illustration of the same characteristic.

This explanation again makes it needless to suppose that

a certain deity was replaced or ousted by any other

;

e.g. Dyaus by Varuna, and Varuna by Indra. The Indo-

Iranians probably, but the Vedic poets certainly, never

knew any such thing as replacing one god by another.

Varuna and Indra are in the Rigveda indeed invoked much
oftener than Dyaus, but this does not mean that Dyaus was

given up as inferior or useless. It appears to us that invok-

ing this or that god in many more hymns than any other

was never considered by the Vedic poets to affect or alter the

position of the other god or gods in any way whatsoever.®

Unconscious neglect must be distinguished from deliberate

rejection. Moreover, for any replacement as alleged, there

must be some similarity in their chief functions, otherwise

1 I. 164. 46. 2 Oldenberg, RV., p. 97, n. 2.
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there can be no rivalry and therefore no ousting of one by the

other. Now, if the chief function of Dyaus was his father-

hood^ that of Varuna moral government of the world, and that

of Indra giving victory in battle, it becomes clear that any

replacement or ousting is altogether out of the question.

The fact that all are called Asma is immaterial, because that

attribute does not indicate or signify any definite function or

quality.^

In our opinion, monotheism, truly so called, has had no

great chance at any time in the history of early Indian

religion. The naturalistic and chaotic polytheism of the

Indo-Iranian period was followed by the pantheistic polytheism

of the Rigveda, as Hopkins fitly terms it, to be succeeded

in its turn by pantheism pure and simple. Oldenberg says

the same thing rather differently :
‘ Das Denkcn des Zeitalters,

mit dem wir uns hier beschdfHgcn, hat eben die Idee dues

hochsten Weltregierers nur obcrjldchlich gestreift; ihre voile

Tiefe zu erfassen ist dem indischen Geist nichi gegeben

gewesen/ *

In the case of Varuna we have indeed the nearest approach

towards monotheistic belief that the Vedic poets were capable

of, but it was still a mere unconscious tendency and nothing

more.® Seeking philosophically the origin of the world, the

Vedic poets of the time when the Rigvedic period had already

drawn to a close, were led to the conclusion of there being

the One, unborn, unaging, existing before time and beyond

space. But this again always remained a philosophical

theory, and however much it may have influenced religious

belief in India, the One, Unborn, Unaging, was never actively

worshipped under any name. Thus, even here, Indian

religion remained as far from monotheism as ever.^

1 See Roth, ZDMG„ VI, p. 731.; SBB., XII, pp. xvif, and 47, 3*

2 RV., p. 97 ;
see also Lehmann, ' Die Inder ’ in Chantepie de la Saussaye,

Religionsgeschichte, 3rd ed., 2 vol., Tubingen, 1905, II, p. 13.

3 cf. Griswold, RV., pp. 347ff.

4 cf. Ragozin, VI, pp. 426-9; see also, Bourqnin, A., Le PantMisnte dans

les Vedas, Paris, 1885, especially pp. 2iff.
;
Jacobi, ‘Brahmanism’, in ERE.,

II, pp. 800-804.
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We consider the above to be a sufficient justification for our

view and therefore refrain from entering upon any more

detailed examination of the question. But before leaving

this subject we must briefly refer to the opinion of Professor

Radhakrisnan.^ This scholar in his recent work puts forward

the view that the Vedic poets were led to monotheism, since,

he remarks, ‘ monotheism is inevitable with any true conception

of God ' and since 'the supreme can only be one *. He finds

this One supreme god in Prajapati, also called Vi^vakarman

or Hiranyagarbha. It is however difficult to agree with this.

In our opinion, the conception or conceptions underlying the

names Prajapati, Vi^vakarman or Hiranyagarbha were the

gropings of the Vedic poets for a philosophical principle,

which became the Absolute (Brahman) of later Indian

philosophy and was not a belief which can be called mono-

theism, As a matter of fact, this conception has hardly

assumed any definite shape in the Rigveday even without

distinguishing between the older and the newer portions

of that book. In the Brahmanas as well as the later Sarhhi-

tas he indeed appears very prominently. He is the creator of

everything that exists, and is said to be the first born
;

etc.
^

He is, under the name of Skamba, even called the Supreme

Lord Divine.^ But in spite of all this, he does not appear to

have been regarded as the only God. The very fact that he is

regarded as the creator of other gods shows that he was only

one of the gods. He may have been believed to be greater

than all the others, but the existence of others is never

denied, expressly or even by implication, and as long as other

gods are allowed to exist, no true monotheism is, in our

opinion, possible.

The prominent place which Prajapati occupies in the later

Sathhitas and the Brahmanas appears in a great measure to

be due to two reasons. Firstly, because he was identified

with sacrifice, and secondly, because he came to be identified

^ Indian Philosophy, pp. 9off , : the author also speaks of a * monotheistic

period
' (p. 93) ; see also Griswold, RV., pp. 347-50.

* For full description see next part. 8 AV.
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with the Brahman (n.). Thus he obtained a place in the

ritual and ritualistic expositions, as well as philosophical

discourses.* But these very reasons at the same time pre

vented him from becoming the one and the only God, if at

all there was any possibility of that. He could not become a

supreme god in ritiial, because the sacnlices were always

offered to many gods jointlj and never to Frajapati alone.

Neither could he have any place in philosophy, which was

always tending to become monistic. Because although he

was identified with the Brahman (n.), his name always showed

him to be a divine creator and lord, while what Indian philo-

sophy was clearly tending towards was an impersonal Abso-

lute.

2. Cosmogony and Philosophy of the ptigveda

In the Rigveda we find more than one view of the origin

of the universe. The oldest, however, appears to be one

according to which the world was regarded as built like a

house, and this metaphor was applied in all its details. The

first step in the building of a house is the measuring of the

site. Corresponding to this we have the following passages

:

‘ Varuna, standing in the region of the air, measureth out

the earth with the sun as with a measuring-rod.’ ®

‘ Indra measured the six regions, made the wide expanse

of earth and high dome of heaven.’ *

‘ Visnu measured out the terrestrial spaces and made fast

the abode on high.’ *

The act of spreading out the earth, which is often referred

to, and attributed to many gods, e.g. Agni, Indra, the

Maruts, etc., seems to be closely connected with the act of

measuring.

The next step in the building of a house was obtaining

timber from the forest, since the houses in that period were

built of wood. The Vedic poet, however, was at a loss to say

definitely what was the timber used by the gods in the building

^ The unambiguous meaning of his name again made him a good my-
thological figure, especially as a creator.

2V.85. 5. 3 VI. 47* 3. 4. *1.154.1.
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of the world. He thus contents himself with asking the

question, which he leaves unanswered :
' What was the wood,

what the tree out of which they fashioned heaven and

earth ?
*
^ It is in the Taittirlya Brahmana that this query

is answered : Brahma vanam Brahma sa vrksa asidfyato dydvd-

prthivi nistatak^uh (* Brahma was the forest, Brahma was

that tree from which they fashioned heaven and earth ’)

The doors of the cosmic house are said to be broad as

earth, extending wide, and many in number.® Sometimes

they are described as the portals of the east through which

the morning light enters into the world :
' The dawn shone

with brilliance, and opened for us the doors/

^

The sky,® or the region of air,® is supposed to constitute the

roof and it is considered to be both supported with posts as

well as beamless. 'Indra spread out the broad earth and

supported {stabh or skahh) ^ the sky, erect and mighty ' ;

®

while in another place we have the words :
‘ He was a clever

workman in the world who produced this heaven and earth,

and fixed the regions of air in the beamless space/® The
following passage appears to have been meant to express

the conviction of the security of the cosmic house :
‘ Savitr

made fast the earth with bands, Visnu fixed it with pegs,

while Brhaspati supports its ends firmly.'

In one of the latest hymns of the Rigveda we have a

purely mythological account of how the universe came into

existence. The hymn may be summarized as follows :

‘In the beginning there was Purusa and Purusa alone,

because as yet he was all that existed. Thousand-headed,

thousand-eyed, thousand-footed, ten-finger-breadths [of

Purusa's body] remained over, even after he had enveloped

the earth from every side or had filled it completely. Such

1 X. 31. 7=X. 81. 4. * II. 8. 9. 5. 3 I. i88. 5.

* I. 113. 4; IV. 51. 2 ; V. 45. I. 3 VI. 17. 7. « V. 85. 2 ; I. 56. 5.

7 Viskamhhayat, V. 29. 4. 8 vi. 17. 7.

8 Avam&a, IV. 56. 3 ; II. 15. 2 ; askamhhana, X. 149. i.

10 X. 149. I ; VII. 99. 3 ; IV. 50. I. 11 X. 90.

1* Purusam yavedam sarvath yadhhutam, X. 90. 2.
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is his greatness. From him Viraj was born
;
and from Viraj

the primeval Man {aihi purusafy). When the gods prepared

the sacrifice with Purusa as the offering, the spring was
the sacrificial butter, summer the fuel and autumn the

oblation. The gods, the Sadhyas and Risis performed the

sacrifice with that first-born Purnsu TLe dripping fat of

that sacrifice formed the beasts of the air, and of the

forest, and of the village. From that general sacrifice

were the Rics, the Samans, as well as metres and the

Yajus born. From it the horses, kine, goats and sheep

[and indeed] all creatures with two rows of teeth, were

produced. The Brahman stood in his mouth, out of the

arms was Rajanya formed; from his thighs came what is

known as the VaiSya, and the ^lidra was born from the

feet. The moon was born from his mind, the sun from

his eyes; Indra and Agni from his mouth, and Vayu was

born from his breath. From his navel came the air; from

his head arose the sky» from his feet the earth, from his

ear the regions; in this way they formed the worlds.’

Although this hymn is undoubtedly one of the latest hymns
of the Rigveda, the idea of accounting for the formation of

the world from the body of a giant is supposed to be very

primitive.^

Professors Macdonell* and Wallis,'* from various passages

in the Rigveda, think that ' in the cosmological speculation

of the Rigveda the sun was regarded as an important agent

of generation The sun is glorified in X. 121 as the ‘ golden

embryo ’ {hiranya-garbha) and in the last stanza of the same

hymn he is called the Prajapati. It is noteworthy that the

epithet prajapati was applied to the sun ® under the name of

Savitr, and he is described as the ruler • and the soul ^ of all

that moves and stands. These passages and ‘statements

such as that in which he is called by many names though

one ’ ® are taken by the above named writers ‘ to indicate that

2 op. cit., p. 13. * Wallis, CRV., ch. ii.

5 IV. 53. 2. ® IV. 53. 6.

8 I. 164.46; X. 114. S ; cf. Vo/. I. 2.

1 Macdonell, VM., p. i2f.

Macdonell, ibid.

7 I. 11$. I.
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his (the sun’s) nature was being tentatively abstracted to

that of a supreme god, nearly approaching that of the later

conception of Brahma ^

According to the hymn X. 121, Hiranyagarbha * arose in

the beginning. He was the one lord of creatures, two-footed

and four-footed. He who is the giver of breath, the giver

of strength, whose command all the gods revere, whose

shadow confers immortality as well as death, by his might

became the sole king of the breathing and winking world.

The one god above all the gods, he through his greatness

generated sacrifice. He was also the generator of the earth,

the measurer of aerial space
;
of truthful ordinances he pro-

duced the heaven and the great and brilliant waters. When
the great waters pervaded the universe, bearing an embryo

and generating fire, there arose the one spirit (asu) of the

gods.^ All the stanzas, excepting the last, of this hymn end

with the words: * To which (kasmai= lit. to whom) god

shall we our oblation offer ? ' The first half of the conclud-

ing stanza reads :
' Prajapati, no other than thou is lord

over all these created things.’ This is probably meant as

an answer to the refrain of the hymn. At any rate the

Indians of a later period not only definitely took this view,

but interpreting kasmai as the dative of ka, identified Ka
with Prajapati.^

On the other hand the cosmogonic hymn X. 72 states

that the world was produced first, then the gods, and that

the sun was produced last. Here Brahmanaspati is said to

have forged this world like a smith. In the first and the

earliest age of the gods, the existent sprang from the non-

1 Macdonell, ibid.

2 =VS., XIII. 4. Mahidhara explains this passage as follows : Prajapati,

Hira^yagarbha, existing in Brahma's golden egg in the form of a golden

Purufa, as an embryo sprang into being before all living creatures. He
himself assumed a body before the production of all living creatures ; see

Muir, IV, p. 15, n. 41,.and TB., III. 12. 9. 7.

3 The same idea is also expressed at X. 82. 6: ‘The waters contained

that earliest embryo in which all the gods were found ’ {yatra devdb sama-
pabyanta viive )

:—X. 82. 5.

^ See comm, on Vdjasaneyi Sathhitd, XIII. 4; 3at., VII. 4. i. 19.
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existent. Thereafter, the earth sprang from Uttauapada,

the regions from the earth, Daksa from Aditi and Aditi from

Daksa, and after Aditi were born the gods. The gods then

disclosed the sun which had been hidden in the ocean.^

We have already remarked that the mechanical production

of the universe may have been the earliest guess to account

for the origin of the world. Just as the gods were modelled

on human personality, so 'ver^* the cosmic actions of the gods

supposed to be only 'magnified copies of human actions’.^

So far as this view is concerned, the Rigvedic poets do not

attempt to discover, the motive with which the gods created

the world. They were probably content with the thought

that a building of a house was as natural to a gad as it was to

a man.

The hymns which more or less wholly deal with cosmogony,

are undoubtedly late and do not belong to the Rigvedic period

proper. They display an advanced stage of thinking in the

abstract, and this stage was not reached till the end of the

period of the Rigveda and the beginning of the period of later

Samhitas and the Brahmanas. The myth that the human
race was produced from the body of a giant may be very old,

but the form in which we find it in the Pmusa-sukta shows

clearly that it was the product of an age when sacrifice was

being considered very important and when the priests were

busy finding divine sanctions for the perpetuation of the

cult of the sacrifice, the -theory being that sacrifices must be

performed to sustain the world as well as the gods, because

it was from sacrifice that both the world and the gods were

produced.®

1 cf. also X. 149- 2, 3 . ^ WalUs, CRV., p. 27.

3 The Purusa-Sukta * was evidently produced at a period when the cere-

monial of sacrifice had become largely developed, when great virtue was

supposed to reside in its proper celebration, and when a mystical meaning

had come to be attached to the various materials and instruments of the

ritual as well as to the different members of the victim. Penetrated with

the sanctity and efficacy of the rite, and familiar with all its details, the

priestly poet, to whom we owe the hymn, has thought it no profanity to

represent the supreme Puru$a himself as forming the victim, whose immola-

tion, by the agency of the gods, gave birth, by its transcendent power, to
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We have still, however, the hymn X. 129 to consider. This

hymn like other hymns above referred to has the origin

of the world as its subject, but unlike them it is not mytholo-

gical but highly philosophical. In X. 72. 2 we have the

words

:

Brahmanaspatireta sam karmarah ivadhamat
j

Devdndm purve yuge asatah sad ajdyata
||

^

While the hymn X. 129 begins as follows

:

Na asad dsid no sad dslt taddnlm

Na asid rajo no vyoma paro yat
|

Kim dvarlvah kuha kasya harman
Ambhah kim dsid gahanam gabhiram

|1

Na mrtyur dsid amritam na tarhi

Na rdtryah ahnah dsit praketah
|

' Non-being then existed not, nor being :

There was no air, nor heaven which is beyond it.

What motion was there ? where ? by whom directed ?

Was water there, and fathomless abysses ?

Death then existed not, nor life immortal

;

Of neither night nor day was any semblance.'

The poet then offers a definite solution of the problem,
' What was the origin of the Universe ?

'

‘ The One breathed calm and windless by self-impulse,

There was not any other thing beyond it.

Darkness at first was covered up by darkness

;

The universe was indistinct and fluid.

The empty space that by the void was hidden.

That One was by the force of heat {tapasah) engen-

dered.

Desire {kdma) then at the first arose within it.

Desire, which was the earliest seed of spirit.

[manaso retah prathamarh yad dsit.)

The bond of being in non-being, sages

Discovered searching in their hearts with wisdom.'

the visible universe and all its inhabitants.'—Muir, V, p. 373. See also the
passages quoted by Muir in I, pp. i3ff.

1 cf. AV.,XVII. I. 19.
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But of the correctness of this solution the poet himself is

by no means certain. However daring, it is merely a philo-

sophical speculation, and happily the poet does not claim to

have perceived the ultimate principle. Its rationalistic

spirit, expressed in the last two stanzas, is indeed the most
charming feature of the hymn.

‘ Who knows it truly ? who can here declare it ?

Whence was it born ? whence issued this creation ?

And did the gods appear with its production ?

But then who knows whence it has arisen ?

This worldrcreation, whence it has arisen,

Or whether it has been produced or has not,

He who surveys it in the highest heaven,

He only knows or even he does not know it.’

(yo ’syddhyaksah parame vyoman so 'Aga veda yadi vd na

veda.)

The aggregate of these cosmogonical hymns forms the tap-

root of later Indian cosmogony and philosophy, and the

hymn we have just mentioned is of the greatest possible

importance. We repeatedly hear of how Prajapati genera-

ted the world, how the universe is the product of the sacri-

fice of Purusa performed by gods, how the worlds as well as

the gods were born from the golden egg, which was itself

produced out of primeval waters. But the discussions on

the philosophical question :
‘ What was in the beginning ? ’,

are much more prominent in the Upanisads and are impos-

ingly dealt with. If the religious thought of the ptigveda

led to pantheistic polytheism, its philosophical thought led

to monism, as surely and as inevitably. Of the latter,

hymn X. 129 is perhaps the earliest specimen.

3. Worship of Vedic Gods

Just as all worship is divisible into two parts, viz. wor-

ship by words and worship by acts, so the worship of the

gods of the ^igveda can be divided into two parts, viz,

prayer and sacrifice.
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(«) Prayer. The Rigvedic prayer can be divided into two

parts, non-ritualistic and ritualistic. This division is not

only possible but important, since it further makes it consi-

derably easier to understand and appreciate both the religion

and the poetry of the Pigveda. We have not found this

distinction in the works of any other author and thus some

remarks in justification of it may be necessary.'

But before doing this we must make clear what is meant

by non-ritualistic and ritualistic prayers. By nou-ritualistic

prayer we mean those hymns of the Bigveda which show no

definite connexion with the performance of a sacrifice. It

is probable a gift or an offering of food or a drink may have

accompanied the recitation of this kind of prayer, but in

this case praising the powers of the divine being and asking

him to grant some blessings constituted the chief part, and

the gift or the offering occupied a secondary place. In the

case of ritualistic prayers on the other hand, the case was

reversed. It was the performance of the sacrifice and the

offering that was all-important, and the hymns were used

only to invite the gods to come down to the sacrifice. For
the sake of brevity we might use the term laudations to

denote the former class of hymns and invocations to denote

the latter.*

The former class is illustrated by many hymns addressed

to Usas ® and to the Agvins, but instances of hymns addressed

to other gods, in which no reference to sacrifice is made, are

by no means rare. We will mention only a few ; X. 42 ad-

dres^d to Indra ; I. 50 and X. 37, to Surya ; VIII. 47 to

the Adityas; I. 154 to Visnu; VI. 71 to Savitr; V. 83 to

1 cf. however, Oldenberg, RV., pp. 386^., 43off.

2 Discussion on the origin and development of prayer will be found in the

chapter on the Indo>lranian religion. It is expected to justify still further

the distinction here made.
3 Although we may not agree with Bloomfield in all he says about the

sacrificial character of the Usas hymns, it is a fact that some of these hymns
are predominantly ritualistic, e.g. I. 48 ; 49 ; etc. In hymn I. 92, which is on
the whole purely laudatory, the one comparison of the Dawn’s spreading

lustre with the anointing of the post at the sacrifice should not, however, be
taken to give a sacrificial character to the whole hymn.
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Parjanya ; X. i68 to Vata ; VI. 64 to Usas. In these and in

many others,' the deity or deities invoked, are not prayed

either to come to the sacrifice, or to bring the other gods to

it. Nor is it an invitation to the gods to sit on the strewn

kusa grass and to drink the pressed vowa-juice or to partake

of the sacrifice, and so far as lli^ evidence of these very

hymns goes, they are not njeant to accompany the pressing

of the -juice or the offering of an oblation in the fire-

altar, The main constituents of these hymns are : the praise

of the might and mighty deeds of the god
;
exhortation

to the hymn to go to the god ; and asking for blessings in

general, such as prosperity or increase of wealth. To bring

out the characteristic features of this class of hymns we

will quote here h^^mn VI. 71 as metrically translated by

Professor Macdonell.^

1. * God Savitar, the dexterous, has stretched aloft

His arms, that he may stimulate all thing to life.

Young, vigorous, most skilled, with fatness he

His hands besprinkles in the wide expanse of air,

2. May we possess god Savitar's most excellent

Impulsion, and enjoy his lavish gifts of wealth.

Thou art the god w’-ho sends to rest and wakes in turn

To life the whole two-footed and four-footed world.

3. With guards that never fail, auspicious, Savitar,

Protect our habitation all around today.

God of the golden tongue, for welfare ever new

Preserve us ; let no plotter hold us in his grasp.

4. lyike one who rouses, Savitar has stretched out

His golden arms that are so fair of aspect.

The heights of heaven and earth he has ascended,

And made each flying monster cease from troubling.

1 Other instances are: I. 90, to all gods; VII. 69, to waters; I. 98, to

Agni; X. 186, to Vayn; 127, to Night; I. 157, to Asvins; 98, to Agni (ex*

ceptlng 6).

2 Hymns, pp. 33-4.
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5. Today wealth, Savitar, and wealth tomorrow.

Bring wealth to us each day by thine impulsion

;

For over ample wealth, O god, thou rulest

;

Through this our hymn may we of wealth be sharers.'

Certain hymns allude to the sacrifice or the sacrificer or

something connected with the sacrifice, but still show no

signs of being inseparable from those which are mainly and

clearly meant to accompany the sacrifice in some form or

other. In the hymn I. 51 addressed to Indra, the exhilarat-

ing effect of the sowa-juice on Indra* is described and his

gift to the sowa-presser, Kaksivan, is mentioned.® In one

stanza he is even asked to become the strong impeller of the

sacrificer (yajamana) *, but still, so far as we can see, there is

no clear hint that it was meant to accompany any kind of

offering. The hymn concludes with a prayer to be under

Indra’s protection, as a result of the adoration addressed to

that mighty monarch. There are, again, certain hymns
addressed almost exclusively to Vartina, in which only

foi^iveness for sins committed through weak-mindedness or

thoughtlessness or inadvertance is asked for, and no mention

of even a gift offered to the god is made nor the deity’s

connexion with the sacrifice indicated.'*

Judging from the use to which these hymns had been put

in the later Samhitas and the Brahmanas, where each one of

the hymns was to be utilized in the soma or other sacrifices

and offerings by cutting them into parts in an arbitrary

manner, which completely destroyed their original character

as laudations or invocations, Sanskrit scholars usually describe

the purpose of these hymns to be ‘ to propitiate the gods by
laudations that accompanied offerings of melted butter

poured on the sacrificial fire and of the juice of the sowa-plant

deposited in vessels on the sacrificial grass’.® Now, this

1 I. $1. 7, II, 12.. 2 I. si. 13. 8 I. 51. 8.

* e.g. VII. 86, 88, 89 ; in fact there are many hymns addressed to Vanuja
which are more or less non-sacrificial in character.

* Macdonell, Hymns, p. 7 and VRS., p. icii. In his HSI,. (p. 65), he des-

cribes the ftigveda as ‘ a body of skilfully composed hymns .produced by a
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is certainly and undoubtedly true of a great number of

hymns, e.g. almost all the hymns addressed to Soma Pava-

mana and Agui, and many addressed to the Alvins, the

Maruts, Indra, the Vi^vedevas, and some addressed to Usas

even, but fortunately not of all. It does not appear possible,

either that the only original motive behind the composition

of all the hymns of the Rigv.^da was that they should accom-

pany either the fire-offering or the pressing of soma, or

even, that all the hymns were used for one or the other of

these two purposes at any time during the Rigvedic period

proper, i.e. before those hymns of the Rigveda which are

clearly contemporaneous with the composition of the later

Samhitas, were composed. For these reasons we have found

it needful to make the above mentioned distinction.

On the other hand, there are the ritu.alistic prayers, which

we have here called invocations, because, besides asking

for certain blessings, they contain nothing else. These in-

vocations again are of two kinds: (i) those that incite a

god or gods to come to the sacrifice, in company with the

other gods and sitting on the straw to partake of the offering

or drink the soma-juice ; and (2)
those that call on Agni, the

divine messenger between gods and men, to bring the gods

hither or to take the offered oblation to the gods in heaven.

Invocations of the former class are more numerous than

those of the latter.

VIII. 8, to the Asvins r

'With all the aids that are yours i.

O Asvins, come hither to us

Wondrous ye and of golden paths

Drink this soma-juice sweet.

sacerdotal class and meant to accompany the soma oblation and the fire

sacrifice of melted butter’. In his article on Vedic Religion in the BRB.
(XII, p. 6iob) again, Macdonell remarks that "prayer in the Vedas is almost

entirely of the ritual type, intended to accompany, or at least to form part

of a liturgy’. This is a general statement with regard to prayer in all

the Vedas, but judging from his opinion of the purpose of the Rigveda

hymns, which we have just referred to, it seems that his opinion about

prayer in the Rigveda is not very much different from ours.
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Alvins come hither to us 2

In a chariot of sun-bright covering,

Patrons, decked with golden ornaments

Sages of great and generous hearts.

Come away from the neighbouring hosts 3.

Urged by good hymns from mid-air

Alvins, drink this juice sweet

The Kanvas have in their festival pressed it.

Invoked ' with fair hymns, O Vayu, come, 9.

To our sacrifice that reaches heaven.

Poured through the straining-cloth and mixed

This purified drink is offered thee.

By the most direct paths, the ministering priest 10.

Comes to the sacrifice to accept the gifts

Then, Lord of harnessed teams ! do drink

Our twofold 5oma-draught, mixed with milk.'

III. 40, to Indra :

* When the soma is pressed, we call on thee. i.

O Indra, the Bull, drink this sweet juice.

Oft-invoked Indra, accept the strength-bestowing juice
; 2.

It is pressed, drink. Pour down the pleasing drink.

Gracious Uord, O Indra, these bright drops of soma

pressed 4.

Proceed to thy dwelling-place.

Indra, take the excellent soma-juice in thy belly, 5.

These drops of heavenly splendour belong to you.'

III. 41, to Indra

:

‘ According to rules the priest is seated
;

The grass well strewn and the pressing-stones are set at

mom.
These prayers, O worthy of prayers, to you are offered,

O Hero, seat thee on the grass and eat the oblation.’

^ VIII. 90, to various jods ; the above two stanzas are, however, addressed

to Vayu.
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We also quote some passages from hymns to Agni

:

' We have chosen thee, most skilful god in sacrifice, as the

immortal, divine priest of the gods, as the wise performei of

this sacrifice ;

’
^ may he win for us by sacrifice in heaven

the good grace of Mitra, Varuiia, and the waters.*'^ * We
choose Agni as our messenger, as a priest who knows every-

thing : the wise performer oi this sacrifice. O Agni, born for

him who spreads the gruss. bring the gods liitheiward; thou

art our praiseworthy invoker.' ^
‘ Send forth an oblation to

the lord of forests, to the gods, and let Agni, the immolator,

dress it ;
because^ as lie knows tii«.‘ generations of gods,

he would worship like a more truthful priest. Come, O Agni,

to us, duly kindled, bearing Indra and the swift gods on the

same car. I^et Aditi sit on this out grass and let our Hail

!

gladden the gods immortal.’ ^

‘ Agni is Ivord of great sacrifice.

Of oblations offered of every kind.

The good gods in his skill delighted,

Wherefore they him oblation -bearer appointed.

O Agni, bear oblation to the gods to eat,

Led by Indra may they here rejoice

;

Place this sacrifice in heaven among gods.

May ye (gods) protect us ever with blessings.' ^

There certainly is a difference between these two kinds

of hymns. It would be meaningless to recite the hymns
of the second class, without offering the oblation or the

sacrifice, and equally meaningless to recite the hymns of the

first class when an oblation or an offering was being presented,

but of which no mention whatsoever is made. To say that

the hymns of the first class, i.e. simple laudations, which

contain no invitation to gods to come to the sacrifice, accom-

panied a sacrifice and were put to purely sacrificial purposes

1 VIII. 19 (to Agui i~33 only), 3. 2 VIII, 19. 4 . ^ I* 12. i, 3.

^ III. 4. 10, II
; see also, I. 20. i, 2, 6, 10; 189. 3; III. 6; VIII, 10. 3, 4;

IV. 2. I, 4; VIII. 23 ; X. 1 18 ; 122.

6 VII. II. 4, s.

22
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in the Rigvedic period, would be to bring a charge of

mechanical repetitions against the creative poets of the

Rigvedic age. In our opinion, this distinction existed not

only in that age, but for a considerable time afterwards.

Of this the repetition of Gayatri in India affords a concrete

example. Muttering of this most sacred stanza to Savitr is

an important feature of the everyday worship offered by a

Brahmin up to the present time. This muttering is never

accompanied by any oblation, far less the pressing of the

sowa-juice, and there is absolutely no evidence to show that

it ever was ; at least, so far as the daily prayer-offering was

concerned. This prayer-offering is known as sandhya,^

because it was customary to perform it in the morning and

evening, the two junctures between the day and the night.

Nowadays however a Brahmin performs it at any time

during the day that is convenient to him, but as a rule after

his bath and before taking his first meal. It is by no means
improbable that in this practice of performing sandhyd is to

be recognized a very old custom of praying in the morning

or in the evening by loudly reciting the Rigvedic hymns,

unaccompanied by any oblations of food or soma-juice.

The non-ritualistic prayers appear to us to be a survival

of the bardic age, when poetic compositions originating in

the praises of kings and nobles formed a very important

part, and the chief means of worshipping the gods. The
hymns of the Pigveda show that the standard of poetic excel-

lence was considerably high
; and those who composed such

pieces of poetry must also have been able—according to their

own standard and ideas—to judge which hymn was well com-
posed and which was not. Thus, composing a faultless hymn,
to which repeated references are found in the l^igveda, could

have meant nothing else but a hymn which possessed a high

degree of poetic beauty. It is probable that sometimes

the hymns composed by a particular person may have been

r cf. Monier-Williams, Place of the Ftigveda in Sandhya, address delivered

beforethe International Congress of Orientalists at Berlin, published London,
1881, p. 8.
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regarded as more poweiful in winning the favour of a god or

gods, irrespective of their poetic merit ^—a belief induced by
accidental coincidences. But this could not have been the

rule, because that would hardly justify the keen desire for

a good composition. As d rule, an irresistible hymn of

this period must have been one Iiich lauded the god or

gods in the most pleasing votds and not one which was

believed to possess magi^^al t'^ower.

Nor are 'lirect indications of the existence of worshipping

without sacrifice al‘^^)gether wanthig. The following passages,

occurring in the first book, support this statement

:

Agnim suktehhir vacoh/iir Imahe jp.

Reas fam Agnim vardhayamasi
|,

^

Sa id vane namasynbhir vacasyate
1|

*

Samjdndnd 'dpasidann ahhijnu
|

Patnlvanto namasyannaviasyan ||®

The importance of the non-ritualistic prayers, however,

may have rapidly diminished owing to the growing import-

ance of the sacrifice, and the whole body of hymns of the

Rigveda may have been regarded as sening the purpose of

only the sacrifice as early as the latter half of the Rigvedic

period.

(6) Sacrifice. The Rigveda itself supplies us with scanty

information of the actual forms of sacrifice current in that

period. It is, however, very probable that the various soma-

sacrifices of the later times, together with the production

and the establishing of fires [agnyddhdna), the offering of

oblations (haviryajnas), the ‘ four-monthly ' or seasonal offer-

ings {cdturmdsyas)

,

the evening and morning rites {sdyam-

prdtar-homas)
y the animal sacrifices {pasuyajnas) , and the

horse-sacrifice {asva-medha) existed in a comparatively simp-

ler form.®

1 e.g. VII. 83. 4, where Tftsu’s prayers are said to have come true,

* I. 36. I. 3 I. 36. II. 4 I. 55. 4.

^ I. 72. 5 ; see also, I. 12. ii, gdyairena naviyasd,

® The existence of human sacrifice (purusa-medha) is not proved beyond

doubt (cf. Macdonell, VR., p. 612b.) According to Hillebrandt, however,
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The Vedic sacrifice consisted, in the main, of the offer-

ing of oblations in the sacrificial fire, ‘ the mouth of the

gods ', by which they were believed to be conveyed to the

gods. This fixe was either produced from the two fire-sticks

{aratns), or obtained from some traditionally sacred source

(e.g. the house of a great sacrificer), and then established in

a sacred place chosen for the purpose. The Srauta cere-

monies required the use of three fires, viz. the Garhapatya,

the Ahavaniya and the Daksina, while the Grhya (domestic)

ceremonies required only one. By the side of the sacrificial

fire, a litter of grass was spread. This was meant to be a

soft seat for the gods to sit upon and partake of the offer-

ings.

Exceptionally, however, the use of fire was dispensed

with. Thus ‘oblations to certain aquatic deities were cast

into water, those to the dead were placed in small pits at

the funeral sacrifice, while offerings to Rudra and demons

were thrown into the air, hung on trees, buried or disposed

of in other ways

In the soma-sacrifices, the three pressings, at morning,

noon and night, were known. The soma was first pressed

and then purified. It was offered to the gods, but was also

ceremoniously drunk by priests. The morning pressing be-

longed to the ASvins and the midday pressing exclusively to

Indra, but Indra in addition had a share in the other press-

ings. The preliminary rite of initiation (diksd), which was

intended to make the sacrificer and his wife fit to perform

the sacred ceremonies, as well as the rite of purification

(avabhfta), may go back to the period of the ^igveda.^

In the ^igveda we also hear of the measuring of the fire

altar,® the anointing of the sacrificial pole {yupdnjana),*

* there were in ancient India even human sacrifices, celebrated with the same
pomp and following nearly the same ritual as the horse-sacrifice, till they

were gradually replaced by the milder practice of an ordinary pahubandha \
—

‘ Worship (Hindu) ERB., XII, p. 797a
; cf . also ‘ Human Sacrifice

(Indian) ^ BRB., VI, p. 849!.

t Macdonell, VR., p. 6nb. 2 ibid., p. 614b.

8 Amimita vedim^ X. 61. 2. 4 m. s.
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the reciting of the iastras and the samans, etc.* The nivids,

which play an important part in later ritual, were already

used,^ and the difference between the offering of oblations

with svdhd and the vdsafkdra recognized.* Among the

sacrificial implements drona,"^ juhu.'" srnva,^ sruci,’^

camasa,^ etc. are mentioned. The objects of sacrifice were

the various articles of food used by the Vedic Indians them-

selves. Thus the oblations were prepared from barley and

rice, and the various dairy product'=i, such as milk, curds,

ghee, etc., and the animals that were oftered in the sacrifice

were cattle, goats,, and sheep. ‘ On the other hand, animals

the flesh of which was not eaten at all or only exceptionally

eaten, such as the pig, dog, deer, as well as fish and birds,

were not sacrificed to the gods.'® In the sacrifice of the

horse we have an important exception, since ‘its flesh was

never a regular article of diet

Since the 5oma-sacrifice, which required the largest num-
ber of priests, was the most important sacrifice of the

period, division of functions among the priests had gone a

fair way. Indeed, as Professor Keith observes, ‘ the speciali-

zation of the ritual is as old as the Indo-Iranian period'.*^

We thus find the following names : hotr, potr, nestr, agm-

dhra, praiastd, adhvaryu, brahman.^^^ The Hotr, with whom
the Pra^astr was closely connected in the Rigveda, was
the invoker of the gods by reciting the hymns. The Potr

and the Agnidhra attended the sacrificial fire ; the Adhvaryu,

even in the Rigvedic period, as later, was probably the chief

of officiating priests
;
the Nestr may have been connected

with the rites to be performed by the wife of the sacrificer

;

and the Brahman of the Rigveda may have been, as Professor

1 V. 18.4; VI. 29. 4; VII. 33. 14; VIII. 2. 14; 1. 107. 2; IV. 4. 15.

2 I. 142. 12, 13 ; II. 36. I ; III. 4, II ; V, 5, II.

3 I. 14. 8; 31. 5 ; 120. 4; II. 36. I
; VII. 15. 6. 4 ix. 3. i.

6 I. 76. 5 ; 145. 3 ;
II. 27. I ; VIII. 44. 5. ® I. 116. 24 ;

121. 6.

7 1. no. 6. 8 I. 54.9; VIII. 71.7.

® Macdonell, VR., p. 612a. 10 ibid. n op. cit., p. 312^’.

II, I. 3 ; X. 91. 10; see also, IV. 9. 3, 4; I, 162. 5.

33 I. 14. 9; 13. I.
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Keith conjectures, the name of the priest later called

Brahmanacchamsin, an assistant of the Hotr.* An indirect

reference to the Brahmanacchamsin is also found in the

following passage of the Pigveda

:

brahmapuira iva savane$u samsasi?

Mention is also found of the Udgrabha and the Gravagr-

abha,® probably the drawers of water and holders of the

pressing-stones, and the Samitrs,* the slayers of the sacrificial

victims. In the later ritual, the former two disappear

altogether, while the latter become merely attendant priests.®

There were also the sawiaw-singers who, instead of simply

repeating the hymns, sang them.®

It is, however, improbable that this division of functions

was rigidly followed. This is clear from what is said of the

functions of the Adhvaryu and the Brahman. The Adhvaryu
is said to offer the sowa-juice

’’ and the oblations of food,® to

spread the sacrificial grass, to make the fire blaze up,® to

press the soma,^° etc. while the Brahman is said to recite the

hymns,^^ to wield the pressing-stones, and offer the soma-

juice.^®

In the ttigveda itself there is hardly any trace of the

Grhya-ceremonies, and it is extremely likely that certain

customary rites were current even then ; rites which are

described in the Grhya Sutras in a modified form. These

again may have been, as Oldenberg remarks, not yet ‘ decked

out with the reciting of the poetic texts, which we find later

on connected with them, and which in the case of the soma-

offering came to be used early.'®

1 ERE., op. cit. * II. 43. 2. * I. 162. 5.

* I. 162. 10; V. 85. I. 8 Keith, op. cit.

8 V. 71. II ; 11.43. 2.
’’

il. 14; 37. I : VII. 98. 1.

* II. 14. 5 : VII. 2. 4: VIII. 90. 10. 9 IV. 8. 4.

10 V. 37. 2; VIII. 4. II ; X. 17. 12; IV. SI. 1 .

n Tameva rsim tamu brahmanamahur yajnanyam sdmagam uhthaidsam,

X. 107. 6.

IS Vm. 32. 16; 17. 3.

I* Introduction to the Gfhya Sutras ; S6E., XXX, p. 9.
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As has been remarked above, the sacrifice in the ftigveda

was intendef.1 to win the favour of gods and thus gain some
worldly benefit. The offering of soma-]mQQ was believed to

gladden and strengthen the gods, but especially Indra. It

was indeed thought, that just as a vf^ll -composed hymn
could not but please the god lauded, so a well-performed

sacrifice was also considered, to fulfil the worshipper's desire.

That the worshipper had but rarely any misgivings as to the

effect of tiie prayer or the sacrifice, was due to the fact that

his attitude towards the predominantly beneficent gods was
one of unswerving confidence. This confidence, however,

undergoes a degeneration even in the period of the Rigveda,

Thus, as Professor Macdonell remarks :
‘ Traces of the

notion that the sacrifice exercises compulsion not only over

gods but also over natural phenomena, without requiring the

co-operation of the gods, are already to be found even in the

Itigveda

4. Estimate

We have already sketched the religious beliefs and practices

as they existed at the end of the Indo-lranian period. The

immediate generations of the separated group of the Indo-

Aryans continued to compose poems in praise of the Nature-

gods, which were meant to be sung with the soma-sacrifice.

The need of these praises and sacrifices so far as they were

the product of the feeling of dependence on, and fear, awe,

and reverence of the uncontrollable natural forces had, with

the milder climate, begun to decrease, but on the other hand

it was felt more keenly because of the human foes with whom
they now came into conflict, namely, the Dasyus. This

necessitated the invocations as a means of self-preservation,

and thus the inspired character of the poetry begun during

the late Indo-lranian period was maintained. The whole of

the Bigveda is full of invocations to gods to destroy the Dasas

or to give more power over the dark-skinned, or to bestow

wealth and strong sons. These prayers are especially and in a

I VR., p. 61 ib.
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way exclusively addressed to Indra, who is the most important

god of the Vedic pantheon. Without this external danger,

it is not unlikely that the pure nature-religion of the Indo-

Iranian and the early Vedic periods would have begun to

degenerate much earlier than it actually did. For, in our

opinion, the sort of sublime nature-religion which consisted in

believing that the natural phenomena alone were the gods, and

in which the pressing of the soma and offering smaller

sacrifices to the various gods were the only important religious

ceremonies, could never—especially in the old days when they

originated and for a time existed in a more or less pure form

—

have continued to exist much longer in the same healthy

condition. Such a feeling of awe and reverence of the gods

as was necessary for this religion could, even in our own day,

be felt by only few. The feeling is too sublime and the

necessary intensity too great to be sustained undiminished

for a long time.

Moreover, there was nothing else to which the ordinary

people, who cannot have truly understood the nature of this

elevated religion, could hold, except the sowa-sacrifice and

the fire-offerings; because the conception of the natural

phenomena as gods is highly abstract, and as such could not

have a strong hold on the minds of the common people. The
sowa-sacrifice, again, could be performed by but a few and,

therefore, properly understood by as small a number. There

indeed existed some domestic rites and sacrifices which

could be performed by every householder without the help of

a priest and without repeating the Vedic texts. But even

their proper performance soon required the reciting of the

sacred verses.

Thus, with the growth of the sacrificial detail, the impor-

tance of inspired poetry had begun to decrease. Instead, to it

was being attributed a legendary power of compelling the

gods to do the worshipper’s bidding, when it was accompanied

by an appropriate sacrificial act. This was again helped by
the conscious selfishness of the priests who devoted them-

selves solely to making the sacrifices more and more
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complicated, to exaggerating the purpose and the usefulness

of the sacrifice and lo singing the praises of the liberal givers

of wealth.

The elevated tone of the original relig’on is not, however,

as yet completely overshadf*wed by extrer hieratic propen-

sities. The idea ot receiving something in return is, indeed,

everywhere present and sometimes very fine poetry is maned
by references to the sac’afico and the priestly fee. But this

selfish desire for gain is not unnatural aud there is nothing

exceptionally sordid about it, as some authors like Bloom-

field, by a sort of reai tion against the opinion that the

religion in the ^igvcda i - highly sublime and lofty, have held.^

If the desire for gain is removed, we can hardly see what

object there was in the composition of the hymns, as it is a

fact that the majority of the hymns were not composed

simply because the poets delighted in doing so. It is true

the poets were handsomely rewarded for their composition.s

even then, and as a result, they laid more stress on their

own fees as priests by praising the liberality of their

benefactors. It is also true that it was this same simple

idea of asking blessings from the gods that assumed the

disgusting character of daksind in later Hinduism ; but still,

what we find in the l^igvcda is understandable and natural,

being accountable on the broad principle that man is by

nature selfish rather than by any extraordinary selfishness

and cunning of the Brahmins.

We will conclude this part with the observation that

the Nature-religion of the Indo-Iranian period reached its

highest point in the middle of the Rigvedic period
;
but

having reached it, began rapidly to degenerate owing to

contact with the backward races, settled and isolated life,

climatic conditions, and the increase of population.

^ See especially Hopkins, Rl., pp. S-22; Muir, V, pp. 4i2ff.
;
Barth, RI.,

p. xiii.





PART IV

BRAHMANISM





CHAPTER XIV

CIVIIJZATION AND GODS IN GENERAL

The Term Brahmanism

The phase of Toligion ^/h^ ii begins to appear in the latest

portions of the kiPveUa and which begins to receive a more

or less definite form in the Yajv^'veda and parts of the

Atharvaveda, culminates in rhe Brabmanas. In the Sutras

it receives a little more S3^steniatic treatment; but from the

point of vdew of ’’inocations or drastic munifications, the

religion in the older Sutras, at any rate, remains essentially

unchanged. The religion in the Brahmanas is predominant-

ly ritualistic, and as distinguished from the Nature-religion

of the ^igveda, it may be conveniently called Brahmanism.

Professor Jacobi^ begins his article 'Brahmanism' as

follows

:

'The word "Brahmanism” seems originally to have

been used, and popularly still to be understood, to denote

the religion of those inhabitants of India who adored

Brahma as their supreme God, in contradistinction to

those who professed Buddhism, and, in more recent times,

Muhammadanism. But this is founded upon a misconcep-

tion. Brahma was 'never universally w orshipped ; and

his acknowledgement as the supreme God is not even true,

still less a prominent characteristic of Brahmanical reli-

gions and sects.’

The word has indeed, so far as we know, originated among,

and is more or less confined to, the Western scholars of

Sanskrit, and is hardly to be found in Indian literatmres.

And this was indeed to be expected. Had the term originat-

ed in India, it would have meant, either the religion of

those who worshipped Brahma as the supreme God—which

I ERE., II, p. 799^.
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meaning Professor Jacobi truly observes it never had, since

Brahma was never so worshipped—or the religion of the

Brahmans. The Brahmans, however, were wise enough not

to use this name for a religion which was followed by three

other great classes besides themselves, although it is his-

torically true, to a certain extent, that the Indian religion

of the post-Rigvedic periods is but what the Brahmans

succeeded in making of the religion of the J^igveda} The

true sense in which it is sometimes used is that it is a

religion the teachings of which are mainly to be found in

books called the Brahmanas. The Indians, however, could

not have used the term in this sense, because the Brahmanas

form an inseparable part of the Veda, or iruti, and a notion

of their existence as a separate class of literature is singular-

ly inconspicuous. Used in the above sense Brahmanism be-

comes a very convenient term. Not only does it clearly

indicate its connexion with the extensive Brahmana litera-

ture, but it also at once suggests the idea of the ritual,

which is undoubtedly the most dominating factor in the

religion of this period.

What we call Brahmauism, however, neither begins nor

ends with the Brahmanas. It has its faint beginnings in some

of the h3unns of the Bigveda and, continuing to develop

throughout the period during which the later Samhitas came

into existence, it attained a definite form in the Yajurveda.

This ritualistic spirit of religion continued to pervade and

dominate, not only literature, but both life and thought, till

the rise of the two rival religions (at least so they are called)

Jainism and Buddhism. Thus Brahmanism may be taken

to denote the form of religion which existed in India from

the end of the Rigvedic period to about the sixth century

B.C.

1 This is probably true of most religions. In their details, religions be-

come what the priesthood succeeds in making of them, consciously or

otherwise.
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Growth of Civilization

By the end the period ol' the l^igveda, the Punjab ceased

to be the centre of Indo-Aryan habitation. Fighting their

way through the unknown land, the Indo-Aryan invaders

were gradually occupying more and more territory to the

east and south, everywhere asserting themselves as con-

querors and rulers, and imposing on the original inhabitants

of India their own langaag:-, religion, and customs; but

at the same time, unconsciously but inevitably assimilating

some of the beliefs and practices of 1 hese conquered races.

At the end of the Brahmcna period we find that they had

reached the Vindh>as, but these do not appear to have been

crossed.^ The land of the five rivers (paheanuua) is no longer

prominent. Now it is the ‘ firmly established MadhyadeSa 'f
the ‘ middle country ’, and Kuruksetra the holy ‘ land of

the Kurus ’, a place of divine worship [devayajnna/n) since

‘ the gods perform their sacrifice in Kuruksetra According

to Manu, ‘ Madhyade^a consisted of Brahniavarta, the land

famous in the ftigoeda ‘ between the Sarasvatl aud the

Drsadvatl and the cMruntry of the Brahmarsis lying to the

east of Brahmavarta and extending as far as Prayaga’.

‘The region bounded by the Himalayas on the north, the

Vindhyas on the south, and by seas on the east and the

west ’ is known to Manu as Aryavarta, the ' abode of the

Aryas’.“ ‘This,' Barth remarks, ‘is nearly the geography

of the Brahmanas
The change in the geographical position was extended over

a considerable length of time, and was naturally accom-

panied by the redistribution of tribes and advance in mate-

rial and mental culture. Thus, the Bharatas, the heroes

of the third aud the seventh book of the Pigveda, do not

appear so prominently, although the great deeds of the

Bharata kings were still remembered and extolled. We

1 Rapson, AI., p. 47 ; Keith, CHI., 1 , p. 1 17.

2 AB., VIII. 14. 8 Sal., XIV. I. I. 2 ; IV. i. 5 - 13.

* III. 23. 4. * Manu, II. 17-24.

* RI., p. 62, n. 2; see also, Muir, II, p. 397!.
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have, instead, the two allied tribes of the Kurus and the

Pancalas. They are often called by one name, the Kuru-

Pancalas, and among the tribes of this period they occupy

a unique position, since they are looked upon as an ideal

tribe. They are believed to preserve the best tradition

of the Vedas and the Brahmanas, and to possess learned

Brahmanas
;
they perform the sacrifices perfectly, speak the

purest speech, and are governed by ideal kings.

^

When there was a doubt whether an oblation should con-

sist of a four-fold or a five-fold cutting, it is said :
' The four-

fold cutting is, however, the approved [custom] among the

Kuru-Pancalas and for this reason, a four-fold cutting

[should] take place. ' ®
' Speech it is said, * sounds higher

here among the Kuru-Pancalas*,* and ‘the Kuru-Pancala

kings speak with authority, because they were the perfor-

mers of the Rajasuya Tater the Kurus and the Pancalas

are represented as enemies, and a great war betwixt them
forms the subject of one of the two great epics of India, viz.

the Mahabharata, This enmity, however, cannot be proved

to go back to the Brahmana period.* The Aitareya

Brahmana states that the Bharatas, the Kuru-Pancalas, the

Va^as, and the Usinaras were the inhabitants of the Madhya-

deSa.® Besides this, Magadha, Videha, Kosala, and Ka^i

appear as more or less independent kingdoms.

The power and influence of the king as attested by the

complicated ritual Rajasuya, the ‘ Royal Consecration *, ^ and

the later horse-sacrifice® seems to have been on the increase.

This may have been due to assimilation of the petty chief-

tains of the Rigvedic period or the progress of Aryan

1 VI., I, pp. 165-9; Keith, CHI., I, pp. 118-9; Dutt, CAI., I, p. 121.

2 ^at., I. 7. 2. 8.

3 ^at.. III. 2. 3. 15, as tr. by Eggling, SBE.,XXVI, p. 50; see his note on

this passage. See also VI., I, p. 168.

^ Sat., V. 5, 2. 5 ;
see also Keith, TS., I, p. xciii.

3 Keith, CHI., I, p. iipf. On Kuru^ketra and the Kuru-Pancalas see also,

Keith, RB., p. 45; Winternitz, I, p, 170; Weber, HIE., p. 45; Hopkins,

RI., p. 177-

« VIII. 14. AB., VII. 19—VIH. 28 ; V. 2-5.

8 Sat, XIII. 1-5.
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conquest. Yet, ' we must not assume says Professor Keith,

'

‘ that, even in this period, there were great kingdoms \ The
king must have controlled the land of the tribe and wielded

considerable authority. Hi.- office was hereditary and he

was assisted by a long evUmrage of niiniMcrs and officers,

such as the mta " charioteer the sendni ‘ commander of the

army tlie rmrohita, etc.^

Side by side with llicse comparatively small kingdoms

ruled c»ver by a li< reditary king, Ih^re may have existed

some clans or triber^ which had a republican governmeat

of some sort or otlrer. Thio has been retidcred probable by
the evidence, assuredly fragmentary, of the Pali litf^rature,

brought forward b} Professor Rhys Davids." If the exist

euce of these republics can be proved during the early

Buddhistic period, i.e. about the fifth and the sixth centiiiies

B.C., there can be no doubt that they must have existed at

least a couple of centuries before that time. So far as the

evidence takes us, we find that the ' administrative business

. . . was carried out in public assembly, at wliich young and
old were alike present / There was no system of voting,

but cases involving a difference of opinion seem to have

been customarily referred to the arbitration of committees.

A single chief was also chosen, and although he appears to

have been called a rdju he was in fact a Consul or President

of the Genera) Assembly, or the Senate where it existed.®

Judicial procedure seems to have still been in a crude

condition and although trial of criminals by ordeal was not

practised on any scale, it does not appear to have been

altogether unknown. For, in the Chdndogya Upanisad^ we
have the following passage :

' If he (a man) committed a

theft (and) then he . .
.
grasps the heated hatchet (which was

heated for him), he is burnt, and he is killed. But if he

did not commit the theft, then he • .
.
grasps the heated

1 CHT , I, p. 130. 2 ibid.

3 Buddhist India, and more recently, CHI., I, pp. 174^*

^ Davids, CHI., I, p. 176; Digha JSlihdya, 1 . 91. 5 Davids, loc. dt.

® VI. 16 ; dted by Dutt, CAI., p. 173 ; see also Vedic Index, I, pp. 304. 364-5

.

23
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hatchet, he is not burnt, and is delivered.' But on the

whole a growing sense of justice and a higher conception of

law is manifested. Thus we read in the Brhad Ayanyaka :

^

' Law is the Ksatra (power) of the Ksatra, therefore there

is nothing higher than the law. Thenceforth even a weak
man rules a stronger with the help of the law as with the

help of a king.’

One noteworthy feature of the period is the beginning of

a preference given to a Brahman in legal cases, which ulti-

mately received a definite sanction and had become established

law by the time of the Manu-Smrti. Since then, right up to

the present day, ‘ killing of a Brahman ' {Brahmahatyd^) is the

greatest imaginable sin that can be committed. Its begin-

ning is probably to be found in a passage of the Taittirlya

Samhitd ^ which reads as follows

:

* If a Brahman and a non-Brahman have a litigation, one

should support the Brahman
;

if one supports the Brahman,

one supports oneself
;

if one. opposes the Brahman, one

opposes oneself ; therefore one should not oppose a Brahman.’

When one reads that the Brahmans were audacious enough

to call themselves the earthly gods, this claim to a special

position at law is not at all surprising.*

During this period considerable progress appears to have

been made in pastoral and agricultural pursuits, and from the

great variety of names for persons following different occu-

pations, it is clear that industrial life also was much
developed. We hear of hunters, fishermen, basket-makers,

rope-makers, potters, cooks, barbers, astrologers, as well

as oarsmen, professional acrobats and players of drums and

flutes. The merchant is often mentioned and the usurer

has a special name.® In the Aiharvaveda, Indra himself is

1 I. 4. 14, cited by Dutt, op. cit., p. 173.

2 Found in the TS., II. 5. i. 2 and XIII. 3. i. i, where it is said to be
redeemable by an abua-medha,

2 II. 5. II ; see Professor Keith’s note on the passage in his tr., p. 203, n.

2

and Vedic Index, II, p. 83.

* See below, and Dutt, CAI., I, pp. 231-2.

2 Kusidin, Sat., XIII. 4. 3. ii.
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called merchant'.^ The use of tin, lead, silver, gold

and iron was raown :
* horses were used for riding, and ele-

phants were tamed although they do not appear to have yet

been used in war.^

The food still consisted of meat and grain bii^ the variety

of grain known appears to have been considerably increased

since the time of the Ripoecia} An ox or a cow wes still

customarily killed, when n king or an honourrMl guest was to

be received. ' There does not as yet appear aii]^ express

prohibition against Jflesh -eating, nor was the doctrine of

ahimsa (harmlessness) formulated, ilie flesh of the animal

offered at a sacrifice is said to be ‘ the best kind of food",®

and Yajhavalkr^a d dares that he has no objecciou to eating

meat jirovided it was 'tender* {amsala],’’ although it was

concluded that the flesh of a cow or an o:: may not be eaten.

On the other hand, it is said that flesh should not be eaten

during the period ci initiation for the sacrifice,® that a bull

is sacred to Agni and that a cow should not be harmed.^

These are, however, merely occasional utterances without

much serious signification. Drinking of suru was, however,

regarded as a sinful act.

There ma}" have been some modifications in the art of

cooking; and the manner of dressing, although it remained

essentially unchanged, may have become more refined and

ornamental as the arts of weaving, etc. progressed.

Towns begin to appear, but the houses wore still built of

wood. The family relations continued to be the same, but

the position of women seems to nave suffered a little.^®

Widow-marriage, however, still existed and child marriage was
unknown. To the amusements of the previous period, e.g.

^ III. 15. I. * vs., XVIII. 13 : Chdnd., IV. 17. 7.

3 Keith, CHI., I, p. 137.
4 Brk., VI. 3. 13 gives a Jist of ten grains ; see also VS., XVIII. 2.

b AB.. I. 15. « Sat., IX. 7. I. 3. 7 Sat,, III. i. 2. 21.

5 Sat.f VI. 2. 2. 39. 0 Sat., VII. 5. 2. 19.
10 VI., p.486; Keith, CHI.; cf. Sat., I. 9. 2. 12; Hopkins, JAOS., XII.T,

P- 365 n.

11 VI., pp. 474-8; the authors of the Vedic Index consider sati *to have
been, at least as a rule, in abeyance during the Vedic age —^p. 488.
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chariot-racing, playing at dice, etc., dancing was added.

The community was tolerably well educated and great respect

was paid to the learned irrespective of his birth.

Out of the four stages {dirama) into which the life of a

Hindu was later divided, the first stage had already become

a matter of general practice. It was called Brahmacarya

‘meaning the stage of religious studentship’, a term which

continued to be used throughout the Sanskrit as well as the

Aryan vernacular literatures. The rules of this studentship

are found in one of the hymns of the Atharvaveda,^ where the

importance of Brahmacarya is highly praised.^ The youth

has first to be initiated by a teacher ; he has then to put on

the skin of an antelope, grow long hair {dtrghasmasru)

,

to

collect fuel, to bear alms (to his teacher)
,
worship, learn and

practice penance.^ Elsewhere, he is said to live with his

teacher^ and look after his cattle, house and sacrificial

fires.^ The period of studentship was normally twelve

years,® but it might be extended to thirty-two years or

might even be for life.^ All this is .systematically and

elaborately stated by Manu.®

In the Chdndogya Upanisad^ we find a long list of arts

and sciences among which are the following : Mathematics,

Augury {daiva). Grammar (Veda of the Vedas), Chronology,

Logic, Polity, Theology (deva-zndyd)

,

Demonology (bhuta-

vidyd), Astrology {naksatra-vidyd), and the arts of fighting,

and snake-charming. Besides these there certainly existed

the arts of music and dancing as well as the science of medi-

cine. The latter, however, appears first to have been neglected,

then suspected (e.g. in TS., VI. 4. 9. 3) and finally, as is the

case in the Sutra literature, utterly despised.^® The neglect

might have been due to the belief that the same purpose is

better served by magical incantations as found in the Atharva-

1 XI. 5 - 2 XI., 16-22, etc.

8 XL, 3-6, 9; Vedic Index, II, p. 75. 4 Chdnd., II. 23. 2.

6 op. cit., IV. 4. 5 ; 8. I ; ^at.. Ill, 6. 2. 15.

• Chdnd., IV. 10. i. 7 op. cit., VIII. 7. 3 ; 15.

8 II. 70-249 ; cf. CB., I. 2. 1-8. ® VII. I. 2. 4: 2. I ;
etc.

VI., pp. 100-5 ; see Ap. Dh.S., I. 6. 18. 20; Dh.S., XVIII. 17 ; etc.
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veda. But when these practices were themselves looked

upon with disfavour, purely medical art was suspected of

witcheiy^ since many of the charms in the Atharvaveda are

associated with the healing powers of herbs. This suspicion

may later have grown into contempt. This appears to us

a plausible explanation.

It may be mentioned that an Indian peasant of the

present day, although he dots not altogether despise medi-

cine, would rather trust to the goodwill of a deity by
contracting to offer something, than to any medical treat-

ment. Occasionally, but much less frequently, he has re-

course to a person believed to possess the power to have

communication with some deity. This person then reveals

the cause of the calamity, and gives to the sufferer some

water or something else, occasionally some herb, over which

he has repeated a magic formula. A person believed to

know the medical art, as well as to possess magical skill is

always preferred to one who knows only the former.

We will now briefly trace the growth of class distinctions.

In addition to the hereditary priesthood and nobility of the

previous period, this period saw the growth of a third class,

viz. the VaisyaSy who originally constituted the mass of the

Aryan community ; and the original inhabitants of India,

the Dasas or Dasyus of the Rigvedic period, formed the

fourth class and were called the Madras, Thus the four

classes were Brahman,' Rajanya (or Ksatriya), Vaisya and

Sudra. Although these classes were distinguished from each

other and their duties and prerogatives to a certain extent

formulated and fixed, change of caste, if it may be so called,

was as yet possible. This was especially so between the

first two classes, of which we find a number of instances in

the literature of this period; e.g. Janaka, King of Videha,

imparted knowledge to the priest Yajnavalkya and was
thenceforth considered a Brahman,^ and Kavasa, a son of a

slave girl, was later admitted to be a rsi.“

iat,, XT. o. 2. I.

2 AB., II. 19; see also Chand., IV. 4.
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In a late passage of the Aitareya Brdhmana,^ the Rajanya

is taken as the norm and the remaining three classes are

described thus

:

‘A Brahman (is) an acceptor of gifts, a drinker (of soma),

a seeker of livelihood, one to be removed at will/

*A Vaisya (is) tributary to another, to be eaten by

another, to be oppressed at will/

' A Sudra (is) the servant of another, to be removed at

will, to be slain at will/

This passage indicates the superiority of the Rajanya

or the Ksatriya over the other classes, and there are some

other passages in the literature of this period to the^ame
effect/ But on the whole, the claims for superiority^f the

Brahmans as a class, are much more frequent anti much
more boldly asserted. Thus Varuna is reported toJiave de-

clared that ' a Brahman was higher than a Ksatriya while

in the Satapatha Brdhmana we repeatedly hear :
‘ There are

two kinds of gods : for indeed, the gods are gods
; and the

Brahmans who have studied and teach sacred lore are the

human gods/ ^

In another passage a Brahman descended from a Rsi is

said to represent all the deities.^

In many places, however, a much more compromising

attitude is shown. Thus, the welfare of both the Brahman
and the Ksatriya {brahma, ksaira) is often prayed for,®

and they are together said to be the ‘ towers of strength ' ^ or

1 VII. 29.

2 e.g. ‘ A Ksatriya, by dint of his energy, can ask a Vaisya to deliver to him
whatever the latter possesses.’

—

^at., I. 3. 2. 15 ;
‘The Ksatriya is said to be

superior to the Vis, who is to serve liim.’

—

^at., I. 3. 4. 15. * The Rajanya
makes the other three sorts of men obedient to him.’—TS., II. 5, 10. i.

3 AB.. VII. 15.

* II. 2. 2. 6; 4. 3. 14; IV. 3. 4. 4; etc.; see also, TS., I. 7. 3. i ; AV.,

V. 17-19; XIII. I. 5. 4; IV. I. 4. 6; V. 4. 4 - I 5 ;
Mait., IV. 3. 8.

3 ^at., XII. 4. 4. 6, 7 ; cf. Manu, avidvanscaiva vidvdnsca brdhmano

daivatam mahat {IK, 317); sarvaihd brdhmanab pujyab paramam daivatam

hi tat (IX. 319).

e Sat,, III. 5.2. II; I. 2. I. 7.

7 Sat,, I. 2. I. 7.
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the ‘two vital forces*.^ In the Taittirlya Samhita^ the

priestly pow^rr is said to be quickened by the kingly power,

and the kingly power by the priestly power. This attitude

is, however, quite natural. After all a Brahman had to

depend greatly on the liberality of the Bajanya, and how-

ever much he may persuade the Raj anya not to oppress him,

or to take and eat his cow,^ because in the end it will be

worse for him,' he was, to a certain extent at least, afraid

of him.

Brahmanicil Gods Generally

Introduction

The pantheon of this period is on the wh^ le the same as

that of the Rigveda, and the gods, excepting when ritn.alis-

tically described, are generally spoken of in the same terms.

This is partly due to the fact that the whole of the literature

of this period contains profuse quotations from tlie Rigveda,

which are meant to be repeated during the performance of

the sacrifice. The meaning of these passages, liowever,

received but scanty attention, and with the growing com-

plications of the sacrifice and the development of philosophi-

cal thinking, the importance of the gods greatly diminished,

till at last they became mere figure-heads. Yet there is a

certain number of modifications which have come about

during this period. We will briefly trace the modifications

and changes in the nature and conception of gods in general.

Their Number

As in the Rigveda the number of gods is still said to be

thirty-three^ and it is expressly stated that ‘the gods are

just as many now as there were in the beginning In the

Vdjasaneyi Samhitd ^ they are once said to be three thousand

^ III. 5. 2. II ; see Maiiu, IX. 322. 2 v. i. 10. 3.

3 AV.. V. 18 ; 19. * $at., XIXI. 1,5.4.
» AV., X. 7. 13 : 9 - 12 : Kaus., VIII. 6

; Sat.. XII. 8 . 29 ;
TS., 11 . 4. 2 ;

for

the three-fold division of these thirty-three gods, as the gods who are eleven

in heaven, eleven in air, and eleven on earth, see, AV., XIX. 27. 1 i-i 3.

« Siri.. VIII. 7-1.9: T^. B., VI. 9- 16. 1 XXXIII. 7.
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three hundred and thirty-nine ; but this passage is borrow-

ed from the ^igveda} Exceptionally again, they are said to

be thirty-four.* This number is obtained by adding Praja-

pati to the usual thirty-three gods. Unlike the ^igyeda,

however, which makes no attempt to determine who these

thirty-three gods are, we are here told that out of them the

first thirty-one are eight Vasus, eleven Rudras and twelve

Adityas. But the remaining two are not always the same.

The ^atapatha Brdhmana in one place* states them to be

Indra and Prajapati ; the Aitareya Brdhmana calls them
Vasat and Prajapati ; while in another place in the ^atapatha

Brdhmana, Dyaus and Prthivi make up the thirty-three, but

Prajapati is added as the thirty-fourth.

When Yajnavalkya * was once questioned with regard to

the number of gods, he said they were 303, 3003, 33, 3, one

and a half and one. Eater, however, he declares that ' 303
and 3003 were their powers {mahimdnah) but that there

were indeed 33 gods'. He then added :
" They are 8 Vasus,

II Rudras, 12 Adityas, Indra and Prajapati. The 8 Vasus

are, Agni, the Earth, Vayu (the wind), the Air, Aditya (the

sun), Heaven, the Moon and the Stars. These are called

Vasus because they cause all this [universe] to abide (was).

The Adityas are the twelve months and are so called because

while passing they lay hold (d-dd) on everything here.

Indra is the thunder and Prajapati the sacrifice.'
*

Referring to the above three principal groups, viz. the

Vasus, the Rudras and the Adityas, the gods are said to be

of three kinds [traya vai devdh) ® or of three orders [traydvrto

vai devdh)

J

As contrasted with the Brahmans, however,

there are said to be two kinds of gods :
' the gods who are

gods and the human gods, the priests.' ®

1 111.9.9; X. 52. 6.

2 $at ., IV. 5. 7. 2 ;
v. i. 2. 13 ; 3* 4- 23. 3 xi. 6. 3. 5.

* XI. 6, 3. 4-9 ; see Eggling's tr. in SBE., XlyIV
;
see also Levi, DS., p. 37,

n. 1.

5 See Griffiths’ note on AV., X. 7, ij.

• $at., IV. 3. 5. I.
‘ ^ ^ ^at., XIII. I. 7. 2.

8 $at., II. 2. 2. 6.
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Their Abodes

They are also, as in the T^igveda,^ regarded as dwelling in

heaven, air and earth :
' Gods are three-fold, viz. those of the

sky, the air and the earth,’ “ and the passage in the Rigveda,

that there are 33 gods, ir in heaven, ii earth, and ci in

aerial waters, is repeated in the ^aiapatha Brdhmana^ and

the Vdjasaneyi Samhitd} But elsewhere seven worlds of gods

are mentioned,^ which are in another place ® said to be the

three worlds and four quarters. This passage probably

explains which those seven worlds were. In the Atharoa-

veda,’^ the gods are said to dwell in many regions. They

are again spoken of as residing on earth, in the air, the

heavens, the regions, the stars, the waters,® to wliich a

passage in the Athavvaveda^ adds plants and animals.

They are also said to seat themselves in the firmament in

heaven. As contrasted with the world of the fathers,

there are said to be two worlds ;
' the world of the gods

and the world of the fathers.’

Their Origin

During this period Prajapati is often said to be the

creator of the gods :
‘ From the upward breathings

Prajapati created the gods ;

’
‘ created them from the

breath of his mouth.' In the Aitareya Brdhmana'^^ only

the birth of three principal deities of the earth, the atmos-

phere and the sky are referred to :
‘ Prajapati conceived a

desire, ‘'May I be propagated; may I be multiplied”. He

practised fervour (iapas) ;
having practised fervour he creat-

ed these worlds; the earth, the atmosphere, the sky. He

1 1. 139. II.

2 VI. 5 . 3. 3 ; see also, VI. i. 2. lo
;
AV.. X. 9. 12 i

VII. 5 -

3 rv. 2. 2. 9.

* VII. 19. Found also in Mail., I. 3, 15 ;
and Kath., IV. S ; TS.. I. 4- 10

!

cf. AV.. XIX. 27. 11-13.

'> $at.. IX. 5. 2. 8. « X. 2. 4. 4. ’ III. 26.

* Sat., XIV. 3. 2. 4-14. ® I. 30. 3.

10 Sat., VIII. 6. I. 21. 11 Sat., XII. 7. 3. 7.

1® devanampila.—Matt., IV. 14. i. Dcvdn asrjata.—TB., III. 10. 9.

>» .^a/.,X. 1.3. I. 11 XI. I. 6. 7. 15 V.
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brooded over these worlds; from these thus brooded over,

these luminaries were bom ; Agni was born from the earth,

Vayu from the atmosphere, Aditya from the sky.’ The pass-

age in the Satapatha Brdhmana ^ where the gods are said to

have been created from out of these worlds, probably refers

to what is just quoted. Sometimes the gods are said to have

sprung from Prajapati along with the Asuras.* The neuter

Brahman, again, is said to be the source of the gods ;
®

* Verily, in the beginning, this [universe] was the Brahman.

It created the gods ; and having created the gods, it made
them ascend these worlds ; Agni, this [terrestrial] world,

Vayu, the air, and Surya, the sky.’* This passage is pro-

bably more philosophical—taking Brahman (n.) as the

source of everything—than mj'thological. But it should

be noted that Prajapati is often identified with Brahman
(n.) ^ and the whole Brahman.® He is also said to be

ViSvakarman,^ the Purusa® and the Dhatr* and to have

been born out of the golden egg.*®

In the Atharvaveda, all the thirty-three gods are said to be

contained (samdhitdh), or distributed, in the body of the cos-

mic deity Skambha, ‘ support ’.** The same hymn describes

Skambha as one in whose body are contained the Adityas,

the Rudras and the Vasus ; in whom is past and future and

all the worlds firmly established.** In the same work ‘ all

gods in the heavens ’ are said to have been born of the

ucchista, ' the sacrificial remnants ’.**

Their Immortality

Gods are generally said to have been originally mortal,

but gained immortality on being possessed by the Brahman or

» VI. 5. 3. 3. 2 iat., I. 2. 4- 8; 5- 3- 2 ; IV. 2 4- n : TS., III. 3. 7.

3 Brahman devan ajanayat.—TB., II. 8. 8, 9. Avivrdhat.—Mait., I. i, 13,

4 $at., XI. 2. 3. I.

6 $at„ XIII. 6. 2. 8 ; and .see VIII, 4. i. 3, 4 ; AA., 5. 3. 2, 3.

6 $at., VII. 3. I. 42. 7 TB., III. 7. 9. 7; $at., IX. 4. i. 12.

8 TA., III. 10. 2; TB., II. 2. 5» 3; VII. 4. i, 15.

» $aU, IX. 5. I. 35. 10 XI. I. 6. i ff. u AV., X. 7, I3» 27.

12 ibid., 22. 13 AV.. XI. 7. 23-7.
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by gaining the year/ The following story of how the gods

attained immortality is related :
' The gods and the Asuras,

both born of Prajapati, were contending against each other.

They were both soulless
;
[because] they were mortal

;
[forj

he who is mortal, is soulless. Among these two (the gods

and the Asuras) who were mortal, iVqui al « ^e was immortal

Now whichsoever [of the god^] they (the Asuras) slew,

he, indeed was so [slainl . . , . They praised and practised

austerities iu the hope that they might overcome their

enemies, the mortul Asuras. They saw this immortal

agnyadhaya (consecrated fire). They said, Come, let us

place this immortal thing in our innermost sour'... The
gods then established that [fire] in their innermost soul . .

and [thereby they] became immortal and unconquerable.* -^

Sometimes however, the gods are said to possess life

longer than that of men, but not immortality :
' From

Prajapati were the deities created: Agni, Indra, Soma,

Paramesthin and Prajapatya. They were boru with a life of

a thousand years.’ ^ In another passage we simply nave

:

' Ivonger is the life of gods and shorter the life of men.’ ^

The following story also tells us how the gods became
immortal, through sacrifices :

‘ The gods (who were originally mortal) were afraid of this

ender of life, the Death, the year (i.e.) Prajapati, “ hest he

should bring about the end of our life by [reducing the

number of] days and n^hts [given to us]. They performed

[many] rites . . . but they did not attain immortality [there-

by] . . . They went on worshipping and toiling, desiring to ob-

tain immortality.’* Prajapati said to them : Ye do not lay

down all my forms
; . . . hence ye do not become immortal.”

They said, '' Tell us thou thyself then, how we may lay down
all thy forms.” He said, ”I/ay down 360 enclosing-stones,

360 yajusmati (bricks) and 36 thereunto ;
and 10,800 lokam-

pfnd (bricks). Ye shall in this w^ay lay down all my forms

' $at ., XI. I. 2. 12 ; 2, 3, 6. 2 ^at ., II. 2. 2. 8-10, 14.

8 ^at ., XI. I. 6. 14-15. ^ ^at„ VII. 3. i. 10.

6 $at ., X.4. 3. 3-4, 6-8.
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and shall become immortal.** And the gods laid them down
accordingly and have become immortal since then.’

Prajapati is said to have been both mortal and immor-
tal in the beginning. 'His vital airs alone were immortal,

his body mortal
;
[but] by this rite ... he makes himself

uniformly undecaying and immortal.*^ 'The gods were

afraid of death
;
they had [then] recourse to Prajapati alone.

Prajapati worshipped them with this [offering]. Thus did

the gods attain immortality,’ ^

The Gods and the Asuras

An important feature of the mythology of this period is

that the Asuras are now a class of demons, who are cons-

tantly fighting with the Devas. Both the Devas and the

Asuras are, however, said to be the sons of Prajapati.^

' Desirous of offspring, he went on singing praises and

toiling. He laid the power of reproduction into his own
self. By [the breath of] his mouth he created the gods

;

they were created on entering the sky. On creating them,

there was, as it were, daylight for him. And by the down-

ward breathing he created the Asuras ;
these were created

on entering this earth. On creating them, there was, as it

were, darkness for him.* ^ Hence the day belongs to the gods

and the night to the Asuras.^

The Asuras are associated with the Raksases, and some-

times the Pi^acas are mentioned as their allies. Against

these are then leagued the gods, men and the Pitrs. ‘ The

gods, men and the Pitrs were on one side, the Asuras,

Raksases and Pi^acas on the other.* ®

In the Atharvaveda, the Asuras are said to know wisdom,^

but on the whole they are mischievous evil powers. They are

1 ^at., X. I. 4. I.

S Mail., II. 2. 2 ; see also TS., 11 . 3. 2. 1 ;
Hath., XI. 4.

S Sat., I. 2. 4. 8 ; U. 2. 2. 8 ; etc.; TS., III. 3. 7. i ; TB., I. 4- I- 1 ; L6vl,

DS., p. 36.

‘ Sat., XI. I. 6. 7-8. S TS., I. 7. 1 ; cf. AB.. IV. 5 -

« TS., II. 4- I- I ; see al.so Sat., XI. 5 - 5 - U: XIII. 8. 2. 3.

t AV., VI. 108.
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full of guile ^ and are the source of sorcery.* They have

magic ait as their Veda.® They are niggards and perverse

haters of the gods.* Prajapati gave them darkness (lamas)

and illusion [maya)} But even they perform sacrifices.

‘ What the gods did at the sac rifice, that the Astiras did : . . .

Then indeed the gods saw this silent nraisc winch the Asiwas

could not follow. Ex ery weapon the gods raised, the Asuras

perceived and countered. They could not, however, counter

the silent prayer. By i.'K-an,> of it the godo smote the Asuras

and defeated them.’ * In another ])lace tliey are said to iiave

made the oflerings itivo their own menths, through arrogance.^

The x\suras repeatedly contend with the gods for the

sacrifice and for the possecsion of this world, etc., but are

every time defeatou. ‘ The gods and the Asuras were con-

tending for the sacrifice, for Prajapati, saying, " Ours he sliall

be! Ours he shall be!’' The gods then went on singing

praises, and toiling . . . they possessed themselves of the

whole sacrifice and thus excluded tfie Asuras.’ ®
‘ The gods

and the Asuras, both sons of Prajapati, were contending for

the possession of this world. The gods drove out the

Asuras, their rivals and enemies, from tins world.’* ‘The
gods and the Asuras were contending for the regions, but the

gods wrested the regions from the Asuras. ' They also try

to throw obstacles in the way of the gods performing sacrifice ;

‘ When the gods were coming to perform a sacrifice, the

Asuras, the mischievous fiends, tried to smite theui from the

south, saying, “ Ye shall not saorifiee ! Ye shall not perform

the sacrifice!” Then Iiidra, with Brhaspati as his ally,

chased them away.’ “ But although the Asuras are defeated

or driven away every time, they do not give up their mis-

chief-making :
‘ The gods vanquished the Asuras and yet

these afterwards harassed them again.’ 'Phe tales of the

1 AV.. III. 9. 4. 2 AV., VIII. 5.9. » Sat., XIII. 4. 3. II.

* Sat., XIII. 8. 2 . 3. S Sat., II. 4. 2. 5.

* AB., II. 31 ; see TS., VI. 4. 10, ii.

t Sat., V. i. i. i ;
IX. I. 8. i.

8 Sat., XI. 5. 9. 3. 4. » Sat., XIII. 8. 2. i.

10 Sat., IX. 2. 3. 8. n Sat., IX. 2. 3. 2-3. 12 Sat., I. 2. 4. 8.
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fights of the gods and the Asuras are, however, said not to be

true.^

The following story is told of how the gods became truth-

ful and the Asuras untruthful ;
' The gods and the Asuras

entered upon their father Prajapati’s inheritance, viz.

speech—truth and untruth. [At that time] they both spake

the truth as well as untruth, and speaking alike, they were

alike. [But] the gods relinquished untruth and held fast to

truth, while the Asuras relinquished truth and held fast to

untruth. The truth in the Asuras beheld this. . . and went

over to the gods ;
the untruth in the gods beheld this. .

.

and went over to the Asuras. The gods [thus] spake

nothing but truth, and the Asuras nothing but untruth.’**

The gods are not, however, always truthful. In their

conflicts with the demons they occasionally have recourse to

both untruth and treachery. ‘ The gods entrusting truth to

the Alvins, Pusan and Vac, conquered the Asuras by un-

truth.’® When the gods, men and the Pitrs were fighting

against the Asuras, Raksases and Pi^acas, the gods found

that the deaths in their ranks were due to the Raksases.

They therefore invited the Raksases, who chose the boon

that they should be sharers in the booty. Then indeed, the

gods conquered the Raksases. But having conquered the

Asuras, they drove away the Raksases. The Raksases, [say-

ing], “Ye have done falsely,’’ surrounded the gods on all

sides. The gods then offered to Agni and thereby repelled

the Raksases. Thus the gods prospered and the Raksases

were defeated.’ *

The Asuras are said to have recourse to magic.® They
are also called magicians * with iron nets, who wander about

with hooks and bonds of iron.'' They are also said to roam

1 Sat., XI. I. 6. 9. 2 Sat., IX. 5. i. 13-16.

* TB., I. 8. 3. 3. *TS.. II. 4.I. Sat., ll. .i. i. 2.

® mayinah, as tr. by Griffiths, AV., XIX. 66. i. Here Sayana explains it

by the word Kutilah, while in another place he gives mayinaJ^ =: mayavantab
asurab, AV., XIX. 27. 5. 6.

7 AV., XIX. 66. I.
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at will and assume varied shapes.^ Just as the gods have a

Purohita, so have the Asuras. ‘ Brhaspati was the Purohita

of the gods, S.inda and Marka of the Asuras.’* Kavya
USana also is said to be the Purohita of the Asuras.®

Oih^ir Charac!eristics of the Gods

The gods are said ti> be iu v'isible, as the sacrifice
• * ‘ Hid-

den, as it were, are the gods to a.i-n.’® The gods do not

sleep,® nor sbed tears ’ and ;..iLhough the Chdndogya Upani-

shad ® says that they neither eat nor drink, the food of the gods

is often mentioned. Otnee when the gods approached Praja-

pati, he said to them, ‘Th*. sacrifice [shall be] your food,

immortality your sap, and the suii your light.’® ‘That

which is cooked bebuigs to the gods ;

’
‘ the hymn of praise

as well as sacrifice is the food of the gods.’ They are also

said to make food of him who hates the:n.^* ‘ The gods do

not dwell in each other’s houses.’

The gods are free from decrepitude ;
“ all of them

are of joyful soul.’^® The gods love the mystic.^® They
killed Death and made themselves boneless and immortal.’®

The gods are the guardians of the world,’* but there are Cods
and Greater-Gods (devlisca mahddevdh).^ ‘ At first the gods

were all alike, all good. Of them . . . three, Agni, Indra and
Surya desired, “ May we be superior !

” I'hey went on prais-

ing and toiling. They saw those Atigrahya cups of soma,

by means of which they became superior.' ‘ The gods are

1 Vajasaneyi Samhita, II. 30.

2 TS.. VI. 4. 10. 1 ; Levi, DS., p. 56. n. 4. ® Td.B., VI. 7. i.

* iat.. III. 1
. 3. 23. » $at.. III. 3, 4, 6.

« $at.. m. 2. 2. 22; AV., XII. I, 7.

’ Mait., II. I. 10; ct. AB., V. 9. 2.

8 111.6-10.1. 9 5a<., II. 4. 2. I. ’0 III. 8. 3. 7.

U Sat., XII. 8. I. 2 ; V. 1. I. 2 ; cf. I. 2. 1. 21 ; and XIV. 3. 2. 22-29.

1* .So<.. VI. 6. 3, II. WAB., V. 9.

U AV., III. 31. I. »5 X. 3. 5. 13.

r® Sat., IX. I. I. 2, 7; 2. 22-36; X. 5. 2. 14; 6. 2. 2 ;
XIV. i. i. 13.

W AV., XI. 5, 19. ’® Sat., IX. I. 2. 34.

TS., n. I. II. 4: Mail.. IV. 12. I ; Hath., XI. 12.

a> TA., 1. 9. 3. 21 Sat., IV. s. 4. 1-4.
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the days...they have the evil dispelled from them. They
are bliss . . .they are glorious.’ ^ They are called the finders

of paths® and sometimes identified with the rays of the

Sim.®

‘ In the beginning, both the gods and men were together

here. And whatever did not belong to men, for that they

importuned the gods, saying, “ This is not ours
;
let it be

ours.” Being indignant at this importunity, the gods then

disappeared.’
* In another passage the gods are said to come

first and then men.® Garhapatya is the world of men and
the Ahavavanlya of the gods; and the life of the gods is

longer than of men.®

‘ Verily, there is one law which the gods do keep, namely,

the truth. It is through this that their conquest, their

glory is unassailable.’^ They are said to have established

themselves by speaking the truth, by performing the truth.®

' What the gods did is done here
;

’ *
‘ one must do as the

gods did.’ ‘ The gods know the mind of men. In his mind
a man proposes; it passes on to the breath and from the

breath to the wind, and the wind tells the gods what the

mind of man is.’ Thus ‘ what he proposes in his mind
goes forth to the gods’.‘® As compared with the gods who
are the truth, man is said to be the untruth

; but ‘ who-
ever walks in the way of the gods walks in the way of

truth.’** ‘Immortality and truth are deposited in the

gods,’ and it is only to the gods that the true knowledge
belongs.**

'The gods have Dharma Indra as their king and the

Saman as their Veda.’ Indra is said to have obtained the

» $at., II. 1. 4. 9 :
Cf. AB., IV. 25.

2 vs., II. 21 ; $at., 1.9. 2. 28. 3 Sat., IV. i. i. 24; cf. II. 3 . i. 7.

* ^at., II. 3. 4- 4- * Sat., IV. 6 . 4. 6.

« Sat., VII. 3. I. 10. 7 Sat., III. 4. 2. 8 ; cf. XIV. i. i. 33.
8 ^at.. III. 4- 2. 8, 14. 9 Sat., VI. 3. 2. 6.

10 Sat., VI. 4- I- 3-S. Sat.. III. 4. 2. 6-7.

AV., XII. 4. 31. IS :iat., I. I. I. 4: 2. 17 ; III. 3. 2. 2 ; 9. 4. i.

H Sat., IV. 3- 4- i<5. 16 AV., VIII. 5, 25.

1* Sat., X. 3- S- 13- ” Sat.. XII. 4. 3. 14.
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kingship of the gods from Prajapati/ but he also appears

to have been elected by the gods as their chief for his ex-

cellence, ‘ When the gods had performed the guest offering,

discord befell them. They became aware of it. Forsooth,

we are in an evil plight, the Asura-Raksases have come in

between us: we shall fall a piey to »! j ent jes. I^et us

come to an agreement and yield '.o the excellence of one of

us !

*’ They yielded to the excellence of Indra ; wherefore it

is said, ** Indra is aU the deities, the gods have Indra for

their chief.’ The g*^ds are said to draw together round
Indra.

^

Goi^ and the Sacrifi:^

In the literatun^ of this period the gods aio nio‘^t inti-

mately connected with the sacrifice. They are not merely

the gods who are invoked to come to the sacrifice and

partake of it, they are now the actual performers of the

sacrifice.^ Nay, their very coming into being is due to the

sacrifice, since they are tlie sons of Prajapati who is

himself the sacrifice. Nor is now the sacrifice meant to win

the favour of the gods, as was the case in the religion

of the Rigveda. Now the sacrifice is by itself all-poweiful.

Performing a certain rite brings about a certain result, as

it had done when the gods performed it

Besides their birth, most of the qualities and powers that

the gods possess are due to their performing the sacrifices :

‘ By means of the sacrifice, the gods ascended to heaven

made the conquest of the world of heaven,® gained heaven

and defeated the Asuras
’ ‘The gods gained heaven by

worshipping with all the songs or metre? {chandas)/ ^ * The

1 TB., II. 2. 10.

2 Ill, 4. 2. 1-2; as tr. by Eggling; see also, IX. 2. 3. 3-4; IV. 6.

iff.

a $at., VIII. 7. I. 6.

* AV., XIX. 6
, 10 ; VS.. XIX. 12 ; XXXI. 14 :

Xt. 5. 5 - 12 ; but also

RV.. X. 90, 6.

6 ^at., 1 . 7. 3. I ;
see. TS., 1 . 7- i- b

« I. 6. 2. I
;
see, AB., I. 16. 7 TS.. I. 6. 10. 2.

8 3af., III. 9. 3. 10 ; Mait„ III. 2. 3 ;
VII. 4. 2 :

AB., I. 9

24
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gods and the Asuras contended for superiority. The Asuras

then defiled both kinds of plants by magic {kftya) and

poison (vtsa), hoping that in this way they might overcome

the gods. The gods overcame this by sacrifice.’ ^ Desiring

glory and success, they sat to perform a satra-,
'^

desiring

immortality, they placed the immortal agnyadhaya (conse-

crated fire) in their innermost soul.* ‘ As are men, so were

the gods in the beginning. They desired, " Det us strike off

misfortune, the evil of death, and reach the conclave of the

gods {daivtm sathsadam) They saw this twenty-four

night [rite]
; they grasped it and sacrificed with it. Then

they struck off the misfortune, the evil of death ,
and reached

the conclave of the gods.’ *

The gods offer sacrifices to one another, * or sacrifice to

sacrifice itself :
*

‘ The gods milked the sacrifice ; the sacri-

fice milked the Asuras; the Asuras being milked were

defeated.’ *

1 Sat., II. 4. 3. 2-3.

* Sat., XIV. 1.1.3; TS., II. 3. 3. I ; .see I.6vi, DS., pp. 41-3, S4-7-

3 Sat., II. 2. 2. 9-10.

* TS., VII. 4. 2. I. as tr. by Keith. f> Sat., V. 1.1.2; XI. i. 8. 2.

* AS., I. 16. 7 TS., I. 7 i-
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of the 1JS.S, 71.

Aramati, Aramaiti, 165, 174, 305,

. 306.

Aranyakas, 18- 189, 191-193.

Arapyaui, 310,

Arbiida. demon, 250.

I Arrn-'nia, 70.

:
Armenians, 68, 69, loi.

j

Arta, Av. asha, Sk. rta, i68.

I

Arya, 88. 161, 305.

j

Aryaman, Airyaman, 177, 231, 232,

290.

! Aryan, 56, 68-70, 89, 99, 138, 139.

I 151,101,245,250,252,25 s.

j

Aryan religion, 89.

;

Asia, 68, 70, 71, 73-76.
* Asiatic, 71, 74, 76.

1 Aspelenie, the Lithuanian goddess of

the hearth, 116.

I

Aston, his approval of Taylor's defi-

1 nition of religion, 26.

‘ Asuniti, goddess, 165, 306,

: Asura, lord, 91, 92, loi, i6(), 250,

!
260, 276.

I
Asuras. demons, 31 1.

: Alvins, twin gods, 11, 43, 115, 236 -

j

244, 307. 335.
Atar, Avestan fire-god, 174, 175.

I

Atharva Veda, 52, 55, 56, 59, Oo, 6i,

I
134. 135. 158, 189-192, 209, 349*

i 354. 356, 357. 3<^-

! Atharvan, priest, 56, 57, 155, 306.

j

Athwya, preparer of soma in Avesta,

I
180.

’ Atri, sage, 201
,
306.

I
Augustine, 7.

;

Australia, totemism in, 30.

Austria-Hungary, as the original

home of I.E. tribes, 73.

Avesta, 36, 84, 102, 1 1 5. 139, i6i,

163-165, 167-169, 175-180, 195.

197.

B

Babylonians. 54.

Bagha, Bhaga, 129, 167. 209, 218, 219,

227-229.

Barth, 351.

Bear, 84.

Bee. 73.

Beech tree, 74
Belur-dagh, 70.

Benfey, Theodor, 71, 254.

Bhagavan, 129.

Bharadvaja, sage, 201.

Bhargava, sage, 201.
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Bharataa, tribe, 351.
Bhumi, earth, 174.

Bhrgus, seers, 306.

Birch tree, 74.

Bloomfield, 59, 95> 99» 169, 212,

266, 315.
Boghas-koi, inscriptions found at,

114 . 163. 195. 197. 24S. ;

BdhtUngk, 153.
Bdllensen, 243.
Bradke, 91, 307.

Bfhaspati, 247, 289-293.
Brahma:|;Laspati, 267, 292, 328.

Brahma, 272, 349.
Brahmacharya, vow of chastity, 356.
Brahmavarta. 351.

Brahmanical gods, their number,
j

359-361 ;
abode;*, 361 ; origin, 361, 1

362 ;
immortality, 362-364

;
gods |

and the asuras, 364-367; other
characteristics of the, 367-369 ;

gods and the sacrifice, 369, 370.
Brahmanical ritualism, 16.

philosophy, 16.—priests, 62.

Brahmanism, 17, 198, 208, 268, 349,
350.

Brahmanas, 52, 59, 133, 145, 188-193,

195. 197* 351. 352, 357.
Brahmins, 54.

Brahman, 153-155. 324, 325. 359-
Birhadaranyaka, 193.

Brosses, C. de. Ids definition of

fetishism, 27.

Brunnhofer, H., 70.

Buddha, 115, 195.

Buddhism, 16, 17, 189, 195, 349, 350.
Buddhist philosophy, 22.

Bushmen, Australian, 105.

Burial, 149.

C

Caesar, 116.

California, 109.

Caspian sea, 162.

Caste system, 207.

Cattle-breeding, 81.

Caucasus, 70
Ceryones, 102.

Celts, 68, 104.

Celtic languages, 69.

Central Asia, 162.

Chariot-radng, 356.

Chandas period, 188.

Chfindogya Upani$ad, 192, 351, 356.

Child-marriage, 355.
China, 93, 109,

Cholera, 128.

Christianity, 17.

Chi^t, i8, 68.

Cicero, 67.

Codrington, on mana, 37.

Comte, lo.
^

Cosmogony of the Rigveda, 325-331.
Cow, 81, 86.

Cremation, 147.

Crooke, Sir William, 146.

Cult, I.B., I3c>-i53-

Curtius, 104.

D

Dadhikra, Dadhikravan, a deified

horse, 307.

Dadhyauc, seer, 306.

Dak^a, 231, 232, 317, 329.
Danu, 248.

Danube, 72, 75, 76.

Dasa, 247, 305.

Dasyu, Dasyus, 166, 207, 250, 252,

305, 307, 31 1, 312.

Davids, Rhys, 353.
Dawn, 103-110, 124, 126, 251, 270,

307 -

Day, III, 113.

Definition of religion, 3-22.

Deification of the horse, 307f.

Deities, abstract, 302, 306.

Demonology of the Rigveda, 311-316.

Denmark, 72, 84.

Deva, Daiva, 129, 166.

Dharma, 20, 21.

Dioskouroi, iii, 113, 114, 243, 244.

Divine intervention, 25, 26.

Donar, 102.

Dnieper, 76.

Dj-sadvati, 351.

Druh, an evil spirit, 183.

Dual divinities, 297.

Durkheim, ii, 18, 19, 31, 32.

Dyeus, Dyaus, 89-95, 97. 101 > 102,

104, 112, 114, 126, 166, 169, 175,

213, 242, 246, 251, 260, 270, 322,

323.
Dyau^pitar, 90.

Dyavaprthivi, 90. 297.

E

Earth, 91, 93. 95-99. 102, 120, 174.

286.

Eclipse, 106. 108.

Edda, 1 12.

Edwards, Prof., 30, 31. 36, 38. 145*

Egypt, 66, 93.

Egyptian, 105.

Empedocles, 5.

Etala, 307!.

Euphrates. 82.

Europe, 68, 70, 82, loi, 108, 124.
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Evolution, theory of, 34, 65.
Exogamy, 38.

Faith, see Sraddha.
Farnell, L. R., i;6, 66, 123.

Pechner, 24.

Fenris, igiv

Feist, Sigmund, 49, 71.

Fetish-worship, I.E., 150-1 51. =

Fetishism, 24, 26. 27 49, 64, 125,
|

151.

Feuerbach,
Fever, 137.

Pick, August, 70.

Fire, worship of, 115, ii,. 174-

three fires, 340.
Fishing, 81, 8 4
Flamen, Poman, i53f.

Flint, Prof., 7.

Frazer, Sir Jame.s, 4, j:*, i 24 ;

on magic, 32, 40, 60, 1 34, t 50 ;
the

origin of priests. 157; the origin

of gods and goddesses, 119, 123.

Funeral feast, 149.

Galloway, G., his definition of reli-

gion, 14.

Ganges, 203.

Garuda, 104.

Garutman, 321.

Oathic hymns, 132, 133.

Gayatri, 338.
Geiger, E., 72.

Geldner, 242.

Germans, 68, 104, io6, 151.

Germany, 72, 80, 106.

Germanic languages, 69.

Ghana Patha, 201

.

Ghost-worship, 29, 125.

Ghost, 34.

Giles, Prof., 73.

Goat (she), among I.E.s, 82.

God, belief in, 24 ;
existence of, 25

;

I.E. conception of, 118-129.

Gods, atmospheric, 245-266: celes-

tial, 213-244; gifts and sacrifices

to, in I.I. times, i84f.
; I.E., 89-

118; I.L, 165-183; nature of 1.1.,

183!. ; other Vedic, 297-310; Vedic,

2II-34S.
Goldstiicker, 242.

Gomati, 203.

Gopatha Brahmaiyia, 193.

Grassmann, 259, 266, 307.

Gray, Prof., 173; his theory of the
migration of the l.I.s, 162, 163;

on Ormazd, 169 ; on etymology of
Mitra-Mithra, 173.

Greece, 66, 82.

Greek, Greeks, 68, 90, 93, 99, loi . 103,

105, 109. ii7i *39* 15*; god8>

243; mythology, 107.

Grimm, 109, 112, 144.

Griswold, 75, 88, 95, 173, 251, 258,
280. 7: 6 $.

Group divinities, 297f.

H
Haouia, Iranian, 178-180.
Hararjnaiti, 29 c:.

Hardy, 241, ..of), 291.
Ilarlez, G. de, 173, 176, 178.

.
Ilartland, E. S., 19; on Totemism,

I
3* ; on magic, 33 ; on mana, 37.

i Heaven, father, 90, Qi.

Hegel, 10.

Hehn, 82.

Helen, 113.

Hellas, 66.

Henry, Victor, 266,

Herakleilob. 6.

Herakles, 102.

Hercules, 102,

Herder, 8,

Hermes, 227
Herodotus, Greek historian, 104,
n6, 139, 151, 177, 185.

Hillebrandt, 228, 241, 243, 244, 255,
265, 291, 295.

Himalaya, 351-

Hinduism, 18, 174, 225.

Hindukush, 64, 70, 162.

Hiranyagarbha, 326.

Hirt, H., 72, 78.

Hobbes, Thomas, 6.

Homer, lui.

Homeric, 98, 144.

Hopkins, 12, 15, 56, 57, 196, 227,

228, 232, 242, 272, 292, 309, 323.

i
Horse, deification of, in Rigveda, 307.

Hotar, priest, 283.

Hunting, 81, 84.

Hvar, Iranian, i; :..

Hymns, composition of, 51, 54.

I

I|a, 295
India, 70, 82, loi, 104, 108, 127, 162,

245, 252.

Indian, Indians, 68, 69, 92, 96, 100,

106, 109, Ii7» I39 » 150*

i62,j242, 308 ;
Vedic, 341.

Indo-Aryan, Indo-5ryans, 48, SE 83,

132, 308, 343, 3St ;
the Punjab.

203, 204.
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Indo-Celtic^ 68.

Indo-Gennanic, 68, 69.

Indo-Buropean, Indo-Europeans, 36,

57* 45* 4S> 138» 206; conception of

God, 118-129; cult, 130-153; cul-

ture, 80-88; home of the, 70-80;
magic in relation to I.E. tc^gion,

45-66, 68, 89-129; peoples, 243;
priesthood, 153-158; religion, 88-

129.

Indo-Iranian, Indo-Iranians, 49*50,

54* 63* 69-70, 83, 92. 104, 1 16,

117. 130, 154* 162, 163, 165, 170,

171. 17s* 204, 251, 323, 344,

345; conception of god, 165-167;
period, 88, 104, 113-115, 245, 263,

280; prayer, 184; religion, 163-

165 ; worship, 183-185.
Indra, 91, 101, 102, 115, 122, 127, 242,

245-252, 254, 256, 257, 264. 268.

270, 272, 276, 277, 283, 284. 289.

290. 292, 308, 310, 336, 340, 344.
Indra-Agni, 297.
IndrailM* ^47 *

Indra-Varuua, 297.

Indus, 203, 252,

Iran, 75, 82.

Iranian, Iranians, 68, 104, 114, 115,

132, 139. 161, 167.

Iravati, 203.

Italian, 69.

J
Jackson, 196.

Jacobi, 197* 349*350.
Jainism, 349.

James, E. O., 38.

Janaka, King of Videha, 357.

Japan, 109.

Jastrow, 5, 13.

Ja^apatha, 201.

Jaundice, 137.

Jevons, F, B., 12, 30, 31.

Jones, Sir H., 3, n. 2.

Jordon, ly. H., 14, 24, 25.

Judaism, 17.

Jupiter, Roman deity, loi.

Jttsti. P., 70, 71.

K
Kaegi, 292.

Kak^vat, 241.

Kak^yan, 334.

Kant, on religion, 10.

Ka^va, Ka^vas, 201, 306.

Ka^, 352.

Kdthaka (Saihhita), 190 ;
school, 193.

Kau^taki, 192.

Kaussina, 124.

KaSyapa. 309*

K&vya Uilana, 306.

Keith, A. B„ 59, 71, 197; totemism
and soma-sacrifice, 309.

Kirghese, 75,
Kosala, 352.

Krainapaiha, 200, 201.

Kretschmer, P., 75.

Ksatriya, K^atriyas, 84, 358.
Ksetrasya-pati, 306.
Kuhn, A., 8, 57* 254-
Kurdistan, 162.

Kuruk$etra. 351.
Kurus, tribe, 351. 353.
Kusa, grass, 267.

Kutsa, 306.

L

I

Ivaclantius, 6, 7, 8.

! Udd. G. T., 14.

I

Ivandtman, 157.

1
Lang, Andrew, 3.

I Lathan, R. G., 71.

!
Latin, 98, 105.

! Lehmann, 178.

I Lenorment, F., 70.

Lettic, Lettish, god-sons. 1
1 3, 243

;

songs. III ; sun myth, 105.

Leuba, J. H., 2.

Liden, ia>.

Lightning, 117, 118, 126.

Lithuania, 72.

Lithuanian, Lithuanians, 68, 104*

105, 109, 116, 117, 125-127.

Ludwig, 241, 307,

I
Macdonell, A. A.. 15, 58, 71, 91, lOO,

110, 115, 1 16, 120-123, 129, 131,

I
17s. 177. >96, 213 227, 232, 245,

i 251, 254, 264, 366, 272, 280, 292,

293, 327 ;
on deified ancestors,

!
3o6f.

Madhyadesa, 295f., 351.
Magadha. 352.

Magian, 185.

Magic, 32, 45; age of, 121, 151 ; in

relation to I.E. religion, 45-66.
Magician, 56, 57, 153, 158.

Mahabharata, 21, 352.
Mahi, 295.

Maitrayauiya school, 190, 193.

Malayas, 109.

Mana, 37, 38.

Mannhardt, 243*

Man-tigers, 309, n. i

.

Mantra, 109, 1945, 199.

Manyu, * anger*, 165, 305.

Manu, 21, 181, 306, 351.
Marett, R. R., ii, 3^* i34*
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Maruts, *wind>gods\ 122, 247^ 248*

250, 253 -25 S» 25^. 257* 264, 270,
286, 305, 325.

Matariivan, 264-^6^

.

Matsyas, tribe, 309.
Mazdah, 169, 170.

Medea, 107.

Melanesian, 3/, 38.

Menzies, Allen, 13.

Meringer, R., 75.
Mesopotamia, 66. 70.

Mexican, 105, 107.

Mexico, 109.

Meyer, 254.

MiUs, L. H., i66.

Miller, 241, 243, 244.
Miscarriage,. 137.

Mitra-Mithra, 107, 170, i72-:74. 214.

218, 219, 22 '*-224, 286! >90, 3j 6.

Mitra-Varupa, 297.

Mohamedanism, 17.

Mommsen, 70.

Monier-Williams, 70.

Monogamy, 87.

Monotheism, 120.

Moon, i02, 105, 124, 174, 1 81, 182.

cult, ifXi.

god, 107, 120, 127.

myth, 93.
Morley, Lord, 3, n. i.

Morning star, 244.

Moulton, i(jC), 169, T73, 178.

Much, M., 72, 82, 147.

Mudgala-Mudgalaiii. 308.

Muir, J., 71.

Mujavat, 281.

Miiller, F. Max, 4, 6-8, 12, 24, 69,

188, 189, n. 2, 196-197* 202, 2i3,

235, 292, 295. 318.

Muller, S., 147.

Muradeva, 279.

Myriantheus, 242.

N

Nagas, tribe, 309, n. i.

Naighapt^ka, 307.
Nairy66angha, 176.

Namuchi, 313.

Naonhaittya, 115.

Narasadisa, 176.

Nasatya, 114, ii5-

Nature-worship, 50, 51, 123.

religion, 345, 349.

Neolithic age, 78, 79.

New Zealand, 93.

Night, 111-113.

Nir^i, 306.

Nirv&VM, 17, 18

Niftigri. 246.

O

Odhin-VVodan, 237.
Oldham, 295.
Oldenberg, H., 55, 56, 57, 60, 91, 100,

loi. 121, 131. 139* 227,
264* 271, 292, 307, 323.

Ormazd, 169.

Origin of religroii, 15. 23-41.
Origin of man, 23, 24.

Osadhi, 307.

Osti.ra, 152.

Ovid, 7.

Oxus, 70.

P
Paidvii, 507
Palajolithic age, 78. 80, 83.
Pamir, 70, 71.

PahehMas, tribe, 352.
Papis, tribe, 31 1 312.

Pantheism, 321.

Parjanya, 88, 89,,ioi, 122, 256, 259-
261, 333-

Parvata, 310.

Pedu, 307
Penka, 71.

Perkunas, Lithuanian thunder-god,
259.

Persia, 197.

Persian, 63, 103, 106, 118.

Philosophy distinguished frtmi reli-

gion, 9.

Philosophical definitions of religion,

9^

Philosophy of the Rigveda, 325-331.
Pictet, 70.

Pin^a, 150.

Pipru, 305.

Pischel, 259, 307.

Pisacas, 316.

Pitaras, 150, 267.

Plough, 81.

Poland, 72.

Polygamy, 87.

Polytheism, 120.

Prajapati, 218, 307, 324, 325, 327,
362.

Prati§akhyas, 201.

Pratt, J. B., 15.

Prayaga, 351.

Prayer, 130-146.

Priestly class, 62.

Priesthood, origin and growth of,

I53--I58-

Prometheus, 265.

Pr&ni, 253, 257-

Pythivi, see Barth, 270, 293* 3 10.

Frusso-Lithuanian, 116.

Punjab, 162, 197, 258.

Pura^as, 145.

Pusan, 226, 227, 247.
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Purusa, 326, 331, 362.
Puru^a-sukta, 246, 326.

R

Rajanya, 357-359.
Rkjasuya, 57. 352.
Rakfas, Rak^ases, 278, 279, 315-316.
R&ti, 202.

Ratzel, F., 75.

Rauhi^a, 248.

Rbhus, 221, 288.

Religion, composite theory of, 25.
—definitions of, 3-12, 14-15, 18.— — —, classification of, 3-5.— — —, anthropological, 22.— — —

^
philosophical, 9.—Indo-Ruropean, 89-129.

—Indo-Iranian, 161-185.
—origin of, 15, 20, 23-38.

—psychological necessity of, 26.

—revelation theory of, 23-25.
—universal elements of, 17-18.

R4ville, A., 7. 8, 9.

Ridgeway, 147.
Rigveda, 50, 52, S4”57» 60-62, 84, 86,
’

90, 92i 94» 97» 100, loi, 103, 104,

116, I 17, 122, 127. 129, 132-135,

143, 145, 151, 155. 160, 163, 164,

165, 176, 179, 180, 187-192, 198-202,

209, 244, 245, 249, 251, 252, 257,

259i 263-265, 267, 273, 280, 288,

289, 294. 295. 307, 308, 319, 323,

337. 339» 33i» 335. 338. 344, 349,

351. 355. 357. 359.—animal worship in, 308.

—contents of, 201-202.

—cosmogony and philosophy of,

325-331.
—importance of, 198-199.—^preservation of, 199-201.

—serpent worship in, 308.

Rigvedic period, 64, 344; poets, 318

;

* prayer, 144, 333-339; ritual, 179;

rta, 168-169 ; sacrifice, 339-343.
Rivers, 294-^.
Rohde, Erwin, 147.

Roman, Romans, 68, loi, 106, 109,

117, 125, 126.

Roth, 153, 15s, 251, 266, 309.

Rudra, Rudras, Rudriyas, 100, 253-

254. 357-359. 265, 360.

Russia, 72.

Russian, 109.

Sacrifice, 50, 52, 57, 59. “9. 130-146.

Sacrificial implements, 341.

Sakapuni, 271.

S&maveda, 61, 189-192, 198, 202.

^mbara, 248, 290, 312.
Saihhitas, 52, 57, 133, 145, 199, 200,

334. 350.
Sanskrit, 74, 129, i 54. IS 5 -

Sarasvatl, 122, 127, 294!., 351.
Satapatha Brahmana, 190, 358, 360,

362.

Savitr, Savitar, 127. 220-222, 247.
249. 277, 326. 327. 332, 333.

Saxon, 105.

Sayana, 259, 265.
Scandinavian, 109.

Schlegel, 70.
Schleicher on the home of the Indo-

Europeans, 70.
Schleiermacher on religion, 10.

Schmidt, 70.

Schroder, I^. von, 14, 69, 72, 91-93,
loi, 254.

Schrader, 56, 60, 72, 77, 81. 82, 84,
86, 89, 91, 98, 99, 103, no, n 6-1 18,

123-125, 128, 131, 132, 138-142. 146,

147. 150, 151. 153. 155. 157-
Scotland, 80.

Scythians, 116, 118, 139.
Semites, 54.
Seneca on religion. lo.

Sergi, G., 6.

Servius on religion, 7.

Sigrus, tribe, 309.
vSind, 197.
Sindhu, river, 122, 294.
Sita, ‘ furrow \ 306.
Siva, 265, 272.
Skamba, 324.
Sky, 92, 95, 98, loi, 107, 1 1 8, 120,

127.

Slavs, 68, 104, 1 1 7, 129, 139.
Small-pox, 128, 137.
Smith, W. R., on totemism, 30.

Smrti, i88, 189.

Snake-bite, 128.

Soma, SI, 106, 127, 178-180, 184, 185,
203, 209, 225, 244, 246, 247, 254,
262, 264, 267, 280-289, 309. 333-335.
340, 341.

Soul, 25, 1 19.

Spencer, Herbert. 29, 64; on ancestor-
worship, 65.

Spiegel, F.,

Spinoza on religion, 10.

Sraddha, 'faith', 306.

Sruti, 188, 189.

Stars, iio-iii, 122.

Stone-worship, 244.
Sudas, 204, 357 -

Suetonius, 7.

Sun, 102, 103. 105, 107, 120, 124, 126,

137, 181, 182; cult, 103, 106; gods,
X73, 174, 218-219; myth, 93, 105,

Sura, wine, 355.
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Surya, 103, 127, 172, 247, 281, 317,

332.
Surya, 113, 2i9-2-**o.

Sutudri, 203, 294.
Sutras, 188, 189, 193. 195 » 3S<5.

Suvastu, 203.

Sweden, 72, 80.

Swiss lake-dwellings, 84.

Symons, B„ 75.

T
Tacitus, 151.

Taittiriya-Aranyaka, 192 ; Brah-
mana, 193 , Samhita, $9 ;

schools,

190.

Tarksya, 307.
Teutons, Teutonic, 90, 103, KJ9, 1,13,

139. 140.

Thouless, R. K., 9.

Thraelaona, 180.

Thunder, 98, 102, 126.

Thunderbolt, loc^.

Tibet, 109.

Tiele, C. P-, 14.

Tigris, 82.

Tilak, B. G., lO?.

Ti^trya, 102.

Tocharian, 69 ; language, 74-7 5

•

Totemism, 12, 30, 31, 32, 125.

Trdyi-vidya, 189.

Trita-Aptya, 251, 264.

Trita-Tlirita, 180, 314.

Tritapatores, 123.

Turan, 70.

Turkestan, 71, 74.

Tva§tr. 180, 245, 248, 271.

Twilight, 242-243.
Tylor, 12, 13, 26-28, 126, 143-

U
Ukraine, 72. *

Upanishads, 188-193, 330, 331.

Upanishadic philosophy, 16.

Upton, 9.

Ural. 76.

Uranus, 96.

Usenet, 124-125, 128.

Usenet, Solmsen, 117.

U§as *dawn\ 152, 183, 232-236, 310,

318. 333-
U^naras, 352.

V
Vai^ya, 84, 357*
Vajasaneyi Samhita, 190, 192, 359.
Vala, 180, 250, 291, 314.

Vamadeva, 201.

Varuna, 93-96, 115, 127, 167-169,

214-218, 247. 250-252, 270, 286,

290, 321-322, 325.
VaSas, 352.

/

VaM^ha, 201.

Vasus, tribe, 358.
Vasto§-pati, 306.

Vata, 25S-257, 333.
Vayu, 122, 246, 247, 255-257. 286,

306, 327, 362.
Veda, 36. 163, 169. 188-192, 350; the

four Veda*^, ^ 89-192,
Vedic, civilization and religion not

primitive, 204-210.— -chronology. 194-198.
gods, 95, 106, 1 17, 211. 212,

317-325.
their classification, 211,212.
worship of, 329- 341.

Indians, 62-63, 268.
literature, 55-56, 121, 132, 144,

187-210.
mythology, 107, 121, 129.

period, 57, 10^, no, 188-189.

poet, no, 211,267.
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